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Abstract 
Nadlne Daniela Schafer 
Young people's geographies in rural post-socialist Germany: a case study in 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
An increasing interest in young people's rural lives can be registered 
within social sciences. However, only a very limited amount of research has 
been conducted in the context of post-socialist countries even though rural 
young people are described as one of the groups most severely affected by 
declining standards of welfare and by the rise of socio-economic inequalities in 
post-socialist communities (see Brake & Buchner 1996; McAuley 1995; 
Kollmorgen 2003). 
This thesis aims to address this gap by analysing the way rural young 
people in the East German state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern perceive and 
negotiate structural disadvantages. It follows a wider call in the area of 
childhood and youth studies to acknowledge both, structural conditions that 
characterise young people's lives and young people's agency (see James, 
Jenks & Prout 1998; Holloway & Valentine 2000) to analyse the complexity of 
young people's geographies. 
Conceptually, this thesis critically reflects on Beck's (2000), Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) and Giddens' (1990, 1991. 1994, 2000) theoretical 
work on people's lives in second modernity. To more fully understand the 
meaning of space for young people's everyday lives and to question who 
suffers and who benefits from new chances and risks I will introduce Massey's 
(1993, 2005) 'progressive concept of place'. Her concept of space offers a 
valuable framework to analyse the heterogeneity of young people's everyday 
lives. 
To address young people as experts of their own lives and to give them a 
voice I developed a participatory research project with 67 young people aged 
between 14 and 16 years. It will be shown that participants referred to the 
perception of still existing fundamental East-West German differences which 
had multiple implications on their present day and future lives. They did not, 
however, identify themselves as the 'losers of reunification' (Brake & Buchner 
1996; Kollmorgen 2003) but highlighted the emergence of new opportunities for 
young people. As such this thesis challenges the universal understanding of 
the rural' and of the post-socialist transformation process as a one way process 
to capitalism. It thus contnbutes to a more plural geographical analysis (Woods 
2005) of young people's lives in second modernity. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Young people's lives in rural East Germany 
1. Introduction 
Young people growing up in rural regions generally suffer from poorer 
choices of education, job training facilities, and employment opportunities than 
their counterparts in urban areas (Vanderbeck & Dunkley 2003; Jentsch 2004; 
Jentsch & Shucksmith 2004; Punch 2004; Ansell 2005). Scholars have 
highlighted the specific disadvantages of rural East Germany compared with 
West German regions due to the dramatic loss of services and facilities since 
reunification (Brake & Buchner 1996; Baur & Burrmann 2000; Kollmorgen 
2003). The collapse of state socialism has had far-reaching economic, political 
and cultural consequences that have led to a "re-definition of almost the entire 
fabric of everyday life" (Young & Light 2001: 942) and caused new uncertainties 
as lives and worlds of meanings 'lost their moorings' (Verdery 1999). Children 
and young people have thus been identified as one of the groups most severely 
affected by declining standards of welfare and by the rise of socio-economic 
inequalities in post-socialist societies (Brake & Buchner 1996; McAuley 1995; 
Kollmorgen 2003). However, there has been limited research on the ways in 
which young people negotiate their life circumstances and develop strategies 
for building meaningful and purposeful lives (see Jeffrey & McDowell 2004) in 
rural East Germany. 
This thesis aims to address this gap by analysing the way rural young 
people in the East German state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern perceive their 
everyday lives and how they negotiate, challenge and live with perceived 
disadvantages and structural forms of exclusions. The thesis follows a wider call 
in the area of childhood and youth studies to acknowledge both, structural 
conditions that characterize young people's lives and young people's agency 
(Holloway & Valentine 2000; James, Jenks & Prout 1998). To fully understand 
the meaning of growing up in a post-socialist, rural region I will introduce the 
theoretical framework of conceptualising young people's lives and the meaning 
of space in second modernity. It will be questioned in how far young people's 
everyday life experiences in rural East Germany are captured in and can be 
explained by these theoretical considerations. 
1.1 Theoretical Context 
The age of high or second modernity is characterised by the new 
challenges and risks that have arisen as places have become increasingly 
connected at a global scale (Beck 2002; Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). 
Spaces seem to lose their traditional shapes due to place-polygamy and the 
expansion of the capitalist market system (Giddens 1990, 1991, 1994; Beck 
2000). Although these spatial transformations have provided new opportunities 
for people, these have come with an increased sense of risk and the loss of the 
historical guidelines on how to negotiate life chances. Consequently, questions 
have been raised about the meaning and the value of space and, in turn, how 
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individuals construct their own identities within this changing world. Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim (2002: 23) argue that while traditions and spaces have not 
completely lost their role, personal and spatial identities in second modernity 
have to be chosen or sometimes even invented as: "[ijndividuals become 
actors, builders, jugglers, stage-managers of their own biographies and 
identities and also of their social lives and networks". 
This thesis aims to critically interrogate Beck's, Beck-Gernsheim's and 
Giddens' description of the present day world to understand the complexity of 
young people's everyday lives in rural East Germany. Their focus on identity 
construction offers a general understanding of present day life conditions and 
young people's responses to it. However, empirical results have indicated that 
the individualisation process is highly uneven depending on dimensions such as 
social class, gender, age, and ethnicity (Buchner et al. 1996; Holloway & 
Valentine 2000; Shucksmith 2000; Laegran 2002; Forster 2003; Jentsch 2004; 
Shucksmith 2004; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005, 2007). The reference to 
young people's agency thus needs to be understood as a ^socially situated 
agency' (Evans 2002). It emphasises that individual, creative, proactive and 
resistant forms of social engagement are influenced but not determined by 
structures and the contexts young people are growing up in (see also Kesby 
2007). 
Although Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens acknowledge that 
structural inequalities are still existent in second modernity they do not give an 
insight into who suffers or benefits more from the new choices and risks. In 
accordance with Shucksmith (2004) I argue that it is necessary "to develop 
these theories in less totalising ways if they are to capture the reality of people's 
choices in differing circumstances" (Ibid: 56). 
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There is thus still a need to research and explain processes of social 
inclusion and exclusion, to analyse why some people profit more from the new 
individuality than others. Further, Beck's. Beck-Gernsheim's and Giddens' work 
does not address issues such as the dramatic socio-economic, cultural and 
political changes that are connected, for example, with reunification of the two 
German states and their impact on people's everyday lives. It thus does not 
theoretically capture the experiences of young people in post-socialist countries. 
Recent work indicates, however, that these young people are often additionally 
disadvantaged. Nonetheless, hardly any research has focused on young 
people's experiences of the transformation processes on their everyday lives. 
This thesis aims to address this research gap in reconstructing young 
people's geographies in a rural. East German region. It thus particularly focuses 
on young people's understanding and experiences of space and the meaning of 
post-socialist transformation process, to question how far the concept of second 
modernity reflects and captures life conditions of young people growing up in 
rural East Germany. Questions will be raised about how young people perceive 
and engage with new choices and forces facing them in an ever-changing 
world. Particular emphasis will be placed on young people's identities and how 
they are constituted in and through particular spaces. 
It will be argued that people's understanding and experiences of place 
and space and their (perceived) relationship to them still need to be considered 
as an important part of their identity-formations. With regard to the rural context 
Wiborg (2004: 429) has argued that "rural locality as a social, cultural and 
geographical background constitutes a repertoire of symbols that individuals 
use in different ways in creating their desired identity". That is why 
understandings of rurality have to be seen in direct relation to the construction 
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of the (rural) childhood, more precisely, to the conception of what rural 
childhood 'should' be (Aitken 2001). Hughes (1997:171) has further highlighted 
that "only when we understand the multifaceted meanings underlying 
representations of rurality will we begin to make sense of the relationship 
between rural discourses and contemporary rural experience". This means 
images of rurality are reflected in and therefore essential for the construction of 
childhood and thus young people's everyday life experiences. To understand 
young people's geographies in rural Germany it is thus necessary to analyse 
their understanding of 'rurality' and of 'growing up in a rural region'. 
Further, it needs to be considered that growing up in a post-socialist 
region might (still) be connected with a repertoire of symbols and 
understandings that affect young people's life experiences. It will thus be 
important to analyse young people's understandings, experiences and 
perceptions of, for example, the East-West German relationship and how the 
post-socialist transformation process impacts on their everyday lives. However, 
in the context of researching people's lives in post-socialist countries, 
academics have warned against research which places the East-West 
relationship at the centre of its analysis. They argue that it risks reinforcing the 
West as a prime referent and often results in the neglect of acknowledging the 
similarities between post-socialist and western countries as well as the 
heterogeneity amongst post-socialist societies (see Hann et al. 2002; Stenning 
& Horschelmann 2008). 
The thesis thus aims to reconstruct young people's understandings of 
both growing up rural and growing up in (rural) East Germany. This approach 
provides a better understanding of the multiple ways and the different levels at 
which their rural, East German residency affects their everyday life experiences. 
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In this context the geographical work of Massey (1993) becomes important. She 
has conceptualised a 'global sense of place' by emphasising the social relations 
and understandings that characterise places. This offers a general guideline on 
how to analyse the 'glocal' dimension of young people's lives in combining 
different scales of place and space. This progressive understanding of place 
highlights the importance of the multiple power-relations that characterise 
participants' everyday experiences. I will particularly draw on Panelli 's (2002) 
work who has developed Massey's understanding of place further by focusing 
on the different dimensions of negotiation that capture the multiple power-
relations rural young people are engaged with. It allows to empirically research 
the multiple geographies of young people's lives. 
I will refer to data which were gained through a qualitative, participatory 
orientated research project that was conducted with 67 young people most of 
them were aged between 14 and 16 years (the study also included a small 
number of 13 year olds (n=3)).. The research project was conducted in a rural 
region of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (MV), one of five 'neue Bundeslander' 
('new federal estates') that belonged to the German Democratic Republic 
(GDR) until 1990. 
1.2 The site of study: Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is situated in the North-East of Germany and 
is one of five new Bundeslander of the Federal Republic of Germany which 
belonged to the G D R until 1990 (see Figure 1.1). With its size of around 23,000 
km^ it covers 6.5% of the total area of the F R G and has a population of 1.75 
million which corresponds to 2 .1% of the total population of the F R G 
(Statistisches Landesamt Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003a). 
M E C K L E N B U R G -
r VORPOMMERN 
C Z E C H 
R E P U B L I C 
• •« 
SWI 
F R A N C E 
A U S T R I A 
Df N M A R K 
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V O R P O M M E R N 
0 km 60 
o 
Figure 1.1: Location of the research area 
(Source: Map drawn by the Cartographic Resources Unit in Plymouth 2006) 
The Ministry for Education, Science and Culture in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern promotes this area in deschbing it as "the bud between Germany, 
Scandinavia and the Northeast of Europe" (Ministenum fur Bildung. 
Wissenschaft und Kultur Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2001:4). This poetic 
description does not only refer to the localisation of the Bundesland, but also to 
its physical characteristics: Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is marked by around 
1750 inner watenA/ays and its lakes like the 'Muritz' and the Schweriner Lake' 
are among the biggest lakes in Germany. In addition it possesses more than 
260 nature protection areas with a total area of around 70 hectar (Statistisches 
Landesamt Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003a). These features contnbute to 
define Mecklenburg-Vorpommern as a rural region that has great potential to 
develop its tourism further in attracting people to its unique landscape. 
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Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is further characterised by agriculture, with 
more than 60% of its land used for arable farming. It means that Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern can be described as a dominantly rural federal estate. Around 
50% of the people living in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern live in towns or villages 
which have less than 10,000 inhabitants (Bundesamt fur Bauwesen und 
Raumordnung 2005). Only six cities have more than 50,000 inhabitants of 
which Rostock (with around 200,000 inhabitants) and Schwerin (with around 
100,000 in habitants) represent the biggest cities in the region. 
Since reunification, however, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has suffered 
from economic changes and has been classed as a E U 1 region, confirming 
that it is one of the poorest and structurally weakest regions in Europe 
(Bundesamt fur Bauwesen und Raumordnung 2005). This is reflected in its 
poorly developed infrastructure which is oriented mainly towards Berlin, the 
capital of Germany. Moreover, the population density of the region is the lowest 
in Germany and unemployment rates are more than twice the national average 
(see Table 1.1). 
Federal Republic 
of Germany 
Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern 
Muritz (MV) 
(Research 
Area) 
Population density 231/km^ 75/km^ 40/km^ 
Unemployment rate 9.8% 20.0% 22.9% 
Youth unemployment 
rate (> 25 years old) 
9.4% 12.5% 18.7% 
Table 1.1: Population density and unemployment rates within the research area 
(Source: Statistisches Jahrbuch Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003) 
Table 1.1 indicates that the unemployment rate of under 25 year olds in 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern is higher than the national average and with regard 
to the specific research area (Muritz) this rate is twice the national average. In 
s 
addition the birth-rate dropped drastically by more than 50% between the years 
1989 and 1994 (Statistisches Landesamt Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003a) 
and is still in decline. High out-migration has characterized the region since 
reunification of the two German states. Between 1990 and 2004 the net 
migration added up to 240,000 people which represent a decrease of the 
population numbers in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern by -12.5% (see Kuck et al. 
2006). This trend of declining population numbers is forecast to continue 
(Fischer & Kuck 2004; Krohnert et al. 2004) and is one of the main problems the 
region has to face. The prognosis for 2020 is that Mecklenburg-Vorpommern's 
population will be one of the oldest in Germany (Krohnert et al. 2004). Although 
these population problems have been put on the political agenda in Germany 
there is still a lack of research that focuses on the situation of young people in 
these places. Such insights, however, are needed to develop a more 
sustainable standard of living for young people in rural areas and to offer them a 
genuine choice to leave or stay in the region. 
A prime example of the radical changes that affected people's rural 
everyday life is the restructuring of the 'Landwirtschaftliche 
Produktionsgenossenschaft' (LPGs) , large-scale agricultural cooperatives that 
fulfilled important social functions in addition to their economic roles during the 
GDR. L P G s were the institutional outcome of collectivisation and 
industrialisation of socialist agriculture (Wilson & Wilson 2001; Wilson & Klages 
2001). These cooperatives took over responsibility for a wide range of social 
and administrative functions in villages, offering childcare, community services 
such as libraries, bars and shops and organising cultural and social events (see 
Rudolph 1997; van Hoven 2001). In addition, the 'Freie Deutsche Jugend' (FDJ. 
Free German Youth) offered young people a wide range of leisure-facilities and 
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organised social activities. It was the only official youth movement of the GDR, 
an instrument of the state that most East German youth joined at the age of 13 
or 14. In 1988, 99.4% of pupils and 92.5% of university students were members 
(Schefold 1995). The FDJ monopolised organised youth activities and ran 
holiday camps, discos and youth clubs for rural, as well as urban young people. 
Differences between rural and urban areas in the G D R were generally 
small since state policies followed the ideological aim of eliminating structural 
inequalities between agricultural and industrial societies (see Beetz 2004). 
Since reunification in 1990, however, socio-economic differences between rural 
and urban areas have re-emerged strongly in East Germany (van Hoven 2001, 
2002; Bundesamt fur Bauwesen und Raumordnung 2005). The restructuring of 
cooperatives has led to a major decline in agricultural employment (see van 
Hoven 2001) and to the loss of social services associated with them. In 
addition, the FDJ lost nearly all its members and the number of youth clubs 
declined rapidly. Out of 9,620 state-run youth clubs that were registered in MV 
in 1988 only 312 such clubs existed in 1991 (Schefold 1995). 
As the number of school-children in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern has 
declined by 36.4% since reunification (Statistisches Landesamt 2003b), due to 
general out-migration and dramatically falling birth-rates, services and facilities 
for young people have closed down, making access to education and training 
as well as employment increasingly difficult. Young people growing up in rural 
East Germany are facing problems associated with changing schools and 
travelling further to school as well as fewer training options (see Brake 1996: 
Brake & Buchner 1996; Baur & Burrmann 2000: Kollmorgen 2003). Partly in 
response to this, skilled young people in particular are leaving the region. Such 
trends reinforce rather than reduce the differences between East and West 
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Germany. Young people growing up and living in East Germany are thus often 
referred to as the 'losers' of reunification (see Brake 1996; Brake and Buchner 
1996; Baur and Burrmann 2000; Kollmorgen 2003). 
While such a characterisation recognises the multiple disadvantages 
faced by East German youth, it also contributes to the perception that young 
people growing up in these rural regions are "a 'problem', in relation to crime, 
drugs, political extremism" (Smith 1998: 297). This negative and one-sided 
picture of 'East German youth' dominates public and academic discourses and 
fails to acknowledge the heterogeneity of young people in East Germany. The 
construction of East German youth as 'different' and 'other' may also influence 
East German young people's own socio-spatial identity construction negatively, 
thus contributing further to feelings of exclusion. 
In order to challenge the perception of East German youths as either 
deviants or victims, more attention needs to be paid to discourses by rather 
than about them. In particular, it is important to understand the lifestyle 
strategies adopted by young people in response to challenges or changes that 
they view as affecting their lives (see also Horschelmann & Schafer 2005). This 
thesis aims to address this by foregrounding young people's understandings 
and everyday life experiences, analysing both structural forms of exclusion and 
young people's agency. It thus follows a more recent call of social scientists to 
understand the post-socialist transformation process, not simply as a one-way 
process to 'capitalism' (for further discussion see Chapter 2), but to 
conceptualise and empirically research the heterogeneity of (young) people's 
lives in post-socialist contexts (Burawoy & Verdery 1999; Pilkington et al. 2002; 
Pilkington et al. 2003; Pilkington 2004; Stenning 2005; Stenning and 
Horschelmann 2008). 
1.3 Aims and Objectives 
This thesis sets out to provide an in-depth understanding of the 
heterogeneous geographies of young people's lives in rural East Germany. To 
do this, it is necessary to acknowledge how structure and agency combine to 
influence the choices, and actions of young people in, between and across 
different spaces. Such insights can only be achieved by listening to young 
people's voices and placing them at the centre of the research process. 
Therefore, within the context of rural, post-socialist Germany, this thesis 
has five main aims: 
1. to examine young people's understanding, experience and meaning of 
space with regard to their rural residency. I will particularly focus on the 
multiple power-relations that characterise and that impact, or are felt to 
impact, on young people's lives; 
2. to advance knowledge of how young people perceive and experience the 
post-socialist transformation process. This will include the analysis of 
how young people position themselves in the context of a united 
Germany; 
3. to acknowledge young people's agency to determine their life chances 
within the structures identified above. This will focus on how their identity 
is shaped by their perceptions, experiences and negotiations of different 
spaces and highlight the multiple strategies young people develop to 
cope with, challenge or even overcome perceived disadvantages; 
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4. to adopt a participatory research approach that works with young people 
to empower their agency; 
5. to inform and be informed by theoretical developments in children's 
geographies and to discuss participants' life experiences in rural East 
Germany within the context of young people's lives in second modernity . 
1,4 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the theoretical framework of the thesis to 
understand the meaning of place and space for young people's everyday lives 
in second modernity. This chapter provides both an overview of predominant 
issues dealt with in the existing literature and identifies areas of knowledge to 
which the thesis will contribute. The first part of the chapter focuses on the initial 
debate that put children on the geographical agenda in identifying them as 
'marginalized others' who need to be given a voice (Philo 1992). In accordance 
with Murdoch and Pratt's (1993) reply to Philo that deeper power relations need 
to be identified that cause forms of marginalisation, the second part of the 
chapter aims to contextualise young people's life in second modernity. I will 
refer to the work of Beck (2000, 2002), Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) and 
Giddens (1990. 1991, 1994) in particular who have discussed the effect of new 
risks and opportunities with regard to people's everyday life and identity 
formation. I will complement their work by introducing Massey 's (1993, 2005) 
progressive understanding of place which refers to the power-geometries of 
space and thus highlights the importance of analysing the multiple power-
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relations that characterise young people's everyday lives. Further, the 
construction of rurality and its implications on young people's lives will be 
discussed. The chapter will finally address the meaning of growing up in a post-
socialist country to understand the socio-economic and spatial context that 
characterises young people's lives in rural East Germany. 
Chapter 3 will give an overview of research on young people's lives, 
particularly focusing on research on rural youth. Referring to Panelli 's (2002) 
dimensions of negotiations as a valuable framework within which rural young 
people's (negotiations of) power-relations can be described I will look at issues 
of: understandings of rurality, disadvantages of growing up rural, youth out-
migration as well as young people's position within the rural community and 
their perception of their rural environment. 
Chapter 4 develops the methodological context in which the thesis is 
framed and thus addresses the fourth aim of the thesis. It draws attention to the 
construction of young people as social agents who have often been neglected 
in research and thus need to be given a voice. It will be discussed which 
implications this understanding has on doing research not only on, but with and 
for young people. The aim to facilitate participation through the research 
process builds the methodological starting point and rationale for the chosen 
participatory research design. I will particularly focus on different ways of 
engaging young people in the research process and including them in decision-
making processes that affect the research design, research content and 
research outcomes. I will also discuss how I aimed to create a more sustainable 
participatory environment though facilitating, for example, an exchange between 
participant and adult gatekeepers\ 
Chapter 5, 6 and 7 will focus on the empirical data themselves. They aim 
to reconstruct the multiple geographies of young people in rural East Germany. 
Chapter 5 will provide an in-depth analysis of the multiple-power relations that 
characterise young people's everyday lives with regard to the main dimensions 
of negotiation identified by Panelli (2002). Firstly, the dimension of rural 
knowledge will be analysed. How do young people construct rurality, which 
disadvantages and advantages do they connect with growing up rural, and do 
they (re)produce a rural-urban dialectic? Secondly, I will focus on the 
dimensions of social relations and rural space: How do young people perceive 
and describe their position within the local community and how do they 
negotiate and perceive rural spaces? I will analyse, for exannple, in how far 
young people's use of different places and spaces is defined and restricted by 
categories such as age, class and gender^. Thirdly, I will look at the meaning of 
growing up in post-socialist Germany. 
It became clear in the focus group discussions, that participants were 
particularly concerned about the limited vocational training and job opportunities 
within the region. Building on the results from the first analysis chapter. Chapter 
6 will thus particularly focus on young people's negotiation of 'rural work' 
(Panelli 2002). To get an insight into the understanding of young people with 
regard to their personal chances and career opportunities within the area, this 
chapter includes some results from the questionnaire survey (n=123). This will 
' The limits and/or advantages of involving young people are discussed in more detail in a 
special issue on researching young people's lives, see Schafer and Yarwood (2008). 
• As the rate of foreign people is very \ow in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern - with 0.5% it is the 
lowest in the Federal Republic of Germany (Statistisches Jahrbuch 2003) - it can be assumed 
that ethnical background will not play an important role in my project. 
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set the context to analyse the different ways in which those who participated 
further in the research project (n=67) prepared themselves for the transition 
from school to work. It will be shown that young people develop multiple 
strategies to challenge or overcome this disadvantage and that these strategies 
varied immensely amongst them. Finally, Chapter 7 analyses how young people 
pictured their future prospects. In the process of the research project it became 
clear that these future images did not only mirror their everyday experiences but 
further had a strong impact on, for example, participants' decision making. I will 
argue that these 'images of their future lives' are influenced by and are 
influencing young people's everyday lives and that they varied immensely 
amongst young people. This dimension does not easily fit into the ones 
identified by Panell i . However, it offers an additional insight into the 
heterogeneity of young people's lives and helps to understand why some might 
benefit more from new opportunities than others. 
Chapter 8 will discuss the research findings in the wider context of rural 
young people's lives in second modernity. It will reflect on young people's 
understanding, perception and experiences of space and the ways it impacts on 
their everyday and future lives. Further, I will discuss how the idea of young 
people's future images could be conceptualised theoretically and refer to some 
areas of future research. 
1.5 Working terminologies and positionality of author 
Before I discuss the theoretical framework of the thesis in Chapter 2, I 
want to conceptualise the terms 'youth', 'EastAA/est German youth' and 
'EastAA/est Germany' which are central for this thesis. 
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1.5.1 Working terminology: Youth 
From a post-modern perspective 'childhood' and 'youth' are understood 
as social constructions. The definition of the terms is slippery: the transition 
from childhood to adulthood has become very fluid as it is influenced by 
changing cultures and legislations as well as social processes which means that 
definitions change over time and space (Dahlstroem 1996; Valentine 1996; 
Jones 1997; Aitken 2001; Valentine 2003). While acknowledging the critiques of 
linear and transition-oriented constructions of childhood that understand 
children, young people or adolescents and adults along a continuum assuming 
increasing agency and competencies (Valentine 1996; Punch 2002), I 
understand young people as 'human beings' rather than 'human becomings' 
(Valentine 1996; James, Jenks & Prout 1998). This acknowledges 'youth' as a 
state of being and highlights the understanding of young people as social 
agents who develop their own understandings and meanings of place and 
space. 
In the context of my research project I employ the term 'youth' or 'young 
people' with regard to the participants. They were all aged between 14 and 16 
years. However, 1 will refer repeatedly to research that has focused on 
'children'. Children are mainly defined by the charactenstic of not yet having 
entered puberty. The term therefore mainly refers to young people under the 
age of 12. Understanding 'children' and 'young people' as a group of 
marginalized others means, however, that theoretical and methodological 
considerations are often transferable to the construction of youth and its 
implications for researching young people's lives. 
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1.5.2 Working terminology: East/West German youth 
Young people who are actually living in a region that formerly belonged 
to the G D R are referred to in this thesis as 'East German youth'. This 
corresponds with references in the academic literature and also reflects the 
wider public discourse in, for example, the German media (Schlottmann 2005; 
Horschelmann 2007). While this term originally referred to young people that 
had been socialised at least partly in the socialist G D R , it now includes the first 
generation of young people who were born at the time of, or just after 
reunification in 1990. That means the term is still used for young people who 
have not experienced living in a socialist country themselves. This is the case 
for the young people who participated in the research project and who were 
born between 1989 and 1991. 
Such categorization could be justified through empirical research results 
which indicate that young people's daily life in East Germany is still 
characterized by influences that are connected with the post-socialist 
transformation processes and that can only be understood with regard to the 
socialist background their parents and older relatives grew up in. Although I will 
use the term East German (versus West German) in this thesis, it has to be 
questioned, however, what these terms mean for young people and if a 
categorization as 'East Germans' is still appropriate and helpful to describe their 
lives. 
1.5.3 Working terminology: East and West Germany 
Empirical research has shown that the euphoric atmosphere of being 
united to 'one nation' at the time of reunification quickly turned into an 
understanding of fundamental differences between East and West Germans 
(see e.g. Dietzsch & Dolling 1996a, 1996b). This perception has now become 
an integral part of people's everyday lives. It is connected with an 
understanding that East Germans differ from the West Germans and still have 
to catch up with the western lifestyle. 'Der Spiegel ' (2004), for example, one of 
the most widely read and well respected weekly journals in Germany reporting 
on political and cultural topics, captioned its edition in September 2004 with the 
title: 'vale of whinge East' ('Jammertal Ost', Spiegel 2004) which described the 
relation between East- and West Germans in the 14th year after reunification. 
The leading articles were called "Misery in the intermediate world" and "A whole 
region running behind the present" (ibid: 33ff). They referred to an image of the 
East German 'other' who still suffers from the dramatic economical, political and 
cultural changes of reunification in 1990. The authors of the articles go on to 
argue that this lethargic and 'deconstructive' behaviour is characteristic of East 
Germans as they still hold fast to the 'good old times' of the G D R . This, so the 
argument goes, has made it impossible for East Germans to 'move on' and 
'catch up' with the western world. From this point of view the 'inner' reunification 
between East and West Germans has still not been completed as the East 
Germans 'deny' assimilating to the modern West. This example from the media 
gives a good insight into the dominant perception of the East-West German 
relationship that still characterises the inner German discourse. This perception 
also finds its expression in the persistence of the terms East and West 
G e r m a n y wh ich refers to the former borders be tween the western G D R and the 
soc ia l i s t F R O . 
In line with this, part icipants often referred to the E a s t and the Wes t . In 
this thes is I will thus use these terms Eas t and W e s t G e r m a n y which need to be 
unders tood not only a s geograph ica l descr ip t ions but e x p r e s s i o n s of the inner 
G e r m a n relat ionship. 
1.5.4 Positionality of author 
Final ly, I want to reflect on my o w n posit ional i ty, my ' intellectual 
auto /b iography ' (Stanely 1990) that represents an important f ramework within 
w h i c h this resea rch project has been d e v e l o p e d , conduc ted and ana l ysed (see 
a l so C l o k e et a l . 1999). Growing up in Wes t G e r m a n y mysel f , my knowledge of 
the G D R and the fall of the Wa l l w a s b a s e d o n history books and T V 
documen ta r i es . At the time of unif ication in 1990 I w a s 15 yea rs old and shared 
the initial exc i tement in the country of be ing united aga in , assum ing that 
soc ia l i sm and d i f ferences between the two G e r m a n parts were ' ove rcome ' with 
the polit ical act of unif ication. However , mov ing to E a s t G e r m a n y in 1996, to 
s tudy soc io logy at the Universi ty of P o t s d a m , m a d e me real ise that peop le 's 
eve ryday l ives were still affected in many w a y s by their expe r i ences of growing 
up in a soc ia l is t country and by the t ransformat ion p r o c e s s . S i n c e then I have 
been a iming to get a better unders tanding of peop le ' s eve ryday l ives and the 
mean ing of growing up in a soc ia l is t /post -soc ia l is t country, f rom a soc io log ica l 
and geograph ica l perspect ive (see S c h a f e r 2002 , 2003 , 2 0 0 5 a , 2005b; 
H o r s c h e l m a n n & S c h a f e r 2005 , 2007) . 
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Fol lowing a Magis ter Ar t ium degree in soc io logy (equivalent to Eng l i sh 
Mas te rs degree) , I worked as a research ass is tant for Dr. Kathr in Hd rsche lmann 
in the S c h o o l of G e o g r a p h y (University of P lymouth) on an E S R C funded 
project on 'G loba l isa t ion , cultural pract ice and youth identity in former Eas t 
G e r m a n y ' (Ref R000223955 ) . Th is project used innovat ive methods and 
examined the dialect ic be tween global is ing fo rces that are largely beyond young 
peop le 's control and the multiple negot iat ions of t hese fo rces in everyday 
pract ices of identity formation. 
Work on this project e x p o s e d me to geograph ica l l iterature and a greater 
appreciat ion of p lace and s p a c e in the l ives on young peop le . In order to take 
this forward, I started a P h D , superv ised by Dr. Kathr in H b r s c h e l m a n n , that built 
upon this project and focused on young peop le in rural a r e a s . Initially it w a s 
hoped that a s e c o n d research student might under take a paral le l , comparat ive 
study in the Sou th -Wes t of E n g l a n d , but funding w a s not for thcoming for this. 
The P h D therefore focused on a speci f ic p lace, M e c k l e n b u r g - V o r p o m m e r n , that 
a l lowed me to comb ine soc io log ica l interests in s e c o n d moderni ty (G iddens 
1990, 1991, 1994; Beck 2000, 2002; B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m 2002) with 
ideas from human geography ( M a s s e y 1993; Pane l l i 2002 ; M a s s e y 2005) , to 
examine more c losely the soc io log ica l and geograph ica l p r o c e s s e s affect ing 
young peop le 's l ives in post-socia l is t G e r m a n y . 
Focus ing on young people who have been born at, or e v e n after the t ime 
of unif ication, my initial motivation to conduct this r esea rch w a s to (re)open the 
d iscuss ion about the multiple geograph ies in post-socia l is t contexts, 
acknowledg ing both structural constraints and young peop le ' s agency . S u c h 
insights can provide a better understanding of the complex i ty of young peop le ' s 
l ives in rural Eas t G e r m a n y and hopeful ly cha l lenge the all too often one-s ided 
percept ion of ' E a s t - W e s t (German) d i f ferences ' that still domina tes the publ ic 
and a c a d e m i c deba te within and beyond the G e r m a n context . 
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CHAPTER 2 
Children's and young people's geographies in second 
modernity 
2. Introduction 
This chapter deve lops the wider theoret ical f ramework for the thes is by 
explaining why research on the geograph ies of young peop le w h o are growing 
up in rural Eas t G e r m a n y is needed and how this c a n be done . I will g ive an 
overv iew of the initial geograph ica l debate that led to the important s tep of 
including the vo ices of marg ina l ized others. Th is debate fo rmed the start ing 
point for putting chi ldren and young people on the geograph ica l agenda . S i n c e 
then geograph ica l research that e m p h a s i s e s young peop le ' s agency has 
become an essent ia l part of geograph ica l s tudy leading to the deve lopmen t of 
'Chi ldren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' as a subf ield of study (van Blerk & Barke r 2008). 
However , it will be argued that more deta i led resea rch on young peop le ' s 
l ives Is needed as chi ldren and young peop le still represent a marg ina l ized 
group in an adul t-centred society. To e laborate their multiple geog raph ies it is 
necessa ry to not only focus on their a g e n c y but a lso to inc lude the wider 
structures that set the contextual f rame for their dai ly l ives. Theor ies of B e c k 
(2000, 2002) , B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m (2002) and G Iddens (1990, 1991 , 
1994, 2000) are Increasingly Identified by geographers and soc io log is ts as 
offering a va luab le background for contextual resea rch . T h e s e authors have 
Included the d imens ion of identity construct ion and the concep t of human 
agency in their theor ies of global change (Fur long & Car tme l 1997; Griff in 2 0 0 1 ; 
Valent ine 2003 ; J e n t s c h & Shucksmi th 2004) . T o unders tand the mean ing of 
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s p a c e for young peop le 's l ives I want to comp lemen t B e c k ' s and G i d d e n s ' 
cons ide ra t i ons through M a s s e y ' s (1993, 2005 ) 'p rogress ive concep t of p lace ' 
wh i ch c a n be desc r ibed as a geograph ica l r e s p o n s e to inc reas ing uncertaint ies 
about def ini t ions of 'p lace ' in the a g e of s e c o n d moderni ty. M a s s e y highl ights 
the connec t ion be tween the soc ia l and s p a c e and offers a va luab le f ramework 
to a n a l y s e young peop le 's soc io-spat ia l identity const ruct ion in s e c o n d 
modern i ty . 
It wil l further be highl ighted that there i s still a lack of r esea rch focus ing 
on rural young peop le 's l ives as most research is conduc ted within urban 
contex ts . Wi th regard to E a s t G e r m a n y it will be a rgued that resea rch on rural 
youth l iving in former post-social is t countr ies is virtually non-existent . 
T h e chapter is d iv ided Into the fol lowing sec t ions : 
1. a genera l overv iew of the initial debate of including 'marg ina l ized others ' 
in geograph ica l and soc ia l r esea rch ; 
2. a rev iew of the genera l condi t ions that descr ibe young peop le 's l ives in 
s e c o n d moderni ty including a cal l to unders tand new emerg ing 
inequal i t ies; 
3. a concep t of s p a c e wh ich he lps to unders tand the mean ing of s p a c e for 
young peop le ' s everyday l ives in s e c o n d moderni ty; 
4 . sett ing the context of research ing young peop le 's l ives in rural Eas t 
G e r m a n y 
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2.1 Children's Geographies: Putting young people on 
the geographical agenda 
There has been a fundamental c h a n g e in the way soc ia l scient ists think 
about ch i ldren within the last twenty years . In the mid to late 1980s , a c a d e m i c s 
began to quest ion the exc lus ion of chi ldren from the theoret ical and empir ica l 
literature as chi ldren were often only indirectly s tudied and thus 'absent present ' 
(Valent ine 2003 : 39) in work concerned with the family, educat ion or publ ic 
space and h o m e l e s s n e s s (see Buchne r 1995; Ho l loway and Va len t ine 2000 ; 
Va lent ine 2003) . G e o g r a p h e r s and soc ia l sc ient is ts started to highlight, 
however, that chi ldren 's and young peop le 's everyday l ives are often 
character ised by major d isadvantages and forms of exc lus ion and that their 
spatial exper iences are affected by d imens ions s u c h as gender , age , soc ia l 
c l ass and ethnicity (Hart 1977; Mat thews 1981 , 1984a , 1984b; K a t z 1993, 1994; 
S ib ley 1995). 
Ch i ld ren had mainly been s e e n a s human becomings w h o have not yet 
reached the status of a fully adult human being, but soc ia l isa t ion wou ld lead 
them towards this ( J a m e s , J e n k s & Prout 1998). In other words , chi ldren were 
perce ived a s 'adults in the mak ing rather than chi ldren in the state of be ing ' 
(Brannen & O 'B r i en 1995: 730). Th i s inc luded an image of ch i ld ren a s sub jec ts 
who are incompetent and incomplete (Valent ine 1996; Ho l loway and Va lent ine 
2000) and therefore in need of (adult) protect ion (L loyd-Smi th & Tar r 2000) . 
The 'cultural turn' led to a major crit ique of this concept ion . In rural 
geography this change was signif ied by Ch r i s Ph i lo ' s (1992) identif ication of 
chi ldren a s one group of 'neglected others ' w h o s e 'geograph ies ' n e e d e d to be 
accoun ted for. B a s e d on Col in Ward ' s (1990) book 'The Ch i ld in the Count ry ' 
Phi lo cr i t iqued the marglnal isat lon of young peop le both in rural soc ie t ies as well 
as in the a c a d e m i c literature (see a lso Qvor t rup 1993). 
M u r d o c h and Pratt (1993) a rgued that marg ina l ised others shou ld not 
only been g iven a vo ice but that the deepe r power-st ructures caus ing soc ia l 
inc lus ion or exc lus ion needed to be resea rched and unders tood . In line with 
this. B r a n n e n and O 'Br ien (1995: 737) ca l led for a soc ia l s c i e n c e of ch i ldhood 
"which g ives centra l p lace to the construct ion of ch i ldhoods and their different 
structural condi t ions and inequal i t ies whi lst at the s a m e t ime elucidat ing 
ch i ld ren 's own exper iences , defini t ions and const ruct ion of their dal ly l ives". 
J a m e s , J e n k s and Prout (1998) sha red this conce rn in their effort to deve lop a 
new parad igm for the socia l s tudies of ch i ldhood. The i r cal l to concep tua l i se the 
chi ld a s a h u m a n *being' initiated an ep is temolog lca l break a s wel l as promoting 
greater interdiscipl inari ty of research on ch i ldren. O n the o n e hand this h a s led 
to a growing Interest within geography in chi ldren a s soc ia l actors (Hol loway & 
Va len t ine 2000) and , on the other hand , resul ted in an Increasing Interest in the 
spat ial i ty of ch i ldhood within soc io logy ( J a m e s , J e n k s & Prout 1998; 
C h r i s t e n s e n & J a m e s 2000). G e o g r a p h y thus m o v e d away from posltlvist 
towards a more cultural app roach that cons i de r s both the in f luence of soc ia l 
p r o c e s s e s and h u m a n agency . 
A s a result, work on chi ldren and youth has grown rapidly In geography. 
'Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' has emerged as a s u b - a r e a of research that fol lows 
the pos t -modern app roach to e laborate the complex i ty and heterogenei ty of 
y o u n g peop le ' s l i ves whi le a iming to inc lude the vo ices of marg ina l i zed 'others' 
(Phi lo 1992). Th is f inds Its exp ress ion in the growing number of a c a d e m i c 
ar t ic les focus ing on chi ldren's geograph ies wh ich have been pub l ished, for 
e x a m p l e , a s spec ia l Issues in 'A rea ' (2002) and the 'Journa l of Rura l Stud ies ' 
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(2002). Addit ional ly, the first edit ion of the journal 'Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' was 
publ ished in 2 0 0 3 initiating an a c a d e m i c d i scuss i on about the role of Ch i ld ren 's 
Geograph ies at the A A G 2004 in P h i l a d e l p h i a / U S A . Fur thermore, severa l 
con fe rences (such as con fe rences o rgan ised in St . A n d r e w s / S c o t l a n d in 2004, 
Brunei Un ivers i ty /London 2005 , at the Univers i ty of R e a d i n g 2007) and 
conference s e s s i o n s ( A A G / D e n v e r 2005 , A A G / C h i c a g o 2007 ; R G S - I B G London 
2006, 2007) were recently held on the i ssue of Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s . 
Whi le geographers have started to d i s c u s s crit ically the a d v a n t a g e s and 
d isadvan tages of treating 'Chi ldren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' as a new sub disc ip l ine 
within soc ia l s c i e n c e (Horton & KraftI 2 0 0 5 ; S p e n c e r 2005) two ma in i d e a s c a n 
be identified wh ich unite the theoret ical and empir ica l work that e m e r g e s under 
this head ing. The first idea refers to Ph i lo ' s (1992, s e e a l so Phi lo 1993) 
descr ipt ion of young people a s a marg ina l ized group. 'Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' 
f ocuses on the unequal power relations part icularly be tween adul ts and chi ldren 
and their effects on young peop le 's l ives. In this context it is a rgued that 
al though chi ldren have been p laced on the geograph ica l a g e n d a part icularly 
over the last ten years "(...) there is no authent ic or just vo ice for ch i ldhood 
because the adult world dominates that of the ch i ld" (Aitken 2001 :120 s e e a lso 
Ai tken 1994; Valent ine 1996; Mat thews, L imb & Tay lor 1998; M c C o r m a c k 
2002). Barry (1996) and L e y s h o n (2002) have therefore desc r i bed young 
people as a d i sempowered group or a s a group with 'little power ' (see a lso 
Mat thews, L imb & Tay lor 1998). This f inds its exp ress ion for examp le in the fact 
that the p laces where chi ldren and young peop le c a n spend their t ime are 
a lways regulated by adult ga tekeepers (Mat thews et a l . 1998). 'Ch i ld ren 's 
Geog raphe rs ' argue that this structural power imba lance needs to be 
cha l lenged as young peop le 's percept ions, n e e d s , their expe r i ences and rights 
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are not adequa te ly represented in an adul t -centred soc iety (see P u n c h 2002). 
Th i s mirrors geographers recent ca l led for a greater engagemen t with 
inequal i t ies through less hierarchical p rac t i ces in soc ia l geog raphy (Kitchin & 
H u b b a r d 1999; C l o k e 2002: Pa in 2003 , 2004) . 
In addi t ion, the second idea wh ich is centra l to Ch i ld ren ' s G e o g r a p h i e s ' 
refers to young peop le as human 'be ings ' w h o s e life wor lds, expe r i ences and 
n e e d s differ f rom that of adults (see for examp le J o n e s 1997; L loyd-Smi th & 
Tar r 2000 ; J o n e s 2001) as they have their o w n 'way of see ing ' (Mat thews. L imb 
& Tay lo r 1998: 311) . In contrast to the geog raph ies of ch i ldren, the focus on 
ch i ld ren 's geog raph ies therefore highl ights the need to get a c c e s s to and 
unders tand ch i ldren 's and young peop le ' s l ives from their perspec t i ves . This 
has led to a cal l to listen to original young vo i ces rather than rely ing on adult 
interpretat ions of their l ives (Phi lo 1992; Mor row & R i cha rds 1996; J a m e s & 
Prou t 1997; A i tken 2001 ; Haudrup Ch r i s t ensen 2004) . Th is cal l co r responds 
with genera l post -modern assumpt ions of the heterogenei ty of peop le 's l ives 
and life expe r i ences . With its focus on young peop le a s soc ia l agen ts as well as 
o n the mult iple contexts they are growing up in and the const ruc t ions of 
ch i ldhood and youth, Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s a d d r e s s e s the s a m e i s s u e s that 
form the centre of the new soc ia l s tud ies of ch i ldhood as desc r i bed by J a m e s 
and Prout (1990). 
Howeve r , within 'Chi ldren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' this assumpt ion has been taken 
a s a start ing point to reflect chtically on the a i m of soc ia l r esea rch , the relation 
be tween the resea rche r and the resea rched a s wel l as the use of particular 
r esea rch methods . It is in this context increas ing ly a rgued that only young 
peop le t h e m s e l v e s c a n give a d e e p e r insight into their l i fe-worlds (A lderson 
1995 ; A l d e r s o n 2 0 0 0 ; Lansdown 2 0 0 1 ; E ls ley 2004 ; Kellett et a l . 2004) which 
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has led to an expand ing number of publ icat ions focus ing on the theoret ical and 
empir ical impl icat ions of def ining and acknow ledg ing young peop le ' s v iews and 
their va lue for research as knowledge-exper ts . 
Both assumpt ions are highly interl inked with e a c h other and form the 
theoretical background for the e m e r g e n c e of a c o m p l e x debate on 
methodologica l and ethical impl icat ions of research ing young peop le wh ich has 
become the main character ist ic of 'Ch i ld ren 's G e o g r a p h i e s ' as it highl ights the 
need not only to do research on , but with and for young peop le . T o e n g a g e 
young people and give them a vo ice through the research p rocess itself is all 
the more important, accord ing to Mat thews and L imb (1999), as it does not only 
help to o v e r c o m e inequal i t ies and a d d r e s s young peop le a s exper ts of their own 
l ives but has furthermore the potential to build up democra t ic structures in a 
more susta inab le way (see a lso L a n s d o w n 2 0 0 1 ; Mat thews 2003) . Ch i ld ren 's 
Geog raph ies therefore strongly mirror feminist conce rns (see e .g . P in i 2002 , 
2004) to uncover and cha l lenge power imba lances that c a u s e soc ia l 
inequali t ies. 
Th is thesis can be situated in the context of the pos t -modern app roach of 
Chi ldren 's G e o g r a p h i e s and the new soc ia l s tud ies of ch i ldhood a iming to 
cons ider both the structural d i sadvan tages young people are fac ing as wel l as 
their agency . In order to give young peop le a vo ice and give a more comp lex 
insight into young peop le 's l ives in rural Eas t G e r m a n y , this thes is will put young 
people at the centre of the research . It m e a n s that they are unders tood as the 
experts of their everyday l ives. Y o u n g peop le 's expe r iences , their percept ions, 
fears and hopes will thus build the focus of the research . To further be more 
sensi t ive of the structural power imba lance between adult resea rche r and young 
researched I will fol low a participatory research app roach which a i m s to g ive the 
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part ic ipants more control over the r esea rch p rocess (see C h a p t e r 4). T o 
contex tua l ise part icipant 's everyday l ives, however , the fol lowing sec t ions will 
f ocus on the genera l living condi t ions that charac ter ise young peop le ' s l ives in 
s e c o n d moderni ty . 
2.2 Young people's lives in second modernity 
B e c k ' s (2000, 2002), Beck and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m ' s (2002) and G i d d e n s ' 
(1990, 1991 , 1994, 2000) theoret ical work on individual isat ion and the 
deve lopmen t of a second modernity has b e c o m e an important re ference for 
youth r e s e a r c h and youth s tud ies in soc io logy and geography , both in the 
G e r m a n ( E v a n s et a l . 1999; Deu tsche S h e l l 2002 ; Z innecke r et a l . 2002; 
Burdew ick 2 0 0 3 ; Jen tsch 2004; Deu tsche She l l 2006) and Ang lo -Amer i can 
context (Griff in 2 0 0 1 ; Valent ine 2003 ; J e n t s c h & Shucksmi th 2004 ; F rance 
2 0 0 7 ; Fur long & Car tme l 2007 ; R o c h e et a l . 2007) . T h e combinat ion of youth 
s tud ies a n d g loba l iza t ion theor ies is desc r i bed a s va luab le as it fo rms the bas is 
to relate micro-empi r ica l s tudies of youth cul ture to wider soc ia l structures 
(Pi lk ington 1994; Grif f in 2001). A l though B e c k ' s descr ipt ion of s e c o n d modernity 
a s a c l a s s l e s s soc ie ty has been cr i t ic ised (Fur long & Car tme l 1997; Mul ler 
1997, 1998) it is a rgued that the genera l character izat ion wh ich B e c k and Beck -
G e r n s h e i m a s wel l a s G iddens give for con tempora ry life condi t ions are highly 
va luab le a s these authors "have been s u c c e s s f u l In identifying p r o c e s s e s of 
ind iv idual izat ion and risk which character ize late moderni ty and wh ich have 
impl icat ions for l ived exper iences" (Fur long a n d Car tme l 1997: 2). The i r work 
thus p rov ides the w ider theoretical f ramework that a l lows the examinat ion of 
M u r d o c h and Prat t 's (1993) asser t ion that s t ructures a s wel l a s vo i ces are 
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important in the understanding of young peop le ' s rural l ives. Th is thesis a ims to 
critically investigate the potential and limitation of B e c k ' s , B e c k - G e r n s h e i m ' s 
and G i d d e n s ' theoretical work to unders tand young peop le 's eve ryday l ives in 
rural Eas t G e r m a n y . It, thus, fol lows Shucksm i t h ' s (2004:56) ca l l to deve lop 
these theor ies further "to capture the reality of peop le 's c h o i c e s in differing 
c i rcumstances" . 
The fol lowing sect ions will e laborate B e c k ' s , B e c k - G e r n s h e i m ' s and 
G i d d e n s ' understanding of the living condi t ions in s e c o n d moderni ty and the 
interplay between structure and agency . Th is sets the theoret ical bas is to 
contextual ise young people 's everyday l ives. T o ana lyse young peop le ' s soc io -
spat ial identity construct ion in the present day world it is n e c e s s a r y , however , to 
work with a conceptual izat ion of 'p lace ' wh ich acknow ledges the mult iple power-
relat ions that affect young people 's everyday l ives and that of ten go far beyond 
the local environment. Beck, B e c k - G e r n s h e i m and G i d d e n s offer a va luable 
starting point for the meaning of p lace in s e c o n d modernity in highl ighting the 
dialect ical relat ionship between the g lobal and the local . B e c k (2000) a rgues 
that t ransformations of locali t ies represent the key d imens ion through which the 
global needs to be understood and thus re inforces the mean ing of p lace in 
s e c o n d modernity. It is this cal l for a focus on the t ransformat ion of local i t ies 
which this thesis a ims to follow. 
However , neither Beck nor G i d d e n s offer gu idance on how to fol low their 
cal l to research the global through the loca l . That is why I will introduce 
M a s s e y ' s (1993, 2005) 'progress ive unders tand ing of p lace ' wh ich offers a more 
e laborated f ramework to conceptual ly reconstruct and empir ical ly research 
peop le 's l ives within the present-day wor ld as it o ve r comes the g lobal- local 
d ichotomy and comb ines the d imens ions of structure and a g e n c y . I will further 
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d i s c u s s how the ' rural ' is concep tua l i sed in second moderni ty and draw on 
Pane l l i ' s (2002) work which g ives an ove rv iew of the mult iple power relat ions in 
wh ich rural young people are e n g a g e d . Focus ing on young peop le 's 
negot ia t ions cap tu res both their expe r i ences o f structural forms of inc lus ion and 
exc lus ion a s wel l a s their agency in cha l leng ing or (re)producing these. This 
more d y n a m i c a p p r o a c h helps to uncover the complex power -geomet r ies that 
charac te r i se y o u n g peop le 's everyday l ives a n d offers a va luab le f ramework to 
a n a l y s e pract ical ly young peop le 's soc io -spa t ia l identity construct ion. 
It will be particularly interesting to a n a l y s e how young peop le in a rural 
post -soc ia l is t reg ion descr ibe exper iences of r isks and uncerta int ies a s wel l as 
new c h a n c e s and cho i ces . In how far do they connect such expe r i ences with 
the post -soc ia l is t t ransformation p r o c e s s a n d wh ich aspec t s do they thus 
perce ive a s a d v a n t a g e s or d i sadvan tages of their Eas t G e r m a n res idency? 
2.2.1 Conditions of second modernity 
G i d d e n s (1990, 1994, 2000) highl ights that our present -day wor ld is the 
ou tcome of the c o n s e q u e n c e s of modernity a n d therefore shou ld be label led as 
'h igh-moderni ty ' . S imi la r to this, B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m (2002) refer to 
' s e c o n d moderni ty ' as a direct ou tcome of first modernity, wh ich is f rom their 
point of v iew cha l l enged by four deve lopmen ts : indiv idual izat ion; g lobal izat ion 
as an e c o n o m i c , soc io logica l and cultural p h e n o m e n o n ; increas ing 
underemp loyment /unemp loyment ; and an eco log ica l cr is is. 
G i d d e n s and Beck and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m point out that l iving in the 
present -day wor ld is connected with m a s s i v e c h a n g e s for the self a s a 
c o n s e q u e n c e of w ider global isat ion p r o c e s s e s including c h a n g e s with regard to 
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the welfare state, increasing labour market Insecurit ies and the loss of former 
traditional b indings. The authors highlight that choice h a s b e c o m e a 
fundamenta l component of peop le 's everyday life^. B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m 
(2002: 169) have character ised young peop le ' s l ives in the s e c o n d modernity as 
fol lows: 
"We are dealing witfi 'freedom's children', for whom the traditional patent 
remedies for living together (in marriage, parenthood, family, class and 
nation) have lost their practicability". 
B e c k (1992) refers to p r o c e s s e s of individual izat ion wh ich c a n be 
understood as an Increasing possibi l i ty for people to c h a n g e their own life 
si tuat ions and biographical patterns as soc ia l c l a s s e s and fami ly connect ions 
loose their former normative b indings. Y o u n g people therefore are in the 
posit ion to c h o o s e from a range of different l i festyles, subcu l tu res and identit ies 
so that "the individual himself or hersel f b e c o m e s the reproduct ion unit for the 
soc ia l in the life wor ld" (Beck 1992: 130). 
It m e a n s that the self "has to be created and recreated o n a more act ive 
bas is than before" (GIddens 2000 : 47) and has become a ' ref lexive project' 
(G iddens 1994) for which the individual as an act ive agen t has b e c o m e 
respons ib le . The Individual thus p lays an Important role in the construct ion of 
h is/her own identity wh ich makes ref lexively o rgan ised l i fe-planning increasingly 
important (G iddens 1994). 
A l though the notion of cho ice cou ld lead to the assumpt ion of the 
au tonomous individual, Beck and G i d d e n s are far from jo in ing this neol iberal 
Idea. Rather they refer to the doub le edged character of the modern world In not 
^ For further information see critical discussion of Beck's individualization thesis within the 
German context (Schnell & Kohler 1995; Muller 1997; Otte 1997; Muller 1998; Otte 1998). 
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only highl ight ing the new opportunit ies for humank ind but a lso its 'dark and 
threatening a s p e c t s ' (G iddens 1991: 209). A s G i d d e n s (2000: 7) a rgues , people 
in the p resen t -day world are facing r isks w h i c h no one has ever faced before: 
"Fo r better or w o r s e , we are being propel led into a g lobal order that no one fully 
unders tands , but wh ich is making its ef fects felt upon all of us" . H e therefore 
de f ines hsk a s one of the bas ic character is t ics of the g loba l i sed wor ld , pointing 
out that w e do not only have to face external r isks coming from the outs ide but 
a l so manufac tu red r isks which were and a r e c reated by the impact of our 
deve lop ing know ledge upon the wor ld. 
In point ing out the different d imens ions of hsks in the present -day world 
G i d d e n s direct ly refers to B e c k ' s (1992) not ion of the risk soc iety ' and his idea 
of the Vise of risk' in the second modernity. T h e s e new r isks are no longer 
bound to c lear ly de f ined soc ia l c l a s s e s or nat ion s tates but affect everybody 's 
l ives. B e c k (ibid.) thus points out that the external isat ion of risk is no longer 
poss ib le b e c a u s e it is increasingly apparent that many haza rds are a by-product 
of the s a m e techno-scient i f ic rationality that initially p romised progress, 
deve lopment , a n d safety. With this notion of the soc ia l product ion of risk Beck , 
l ike G i d d e n s , g i ves a good illustration of the in terwoven l inkages be tween soc ia l 
s t ructures and h u m a n agency . 
In addi t ion, B e c k , B e c k - G e r n s h e i m a n d G i d d e n s a lso highlight that it 
wou ld be overs impl i f ied to understand the new f reedom of cho ice sole ly as 
l iberat ion for the individual. They rather highlight, that the increasingly 
d e m a n d e d indiv idual isat ion c a n a lso be pe rce i ved a s a burden peop le have to 
c o p e with on an individual level (see a lso Wa lke rd ine 2003 : L e h m a n n 2004) . 
C o n s i d e r i n g that exper iences of structural inequal i t ies are increasingly 
interpreted a s pe rsona l fai lures (see B e c k 2 0 0 2 ; Shucksmi th 2004) it thus 
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ind icates the pressures young people have to cope with in creat ing their own 
b iographies. T h e s e pressures produce the character is t ic feel ing of living in the 
s e c o n d modernity: the feel ing of insecuri ty wh ich b e c o m e s part of peop le 's 
every day life: "(m)odernity confronts the indiv idual with a comp lex diversity of 
cho ices and , b e c a u s e it is non- foundat ional , at the s a m e time of fers little help 
as to wh ich opt ions should be se lec ted" (G iddens 1994: 80). 
Life from this point of v iew b e c o m e s a matter of pe rsona l dec is ion whi le 
no c lear guidel ines are offered wh ich help the individual to c o p e with these 
cho ices . T h e individual can therefore a lso be referred to a s the 'victim of 
indiv idual izat ion' (Beck & Wi l lms 2004) a s "(t)he normal b iography thus 
b e c o m e s the 'elect ive biography' , the 'ref lexive biography' , the 'do- i t -yoursel f 
b iography. This does not necessar i l y happen by cho ice , nei ther does it 
necessar i l y s u c c e e d " (Beck and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m 2002 : 3). 
T h e loss of traditional b indings, for examp le , can al low peop le to dec ide 
their own pathways more freely. However , it can a lso contr ibute to an 
exper ience of uncertainty that the indiv idual has to face ( see B rake und 
Buchne r 1996; Fur long and Car tme l 1996; B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m 2002). 
The authors thus point out, that no guarantee can be given on h o w to build up a 
success fu l b iography as no rules or s t rategies exist wh ich def ine how to put this 
project into pract ice. G iddens (1994:80) even highlights that the diversity of 
cho i ces people have to face living in high moderni ty c a n be caus ing 
fundamenta l identity prob lems, b e c a u s e "it is non- foundat iona l , at the s a m e 
time offers little help as to which opt ions should be se lec ted" . T h i s c a n lead to 
the feel ing of personal m e a n i n g l e s s n e s s wh ich G i d d e n s s e e s a s a fundamenta l 
psych ic prob lem in c i rcumstances of late moderni ty. 
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The thesis will analyse whether young people in rural East Germany 
refer to increasingly complex diversity of choices as described by Giddens and 
Beck and Beck Gernsheim. Further, do they perceive such choices as the 
outcome of the reunification process or do they connect them with more general 
changes of people's lives in second modernity? And in how far does their rural 
residency affect their experiences and perceptions? Considenng, for example, 
that traditional gender relations are often still more dominant than in urban 
contexts and that gender relations in East Germany might still be influenced by 
former socialist understandings (see further discussion in Chapter 3) it has to be 
questioned whether participants' experiences reflect a loss of traditional 
bindings as described by the authors. It will also be questioned as to how far 
such new opportunities to build up their own biographies are perceived as 
individual freedom or as a burden. 
2.2.2 How to survive the rat-race? 
With regard to the question how people prepare themselves and cope with 
experiences of new uncertainties and risks as well as the permanent self-
invention, Giddens (1994) has developed the idea of a protective cocoon' which 
guards the self and deals with the complex choices of everyday reality. This 
cocoon', according to Giddens (1994: 54), "filters out the dangers which in 
principle threaten the integrity of the se l f and is developed through childhood. 
Giddens argues that this 'mantle of trust' goes back to the very first trust-
relationship between a child and its caretaker and forms the basis of our 
'practical consciousness' which "together with the day-to-day routines 
reproduced by it, help bracket such anxieties not only (...) because of the social 
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stability that they imply, but because of their constitutive role in organising an 
'as if environment in relation to existential issues" (Giddens 1994: 37). It 
therefore provides not only cognitive but also emotional modes of orientation for 
people's everyday life. 
Following this idea of the development of a 'protective cocoon' within the 
early days of childhood one could conclude that people whose relationship to 
their caretakers can be described as a problematic one have more problems in 
coping with the complexity of contemporary modern life. This psychological 
explanation of Giddens did not receive much attention within the discussion on 
identity construction in a globalised world, probably because it overlaps with 
psychological interests and is still too vaguely elaborated to refer to. It further 
reduces the discussion about the emergence of new social disadvantages to a 
purely individual level which runs the risk of neglecting the wider context people 
are living in. Giddens' aim to combine structural forces and human agency is 
not reflected in his idea of the protective cocoon. It rather indicates that Giddens 
constructs children as human 'becomings' rather than human beings which 
means that he neglects to acknowledge children as agents in their own right. 
Beck's and Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) seem to refer to a slightly different 
understanding of childhood and youth. They proclaim that we are all 'freedom's 
children' (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002: 157) and thus discuss the situation 
of children only very generally In the context of the new risks and choices 
pointing out that (young) people are now confronted with completely new global 
situations and problems. Young people are thus described as being part of the 
new generation which has to face the new risks and uncertainties rather than 
social agents who have their own way of perceiving and experiencing the world. 
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Thus no distinction is made between children's and young people's life 
experiences and those of adults. 
To explain how people cope with new risks and opportunities, Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim (2002: 23) refer to the need of new skills or competencies 
which help people to respond to the ever changing world we are living in and to 
benefit from the emerging choices: 
"And the ubiquitous rule is that, in order to sun/ive that rat race, one has 
to become active, inventive and resourceful, to develop ideas of one's 
own, to be faster, nimbler and more creative - not just on one occasion, 
but constantly, day after day." 
In referring to the daily life as a Vat race' the quote recalls Darwin's idea 
of the survival of the fittest, an analogy which is even strengthened through the 
reference to specific skills which are needed and which can be summarized as 
individual skills of flexibility and creativity. To respond to the ever changing 
world and to construct one's own biography, active engagement of the 
individual is necessary. 
The reference to concrete individual skills can be found in various 
descriptions of the so called 'modern child' and include qualifications such as: 
time management, team-work skills, conflict-management and communicative 
skills as well as experience in using different information systems (Buchner et 
al. 1996). Fuhs (1996) has further argued that the representatives and users of 
the modern child-culture are mainly children with a higher social status as they 
have the freedom to use their leisure time to gain the skills mentioned above. 
These assumptions fit into the wider discussion of the winners of the 
second modernity which identifies the cosmopolitans as the 'new class'. 
'Cosmopolitans', according to Hannerz (1990). will be on the winning side of the 
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second modernity as they are equipped with decontextualised cultural capital 
(Hannerz 1990: 246). This idea of the 'new class' goes back to the assumption 
that individuals in a globalised world have to position themselves in relation to 
an increasing pluralisation of cultures and therefore need to develop 
cosmopolitan competences. This concept runs the risk, however, of describing 
and privileging the experiences of cultural elites and comes dangerously close 
to defining globalization as an elite-phenomenon. Although neither Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim nor Giddens have used the expression of 'winners' and 
'losers', Beck has similarly to Giddens (1994) warned against the "misleading 
Impression that everyone can take equal advantage of mobility and modern 
communications, and that transnationallty has been liberatory for all people" 
(Beck 2002: 31). This implies that people do not profit or suffer equally from the 
new chances and risks of second modernity. 
Despite their structural causes these inequalities are, according to Beck 
(2002), Increasingly experienced and perceived as personal failure which 
individuals try to overcome on a personal level. Beck (2002) exemplifies this by 
referring to the consequences of German reunification. Although reunification 
has led to increasing unemployment rates and poverty, these social inequalities 
are now rather explained through personal failure and are reduced to personal 
experiences than through broader social structures which overlooks still existent 
structural causes for social inequalities (Beck 2002: 47). This means that social 
exclusion is 'collectively individualised' (see Beck 2000) which corresponds with 
empirical results of Furlong and Cartmel's (1997) work on life experiences of 
young people in modern industrialized societies as 'a wider range of pathways 
to choose from' gives young people the impression that their own route is 
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'unique' (ibid: 7) and that they are responsible for their personal success or 
failure. 
With regard to young people's lives in rural East Germany it will be 
important to analyse which skills and competencies participants identify as 
crucial to cope with perceived risks and uncertainties and what options they 
have to gain such skills. Considering the dramatic socio-economic changes 
and. for example, the decline of youth services in rural East German regions 
(see Chapter 1) participants might face structural disadvantages in preparing 
themselves for an increasingly uncertain and ever changing world. If these 
structural disadvantages are interpreted as the outcome of personal failure as 
described by Beck (2002) it should be analysed what impact this has on the 
strategies young people develop to overcome such disadvantages. 
2.2.3 Addressing inequalities in the second modernity 
Although Beck and Giddens describe general living conditions in second 
modernity they fail to explain why some people suffer or benefit more from new 
risks and opportunities than others. Wyness (2006) has criticised that the 
neglect of children and young people as social agents is charactehstic of post-
modern sociological theories. He identifies the need to close theoretically and 
empirically the still existing gap between children's and young people's life 
worlds and the construction of childhood and youth. Buchner (1996) has 
similarly argued that theories of the second or high modernity often neglect the 
multiple socio-cultural and socio-spatial contexts young people are living in and 
thus neglect the heterogeneity of children's geographies. It is therefore 
necessary not only to understand and describe the general structures which 
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characterise young people's lives in second modernity but furthermore to 
elaborate the multiple differentiations of young people's experiences, 
perceptions and negotiations of their daily lives. Such analysis will give a 
deeper insight into the multiple processes of social inclusion and exclusion that 
characterise young people's everyday lives as well as young people's agency. 
In line with this, Shucksmith (2004: 47) has argued that "Beck's theory of 
individualisation. like Giddens' related theories of late modernity, is total, in the 
sense that it is applied to everywhere and to everyone". Beck and Giddens have 
further been criticised for ignoring the continuing influence of social structure 
and thus the still existing patterns of inequality in second modernity (Furlong & 
Cartmel 1997; Evans 2002; Lehmann 2004; Shucksmith 2004; Horschelmann & 
Schafer 2005; Shariand 2006; Wyness 2006; Horschelmann & Schafer 2007). 
Recent geographical work has addressed this critique by aiming to give a 
more complex insight into the ways globalisation processes affect young 
people's everyday lives. This research has mainly focused on the use of media, 
music and of new technologies like the internet which corresponds with 
Appadurai's (1990) understanding of media- and technoscapes. O'Connor 
(2005), for example, has analysed sporting and media activities in Ireland 
arguing that although many aspects of young people's lives draw on global 
products, they remain deeply embedded within local contexts which are 
structured by age and gender and confirm youth cultures as the products of 
interaction in which both local and global influences matter (see also Katz 1993, 
1994; Massey 1998). 
Focusing on the use of information and computer technology (ICT) within 
everyday spaces Holloway and Valentine (2000) showed that the spatial 
disciplining as well as gender specific pattern shaped children's use of ICT 
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within the institutional context of schools. At the same time, however, children 
were active in the creation of their own spaces of computing (Holloway & 
Valentine 2000) which empirically demonstrates that children are not only 
affected by globalisation, but do also construct their own understandings of and 
responses to global changes' and therefore challenge them from their local 
context. Laegran (2002) further showed that rural internet cafes were used and 
perceived very differently by young people in rural Norway. If and how young 
people used the internet corresponded, according to Laegran (2002), mainly to 
their social status and lifestyles. That means that access to new technologies 
were valued and used very differently by young people, which might become an 
important aspect when analysing why some young people profit from the new 
chances more than others. 
The results from these recent studies indicate that individualisation is an 
uneven process and that young people's experiences are continually shaped by 
dimensions such as class, gender and spatial inequalities (Furlong & Cartmel 
1997; Lehmann 2004; Shucksmith 2004). Social c lass, for example, still plays 
an important role in how young people perceive and cope with increasing 
choices and uncertainties. This is supported by research findings that focus on 
young people's ethnoscapes. Deforges (1998) for example showed that the 
experience of travelling is valued by middle class youth in particular as a 
possibility to increase their job opportunities. In accordance to this, 
Horschelmann and Schafer (2005) have highlighted in their study on urban 
young people's lives in Leipzig (East Germany) that travel experiences can 
become sources of intercultural skills which put young people in an advantaged 
position in society. However, travelling is neither accessible to everybody nor is 
it automatically perceived as a source for personal benefit. How travelling is 
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valued is strongly related to the social and economic background of young 
people. In addition. Horschelmann and Schafer (2007) showed that the multiple 
ways how young people are positioned within global-local networks impacts on 
their present identities as well as their future life chances which produce new 
inequalities amongst them. 
Foregrounding young people's perceptions and experiences, this thesis 
aims to give an insight into young people's everyday lives and the multiple ways 
through which they cope with, aim to resist and/or challenge perceived 
uncertainties and risks. To understand why some young people seem to benefit 
or suffer more from new opportunities and risks, attention will be particularly 
drawn on the impact of the spatial context of growing up rural and in a post-
socialist region as well as on dimensions such as gender, age and educational 
and social background. 
2.3 The meaning of space in second modernity 
To research the spatial dimension of young people's everyday lives and 
to understand the meaning of space for young people's identity construction in 
second modernity, it Is necessary to conceptualize the meaning of 'space'. 
Combining structure and agency Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens have 
highlighted the dialectical relation between the global and the local. It is not the 
intention here to provide an exhaustive summary of the complex literature on 
globalisation but, rather, to explore how understandings of global-local 
dimensions of place help to contextualise young people's lives In a rural post-
socialist region. It means, although the global and issues of globalisation do not 
represent the focus of this thesis I will draw on this theoretical framework as it 
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allows to develop an understanding of place that acknowledges the importance 
of local as well as wider networks and spaces. Such concept of space allows 
analysis of the impact of wider power relations such as the post-socialist 
transformation process on young people's everyday lives in rural Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern. 
Beck (2002: 23) defines the local as the key dimension to understand 
and reconstruct the global in that globalization is not about globalization'. Beck 
(2002: 30/31) thus emphasizes the recovering of the concept of place as "(n)ot 
mobility but the transformation of localities itself is the key impact on culture 
globalization" (see also Sassen 2000). Transnational mobility should therefore 
not be understood as the key global process to understand peoples' 
experiences of living in a globalized world as it would neglect the movement 
within localities like 'the home' (see also Hbrschelmann & van Hoven 2003). 
This corresponds with Tomlinson's (1999) emphasis on the situation of people 
in the globalized world who are not moving but experiencing the displacement' 
that global modernity can bring to places (Tomlinson 1999: 9). 
However, although Beck and Giddens argue that the global and the local 
cannot be thought of independently from each other and that structural forces 
as well as human agency need to be considered to describe and understand 
people's lives in the second modernity, they neither theoretically nor practically 
elaborate how this intertwined relationship can be analysed empirically. That is 
why I want to draw here on the theoretical work of Massey (1993, 2005). She 
calls for a more progressive understanding of place which addresses the need 
to overcome the global-local dichotomy in focusing on power-relations and 
offers guidance how to research young people's relation to spaces and places 
empirically. The high value and practicality of the concept of place as social 
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power relations is reflected in the increasing number of empirical work on young 
people's lives that refers to this concept (see Katz 1993, 1994; Massey 1998; 
McDowell 1999; Holloway & Valentine 2000; Liepins 2000a, 2000b) which 
corresponds with Murdoch and Pratt's (1993) call to uncover the deeper power-
relations that cause marginalization and neglect. 
2.3.1 A progressive concept of 'place' 
Referring to the now widely acknowledged assumption of 'time-space-
compression' as the most significant process in the present-day world and as a 
key concept in globalization theories, Massey (1993, 2005) has highlighted its 
effects on fundamental geographical terms as it is no longer clear what is meant 
by 'places' and how individuals relate to them. Therefore she calls for a more 
progressive understanding of place which I want to combine with Beck's, Beck-
Gernsheim's and Giddens' concept of structure and agency to question 
empirically and analyse the causes why people suffer or benefit differently from 
conditions of second modernity. 
Massey questions the causes of different individual responses to 'time-
space compression'. She argues that it is insufficient to see capitalism as the 
determining force in how people experience and understand as it neglects other 
dimensions which influence people's experience and use of space like 'race' 
and 'gender' (Massey 1993). To answer the question if "we all benefit or suffer 
from it (the time-space-compression) the same way" Massey (1993: 233) calls 
for a more progressive understanding of place. This is, according to her, 
especially important from the geographical perspective as the globalization 
debate is connected to an increasing uncertainty about the meaning of 'place' 
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and how people in the contemporary world relate to it. It therefore touches the 
core category of Geography itself: the relation between humans and space. 
The main strength of Massey's (1993: 239) conceptualization of 'space' 
and 'place' in a globalised world goes back to her definition of 'place' which "can 
be imagined as articulated movements in networks of social relations and 
understandings, but where a large proportion of those relations, experiences 
and understandings are constructed on a far larger scale than what we happen 
to define for the moment as the place itself. This conception of space helps to 
overcome the misleading dichotomous conceptualisation of the 'global' and the 
' local' which equates the first with movement and progress while defining the 
latter with the terms of stasis and reaction. The idea of the power-geometry of 
t ime-space-compression (Massey 1993, 1999, 2005) provides a theoretical 
background to analyse individual differentiations regarding to the degrees of 
mobility and differing senses of place and spaces as: "[d]ifferent social groups 
have distinct relationships to this anyway differentiated mobility: some people 
are more in charge of it than others; some initiate flows and movement, others 
don't; some are more on the receiving-end of it than others; some are effectively 
imprisoned by it" (Massey 1993: 234). It means that Massey conceptually 
addresses uneven regional developments as well people's different experiences 
and perceptions of the time-space-compression. This becomes particularly 
important with regard to young people's out-migration patterns in rural East 
Germany which seems to be affected by gender as well as young people's 
educational background. How do young people describe their migration plans 
and in how far do these reflect on experienced forms of disadvantages? 
Addressing the unequal ways how (young) people are connected with 
the multiple power-relations that characterise their everyday lives, Massey 
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connects conceptual thought with a directly political aim of research highlighting 
the political dimension of this debate. Because, if t ime-space-compression is 
socially formed and differentiated, "then there may be here the possibility of 
developing a politics of mobility and access" (Massey 1993: 235). This means, 
people's experiences and perceptions of t ime-space-compression as enabling 
or limiting could be challenged actively. With this statement Massey integrates a 
critical political dimension into social research which aims to not just explain but 
also challenge the causes of differentiating global experiences. This 
corresponds with the wider call in Children's Geographies to address the politics 
of childhood (Valentine 1996). 
Massey concludes that the adequate sense of place for the era of time-
space-compression has to be a more global sense of the local, a 'global sense 
of place' (Massey 1993: 240). From this point of view the idea to define the 
*modern child' or the 'winner of the second modernity' as an individual that is 
equipped with specific skills and competencies is misleading as it 
overemphasises the idea of human agency while neglecting the context and the 
broader socio-spatial power structures the individual is situated in and which 
have for example an effect on the development of special skills. This 
corresponds with a more critical image of 'the modern child' which Buchner 
(1995) refers to in highlighting the importance of children's embeddedness and 
participation in modern power relations. 
In accordance with Massey's (1993, 2005) call for a more global sense of 
place. Holloway and Valentine (2000: 769f) have furthermore argued that 
"[g]lobal studies which fail to take into account local outcomes and responses to 
global processes, and local studies of children's worlds of meaning which omit 
an analysis of global economic and cultural influences can provide only limited 
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understandings of children's lives". In this context, Massey's concept builds a 
bridge between research which focuses on either the global or the local. This is 
all the more important as James et al. (1998) have critically commented that the 
interconnectedness between agency and structure as well as the global and the 
local has been overlooked in the study of children's and young people's lives. 
Massey 's approach rejects the assumption that places lose their 
significance and emphasises in accordance with McDowell (1999) that everyday 
life is indeed a local affair that is globally connected. This approach goes much 
further than Beck 's , Beck-Gernsheim's and Giddens' theoretical explanations of 
the global-local relationship as it conceptually includes questions about people's 
different (self-)positioning within a global-local context. In addition, this 
conceptualisation of place highlights that the spatial organisation is a key 
element with regard to people's identity construction. Understanding space as 
interactive process, as particular power-geometries of social interaction, offers a 
conceptual framework that interlinks space and identity. 
With regard to young people growing up in rural East Germany, this 
concept offers an opportunity to understand which impact growing up in a post-
socialist region might have on their everyday lives. Understanding space as a 
network of social relations and understandings means for example, that 
discourses on the East-West German relationship and understandings of power 
relations on regional and national levels along these spatial dimensions can be 
included in the analysis. 
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2.3.2 Conceptualising the 'rural' in second modernity 
In line with the re-conceptualisation of the meaning of space in second 
modernity, paradigmatic shifts within Geography have led to a major re-
conceptualization of the rural (see Halfacree 1993). Following postmodernist 
considerations, 'rurality' is defined as a social construction which includes the 
'words and concepts understood and used by people in everyday talk' 
(Halfacree 1993: 29). This approach puts the definition of rurality no longer 
down to particular statistical characteristics or to a general dichotomous concept 
which assumes a contrast between the rural and the urban but emphasises the 
importance of images and perceptions of rurality. 
As Woods (2005:10) has rightly pointed out: "whatever academics might 
say about the difficulty of defining 'rural areas', there are still millions of people 
who consider themselves to be 'rural', to live in 'rural areas', and to follow a 
'rural way of life'". This post-modern awareness of the social construction of 
rurality is reflected in the focus on the different discourses of rurality from the 
perspective of its residents. The 'rural' thus "becomes a world of social, moral 
and cultural values in which rural dwellers participate" (Cloke & Milbourne 1992: 
360), which Murdoch and Pratt (1993) have referred to as *post rural'. With this 
term, Murdoch and Pratt (ibid.) highlight the need to overcome universal 
understandings of the 'rural' through focusing on the power relations that 
characterise places and the meanings people connect with them to understand 
how places are made. 
Highlighting that the countryside is a social and cultural construction, 
Murdoch (2003, p. 274) argues: "countryside places are 'meeting places', where 
diverse socio-spatial relations become juxtaposed with one another". This 
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includes the recognition of existing preconceived ideas about 'rurality' which are 
transmitted through media, literature (see Jones 1997; Matthews 2000) and 
individual life experiences. This produces a specific 'knowledge' about the rural 
and what it means to be rural (Woods 2005) with effect on people's attitudes 
and behaviour. This concept of rural' reflects Massey's progressive 
understanding of space as the focus is on the specific power relations that 
characterise people's everyday lives as well as on the wider context of 
meanings and values that are connected with the image of 'rural life'. In 
accordance with this post-modern approach social scientists have started to 
examine how 'rurality' is constructed by different groups and marginalised 
others' and how this affects their identity construction and lifestyles. It has 
gradually opened the way for research that is sensitive to and includes rural 
young people's needs and views though much more work is needed. 
Particularly with regard to the globalization debate it seems that the 
'rural-urban' relation is still equated with the dichotomous understanding of the 
' local' and the 'global' as the 'rural' has rarely been included in the 
considerations of global change. That means that the countryside' and people's 
rural everyday lives are not yet part of the wider globalization debate. This 
seems to falsely suggest that globalization is an urban experience (Woods 
2005). 
Mirroring Woods cntical comment, Nederveen Pieterse (2004) has 
pointed out that hybridization of culture in which the local and the translocal or 
global are intrinsically tied together to produce new cultural practices, should 
not be misinterpreted as a solely urban phenomenon. He rather argues that 
"[f]armers and peasants throughout the world are wired, direct or indirect, to the 
fluctuations of global commodity prices that affect their economies and decision-
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making. The ecologies of agriculture may be local, but the cultural resources 
are translocal" (Nederveen Pieterse 2004: 54). Although Nederveen Pieterse 
focuses on the aspect of agriculture, referring to economical changes on the 
countryside, it should be highlighted that this represents only one dimension of 
the global-local interrelations in rural environments. 
Besides these features of economic globalization, which also include the 
influence through the globalization of trade, the rise of global corporations, a 
growing significance of global regulatory frameworks, technological and cultural 
developments have to be taken Into account as they are effecting the daily life 
and cultural practice of people's' lives. Technical developments include features 
such as the increasing possibility to travel across the globe, mass migration, net 
In-mlgration through counter urbanization, rise of global tourism while cultural 
globalization refers to the rise of global media and global mass culture reflected 
in the consumption of TV, literature and music, as well as wider process of 
globalization of values (see Woods 2005, 2007). 
To understand (young) people's' lives it is therefore necessary to 
overcome the apparently still dominant and misleading dichotomous concept of 
the rural as local and the urban as global as hybridization is not solely an urban 
phenomenon (Murdoch 2003; Nederveen Pieterse 2004; Woods 2005, 2007). In 
line with Massey (1993, 2005) Woods (2005, 2007) has further argued that this 
is only possible when globalization is understood and analysed as power 
processes. He calls for a more 'plural geographical analysis of globalization' 
(ibid. 2005) which allows to identify different processes of globalization that 
have greater or lesser significance in different localities and to analyse how new 
hybrid spaces are developed. This does not mean that globalization Is seen as 
'all powerful' as Woods (2005, 2007) gives examples of rural resistance. Local 
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places thus should be understood as "not simply always [being] the victims of 
the global; nor are they always politically defensible redoubts against the global" 
(Woods 2007:498). 
In this context it becomes clear that there is a need to emphasise on both 
a theoretical debate as well as empirical research which reconnects rural 
Geography with the globalization debate and analyses the countryside from a 
global-local perspective. This thesis seeks to incorporate the insights of social 
constructionism by exploring how young people's perceptions of the 'rural' 
influence their socio-spatial identities, while remaining aware of the importance 
of wider structural conditions. 
2.3.3 Growing up in post-socialist Germany 
An important context that might affect young people's socio-spatial identity 
construction in rural East German is that of growing up in a post-socialist 
country. A s already discussed (see Chapter 1) young people growing up in rural 
East Germany face additional disadvantages and uncertainties due to dramatic 
socio-economic changes since reunification in 1990. Post-socialist countries are 
generally perceived as outside of the (western) core' (Pilkington 2004) and are 
often neglected in the debate on globalization processes. Critical voices (see 
Horschelmann 2001; Horschelmann 2002; Pilkington et al. 2002; Pilkington 
2004; Stenning 2005; Stenning & Horschelmann 2008) have warned not to 
understand the post-socialist transformation process as a one-way process to 
capitalism' but rather as a "complex process that fits uneasily into pre-given 
categories and disrupt an ordering logic that divides between a western, 
postmodern 'us' and 'the rest' of the world" (Horschelmann 2002: 52). Similar to 
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this, Stenning (2005: 123) has highlighted that "contemporary experiences of 
post-socialism are shaped as much by earlier structures and practices as they 
are by the more recent processes of marketization which they partially share 
with other parts of the world 
The few empirical studies (see Riordan et al. 1995; Machacek 1997; 
Smith 1998; Roberts et al. 2000; Hdrschelmann 2002; Pilkington et al. 2002; 
Pilkington & Johnson 2003; Pilkington 2004; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005) 
which have focused on young people's lives in the context of post-socialism 
showed, that values and norms developed in the past, as well as in the context 
of transformation continue to be relevant for how people experience and 
interpret present conditions. These findings thus challenge the perception of 
post-socialism as "a temporary, transitional category with no power beyond a 
limited historical and geographical moment" (Stenning 2005: 113). 
Working on Russian young people, Pilkington and Johnson (2003), for 
example, found that non-western and post-socialist societies in particular 
increasingly open up for western-influences. Their empirical results indicate, 
however, that the "familiarity with the West does not necessarily imply 
acceptance of it" which means that "Western goods or messages do not have a 
universality or seductive power capable of overcoming all local differences" 
(Pilkington & Johnson 2003: 272). Pilkington (2004: 129) further concluded that 
"Western music and style preferences were important for many, but the fact that 
the latter could be found among both groups [of young people], did not explain 
how young people come to adopt 'progressive' or 'normal* strategies". 
That young people are responding and actively challenging structural 
conditions and global influences has also been highlighted by the work of Smith 
(1998) who focused on forms of resistance in the daily life of young people that 
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grew up in the G D R as well as young people's lives after the German 
reunification. In accordance to Pilkington (1994) she argues that "simply 
analysing youth cultures in eastern Europe as a poor relation of western youth 
cultures is to miss their significance in reflecting the forces that shaped them 
and in shaping their societies" (Smith 1998: 290). With regard to young people's 
lives in the G D R Smith (1998) gives an insight into the multiple forms of active 
or passive resistance that were practiced by the young in the G D R while young 
people were seen as the 'constructors of communism' and the 'victims of 
western influence' in the dominant context (Smith 1998: 296f). This changed, 
however, with the collapse of the socialist state. After reunification of Germany 
young people became "a prime agent of consumption and. in particular, as a 
'problem', in relation to crime, drugs, political extremism and the use of urban 
space" (Smith 1998: 297). 
Such one-sided picture still dominates the public and academic German 
discourse which only a few qualitative studies aimed to challenge. One 
exception is a research project on young people's identity construction and 
cultural practice conducted by Horschelmann and Schafer (2005). Interviewing 
young people in the city of Leipzig (East Germany), this case study elaborates 
the multiple geographies of the young living in East Germany and gives a more 
complex insight into the wide range of experiences that characterise young 
people's lives in an East German city. It helps to question more critically who 
will be on the 'winning' or 'losing' side with regard to opportunities and 
uncertainties that are connected with global change and refers back to the 
differently developed skills, social background, gender and age as dominant 
aspects of differentiation. 
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As the process of post-socialist transformation is very often understood 
as a process of assimilation and catching up with western societies (Young & 
Light 2001; Hdrschelmann 2002), these studies emphasise the dimension of 
resistance which characterizes the global-local relation in young people's lives. 
Reminding of Beck and Giddens understanding of 'individualization' and 
'reflexivity' Pilkington (2004) has described this relation as follows: "global-local 
positions are mobilized reflexively by young people alongside other markers of 
difference (gender, race, social status) in the production of distinct youth cultural 
strategies that not only reflect young people's origins, but also help to negotiate 
their presents and imagine their futures" (Pilkington 2004: 133). 
The results of the empirical studies on young people's lives thus indicate 
that there is a need for greater recognition of the creative and resistive practices 
of people's everyday lives in post-socialist societies (Burawoy & Verdery 1999; 
Hdrschelmann 2002; Pilkington et al. 2002; Pilkington & Johnson 2003; 
Pilkington 2004; Stenning 2005). These young people seem to draw benefits 
from their residence in a minority state and are yet disadvantaged by their 
structural marginality within it (see Schafer 2007). It is therefore necessary to 
elaborate to what extend young people's life is affected by the post-socialist 
transformation process. 
I want to argue that this also needs to be considered with regard to 
young people that were born just before, during or after the actual reunification 
of the two German states in 1990 and who build the focus of this research 
study. Although they have not lived in the G D R themselves, the life-conditions 
they grow up in are still characterised by a number of processes which are 
directly related to the post-socialist transformation process. These include 
disadvantages such as: higher unemployment rates and still lower wages than 
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in West Germany, poor infrastructure, poor job opportunities as well as poor 
services and leisure facilities for young people in the countryside in particular. 
Above this young people might have developed an image of what it was like to 
live in the G D R through narratives of their parents and grandparents as well as 
through the experience of still existent customs and behaviours which refer 
back to the socialist socialisation of their parents. Such images might have 
implications on how they perceive and experience disadvantages and how they 
perceive their own present day and future choices. 
Young people's understandings of what it means to grow up in East 
Germany need to be analysed. Do they perceive themselves as East Germans? 
And what do they connect with such characterisation? How do they experience 
processes of transformation and how do they perceive disadvantages that 
characterise their everyday lives? It also needs to be questioned, how young 
people position themselves within the East-West German context and if they 
(re)produce the perception of still existing fundamental East-West German 
differences that still dominate the general public discourse in Germany. What 
impact does this have on young people's feelings of belonging as well as their 
own future plans? 
2.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed the need to give young people a voice and to see 
them as social agents in their own right. Following Philo's (1992) call to give 
marginalized young people a voice, this thesis focuses on young people s 
experiences and perceptions of their everyday lives. In line with Murdoch and 
Pratt (1993) it has been argued, however, that it is essential to consider the 
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multiple power relations and thus the contexts young people are growing up in. 
To aim for a more contextual approach of giving young people a voice, Beck's, 
Beck-Gernsheims' and Giddens' theoretical work was introduced to describe 
the general living conditions that characterise people's lives in second 
modernity. While these authors offer valuable insights into the new choices and 
risks people are facing in modern western countries and people's identity 
construction in second modernity, it could be shown that further theoretical and 
empirical work is needed to conceptualise and analyse the inequalities of the 
individualisation process. In other words: it still needs to be understood why 
young people profit or suffer differently from new choices and risks. 
To address young people as social agents and the heterogeneity of their 
everyday lives it is important to understand how they themselves perceive risks 
and uncertainties. Empirical research has shown that rural East German 
regions have experienced fundamental changes since reunification in 1990 and 
are still facing socio-economic disadvantages. Young people have in this 
context been described as the 'losers of reunification'. It has been argued, 
however, that this understanding neglects to acknowledge young people as 
social agents. Further, it refers to the assumption that post-socialist 
transformation processes are one-way processes to capitalism. This, however, 
neglects that norms and values which were developed in the socialist pasts are 
still relevant for people's lives. In addition, it fails to acknowledge the creative 
and resistive practices of people's everyday lives in post-socialist countries. 
That is why the meaning young people connect with the post-socialist 
transformation process as well as their understanding of probably still existing 
differences between the Eastern and Western part might be crucial to their 
everyday life experiences. 
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With regard to growing up within a rural environment it has further been 
shown that young people's perceptions of the rural need to be considered to 
fully understand the impact of their rural residency on their everyday lives. 
Woods ' (2005, 2007) critique that the rural has been excluded from 
globalisation processes further supports Massey's (1993, 2005) call to consider 
the multiple power relations that characterise young people's every day lives 
and that often go far beyond their local environment. To fully understand how 
young people experience and perceive everyday risks and opportunities it will 
be necessary to analyse which disadvantage or advantages they connect with 
their rural and which to their East German residency. Only by analysing if they 
distinguish between these spatial dimensions will it be possible to get an insight 
into their understanding of space and how it affects their everyday lives. 
The following chapter will thus review empirical research findings on the 
meaning of growing up rural and growing up in a post-socialist region. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Growing up rural: previous empirical findings on young 
people's rural lives. 
3. Introduction 
It has been shown in the previous chapter that Beck 's (1992, 2000, 
2002), Beck and Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) and Giddens' (1990, 1991, 1994, 
2000) theoretical considerations about the conditions of second modernity and 
its impact on people's everyday lives offers a valuable framework to understand 
notions of new choices and risks and processes of identity formation. It has 
been argued, however, that these authors draw an over-generalised picture of 
individualisation processes which does not help to get an insight into the 
heterogeneity of young people's everyday lives and geographies. Therefore, a 
more progressive understanding of space (Massey 1993, 2005) is needed 
which focuses on the multiple power relations that characterise the meaning of 
space for young people's lives in second modernity. Analysing the power-
geometries might offer a better understanding of the meaning of space in 
second modernity and provide insights into the reasons why some young 
people seem to benefit more from new chances and opportunities than others. It 
thus might offer a way of theorising unequal individualisation processes which 
Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens work fails to address sufficiently. 
Having developed the wider theoretical frame within which this research 
is situated this chapter will focus on accounts of research about the meaning of 
space with regard to young people's lives. The chapter will identify different 
dimension of power-relations that characterise young people experiences within 
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a rural context and discuss how previous research has addressed these issues 
and which conclusions can be drawn from this. I will particularly focus on 
research which has been conducted in a rural and/or post-socialist context. It 
will become clear, however, that young people's lives in post-socialist countries 
have been mainly neglected and that findings from other rural European regions 
might not easily capture their everyday life experiences and the contexts they 
are growing up in. 
To identify empirically the multiple power-relations that characterise 
participants' everyday lives I will employ Panelli 's (2002) dimensions of 
negotiations which capture the wide range of contexts that characterise rural 
young people's everyday lives and highlights the importance of their agency. 
Panelli follows Massey's (1993) call for a more progressive understanding of 
place, in focusing on the multiple power-relations that characterise young 
people's everyday lives. This theoretical framework thus offers guidance on how 
to practically research the spatial dimension of young people's everyday lives, 
as well as a more conceptual approach to identify the complexity of their life 
experiences. It thus helps to address the main aims of the thesis: 
1. to examine their understanding, experience and meaning of space 
with regard to their rural residency and 
2. to analyse how they perceive and experience the post-socialist 
transformation process. Further it offers a way to 
3. to acknowledge young people's agency to determine their life 
chances within the structures that characterise their everyday 
lives. 
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It should be highlighted, however, that the dimensions of negotiations are 
highly interlinked with each other. 
3.1 Contextual analysis of rural young people's 
everyday lives in second modernity 
Panelli (2002) has developed five dimensions of negotiation which describe 
the complex and dynamic strategies that characterise young people's rural lives 
and captures their experiences of inclusion, exclusion as well as forms of 
negotiation. Her dimensions of young people's rural life include a more 'global 
sense of place' that acknowledge influences and effects that go beyond the 
actual space of the rural community which helps to understand the impact of 
wider power relations on young people's everyday lives. These strategies of 
negotiation include (Panelli 2002; 118ff): 
• Negotiation of rural knowledge: this refers to young people's construction 
of own meanings of rurality, which are built on their experiences, social 
relations and discourses they are embedded in and can also be 
connected with links that go beyond the rural area. I have already 
pointed out how important it is to listen to young people's own perception 
and meanings of the 'rural' as they might differ from the adult-led 
discourses of 'rurality'. 
• Negotiation of rural work: in reference to young people as workers this 
dimension highlights the "broader social, cultural and spatial relations 
with which they are engaged" (Panelli 2003: 118) and refers, for 
example, to gender specific expectations and work patterns, spatial 
access to job opportunities and so forth. 
• Negotiation of rural social relations: this dimension captures the social 
relations that constitute young people's rural experiences including 
family, peer, gender and age-related relations that "shape young 
people's experience of schooling, work and future lifestyles in or beyond 
rural settings" (Panelli 2003: 119). It highlights young people's personal 
and emotional bindings to their rural environment and the effect on their 
present and future life that includes for example migration pattern. 
• Negotiations of political areas: this refers to experiences of exclusion 
and/or inclusion and participation within social and political institutions, 
community bodies and so forth and young people's responses to this. In 
this context empirical research has highlighted that young people often 
do not feel included in political processes of decision-making (see 
Matthews et al. 2000, Matthews 2001). It should be questioned if this is 
the case within my research area and how young people think about it. 
• Negotiation of rural space: This dimension covers the field of young 
people's construction of places and spaces that matches their lifestyles. 
This might include specific places within and beyond the rural community 
like, for example, hyper realities' (see Laegran 2002) that are accessed 
through the internet (Panelli 2003). I will argue that these constructions of 
space are not only affected by specific power relations between adults 
and youth but also by power relations among young people. 
These dimensions of negotiation represent different forms of power 
relations that young people are engaged in and that charactenze their daily-
l ife-spaces. Focusing on negotiations' rather than solely on forms of 
inclusion or exclusion, this approach helps to uncover the power-geometries 
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that give an insight into the deeper power-relations of rural young people's 
lives while addressing young people as social agents who actively negotiate, 
challenge and/or (re)construct these power relations. 
Although Panelli (see also Holloway and Valentine 2000a, Massey 1993) 
refers to the influence of 'places' that lie beyond the rural community, research 
on rural young people's lives has mainly focused on young people's use of 
public spaces within such communities. Rural communities certainly need to be 
seen as a major dimension of young people's rural lives (see also Jones 1999; 
Ni Laoire 2000; Panelli et al. 2002; Glendinning et al. 2003). However, 
analysing young people's use of rural spaces and their relationships to other 
rural residents without reflecting on their embeddedness in power-relations that 
go beyond the local environment runs the risk of treating rural life as marked off 
from the wider context it is embedded in (see Chapter 2). More importantly, 
however, analysing either local or global aspects of young people's everyday 
lives runs the risk of overlooking processes which cannot easily be captured in 
these categories such as post-socialist transformation processes which need to 
be understood with regard to local, regional and national implications as well. A 
more progressive concept of space is thus needed to understand how growing 
up in a post-socialist region affects young people's everyday lives. 
There is a gap between theoretical debates and actual empirical research on 
the wider networks that characterise young people's lives in an increasingly 
changing and flexible world. Only in considering and analysing the complexity of 
power relation which include those that reach beyond the local environment will 
it be possible to include rural young people growing up in post-socialist contexts 
in the discussion on how people are living in second modernity, and to 
understand how they experience and cope with new choices, risks and 
uncertainties and how they construct their own biography (Beck & Gernsheim 
2002, Giddens 1994). Such analysis will give insight into the multiple strategies, 
competencies and skills young people (need to) develop to live in an 
increasingly uncertain and changing world. This will matter profoundly for their 
future life as it is strongly connected with the question who suffers or benefits 
more from the new chances and uncertainties (see Furlong & Cartmel 1997; 
Beck & Beck Gernsheim 2002; Valentine 2003). Panell i 's (2002) dimensions of 
negotiation represent an approach which helps to uncover why young people 
are more advantaged or disadvantaged than others. 
In the following sections I discuss empirical research which has focused on 
young people's everyday lives in second modernity within the rural context. 
Relevant research findings within the area of rural young people's lives will be 
discussed along Panelli 's dimensions of negotiation. Following this model helps 
to highlight, which dimensions of young people's everyday lives have been 
addressed in previous research within the context of growing up rural and 
where research gaps can be identified which this thesis aims to address. 
3.1.1 Negotiation of rural knowledge 
In accordance with Valentine (1996) I argue that the way we construct 
the rural' affects our understanding of youth and childhood (and thus our 
research) as it is always connected with normative expectations what it means 
to be a 'countryside girl' or boy'. To close the gap between the construction of 
youth and the heterogeneity of their everyday lives (see Wyness 2006) it is 
important to understand how participants experience and understand 'rurality' 
and the meaning of growing up rural. In the following I will identify dominant 
constructions of Yurality' highlighting its implications of studying young people's 
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lives. It should be questioned in how far participant's experiences are captured 
by these constructions of the rural and in how far previous research findings can 
help to understand young people's lives in rural East Germany. 
To contextualise young people's lives in rural areas 1 will firstly discuss 
dominant images of the 'rural' in referring to the 'rural idyll' that draws the 
picture of a harmonic and unproblematic rural childhood/youth. While this idyllic 
picture is still dominating the general discourse on rural childhood, a growing 
body of research shows that young people's rural experiences do include 
multiple forms of exclusion that do not fit into this image. I want to argue, 
however, that the focus on the 'marginalized rural' and the 'marginalized young' 
does not include young people's agency sufficiently and therefore reduces 
young people to a uniform group of powerless 'others'. This neglects to 
acknowledge young people as social agents who do not only suffer from (adult) 
restrictions but who are also able to 'negotiate' (Panelli 2002) and thus resist 
and challenge forms of exclusion. Young people's lives are characterized by 
experiences of exclusion and inclusion, participation, cooperation and 
resistance. I will further argue that 'rurality' might be constructed differently in 
rural, European contexts and particularly in rural post-socialist regions. 
3.1.1.1 Being young in the countryside: dominant images of the 
*rurar 
In the following I will discuss the dominant images and perceptions of the 
countryside to elaborate their effect on young people's lives and their socio-
spatial identity construction in more detail. This will lay the ground for an 
analysis of processes of exclusion, inclusion and negotiation that characterise 
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rural young people's lives as it uncovers the multiple networks young people are 
engaged in. 
In Britain, one of the most popular and influential discourses constructed 
around the notion of rurality is that of the rural idyll. It represents the picture of 
an idealized rurality which is described as peaceful and safe (see Short 1991; 
Little & Austin 1996; Jones, 1997; Francis 1999). In accordance with this the 
countryside is often perceived as a particularly good and inclusive environment 
for young people to grow up in (Nairn et al. 2003). Referring to the close knit 
community it is associated with a strong sense of belonging that provides 
shelter from urban hazards' like: "the commercial pressures of the fashion 
industry and peer group pressures to engage with drugs, underage sex, 
bullying, violent crime and bad language" (Valentine 1997: 140). Research has 
shown that this perception is - at least partly - shared by children and young 
people (see Valentine 1997; Glendinning et al. 2003; Auclair & Vanoni 2004). 
Jones (1997: 174), however, has critically pointed out that such idyllic literary 
descriptions of the country child mainly represent "adult constructions of 
childhood, and therefore need to be treated with caution in respect of assuming 
that they have truly entered children's worlds". 
Recent studies have opened a discrepancy between rural myth and 
reality, demonstrating that many rural dwellers experience life very differently 
from the way in which the rural idyll portrays it (Little 1986, 1994; Bell & 
Valentine 1995; Little & Austin 1996; Valentine 1997; Matthews et al. 2000; 
Nairn et al. 2003; Yarwood & Gardner 2000; Giddings & YanA/ood 2005). The 
results of these studies indicate that young people's perception of their rural 
environment is much more complex than it is portrayed in the rural idyll and that 
it is affected by dimensions such as age (see for example Glendinning et al. 
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2003; Giddings & Yanwood 2005), ethnicity (Panelli 2002; Panelli et al. 2002; 
Pilkington & Johnson 2003; Shucksmith 2004) and gender (Little 1986, 1994; 
Bell and Valentine 1995; Little 1997, 2002a, 2002b; Little and Leyshon 2003, 
Little and Panelli 2003). Referring to the British countryside Matthews and his 
colleagues (2000) have even stated that their analysis of young people's rural 
lives points towards a "geography of exclusion and disenfranchisement" (ibid: 
151) that is contradictory to the image of the rural idyll (see also Elsely 2004). 
These findings highlight the need to listen to the experiences and perceptions of 
young people to uncover forms of structural exclusion and disadvantage. 
In addition, as early as 1988, Colin Ward already pointed out that 
modernisation had started to change people's lives in the countryside 
drastically. Identifying both negative and positive sides of this development, 
Ward argued that mass communication technologies are producing 'global 
villagers' (Ward 1988) as people in the countryside have increasing access to 
'other worlds' and lifestyles. This corresponds with a 'new optimism' (see 
Laegran 2002) for rural areas as it is assumed that increasing development and 
access to information and communication technologies (ICTs) may lessen 
regional differences. While Ward was mainly referring to the influence of TV this 
optimism for rural areas has grown more recently in connection with access to 
and use of the internet which is seen as a cultural medium to the wider world 
(Holloway & Valentine 2000; Laegran 2002). Although academics have paid 
little attention to how people living in rural areas use these communication 
technologies it is assumed that urban and rural lives have become more similar 
(Laegran 2002). 
While these considerations have to be taken into account it is further 
important to acknowledge that young people's perception of growing up rural 
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might differ from the Brit ish rural idyll in other rural, E u r o p e a n contexts . Laeg ran 
(2002), for e x a m p l e , has pointed out that the construct ion of the rural as 'dul l ' 
( ibid: 158) has to be seen as equal ly influential a s the a l ready introduced 
construct ion of the rural idyll, at least within the S c a n d i n a v i a n context. For 
young peop le , t hese contradictory images are s e e n to create a tension be tween 
identif ication with the local communi ty on the one hand and the des i re to reach 
out for educat ion and to get to know 'the wor ld ' on the other. That this may a lso 
app ly in W e s t G e r m a n y is notable from the editor ial of a W e s t G e r m a n Journa l 
wh i ch is written for rural G e r m a n youth (Bund der deu tschen Land jugend 
S p e z i a l 2003"*). It highlights the increas ing impor tance and potential of rural 
tradit ions within an increasingly chang ing wor ld and the advan taged posit ion of 
rural youth that still g row up in a tradit ional a t m o s p h e r e of the rural communi ty 
wh i ch may g ive stabil i ty to their l ives. If young peop le m a n a g e to find a ba lance 
be tween rural tradit ion and global t rends, s o the a rgument goes , they c a n profit 
f rom their rural background . It thus co r responds with the main va lues of the 
rural idyll, e m p h a s i s i n g the posit ive aspec ts of growing up in a more traditionally 
or iented c lose knit communi ty which s e e m s to b e c o m e even more important in 
the increas ing ly chang ing present -day world. 
However , with regard to Eas t G e r m a n y it n e e d s to be cons idered that 
d i f fe rences be tween rural and urban a reas in the G e r m a n Democra t i c Repub l i c 
( G D R ) were not a s distinct a s in the Federa l Repub l i c of G e r m a n y ( F R G ) In 
fact, the idea of overcoming the d i f ferences be tween rural and urban regions 
w a s part of the poli t ical ideology of state soc ia l i sm as it w a s perce ived a s a 
Original quotation: ..Nichts andert sich so schnell wie die Trends und nichts brauchen wir mehr 
als gewisse Traditionen. Die Landjugend bietet eine telle Chance beide Bereiche im 
Gleichgewicht zu halten. Hier werden Traditionen gepflegt und Trends entwickelt" (Bund der 
deutschen Landjugen 2003; 2/3) 
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m e a n s of emanc ipa t ion from capital ist ic soc ie t ies (see B e e t z 2004). It can 
therefore be a s s u m e d that the image of the 'rural ' within the soc ia l is t context of 
the G D R did not necessar i l y co r respond with the W e s t G e r m a n , Scand inav ian 
or Brit ish image as it might not have been concep tua l i sed in s u c h a strong 
d ichotomous way. S i n c e reunif ication s o c i o - e c o n o m i c d i f fe rences between rural 
and urban a reas have b e c o m e increasingly notable (van H o v e n 2 0 0 1 , 2002 ; 
Bundesamt fur B a u w e s e n und R a u m o r d n u n g 2005) . It m e a n s that the image of 
the rural as the ideal p lace to grow up might thus contradict young peop le 's 
exper iences and percept ions of p resent -day life in rural E a s t G e r m a n y . It can 
further be expec ted that images of the rural have been chang ing dramat ical ly 
within the last 15 years due to the t ransformat ion p rocess s o that different, 
possib ly contradictory construct ions of the rural might coexist . Tha t images of 
the rural are subject to dramat ic c h a n g e s in post-socia l is t reg ions w a s a lso 
found with regard to other post-social is t countr ies (see J u s k a 2007) . 
Th is cou ld become important part icularly w h e n looking at young peop le 's 
percept ion of the rural and their expe r i ences of soc io-spat ia l inc lus ion and/or 
exc lus ion . But as a result of a m iss ing a c a d e m i c debate on y o u n g peop le 's 
percept ion of their local envi ronment and the probably al tered concep t of rurality 
more general ly within the East G e r m a n context, this c a n not be deve loped any 
further at this point. It is important to ana l yse part ic ipants ' cons t ruc t ions of 
rurality to get a deeper understanding of young peop le 's percept ion of the 
advan tages and d i sadvan tages of growing up in rural E a s t G e r m a n y . Further it 
will be ana lysed how participants def ine 'rural ' and if they perce ive themse lves 
a s 'rural ' young peop le . A l though more geograph ica l work is n o w focus ing o n 
chi ldren's exper iences of rural life, M c C o r m a c k (2002: 194) has critically 
highl ighted that young peop le 's unders tand ing of their rural env i ronment might 
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" m e s s up adu l t /academic unders tand ings o f rurality" (see a l so Nai rn et a l . 
2003) . A focus on the spatial identity of y o u n g people and their const ruct ion of 
the rural may uncover how they expe r i ence and perce ive soc io-spat ia l 
d i sadvan tages . 
In the context of Eas t G e r m a n youth this self posi t ioning with regard to 
the rural or u rban and with regard to the region and the E a s t - W e s t - G e r m a n 
d i scou rse m a y p lay a n important role for their soc io-spat ia l identity format ion. 
A c a d e m i c resea rche rs have repeatedly noted the deve lopment of an 'Eas t 
G e r m a n identity', sus ta ined by the feel ing o f being treated as ' s e c o n d c l ass 
c i t i zens ' (Po l lack 1997; M e u l e m a n n 1998; Po l l ack & P icke l 1998; Muh lberg 
2 0 0 1 , 2002) . It h a s to be quest ioned how y o u n g people posit ion t hemse l ves in 
this E a s t - W e s t - G e r m a n d iscourse . A s the part ic ipants of this resea rch project 
were born be tween 1988 and 1991 they have not expe r ienced living in the G D R 
themse l ves and c a n hardly have any m e m o r i e s of the t ime before the 
reuni f icat ion. That means , while their parents were soc ia l i sed in the G D R , the 
young t h e m s e l v e s g rew up in a unif ied G e r m a n y . H o w d o they relate to the term 
'Eas t G e r m a n y ' ? D o they feel 'Eas t G e r m a n ' ? A n d what image do they 
const ruct about E a s t G e r m a n y ? Ask ing t h e s e quest ions is important, as they 
s h o w how different sca l es intersect with unders tand ings of the rural. P r o c e s s e s 
of soc io -spat ia l exc lus ion are further af fected by categor ies l ike gender , age and 
soc ia l c l a s s . Wh i le these categor ies over lap with e a c h other in comp lex ways I 
want to point out that they are strongly connec ted with the construct ion of the 
'rural ' and are therefore bound together and e x a m i n e d through the mean ing of 
'rural life'. 
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3,1,2 Negotiation of rural work 
Panel l i (2002) has highlighted that young peop le 's a c c e s s to vocat ional 
training and job opportunit ies p lays an important role with regard to the 
structural advan tages /d i sadvan tages young peop le are growing up in. In 
addit ion, she has pointed out that soc io-cu l tura l unders tand ings of gender 
relat ions, for examp le , a s well as young peop le ' s interests, a ims and abil i t ies 
affect the way rural work is negot iated. P o o r a c c e s s to training faci l i t ies and job 
opportunit ies in rural Eas t G e r m a n y has been identif ied a s one of the major 
problem young people have to face (see C h a p t e r 1 and 2) hav ing led to high 
rates of out-migrat ion. The fol lowing sec t ions will thus d i scuss r esea rch wh ich 
has focused on the soc io -economic d i sadvan tages of growing up rural. In 
addit ion, the issue of out-migration will be in t roduced. Fo l lowing more recent 
research f indings it will be argued that young peop le ' s mot ives to leave their 
p lace of res idence can not only be exp la ined by e c o n o m i c factors but are often 
the ou tcome of the way they are integrated in their rural communi ty and fee l ings 
of wel l -be ing. 
3.1.2.1 Economic disadvantages of rural residency 
Disadvan tages , socia l exc lus ion and poverty were for a long time 
perce ived as urban i ssues and a c a d e m i c s have only recently f o c u s e d on the 
different levels of soc ia l exc lus ion which rural young people h a v e to face to 
unders tand and hopeful ly cha l lenge these p r o c e s s e s wh ich create a wide range 
of (rural) d i sadvan tages (see Y a r w o o d & G a r d n e r 2 0 0 0 ; W o o d s 2005 , 2007) . 
T h e s e rural d i sadvan tages are often referred to as forms of soc ia l exc lus ion 
from the e c o n o m y and labour market (Vanderbeck & Dunk ley 2004) or, in a 
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broader s e n s e as "a wide set of diff icult ies prevent ing peop le f rom part icipating 
fully in soc ie ty , including poverty but a lso , for examp le , l imiting factors in one 's 
life si tuat ion (such a s lack of ski l ls), unequa l levels of heal th and wel l -be ing 
a s s o c i a t e d with e c o n o m i c d isadvan tage , a n d d ischminat ion" ( C o m m i s s i o n for 
Rura l C o m m u n i t i e s 2005 : 2). Th is refers to the assumpt ion of ex ist ing spat ia l 
inequal i t ies be tween the rural and the u rban and accord ing ly contradic ts the 
c la im d i s c u s s e d ear l ier that p lace has lost m u c h of its s ign i f icance (see G i d d e n s 
1991). 
Part icular ly with reference to the s o c i o - e c o n o m i c si tuat ion in the 
count rys ide contemporary research sugges ts that life in rural a reas is 
prob lemat ic for young people (Fur long & Car tme l 1997; F ranc i s 1999; 
G lend inn ing et a l . 2003). In this context a number of i s s u e s have been 
highl ighted that m a y affect young peop le w h o are living in the countrys ide 
negat ive ly (see a l s o Bohn i sch & Winter 1990 ; F ranc is 1999; B a u r & Bur rmann 
2 0 0 0 ; Auc la i r & V a n o n i 2004): 
• poor cho ice of facil it ies and se rv i ces for young peop le ; 
• long d i s tances to and limited cho ice of schoo l s due to inc reas ing c losure 
of s c h o o l s a s a result of the inc reas ing number of young peop le living in 
the count rys ide ; 
• l imited publ ic transport; 
• l imited job prospects and high rates of youth unemployment ; 
• as wel l as the danger of soc ia l iso lat ions as the number of young people 
may be l imited in smal ler communi t ies ; 
• age ing populat ion: 
• soc ia l p ressure ; 
• high cos t s of hous ing or l imited hous ing avai lab le. 
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It will have to be quest ioned If part ic ipants in rural Eas t G e r m a n y refer to 
simi lar d imens ions of rural d i sadvan tages and wh ich d i m e n s i o n s they might 
relate to the post-social is t t ransformation p rocess . 
Further it has to be a n a l y s e d , what implicat ion the expe r i ence and 
percept ion of such d isadvantages has on part ic ipants ' everyday l i ves . Fo l lowing 
Beck and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m ' s indiv idual izat ion theory (2002), out-migrat ion is the 
ou tcome of a greater a w a r e n e s s of pe rsona l opportunit ies at al ternative 
locat ions (see a lso E lder et a l . 1996). That m e a n s that out-migrat ion c a n be 
Interpreted a s young peop le 's r esponse to the exper iences o f spat ia l soc io -
economica l d isadvantage in their resident ial a reas . Th is co r responds with 
B e c k ' s (2002) crit ique that structural inequal i t ies like the fear to b e c o m e , or the 
exper ience of be ing unemp loyed are increas ing ly pe rce i ved a s persona l 
incompetence which requires an individual response , in this c a s e : out-migrat ion. 
In addit ion, B a u m a n (1992) has pointed out that flexibility and mobility 
have not only become an important part of peop le 's eve ryday l ives but are 
furthermore general ly va lued a s important compe tenc ies to live a success fu l life 
as the "progress in life is measu red and marked by mov ing h o u s e s and of f ices" 
(Bauman 1992: 695). This means that high flexibility and the wil l and ability to 
live a mobi le live are becoming normat ive expecta t ions (young) peop le have to 
meet. Y o u n g peop le 's migration p lans thus represent indiv idual dec is ions a s 
well as the 'natural ' deve lopment of young peop le 's transit ion f rom dependent 
ch i ldhood to independent adul thood ( J o n e s 1999; K a u f m a n n 2002 ) . However , 
B a u m a n (1999: 40) has a lso highl ighted that young peop le ' s migration 
exper iences vary immense ly as "[tjhose 'high up' travel through life to their 
hearts ' des i re and pick and c h o o s e their dest inat ions by the j oys they offer. 
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T h o s e ' low d o w n ' are thrown out from the s i te they would rather stay in, and if 
they do not m o v e , it is the site that is pul led f rom under their feet". 
I want to ana l yse young peop le 's migrat ion p lans and mot ives. Further I 
want to look at the spat ial d imens ion of their migration p lans: where do young 
peop le want to migrate to, wh ich s p a c e s d o they identify a s be ing connec ted 
with offering 'addi t ional opt ions ' B e c k and B e c k - G e r n s h e i m (2002) refer to? 
Part icular ly with regard to young people g row ing up in a former socia l is t country 
these ques t ions b e c o m e important as they help to unders tand how young 
peop le are af fected by transformation p r o c e s s e s and in how far s o c i o - e c o n o m i c 
d i sadvan tages are perce ived as spat ia l d i sadvan tages . Th is might help to 
unders tand why s o m e might be higher up ' than others a s B a u m a n (1999) 
d i s c u s s e s and why s o m e might profit more f rom new c h a n c e s than others (see 
C h a p t e r 2). 
3.1.2.1 Out-migration of rural youth 
Al though local condit ions may vary, youth unemployment rates have 
genera l ly i nc reased within Europe and North A m e r i c a s ince the late 1980s due 
to e c o n o m i c restructunng and institutional c h a n g e s wh ich t ransformed the 
labour marke ts (E lder et a l . 1996; E lder & M e i e r 1997; Car tme l & Fur long 2000 ; 
Isengard 2 0 0 3 ; Va lent ine 2003). Th is c a u s e s addi t ional uncertaint ies for young 
peop le in terms of the transit ion f rom s c h o o l to work (Griffin 2001) . Y o u n g 
peop le genera l ly remain longer in the educat ional s ys tem to avoid 
unemp loymen t and invest in educat ion ( Isengard 2003). At the s a m e time, 
however , the d e p e n d e n c y of peop le 's l ives o n inclusion in the labour market is 
inc reas ing (Beck 1992). 
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However , rural young people have been desc r ibed a s even more 
d i sadvan taged than their urban counterparts due to the l imited j o b opportunit ies 
and high unemployment rates they are fac ing which have resul ted in high out-
migration rates of particularly young peop le from rural env i ronments . Th i s out-
migration has been identified as one of the central p rob lems rural a reas are 
facing within industr ial ized western countr ies (Fur long & Ca r tme l 1997; 
K iese lbach et a l . 2002; Isengard 2003 ; J e n t s c h 2004) which might affect not 
only future migrat ion concerns but a lso young peop le 's daily l i ves quite heavi ly 
as it can c a u s e feel ing of addit ional risk and uncertainty. 
Empi r i ca l research on young peop le 's migrat ion pattern h a s s h o w n that 
particularly better ski l led young peop le a im to leave the count rys ide to find 
appropr iate employment (Elder et a l . 1996; E lder & Me ie r 1997; S tockda le et a l . 
2000; S tockda le 2002, 2004). This co r responds with migration patterns which 
can be obse rved within the E a s t G e r m a n context. Here , the out-migrat ion of 
ski l led young people in particular has been desc r ibed a s an immedia te danger , 
as it s t rengthens the divide between W e s t G e r m a n y and E a s t G e r m a n y (Werz 
2001) and reinforces the image of Eas t G e r m a n youth as ' losers ' of reunif ication 
(see a lso Brake & Buchner 1996; Ko l lmorgen 2003) . It is thus a s s u m e d that 
d i f ferences between the two G e r m a n parts are still inc reas ing . 
However , academ ics within the field of migrat ion s tud ies have recently 
cr i t ic ised that this focus on economic d i sadvan tage and thus on the exper ience 
of econom ic exc lus ion does not suff iciently expla in young peop le ' s migration 
pattern (Dahls t roem 1996; J o n e s 1999; N i Lao i re 2000 ; G lend inn ing et a l . 2003 ; 
Wiborg 2 0 0 4 a , 2004b; O 'Connor 2005) . Th i s cri t ique a lso app l ies with regard to 
rural young peop le 's migration patterns in the Eas t G e r m a n context wh ich s h o w 
di f ferences to migration patterns of W e s t G e r m a n youths (see D iene l & Ger lof f 
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2003) . Th i s ca l ls for a broader unders tand ing of soc ia l exc lus ion that is not only 
r educed to e x p e r i e n c e s of econom ic d i s a d v a n t a g e s but inc ludes "the inability to 
part ic ipate ef fect ively in economic , soc ia l , pol i t ical and cultural life, a n d , in s o m e 
charac te r isa t ions , al ienat ion and d is tance f rom the ma ins t ream soc ie ty " (Duffy 
1995 : 5). 
There fore more research n e e d s to be done wh ich exp lo res the 
impor tance of the rural communi ty for young peop le 's soc io-spat ia l identity 
const ruct ion and its effects on young peop le ' s out-migrat ion. Fo l lowing G i d d e n s ' 
(1991) concep t of human agency Ni Lao i re (2000: 235) a rgues that "the p rocess 
of transit ion in youth cannot be unders tood without taking into accoun t all 
a s p e c t s of the persona l and env i ronmenta l context in wh ich it takes p lace , 
inc luding the relevant d imens ions of power a n d inequali ty that help to s h a p e it". 
A l though not direct ly refernng to M a s s e y ' s conceptua l iza t ion of p lace , N i Laoi re 
c o m e s to a very s imi lar conc lus ion to cal l for a more contextual ana lys i s which 
inc ludes the dif ferent power-relat ions young peop le are e n g a g e d with. 
S imi la r to this J o n e s (1999) has highl ighted the impor tance of 
unders tand ing the relat ionship be tween a g e n c y and structure to expla in 
migrat ion behav iour a s "migrating and s tay ing on are not s imp le r e s p o n s e s to 
local d i sadvan tage " (Jones 1999: 20). In reconstruct ing the soc io-spat ia l identity 
of young peop le f rom the Scot t ish Bo rde rs J o n e s (ibid.) desc r i bes out-migrat ion 
a s a result of the combinat ion of structural constraints and individual 
mot ivat ions. T h e latter can be inf luenced by a s e n s e of be longing wh ich is not 
only a matter of individual cho ice , but a lso of communi ty a c c e p t a n c e . J o n e s 
(1999) prov ides ev idence of the, a s she cal ls it, still under - recogn ized factor of 
soc io -spat ia l youth identities and the role of commun i t i es within it. Th is posit ion 
is suppor ted by other empir ical f indings w h i c h indicate that young peop le who 
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are involved In their communi t ies exhibit h igher levels of commun i t y at tachment 
and are thus more likely to stay (see E lder et a l . 1996; S t o c k d a l e 2 0 0 2 ; 
G lend inn ing et a l . 2003). 
O n e d imens ion that might play an important role with regard to young 
peop le 's s e n s e of belonging might be the d imens ion of gender . It has been 
argued that rural l i festyles susta in patr iarchal gender re lat ions (see Little & 
Aust in 1996; H u g h e s 1997). Th is d o e s not m e a n that tradit ional g e n d e r 
relat ions Identifying women 's central role as mothers and ma in carers are 
exc lus ive to rural communi t ies as they c a n be found at different leve ls within the 
urban context as wel l . None the less , Little (2002a: 86) has a rgued that they are 
more dominant in rural a reas as "the strength of traditional i deas concern ing 
gender ro les in relation to parent ing a n d family life and the lack of (overt) 
contestat ion of these roles do s e e m to be c lear features of con temporary rural 
life in deve loped countr ies". Th i s l eads to a much stronger reproduct ion of 
hegemon ic gender relations than in urban a reas which resul ts In more rigid 
forms of soc ia l exc lus ion and marginal lzat lon. Empir ica l s tud ies have , for 
examp le , shown that girls have fewer opportuni t ies than b o y s for ca ree r 
advancemen t in rural communi t ies (E lder et a l . 1996). A n d a l though they tend to 
be more fami ly-centred than their ma le counterpar ts they are a l s o more l ikely to 
migrate due to these d isadvan tages (Dahls t roem 1996; E lder et a l . 1996). 
It further demonst ra tes how strongly the concept ion o f the ' rural ' is 
connec ted with speci f ic expectat ions about the gendered identi t ies of young 
people . There fore it is necessa ry to reconstruct and unders tand the different 
percept ions people have about their rural env i ronment and the m e a n i n g s they 
give to p laces as it inc ludes normat ive expecta t ions about what it m e a n s to be a 
countrys ide boy or girl, man or w o m a n . Th is m e a n s that ca tegor ies like g e n d e r 
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as wel l a s age and socia l c l ass need to be unders tood in relation to construct ion 
of the rural. 
Howeve r , only little attention has been g iven to the d imens ion of gende r 
in young peop le ' s rural lives in the context of fo rmer social is t countr ies, a l though 
a c a d e m i c s have consistent ly h ighl ighted the 'pers is tence ' 
( 'Behar rungsvermbgen ' ) of gender ro les d e v e l o p e d in the G D R (see S c h e n k 
1995 , 2000) . Emp i r i ca l ev idence sugges ts that socia l is t gender ro les cont inue 
to be va lued by E a s t G e r m a n s , wh ich is ref lected for examp le in the high 
or ientat ion for ful l-t ime employment of E a s t G e r m a n w o m e n wh ich d o e s not 
co r respond with the Wes t G e r m a n gende r spec i f i c pattern (see S c h n e i d e r 1994; 
T r a p p e 1995 ; D i e t z s c h & Dol l ing 1996; M e y e r & S c h u i z e 1998; Dol l ing 2000 ; 
S c h e n k 2000 ; Dol l ing 2001 ; T rappe & R o s e n f e l d 2001 ; van H o v e n 2 0 0 1 , 2002 ; 
H b r s c h e l m a n n & v a n Hoven 2003 ; S c h a f e r 2 0 0 3 , 2005a) . 
T h e f indings demonst ra te the possibi l i ty of cont inuit ies from the G D R and 
highl ight the necess i t y to unders tand and a n a l y s e Eas t G e r m a n l ives in the 
context of e x p e r i e n c e s made in the G D R . a s cultural pract ices, va lues and 
no rms might still affect the present day l ives (see a lso Smi th 1998). However , 
new forms or st ructures have a lso been d e v e l o p e d as a c o n s e q u e n c e of post-
soc ia l is t t ransformat ion p rocess . Empi r ica l r esea rch has shown that this a lso 
inc ludes p r o c e s s e s of re-tradit ionalisation of gende r d i f ferences with regard to 
the d iv is ion of work in the Eas t G e r m a n context (see Dol l ing 2 0 0 0 ; K lenner 
2 0 0 2 ; S c h a f e r 2005a ) as well as with regard to other post-socia l is t countr ies 
(see T o m a n o v i c & Ignjatovic 2006) . If re-tradit ional isat ion p r o c e s s e s are 
e x p e r i e n c e d by young people this might i nc rease their intention to leave the 
rural env i ronment , particularly for fema le y o u n g people. It thus will be interesting 
to e labora te if part ic ipants that grow up in rural Eas t G e r m a n y are referring to a 
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traditional understanding of gender roles and how it affects their expe r i ences of 
inc lusion and exc lus ion and thus their eve ryday l ives. 
It will thus be important to a n a l y s e how young peop le in rural E a s t 
G e r m a n y perce ive and are perce ived within their rural commun i ty as this might 
affect their migration p lans. Unders tand ing how young people are posi t ioned 
within the communi ty and which expe r i ences of exc lus ion and inc lus ion they 
refer to will g ive a deeper insight into their percept ions a n d feel ings of 
be longing. It will further help to uncover the mult iple power- re la t ions that 
character ise their everyday l ives. Th is will contr ibute to a more contex tua l ised 
understanding of young peop le 's everyday l ives and co r responds with M a s s e y ' s 
(1993) concept ion of 'p lace ' that refers to soc ia l relat ions and unders tand ing . 
T o ana lyse young peop le 's (dynamic and) multiple pos i t ions within 
'p laces ' the fol lowing sect ions will f ocus o n recent ly emerg ing l i terature that h a s 
highl ighted the different forms of exc lus ion young peop le exper ience within their 
rural communi t ies . This overv iew and d i scuss ion of the main topics a c a d e m i c s 
have a d d r e s s e d so far will be used to concre t ise the research ques t ions of this 
project and to open up new direct ions of research that this thes is a ims to 
contr ibute to. 
3,1.3 Negotiation of rural social relations and political arenas 
R e c e n t literature on young peop le ' s l ives in rural commun i t i es has 
started to focus on soc io-spat ia l aspec t s of rural res idency fol lowing the 
understanding that young peop le 's feel ings about life in rural commun i t i es and 
their at tachment to p lace matters for their emot ional we l l -be ing, their soc io -
spat ial identity construct ion and the deve lopment of future life p lans (see 
H u g h e s 1997; G lend inn ing et a l . 2003 ; Na i rn et a l . 2003 ; Wiborg 2004 ; 
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B ja rnason & Thor l indsson 2006; J a c k 2006). A s this more contextual work is in 
its ear ly s t ages , the relat ionship and d e g r e e s of young peop le ' s soc io-spat ia l 
a t tachment to their local communi t ies still n e e d s to be resea rched in more depth 
as It d o e s not only give a deeper insight into young peop le ' s mot ives of out-
migrat ion but furthermore he lps to unders tand d y n a m i c s of structural soc io -
spat ia l inc lus ion and exc lus ion of young peop le more genera l ly wh ich will affect 
their soc io -spa t ia l identity construct ion. 
A c k n o w l e d g i n g the impor tance of pe rsona l and emot iona l b indings 
Pane l l i (2002) has identified the negotiat ion of young peop le ' s soc ia l relat ions 
a n d pol i t ical a r e n a s a s further key d i m e n s i o n s that charac te r i ses their eve ryday 
life e x p e r i e n c e s . T h e s e d imens ions highlight the impor tance of young peop le 's 
e x p e r i e n c e s with regard to their fami l ies, pee rs and communi ty m e m b e r s and 
their institutional inclusion in the communi ty . 
In recent years geographers have highl ighted that young people 
expe r i ence different forms of exc lus ion f rom adult domina ted publ ic s p a c e s 
(Va lent ine 1997; Mat thews et a l . 2000 ; A i t ken 2 0 0 1 ; E ls ley 2004 ; Ga l l aghe r 
2004) . Wi th in this geograph ica l l iterature two main a rguments can be identified 
w h i c h try to exp la in the c a u s e s of the spat ia l exc lus ion of young peop le from 
publ ic s p a c e s . They refer a) to an inc reas ing parental anxiety of chi ldren's 
safety in publ ic s p a c e s which connec ts to the image of the ' innocent ' chi ld (see 
Va len t ine 1996, J o n e s 1997; Va lent ine 1997; Va lent ine & McKend r i c k 1997; 
A i t ken 2 0 0 1 ; Y a r w o o d & Ga rdene r 2004) and b) to the popu lar ised percept ion 
of young peop le as a threat' to (rural) commun i t i es (see S ib ley 1995; Va lent ine 
1996, 1997; Va len t ine & McKend r i ck 1997; Mat thews, L imb & Pe rcy -Smi th 
1998; J o n e s 1999; Yarvjood & Ga rdne r 2 0 0 0 : V a n d e r b e c k & J o h n s o n 2000: 
L a e g r a n 2002) . 
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Expe r i ences of spat ial exc lus ion and marginal izat ion are not only 
character is t ic for rural youth in part icular but for young peop le ' s l ives more 
general ly (see S ib ley 1995). With regard to formal p r o c e s s e s of inc luding young 
people in polit ical dec is ion mak ing resea rch o n u rban youth h a s s h o w n that 
attempts of including young people have to be s e e n a s highly l imited and 
problemat ic b e c a u s e part icipation is still c o n c e i v e d to b e an 'adult activity' 
(Matthews, L imb & Tay lor 1999 see a lso Mat thews & L imb 1997; Mat thews 
2 0 0 1 ; C u n n i n g h a m et al . 2003) . T h e resea rch f ind ings thus indicate that young 
people exper ience structural forms of exc lus ion a l though it is increasingly 
a rgued that chi ldren and young people are capab le of, for exannple, des ign ing 
and chang ing their built envi ronment (Ga l lagher 2004) . 
It shou ld be highl ighted, however , that rural young peop le are even more 
affected by these forms of exc lus ion than their urban counterparts as they are 
more likely to face a lack of institutional le isure facil it ies a n d are more 
dependent on publ ic p laces to meet up with their peers than urban young 
people (Mat thews, L imb & Pe rcy -Smi th 1998; J o n e s 1999). 
Cons ide r ing that serv ices for young peop le are part icularly limited In rural 
Eas t G e r m a n y it b e c o m e s important to unders tand wh ich control l ing 
m e c h a n i s m s young people refer to that might limit and thus restrict their use of 
(local) s p a c e s and the deve lopment of spat ia l at tachment. In this context 
empir ical research has highlighted that gende r h a s an impact on young peop le ' s 
use of s p a c e . I want to refer to this d imens ion In the fol lowing sect ion . 
3.1 A Negotiation of rural space 
The d imens ion of negotiat ing rural s p a c e s p lays an Important role with 
regard to young peop le 's s e n s e of be longing and spat ial at tachment. P rev ious 
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r esea rch h a s highl ighted the Impact of gende r on young peop le ' s use and 
negot iat ion of rural s p a c e . In 1984, M a s s e y and A l len had a l ready argued that 
p lace matters a s it in f luences and is Inf luenced by h u m a n activity. In highlighting 
espec ia l l y the relat ion between spec i f ic gender- re la t ions and p lace they a rgued 
that g e n d e r no rms are assoc ia ted with cer ta in p laces and c a n restrict w o m e n ' s 
use of s p a c e in mult iple ways . 
In l ine with this, Tucke r and Mat thews ' (2001) study in rural 
Nor thamptonsh i re further showed that girls are more restr icted from us ing 
outdoor s p a c e s than boys due to their age a n d gender . In addi t ion, girls s e e m to 
e m p h a s i s e soc ia l aspec ts of communi ty more than boys , descr ib ing it as 
suppor t ive , car ing and inclusive whi le at the s a m e t ime highl ighting Its 
Int rus iveness and controll ing d imens ion . G lend inn ing et a l . (2003) and 
D a h l s t r o e m (1996) found that girls e x p r e s s e d more often than boys the feel ing 
of not fitting Into the rural communi ty as well a s the limited future p rospec ts for 
them. 
T h e s e f indings indicate that gender h a s to be s e e n as an important 
ca tegory wh ich n e e d s to be inc luded in the ana lys is of young peop le ' s dally 
l ives as it af fects gendered p r o c e s s e s of soc io-spat ia l inc lus ion and exc lus ion 
for e x a m p l e , in relat ion to the use of publ ic s p a c e and the expe r ience of socia l 
contro l . S u c h gende red d i f ferences highlight, accord ing to G lend inn ing et al . 
(2003) the impor tance of l istening to the diversi ty of young peop le 's live 
e x p e r i e n c e s and si tuat ions in rural a reas . W i th regard to young peop le in rural 
E a s t G e r m a n y it will be important to ana l yse how part ic ipants exper ience 
g e n d e r spec i f i c ro les. A s a l ready d i s c u s s e d it will be part icularly interesting to 
a n a l y s e in how far these young peop le 's expe r i ences and percept ions reflect on 
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the pers is tence of social is t gender roles or if they st rengthen the hypo thes is of a 
re-tradit ionalisation of gender roles in post -soc ia l is t G e r m a n y . 
T o understand how young peop le perce ive and make use of rural s p a c e s 
it is necessa ry to look at forms of exc lus ion and inc lus ion and to unders tand the 
multiple ways in which rural s p a c e Is negot ia ted amongs t m e m b e r s of the rural 
communi ty . Pub l i c s p a c e s are highly l imited for young people in rural a reas so 
they might face more difficulties es tab l ish ing their own meet ing-points and to 
find s p a c e s that match their l i festyles. 
However , understanding young peop le as soc ia l agents m e a n s to 
acknowledge the ways in which they negot iate a c c e s s and the use of p laces 
and s p a c e s . In the fol lowing I want to focus on one aspec t of the negot iat ion of 
space which has mostly been neg lec ted in prev ious research : the negot iat ion of 
s p a c e s amongs t young people. I will s h o w that power relat ions amongs t 
part icipants had a major impact on their spat ia l percept ion and u s e and d i s c u s s 
the research f indings from the except iona l work which has a d d r e s s e d the 
power-relat ions amongs t young peop le . 
3.1.4.1 Negotiating space amongst young people 
B e s i d e s being marg ina l ised and exc luded from publ ic s p a c e s by 
percept ions of publ ic s p a c e s as 'adult s p a c e s ' , geographers have recent ly 
highlighted that young peop le 's use of s p a c e is in f luenced by power -h ie rarch ies 
among themse lves (Panel l i 2002) . Mat thews, L imb and Pe rcy -Sm i th (1998) 
d iscovered in their study of young peop le 's use of s p a c e that a fear of assau l t 
and attack by or fights with other youth have strong Influence on young peop le ' s 
use of s p a c e at it affects their feel ing of safety and f reedom (see a lso Mat thews 
et al . 2000). In contrast to the two d imens ions d i s c u s s e d above this d imens ion 
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is putting young people into focus to understand their daily lives in uncovering 
power-relations among them. These power relations have been neglected in the 
research of young people's spatial behaviour as the focus of research is all too 
often on adult perceptions of the young highlighting the unequal power relation 
between adults and children/youth. However, such a one-sided construction of 
young people as powerless and marginalized runs the risk of overlooking the 
diversity of young people's lives and geographies (see also Schafer & Yarwood 
2008). 
Holloway and Valentine (2000) have more generally identified a lack of 
research on children's agency in terms of resisting not only adult control but 
also avoiding domination by other children through strategic alliances with 
adults. They highlight the need for more research on the complex power 
relations which characterise young people's use of space and the complex 
ways in which they are negotiated. This thesis aims to address this lack of 
research in not only foregrounding young people's perceptions but also in 
analysing the multiple forms of negotiations that characterise their everyday 
lives and highlight young people's agency. 
3.2 Broadening the images of the rural as a 'space of 
marginalization' and of 'marginalised rural youth' 
Following the post-modern call to give marginalised others a voice and to 
analyse the power relations which cause neglect and exclusion, the empincal 
results discussed above have uncovered multiple processes of constraint that 
affect young people's lives in the countryside. They indicate that young people's 
use of public space is limited by hegemonic constructions of space as an adult 
domain which seems to be threatened by the 'cnsis of childhood' (Aitken 2001). 
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This has resulted not only in an increasing control of children's use of public 
place but furthermore in the promotion of indoor activities for young people. 
Children's free play and independent environmental exploration is constrained 
while an increasing use of child care and private play schemes can be observed 
(Aitken 1994; Valentine 1997). However, these more organised (indoor) 
activities are very often connected with extra costs and access to public and 
private forms of transport. That means that low-income families are 
disadvantaged in offering a 'safe play space' which therefore becomes a 'class 
privilege' (Katz 1993; Aitken 1994; Valentine 1997; Katz 2004). It shows the 
political dimension of socio-spatial structures of exclusion children and young 
people have to face. 
This becomes all the more important in the context of young people's life 
conditions in second modernity as special skills are needed not only to cope 
with new risks and uncertainties but also to benefit from new choices and 
chances to construct one's own biography. However, children who do not have 
the chance to take part in institutional activities are lacking, according to 
Valentine and McKendrick (1997), the enhanced 'cultural capital' which a 
participation in these activities could offer and which is mainly accessible to 
middle class children (see Valentine & McKendrick 1997; Horschelmann & 
Schafer 2005, 2007). These findings indicate that the possibilities to benefit 
from the choices and options which are connected with second modernity might 
be unevenly distributed among young people (Shucksmith 2004). 
Children's and young people's marginalization in an adult-centred society 
(see also Aitken 2001; Punch 2002) needs to be taken more seriously as it 
indicates the persistence and reconstruction of more general forms of young 
people's social exclusion. With regard to rural young people this has been 
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identified as an even greater risk as the conceptualization of the rural' as an 
ideal place to grow up dominates (at least) the British discourse of rural 
childhood which distracts from a critical perspective on the conditions of young 
rural lives (see Matthews et al. 2000). 
In accordance with Panelli (2002; see also Opitz-Karig 2003) I want to 
argue, however, that the negative image of the rural in general and of rural 
residency for young people in particular has to be challenged as rural spaces 
are not only spaces of marginalization but also spaces of possibilities "where 
landscapes of youth can be read as terrains of creativity, conflict and change, 
flexing over the broader topography of political-economic processes and socio-
cultural systems" (Panelli 2002: 121). This does not mean that socio-spatial or 
economic disadvantages of rural residency do not need to be investigated in 
more detail as they are of high political relevance to address young people's 
rights. Nor does it call for a strengthening of the rural idyll'. It rather refers to the 
aim of elaborating a more complex and heterogeneous understanding of rural 
space and of young people's rural lives. Nairn et al. (2003: 37) have argued 
similarly that "[u]nderstanding young people's experiences of public (and 
private) space as contradictory, ambiguous, at times inclusive and exclusive, 
provides a more complex and nuanced representation of young people and of 
space as heterogeneous. Just as there is no unitary representation of the 
'public", urban' or rural' child, there is no unitary representation of public 
space ' 
As important as it is to highlight different levels of socio-spatial and 
economic exclusion there is a danger of conceptualising young people as a 
homogenous, powerless group that is unable to respond to, escape or 
challenge these forms of exclusion (James et al. 1998). Such a construction of 
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youth/childhood, however, does not allow space for young people's multiple 
experiences and life situations as "we risk drawing on some standard model of 
what 'childhood' is which may be quite unfounded in the specific local 
circumstances" (James et al. 1998: 140). While still more research needs to be 
done to uncover structural inequalities, I agree with James et al.'s (1998) 
warning that research, which focuses only on the structural position of young 
people as disadvantaged runs the risk of overlooking their agency. It is 
insufficient to describe the restricting contexts young people are living in as it 
does not take into account how processes of exclusion are experienced 
differently and may affect young people's lives in very different ways. 
I want to argue that only if we combine Beck's and Giddens' perspective 
on the structuring conditions of second modernity with their - although 
oversimplified - emphasis on agency which James and her colleagues (1998) 
have called for will it be possible to understand "the many differences between 
young people that leave some youth more vulnerable to marginalization while 
others have relatively positive social experiences" (Panelli et al. 2002:124). 
Although James et al. (1998) have identified the need for more research 
within the new social study of childhood that combines structure and agency, 
this gap has been addressed by only a small number of academics that report 
on young people's experiences of inclusion or their strategies to resist and 
challenge exclusion (see exceptional work of Matthews, Limb, & Percy-Smith 
1998; Valentine 1998; Holloway & Valentine 2000; Valentine 2000; Panelli et al. 
2002; Allen 2003; Nairn et al. 2003; Vanderbeck & Dunkley 2004). The 
empirical findings of the latter are calling previous research that has focused on 
young people as 'marginalized others' whose experiences are distinguished by 
exclusion (see Philo 1992; Sibley 1995; Matthews et al. 2000) into question as it 
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uncovers young people's active role and potential in creating their own cultural 
and social practices and in constructing their own understandings of place. 
Nairn et al. (2003) have shown, for example, that young people rarely 
experience either processes of exclusion or inclusion but that a mixture of both 
characterizes their daily lives in rural as well as in urban contexts. These 
findings tie in with the call in migration studies to analyse young people's socio-
spatial embeddedness in the rural environment contradicting Beck 's (2002) 
assumption that familial bindings as well as the importance of place decrease in 
second modernity (see also Giddens 1990). It is therefore necessary to 
elaborate complex processes of inclusion and exclusion, of challenge and 
resistance that characterise young people's rural lives. 
In addition to the work on actual forms of inclusion within the context of 
the rural community, academics have analysed different forms of resistance that 
indicate young people's agency. This finds its expression for example in 
strategies through which young people challenge the limited use of space. 
Examples of this are given by various authors showing, for example, that girls 
are making use of spaces which are perceived as dangerous' through walking 
with another person (Nairn et al. 2003). or by meeting other young people in 
public places to go skateboarding at peak times although/ or because it is 
officially not permitted referring to forms of resistance (Panelli et al. 2002). 
Matthews et al. (1998) have further shown that young people create their own 
'microgeographies' within their local environment through, for example, the 
development of alternative patterns of land use. And even though young 
people's negotiation of space is often related to a (restricting) frame which is set 
by adults (see Matthews, Limb & Percy-Smith 1998) these findings still highlight 
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young people's agency and the strategies they develop to resist or challenge 
experienced disadvantages (see also Holloway and Valentine 2000). 
Considering that research on people's lives in post-socialist countries 
has highlighted that the transformation process cannot simply be understood as 
a one-way process to capitalism it is important to research young people's 
agency to understand their everyday life experiences more fully. This thesis 
aims to address this in analysing the different strategies young people develop 
to resist, cope with or even overcome experienced disadvantages. Such 
strategies will give a deeper insight into young people's perceptions of personal 
opportunities and limitations. They further reflect on differences amongst young 
people with regard to the support they get, their skills and competencies which 
might cause inequalities amongst them. Highlighting, how young people 
perceive and experience disadvantages and how they aim to overcome them is 
thus seen as a valuable way of getting an insight into the heterogeneity of their 
lives and might help to understand why some young people seem to benefit 
from new opportunities more than others. 
3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced Panelli 's (2002) model of negotiations as a 
way to capture the complex power relations that characterise young people's 
lives in rural regions. It provides a framework to empirically analyse the multiple 
power-geometries (Massey 1993. 2005) which give a deeper insight into the 
meaning of space in second modernity. Looking at the different dimensions of 
negotiations might further help to understand why some young people suffer or 
benefit more from new opportunities and risks than others. Here, the term 
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'negotiation' Panelli (2002) becomes particularly important as it reflects on and 
highlights the importance of the relationship between structure and agency. 
Following Panelli's description of different spheres of rural life it could be 
shown that previous research has addressed issues such as the meaning of the 
construction of the 'rural' and how it affects our understanding of what it means 
to be a 'countryside girl' or boy' (Valentine 1996). However, at the same time it 
became apparent that the 'rural' in post-socialist context might have a different 
meaning than, for example, in the British context. Previous research, however, 
has often neglected to address these contextual differences. This is particularly 
true with regard to the probable changes of the meaning of rurality in post-
socialist regions. To understand young people's live experiences rural East 
Germany and thus analyse their negotiation of 'rural knowledge' (Panelli 2002) 
it is thus essential to analyse how they construct rural', if they perceive 
themselves as rural youth' and what it means to them. 
With regard to the negotiation of rural work it could further be shown that 
socio-economic disadvantages and consequences such as high outmigration 
rates of young people in particular represent a common characteristic of rural 
regions in Europe. It will thus be important to analyse how participants 
understand and negotiate their education and (future) job opportunities in the 
region. Recent research on young people's mobility have increasingly 
highlighted, however, that economic exclusion does not sufficiently explain 
young people's migration pattern and thus calls for a broader understanding of 
social exclusion. It has thus been argued that it is also important to look at 
young people's emotional well-being and spatial attachment indicating that 
more contextualised analysis is needed to understand the complex motives to 
leave or stay in the region. This highlights the need to get an insight into the 
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complex power-relations that characterise young people s everyday lives which 
might have an important impact on young people's feelings of belonging. 
In the context of outmigration the persistence of strong hegemonic 
gender relations in rural areas have been identified as one aspect that 
influences young people's migration plans. With regard to young people's lives 
in rural East Germany it could be highlighted that research on gender relation in 
post-socialist Germany refers to two trends: firstly to the persistence of socialist 
gender roles and secondly to possible re-traditionalism of gender relations. 
While previous research on East-West German gender relations has focused on 
those who grew up (at least partly) in the socialist G D R this thesis includes 
those who grew up at the time of reunification. It will thus be interesting to 
analyse how they perceive and experience gender differences and how it 
impacts on their everyday lives. 
With regard to the third and fourth of Panelli 's (2002) dimension of social 
relations and political arenas it can be said that previous research has 
increasingly highlighted the importance of spatial attachment and emotional 
well-being. Research focusing on the inclusion of young people in communities 
as well as in formal decision making processes indicates, however, that young 
people's voices often remain unheard. A s this can have a strong impact on, for 
example, young people's migration intentions this is an area I will look at in the 
analysis by focusing on participants perceptions of their position within their 
local community and their experiences of inclusion and exclusion. 
Finally, it could be shown that previous research has highlighted that the 
negotiation of rural spaces (Panelli 2002) is affected by dimensions such as 
gender and age. With regard to the post-socialist contexts participants are 
growing up in it will be important to analyse how they describe and experience 
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the impact of gender on their everyday lives. In addition I have argued that is 
particularly important to not only focus on power-relations amongst adult 
community members and young people but also to acknowledge power-
relations amongst the latter. Such relations may have a strong impact on how 
young people experience and make use of everyday spaces. 
I have further argued that focusing solely on the image of rural 
'marginalized' young people that are living in an adult-centred world where 
'participation' is still perceived as an adult-activity (Matthews, Limb & Taylor 
1999) neglects to acknowledge young people's agency and does not cover the 
complexity of their everyday lives. In accordance with Panelli (2002) and Nairn 
and her colleagues (2003) I have rather highlighted that it is necessary to 
elaborate forms of exclusion as well as inclusion, participation, resistance and 
challenge that refer to young people's life experiences more accurately. To 
further challenge the image of the rural as either the ideal place for young 
people to grow up in or as a place of exclusion and marginalisation as well as 
the understanding of rural East German youth as loser of reunification the 
analysis will focus on young people's experiences and perceptions of their living 
conditions, their understanding of rural and the way they describe their position 
within their rural community. In addition, I will analyse the multiple strategies 
which young people develop to cope with and challenge experienced 
disadvantages. This focus on young people's understanding, forms of 
negotiation and strategies acknowledges young people as social agents in their 
own right. 
However, wider power-relations need to be considered as well that might 
affect young people's lives which includes, for example, the impact of the post-
socialist transformation process as well as young people's understanding of 
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probably still existing East-West German differences. Before addressing these 
issues in the three analysis chapters, the following chapter discusses the 
methodological and ethical considerations of giving young people a voice. It 
gives an insight into the research design, sample and research methods. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Methodology 
4. Introduction 
In this chapter I discuss how the theoretical and conceptual 
understandings introduced in Chapter 2 and 3 have informed my research 
approach and how they were translated into a methodological strategy to gain a 
better understanding of young people's geographies within the context of rural 
East Germany. Key concerns were that the socio-economic periphery of rural 
young people has a major impact on their experiences of social, cultural and 
economic forms of exclusion and inclusion and to examine what impact post-
socialist transformation processes have on young people's everyday lives. The 
general assumptions were that, firstly, young people are social agents and thus 
cultural producers on their own right. Secondly, young people's daily life is 
characterised by power-relations and social understandings that are causing 
multiple forms of inclusion and exclusion which have a major impact on young 
people's socio-spatial identity construction. Thirdly, differences between young 
people leave some of them vulnerable to marginalization while others profit 
more from the new chances and choices of second modernity (see Bynner et al. 
1997; Furlong & Cartmel 1997; Beck 2000; Panelli et al. 2002; Isengard 2003; 
Shucksmith 2004). As argued in Chapter 2 and 3 it is thus necessary to develop 
research approaches which help to uncover these multiple power-relations and 
thus to analyse the heterogeneity of young people's geographies. 
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To acknowledge young people as social agents and thus as experts of 
their own lives, this thesis focuses on young people's everyday experiences, 
perceptions and understandings. This was addressed methodologically through 
facilitating a participatory research approach which allowed young people to get 
involved in the research process from a very early stage, and gave them a say 
about the research design, content and outcomes. This chapter reflects on the 
ethical and methodological challenges of developing such participatory research 
design and thus addresses the fourth aim of the thesis in particular. The chapter 
is divided into four main sections. First, it will be discussed how participation 
can be facilitated through and in a research project (see 4.1). Section 4.2 then 
introduces the research design, the site of study and the rationale for the 
sampling while section 4.3 explains the rationale for each method in greater 
detail which contains for example topic guidelines used in the focus groups and 
so on. Finally, it will be discussed which role the participants played with regard 
to the dissemination and analysis of the research data (see 4.4). 
4.1 Participatory research and its meaning for 
researching young people's lives 
The growing awareness of children's rights and their marginalized 
position in society has initiated a complex debate on the methodological and 
theoretical considerations of researching young people. This includes critical 
reflections on the general purpose of research and its political implications as 
well as debates on how to do research not only on but with and for young 
people. The centre of this debate forms the power-imbalance of the child-adult-
relationship which critical and feminist geographers as well as children's 
geographers have identified as a main aspect of consideration as it a) leads to 
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structural forms of exclusion and marginalization of young people (see Chapter 
3) and b) has major implications for the research process itself as research is 
mainly developed, conducted and analysed by adults. It is argued that young 
people's voices are thus all too often represented indirectly and through the 
eyes of adults although they have their own way of perceiving and experiencing 
space. In this context, children's geographers increasingly refer to the idea of 
participation as a tool to give young people a voice. This corresponds strongly 
with the feminist idea of 'empowerment' as power and empowerment form 
central concepts of participatory research (PR). It also aims to minimize the 
distance between the researchers and the researched while critically reflecting 
on who owns and benefits from the research (see Pain 2004). 
Children's participation is generally defined as "an informed and willing 
involvement of all children, including the most marginalised and those of 
different ages and abilities, in any matter concerning them either directly or 
indirectly" (Save the Children 2005; 4). Seeing participation as a 'basic right of 
individuals' (Barry 1996). which has been put on the political agenda through 
the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), participatory research is 
increasingly described as an important tool to give marginalized others a voice. 
Matthews and Limb (1999) have in this context argued that research on young 
people's lives should "not just [be] reported for its own sake, but should lead to 
outcomes which encourage empowerment, participation and self-determination 
consistent with levels of competence" (ibid: 61). This has led to the use of a 
wide range of innovative approaches that engage young people more actively in 
the research process. It includes particularly the use of visually oriented and 
task-centred methods such as drawings and mental maps (Matthews 1984a. 
1984b; Blades et ai. 1998; Harden et al. 2000; Young & Barrett 2001a, 2001b, 
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Punch 2002a), photo- or video projects (Young & Barrett 2001a, 2001b; 
Leyshon 2002; Panelli et al. 2002; Punch 2002b; Ali 2003; Mclntyre 2003; Nairn 
et al. 2003; Darbyshire et al. 2005; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005), diary 
keeping (Punch 2001; Latham 2003) and forms of particular participatory 
methods like participatory diagramming (Kesby 2000; Pain & Francis 2003). 
The underlying assumption of using these methods is that they allow younger 
people to express themselves more fully (see also James et al. 1998) and that 
they create a less hierarchical relationship between the adult researcher and 
the young researched. Participatory research methods aim to: 
• minimise the power-imbalance between the adult-researcher and the 
young-researched (see Alderson 1995, 2000); 
• give young people a say as they gain more control over the research-
process in aiming for shared decision making and knowledge-production 
(see Hart 1997; Barry 1996; Leyshon 2002; Kemmis & McTaggart 2005); 
• help young people to develop and practice new skills that support and 
improve young people's self-esteem (see Kellett et al. 2004). The active 
and in-depth engagement with a special subject furthermore supports the 
development of young people's communication skills and critical thinking 
(see Kellett 2005a) and 'empowers' them through the development of 
new skills of negotiation and awareness (see Barry 1996); 
• give children and young people who lack the skills of literacy and oral 
communication the chance to find alternative ways of expression 
through, for example, the use of visual research methods (Valentine 
2001). This has become particularly important in the context of 
conducting research in developing countries (see Young & Barrett 
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2001a; Punch 2002c) or with very young children or children with specific 
learning difficulties. These methods are further described as being more 
fun and more interesting for young people. This may increase their 
interest and therefore their participation in the project (West 1998; Young 
& Barrett 2001a, 2001b); 
• give a fuller understanding of the data as young people are involved in 
the data analysis as well (Alderson 2000); 
• result in a growing awareness of the causes for social inequalities 
beyond the research project. Including young people in the dissemination 
of research results furthermore supports their writing, communication and 
organisational skills (see Kellett 2005a). 
These beneficial outcomes are not only referred to in the academic literature 
but have also been acknowledged widely within the field of social work. The 
'Plymouth Youth Work Curriculum Framework' (1999), for example, has 
highlighted that "[yjouth work recognises the benefits of positive and non-
hierarchical contact between adults and young people" (City of Plymouth 1999: 
3) to give young people a voice. The Report includes a description of the 
possible outcomes of such participatory work both for the young people 
themselves and for society more generally. It corresponds with the academic 
call for more participatory research that addresses the 'politics of childhood' 
(Valentine 1996: 597; see also Matthews and Limb 1999; Matthews et al. 1999) 
in giving young people a voice. 
Regarding rural young people in East Germany, who are experiencing 
additional forms of exclusion and marginalization, the participatory research 
approach represents an appropriate way not only to uncover power-relations 
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that cause forms of social inequalities and to get a deeper insight into young 
people's lives but furthermore to engage with young people actively in a 
reflexive process of knowledge production. Participatory research methods aim 
to support the development of, for example, communication skills. This might 
increase participant's chances to benefit from the new possibilities and to cope 
with new forms of social inequalities in second modernity as already discussed 
(see Chapter 2). The following sections will discuss the methodological 
implications of following a participatory research approach and show how the 
aims and objectives of the thesis will be translated into the design of a 
participatory oriented research project. 
4.2 Designing a participatory research project with, for 
and on young people 
Wirth regard to methodological and ethical considerations of researching 
young people's lives social scientists have argued that participation should not 
be reduced to the set of particular methods but rather needs to be understood 
as a methodological approach that effects the entire project design (see 
Matthews, Limb & Taylor 1998; Matthews & Limb 1999; Alderson 2000; 
Christensen & James 2000; Kesby 2000; Pain & Francis 2003; Christensen 
2004; Kesby 2005, 2007a, 2007b). I thus aimed to develop a methodology that 
acknowledged young people's agency and heterogeneity and gave them a 
voice in engaging them actively in the research process. Matthews and Limb 
(1999) have described the ethical and methodological considerations of 
researching young people's lives as follows: 
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"Giving children a voice involves much more than just encouraging young 
people to express their views about places. It depends as well upon 
providing adequate information, listening, treating children's views with 
respect, providing feedback on decisions, and getting children to take 
responsibility for actions and outcomes which they are competent and 
willing to make". 
My research follows this understanding. To conceptualise the development 
of a participatory research approach, I worked with Hart's (1997) ladder of 
participation which represents different levels of participation that can be 
reached in the research with young people. In accordance to Arnstein's (1969) 
model, Hart (see figure 4.1) identifies eight different levels of how research on 
young people can be done while he identifies the first three bottom rungs as 
non-participatory' levels. 
Roger Hart's Ladder of Young People's Participation 
Rung 8 Young people & adults share deasion-making 
Rung 7 Young people lead & initiate acbon 
Rung 6 AdultHnitiated. shared deasions 
with young people 
Rung 5 Young people consulted and mfonned 
Rung 4 Young people assigned and informed 
Rung 3 Young people tokemzed* 
Rung 2 Young people are decorattor* 
Rung 1 Young people are 
manipulated* 
Note Han expians that the last 
three rungs are non-partapabon 
Adapted from Hart R (1992) Chidmn'% Pamc^bon from Tok^nmm to Orovnsftp 
Flor«nc« UMCEF Innocant R«s«arch Onl ia 
7-»-8: 
highest levels 
of participation; 
Degree of 
cit izen power 
4-6: 
stages of more 
substantial 
participation 
projects 
1-3: 
Non -
participation 
Figure 4. 1: Hart's (1997) Ladder of Young People's Participation 
(Source: The Freechild Project: http://www freechild.orq/ladder htm [accessed: 29.11.2005]) 
Hart describes the fourth level as the first stage which enables the 
provision of a more substantial participatory research project (see Hart 1997: 
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40ff). From this level on, children and young people are fully informed and have 
the opportunity to actively engage with the project. It is only at level 5, however, 
that they are actively consulted, for example, with regard to the analysis or 
result-discussions. The sixth level is reached when young people are involved 
in some degrees of the process through shared-decision making. A very high 
level of participation, reached at the 7*^  rung is characterised as the level where 
young people initiate and direct their own projects. 
I want to highlight that Hart's highest level of participation refers to 
shared decision making between adults and young people. This refers back to 
the understanding that the success and the outcome of a project and its 
participatory potential are highly dependent on its embeddedness in the local 
context (Hart 1997). Referring to Foucault 's understanding of power, Kesby 
(2005) argues that the discourses and practices constituting empowerment and 
participatory research are - like all social relations - embedded in and 
constitutive of particular material sites and spaces. Calling for a more coherent 
theorisation of spaces of participation Kesby (2005: 2056) argues that "while it 
[participatory space] is brought into being by performances that facilitate 
empowerment, relations constituted elsewhere may curtail empowered 
performances within it". To facilitate sustained performances of empowerment it 
is essential to identify the different power relations that characterise people's 
everyday spaces so that they can be re-performed within and beyond the 
participatory arena (see also Schafer & Yarwood 2008). 
Hart (1997: 42) has further highlighted, that it is "not necessary that 
children always operate at the highest possible rungs of the ladder of 
participation. An important principle to remember is choice". Developing a 
participatory research project one has to consider that young people's abilities 
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to participate can be restricted due to their age, particular competencies of each 
child as well as due to "cultural attitudes to children's participation" (Hart 1992: 
42). The latter aspect has to be particularly taken into account as participation, 
according to Matthews and his colleagues (1999), is still often conceived to be 
'an adult activity'. 
It also means that including young people more actively does not 
automatically guarantee giving them a voice. Hart (1997) has pointed out that 
even children's conferences, for example, where children are literally been put 
on a stage to be seen and be given a microphone to be heard, can run the risk 
of becoming tokenism as "[i]t is common for articulate, charming children to be 
selected by adults to sit on panels, with little opportunity to consult with their 
peers whom they purportedly represent" (Hart 1997: 41). In accordance to this, 
Matthews (2001b: 155) has argued that young people's involvement in youth 
councils can actually "disempower young people in an area if they only 
represent a certain section of the youth population, such as from a particular 
neighbourhood or social background" (see also Matthews 20O1a). Including 
young people in research does thus not automatically guarantee participation. 
Hart (1997) further points out that young people may not wish to be 
integrated at the highest level of participation. This is, from my point of view, a 
valuable and all too often overlooked consideration which has to be taken more 
seriously to avoid the danger that participation is becoming the new 'tyranny' 
(Cooke & Kothari 2001). Referring to the increasing popularity of participatory 
research West (1999: 145) has in this context warned that the superficial 
application of participation runs the risk to "belie its purposes". 
Acknowledging that young people's agency is not only practiced in their 
decision to participate but is equally reflected in their decision not to get 
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involved (see Hill 2006), I introduced myself and the project in the schools so 
that young people could make an informed decision about whether they wanted 
to get involved with the project or not. To be able to take young people's needs. 
abilities and interests into account I further aimed to develop a research design 
which offered participants multiple ways and very different levels of engagement 
and which was flexible enough to include young people's interests and needs. It 
meant, for example, that key themes were developed together with participants 
right from the beginning. I further followed a multi-method approach which did 
not only offer the chance of triangulation (Denzin 1989; Spicer 2004) but 
allowed young people to choose from a wide range of innovative research 
methods like drawings, taking photographs and so on to express their ideas 
creatively. The combination of different methods aimed to offer complementary 
insights into young people's world which may have been difficult to access 
through reliance on a single method of data collection (Darbyshire et al. 2005). 
Academics have recently started to discuss the engagement of young 
people in research as researchers as a way to recognise children and young 
people as social agents, cultural producers and experts of their own lives. It 
aims to acknowledge that young people's life worlds, their experiences of 
spaces and places differ from those of adults and that they are therefore "the 
best resource" for understanding youth (Corsaro 1997: 103; see also Kellett 
2005a). It is argued that young people's involvement in research as interviewers 
offers a deeper insight into young people's lives as they identify relevant topics 
and discuss them more openly and freely with their peers than they would with 
an adult researcher (see Alderson 1995; Lansdown 2001; Kellett et al., 2004). 
Considering that young people and children "ask different questions, have 
different priorities and concerns and see the world through different eyes" 
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(Kellett 2005a: 3) this method can make an "important contribution to 
knowledge [that] can only be made by children themselves". Including young 
people as researcher can thus offer a genuine perspective into young people's 
lives. At the same time it supports the aim of minimising unequal power 
relations between adult researcher and young researched, and to facilitate 
shared decision making. 
A few studies on childhood and youth have employed this method to get 
a deeper insight into young people's lives and to give them a voice. The ways in 
which this has been put into practice vary immensely. It ranges from engaging 
young people to act as researchers carrying out interviews that were designed 
by adults (Baker et al. 1996) and children's involvement into specific stages of 
the research project like the development of research questions and interview 
schedules (Warren 2000) to the attempt to involve children at all stages of the 
research process that sometimes even includes research training (see Alderson 
1995; West 1999; Alderson 2000; Jones 2004; Kellett et al. 2004). 
Involving young people as researchers is a highly valuable approach that 
has the potential to acknowledge and highlight young people's agency and thus 
to challenge inequalities between them. I have argued elsewhere (Schafer & 
Yarwood 2008), however, that if this method is applied independently from 
young people's needs and interests and the broader context they are living in 
this can turn into a research practice that risks to exclude structurally certain 
groups of young people (see also Vandenbroeck & Bie 2006) and that can 
reproduce existing inequalities. It means that young people's involvement in 
research as researchers should not be discussed as a new research paradigm 
(as discussed by Kellett 2005b) as it would assume that this technique 
guarantees a solution to marginalisation and exclusion. This runs the risk of 
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promoting a tyranny of the method (Cooke & Kotharl 2001) which disconnects 
research approaches and methods from the research context. 
To offer young people the opportunity of deciding at which level they 
wanted to be engaged in the project and which form of participation they were 
most comfortable with, 1 offered research training to all participants at the 
beginning of the project. It has to be highlighted, however, that their 
participation in the training session did not oblige them to take over the role of a 
researcher. In addition the training was not over in one session. The whole 
research project was rather understood as a 'participatory arena' (see Kesby 
2005, 2007a) which offered multiple insights into the ways in which research 
can be done and opportunities for participants to try things out themselves. 
The first focus group discussion, which generally took place a week after 
the training session, was seen as another way to give young people an example 
of how discussions can be held. After we finished this first discussion I showed 
participants the thematic guideline I had prepared for the session. This insight 
into my preparation and way of working represented an important step to make 
the project transparent to students. It supported the aim of making young 
people more familiar with the role of the interviewer by taking me as an 
example. It demonstrated that I did not insist on claiming a right of the role of 
interviewer but was willing to share it with participants. 
In the second and third focus group discussion I asked young people to 
choose and prepare their own topics of interest and encouraged them to 
conduct the interview without me (1 would wait outside the room until I was 
asked to join the group again. I did not set any time restriction and peer-led 
interviews lasted between 5 and 45 minutes). That means that before young 
people decided if they wanted to develop their own research projects and to 
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interview other young people (or adults) outside the group, they had the chance 
to familiarise themselves with the role of the interviewer. The focus group 
discussions opened up a safe space to try out and develop personal interview 
skills. While the training session was developed in line with the 
recommendations developed by scholars like Alderson (1995, 2000), Kellett 
(2005a) and Fraser et al. (2004), I want to emphasise that young people's 
specific communication skills had a major effect on the way that it was 
conducted (see Schafer & Yarwood 2008). 
4.2.1 Site of study and sampling procedure 
As already discussed in Chapter 1, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (MV) was 
chosen as a site of study because it can be characterised as a dominantly rural 
federal estate (Bundesamt fur Bauwesen und Raumordnung 2000, 2005) and is 
situated in post-socialist Germany. In the following I describe the sampling 
procedure and give the rationale for deciding on: 
• Studying young people over a longer period of time 
• Including 9 groups in the project 
• Focusing on two different age levels 
• Including different types of schools 
• Choosing the actual research area 
As long term studies with smaller groups of young people are seen as a way 
to get a more complex insight into young people's lives and to increase young 
people's involvement in the study (Baker et al. 1996) and to build up rapport 
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with the participants (Leyshon 2002) I aimed to work with each group of young 
people over several weeks if not several months, depending on participant's 
interest and enthusiasm. I thus planned to move into and stay in the research 
area for a minimum of 3 months. 
Empirical research has further shown that young people's perception of 
their rural environment is affected by age (see Matthews et al. 2000; 
Glendinning et al. 2003; Giddings & Yarwood 2005). To analyse in how far age 
impacts on young people's experiences of inclusion and exclusion within the 
rural community and on their perception of the post-socialist transformation 
process I thus included two different age levels, a) young people of the age of 
14 years (8^^ grade) and b) young people of the age of 16 years (10'^ grade)^. 
Including 16 year olds in the study meant that these participants were 
already in their final year of school (except those who were planning to go into 
higher education) and were thus likely to be actively engaged in writing job-
applications and defining their future aims. Further, their use and perception of 
space could differ from that of the 14 year old participants, as young people 
from the age of 16 are allowed to get a driving-license for small capacity 
motorcycles. They are also allowed to stay in restaurants and night-clubs until 
midnight, to purchase beer and cigarettes and - in the case of M V - to vote at 
the regional elections (Bundesministerium fur Familie 2004). A comparison 
^ Initially. I had aimed for a bigger age gap between the groups including students from 
5 6 or 7"" grade (11 to 13 year olds) as research has indicated that young peoples 
contentedness with their rural environments seem to decrease from the age of 13 (see 
Matthews et al. 2000). However, when I negotiated access to the students with the head of 
schools several problems occurred. Firstly, all head of schools supported the idea to hand out 
the questionnaires to students before the summer holidays as teachers had more time in 
lessons to explain the context and aim of the research and to distribute the questionnaires at 
the end of the school year. It meant, however, that questionnaires could not be distributed to 
those who would start with year 5 after the summer holidays. In addition, schools had 
excursions or school placements planned at the beginning of year 6 and or 7 which limited the 
accessibil ity to those students. Four out of five heads of schools thus recommended and 
supported including students from grade 8 and 10. 
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between the two age groups would allow analysing in how far present day 
experiences within their local environment may affect the development of future 
plans including, for example, their migration motives. This age-differentiation 
meant that 1 worked with two groups of young people per school (one group of 
8"^  grade students and one of 10**^  grade student). A total number of five schools 
were contacted to work with a maximum of 10 groups altogether. I finally 
worked only with 9 groups because one of the schools does not include 10*^ 
grade students. 
Aiming for the approach to be as inclusive as possible and to give all 
students the opportunity of making an informed decision about participating in 
the project, I presented the project in each school to students from one class in 
grade 8 and one in grade 10 (with ca. 15-20 pupils in each class)^. I aimed to 
include female and male students which allowed me to look at differences and 
similarities between them. This also meant that I kept the final sample size 
relatively open, to be able to offer every student who wanted to participate in the 
project the chance to do so. After the initial information session, I met with those 
who expressed interest in the project and agreed the day and time of our 
weekly meetings. The number of students who wanted to participate varied from 
5-11 students per class. This meant that the final sample included 67 students 
(36 female, 31 male students). 
My next criterion was to include young people from different social 
backgrounds. This refers back to the hypothesis that new disadvantages and 
discrepancies between young people's daily lives and future prospects still exist 
and that they are highly dependent on their social class (see Chapter 3). In this 
^ Three out of the five participating schools had several c lasses in each year. In these cases 
heads of schools, c lass teachers and I decided together which class to approach according to 
availability and access issues. 
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context it becomes important that the German school system separates children 
according to their academic ability after the 4'^ grade (at the age of ten). They 
then go on to different types of schools. This schools system has been criticised 
for reproducing social inequalities among young people particularly because it 
means that children attend different kinds of schools leading to different 
degrees and thus limiting their future options from a very early age^. Research 
in the German context has shown that young people's social background is 
often highly related with the type of secondary school they go to. Young people 
from disadvantaged backgrounds thus are often less likely to achieve a 
qualification which allows them, for example, to go into higher education (see 
Hartmann 2002; Geipler 2004; Allmendinger 2006: PISA Consortium 
Deutschland 2007). 
To include young people from different social backgrounds I therefore 
included the different types of secondary schools that are existent in the 
research area. Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the different types of school 
within the Muritz region: 
Children in Germany start school at the age of 6. From grades 1-4 they attend elementary 
school (Grundschule). After the 4th grade, they are separated according to their academic 
ability and the wishes of their families, and then attend one of the different kinds of schools: 
Hauptschule, Realschule or Gymnasium. Qualifications from the Hauptschule (grades 5-9) and 
the Realschule lead to enrollment in vocational schools It is possible for students with high 
academic achievement at the Realschule to switch to a Gymnasium on graduation. In 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Haupt- and Realschule are often combined to Regionalschulen. The 
Gymnasium (grades 5-13 in most states) leads to a degree called the Abitur which prepares 
students for going into higher education. Students with physical or mental learning difficulties 
attend another type of school which is called Forderschule (grade 5-9) (for further information 
see Federal Ministry of Education and Research 2004). 
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Forderschule Regionale Schule 
and Realschule 
Gymnasium Schools in total 
No. of schools 3 11 4 18 
No. of schools in % 17% 62% 2 2 % 100% 
Ratio for research 
sample 
1 3 1 5 
Table 4.1: Types and numbers of secondary schools in the Muritz region 
(Source; Statistisches Landesamt Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2003b: 8) 
In accordance with the distribution of school-types within the research 
area I included one 'Gymnasium', three 'Regionalschulen' and one 
'Forderschule'. Including participants from 'Forderschulen' was particularly 
important because this school type represents special needs schools for young 
people with learning difficulties. These schools represent the lowest educational 
level which young people can achieve in Germany. Young people from these 
schools are often characterised as 'problem kids' due to their communication 
and concentration difficulties. This group of young people is often neglected in 
academic research as it is labelled as difficult to work with. It means that these 
young people are particularly under-represented in youth research and thus 
marginalised. They are, however, the ones who are most likely to stay in the 
region (Elder & Meier 1997). Being at risk to get 'trapped' within the local labour 
market due to their poor educational credentials this group of young people is 
very likely to experience reduced life-chances (Shucksmith 2000). That is why it 
was all the more important, to give these young people a voice and to include 
them in the study. 
Particularly in the context of researching children from lower socio-
economic backgrounds, with learning difficulties and/or disabilities, it has been 
argued that young people's age, their physical and mental ability are crucial in 
deciding on the use of appropriate methods (see West & Mitchell 1998; Stalker 
2002). In addition, it is generally argued that the chosen research methods need 
to match children's and young people's level of understanding, knowledge and 
interests (Greene & Hill 2006). However, researchers have more recently 
highlighted that "limitations to young children's competence as respondents are 
generally the limitations of those who interview them" (Brooker 2006:164). 
Seeing young people as social agents and experts of their own lives, I aimed to 
offer each group of pupils the same opportunities of becoming involved in the 
project. This was particularly important as it is increasingly argued that the 
researcher's understanding of the abilities of a specific child/group of children 
might result in a reconstruction of differences. This might result in homogenizing 
children's experiences and denying them the same rights and choices as other 
children (Davis et al. 2007). 
To treat each group of participants as equally as possible, I had planned, 
for example, to offer research training to all participants. The head and class 
teacher of the Forderschule highlighted right from the beginning, however, that 
they thought their students would not be able to follow the training, nor should 
they be trusted to handle a video camera and so on. In my first meetings with 
the teachers I tried to explain that their students could not 'fail'. If they would be 
unable to answer a question or fulfill a specific task it would rather be me who 
'failed' as it was my responsibility to make information accessible to them, to 
ask clear questions and so on. Not really convinced about the contnbution their 
students could make to the project, the teacher/head teacher finally gave me 
the permission to talk to their students and get the project started. While I had to 
make adjustments, for example, with regard to the amount of information, length 
of training and the level of practical exercises (see also Schafer and Yarwood 
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2008), it became evident that the Forderschule students' abilities to 
concentrate, to take on responsibilities, and to listen to others seemed to 
increase over time. It indicates that the value and attitudes of children's 
participation, which characterize the contexts young people grow up in, might 
impact on their abilitiy to participate (see Hart 1992). 
The final decision to focus on the Landkreis Muritz (see Figure 4.2) was 
made with regard to the opportunity to commute between different villages and 
access the different types of school within a radius of 50 km. It further allowed 
me to build up a network of experts not only within the local communities but 
also at the regional and national level. I had been offered an office at the 
Department of Sociology/University of Potsdam for the time of my research and 
further was in contact with a number of research institutions in Berlin. The 
Landkreis Muritz is situated in the South of MV and is less than 200km away 
from Berlin (see Chapter 1). It enabled me to commute between Berlin, 
Potsdam and my research area on a regular basis. 
The five schools that participated in the research project were situated in 
three small towns and were in radius of 50km. Three of the schools (the 
Gymnasium, one Regionalschule and the Forderschule) were situated in Rdbel 
while the two other Regionalschulen were in Rechlin and Penzlin and were very 
similar in their number of students as well as with regard to the size of the towns 
as shown in Table 4.2 below. 
Type of schoo l Number of students Town Size of town (Inhabitants) 
Gymnasium 463 
Robel 5.450 Regionalschule 304 
Forderschule 82 
Regionalschule 217 Rechlin 2,323 
Regionalschule 225 Penzlin 2,547 
Table 4.2: Participating schools 
(Source: Ministerium fur Bildung 2004; Statistisches Landesamt M-V 2005) 
Every second participant (n=32) was living in one of the three towns 
where the schools were situated. The other participants came from villages with 
400-700 inhabitants (n=19) or with less than 100 inhabitants (n=17). Before 
getting in contact with the participants I had to apply for an official permission 
from the Ministry of Education in Germany to get access to schools. After 
representatives of the Ministry had checked the project I was allowed to send a 
letter to the head of schools of five schools in the research area to inform them 
about the research project and to evaluate their general interest in supporting 
the study. In all cases a personal meeting was agreed with the head of school 
which took place as soon as I arrived in Germany (June 2004). Table 4.3 gives 
an overview of the planned research project and its actual realisation: 
Time scale Description of stage 
of the project 
Planned Schedule Actual Research 
February 2004 Applying for permission at the Ministry of Education/Germany 
May 2004 Permission granted to conduct the research Project (given by the 
Ministry of Education/Germany) 
May 2004 Contact with schools 
(postal, per telephone 
or email) 
5 schools 
(2 c lasses per 
school) 
-> total: 10 c lasses 
5 schools 
(2 c lasses per school 
except in the case of 
the Forderschule) 
-> total: 9 c lasses 
June 2004 
Moving to Germany 
Contact W\{h schools 
Meeting with head of schools and class-teacher 
Questionnaire ca; 200 
questionnaires 
124 questionnaires 
(out of around 180) 
August/September 2004 Informal meeting with 
young people in 
schools 
ca. 10 lessons 9 lessons 
September/October 
2004 
Training participants C a . 10 groups a 2 
pupils each 
Total: 10 sessions 
Total: 9 two and a half 
hours training 
sessions with 5-11 
participants (total: 60 
participants) 
October-December 
2004 
(Peer-led) focus groups 
(FGs) 
2-3 F G s with each 
group = 20-30 F G s 
3-4 F G s with each 
group 
^ total of 29 F G s 
January-March 2005 
In accordance to 
young people's 
interest 
Final Projects? (10 projects) 8 projects 
Between 1 and 4 
meetings per group 
March 2005: Moving back to Plymouth/ UK 
Table 4.3: Planned and actual research schedule of the project 
(Source: Author) 
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Only the questionnaire, the first contact and the first focus group 
discussion was designed in advance without the consultation of the young 
people. After that, however, students' influence on the creation of the research 
project increased. In addition, a period of three months (between January and 
March 2005) was included into the research design which allowed enough time 
develop the project further in co-operation with students. It means that the 
project can be divided in different phases representing different levels of 
participation. In accordance to Hart's participation ladder (1992) the different 
phases are described as the table 4.4 below: 
Hart's 
participation 
ladder (1992) 
Key characteristics 
(adapted from Hart 
1992) 
A imed level of participation for own 
research project 
8) Young people 
& adults share 
decision-making 
Climate of trust 
necessary 
Adults facilitate young 
people 
Involvement of adult 
gatekeepers necessary 
to allow participation 
beyond the research 
project 
Participant led (research) projects: 
Offering young people the chance to develop 
and conduct their own project with the 
researcher as a facilitator and advisor. 
Aim to embed the project in the local context 
-> How and // this should be done had to be 
elaborated with young people. 
Shared decision on dissemination and way of 
contacting other young people and adults. 
Provision of financial, conceptional and 
organizational support and of access to 
technical equipment (video-camera, photo-
camera, digital recorder and so on) 
Additional focus group discussion 
7) Young people 
lead & initiate 
action 
Adults help without 
directing 
6) Adult-initiated, 
shared decisions 
with young 
people 
Children are involved in 
the entire process 
2"** and Focus group 
Focus groups: partly led by young people 
(peer-led). Topics partly chosen by 
participants. 
5) Young people 
consulted and 
informed 
Include young people 
more actively, take 
them serious. Can 
mean involvement in 
analysis. 
1" Focus group 
Thematic guideline reflecting on topics worked 
out together with participants in informal 
session and preliminary findings from 
questionnaire. 
4) Young people 
assigned and 
informed 
Can build the first stage 
of more substantial 
participation projects; 
children are informed 
and engaged but no 
influence on project 
itself 
Informal Meeting 
Making the project transparent for young 
people (informed and voluntary consent); 
explain their role within it; addressing them as 
knowledge experts. 
Questionnaire 
(lowest level of participation) 
3) Young people 
Tokenized 
Non-participation 
-
2) Young people 
as decoration 
-
1) Young people 
are manipulated 
-
Table 4.4: Phases of the research project and level of young people's 
participation (Source: Author, in accordance to Hart 1997) 
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It was thus aimed to increase young people's involvement in and their 
control over the project with time. The implications were that the research 
design was kept open to react to young people's abilities, ideas and wishes 
which reflects on the assumption that participation has to be understood as the 
outcome of a process of co-operation between the researcher and the ones 
being researched. It has to be seen as a process which requires time to 
increase their degree of engagement (see also Pain and Francis 2003). 
However, my research was limited with regard to reaching the highest 
level of participation. To allow young people's involvement and participation 
beyond the research project it would have been necessary to develop a much 
more complex project that included both adult community members and young 
people and aimed to open up space for challenging power-relations between 
them. Due to time limits of this research and the chosen focus on young 
people's inclusion in the research project I faced limits of achieving the highest 
level of participation. 
Table 4.5 shows how many and what kind of meetings took place with 
each group. Altogether, 67 young people in the age between 14 and 16 years 
took part in the project and participated between five to ten weeks. A total 
amount of 29 focus groups were conducted while eight out of nine groups 
decided to participate further and to develop their own (research) project. 
Partici-
pating 
groups 
No. of 
participants 
per group 
No. of 
informal 
meeting 
(whole 
class) 
No. of 
training 
session 
No. of 
Focus 
Groups 
No. of 
project 
meeting 
s 
Total no. 
of weeks 
participa 
ting' 
Gymnasium 8"" grade 7 1 1 3 2 7 
lO'" grade 11 1 1 3 1 6 
Regionalschule 
Robel 
S'" grade 5 1 1 3 1 6 
10"^  grade 8 1 1 4 4 10 
Regionalschule 
Rechlin 
8'" grade 8 1 1 3 3 8 
10'" grade 11 1 4 3 9 
Regionalschule 
Penzlin 
8"" grade 6 1 1 3 2 7 
10'" grade 6 1 1 3 - 5 
Forderschule* 8"" grade 5 1 1 3 2 7 
Do not 
have 10"^  
grade 
Total 9 g roups 67 9 9 29 18 
Session 
Videotaped 
no yes yes yes 
Session audio 
taped 
no yes yes yes 
Sessions 
transcribed (T) or 
summarised (S) 
S S T S 
Table 4.5: Meetings with research participants 
(Source: Author) 
' Including the informal nneeting, training session, focus group meetings and nneetings to create 
their own project. This does not include young people's participation in the workshop, nor their 
attendance at the exhibition in which the elaborated group projects were shown. 
^ The Fbrderschule includes only c lasses from the 5'^  to the 9'^  grade. Due to comparability it 
was decided to include only the 8'^  grade of this school. 
In the following section I discuss how I aimed to facilitate different levels 
of participation within the research project. 
4.2.2 Embedding the research project 
As already discussed young people's participation is often highly 
dependent on adult gatekeepers. Social scientists have thus argued that it is 
important to see negotiations with gatekeepers as an essential aspect of our 
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research process (see Hart 1997; Corsaro & Molinari 2000; Harden et al. 2000; 
Aitken 2001; Matthews 2001c; Valentine 2003; Kesby 2005, 2007a). Through 
building up a network with local and regional (adult) gatekeepers as shown in 
the following figure I thus aimed to get a better understanding of the context 
participants were growing up in and to facilitate negotiations between young 
people and adult gate-keepers if participants were interested in it (see Figure 
4.2): 
Research Institutions 
Teacher, Socia l Worker 
Participants 
Mayors 
Youth Council 
Young people 
participating 
Local experts 
Regional 
experts 
Figure 4.2: Embedding the research project in the local and regional context 
(Source: Author) 
I built up a network that included experts from different levels: 
1) Adult gatekeeper who play an important role in the direct local context of 
young people's daily life on the countryside like teachers and social worker. 
2) Experts who are in the position to make decisions affecting young 
people's lives regionally like representatives of the Youth Council, and for 
example the Thunen institute, a research-institution which works on regional 
development and which is situated in Robel. one of my sites of studies. 
Furthermore I got in contact with Camino gGmbH, a research institute which 
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started with a study in November 2004 on rural young people's live in five 
rural East German areas (including the Landkreis Muritz). 
The following Interviews were conducted with key experts who were working 
directly with or doing research on young people or were involved in decision-
making that affect young people's daily lives (see table 4.6). 
Key informants 
(No. of interviews) 
Themes covered In the interviews 
Head of schools (5) Organised school activities, position of school within the community. 
Range of students, particular problems. Understanding of 'typical 
youth behaviour' and future prospects of young people within and 
beyond the region. 
Identification of services and facilities available for young people 
and what would be needed to keep young people in the rural 
region. 
Mayors of villages (2) Specific characteristics of the town/area. 
General situation (economical, political). 
Young people's position within the community. 
Future prospects and concerns. 
Representatives from 
the youth council and 
youth services (3) 
Particular situation of young people in the region. 
Services and facilities for young people. Financial possibilities and 
restrictions. 
Identification of future needs and concerns. 
Researchers whose 
work concentrates on 
agricultural and 
regional development 
(3) 
Information on regional studies that have been or will be conducted 
in the area. Identification of socio-economic, cultural and political 
specific of the area. Reflection on the development since 
reunification and future prospects. Discussion on young people's 
present and future life prospects in the area. 
Exchange of research results and discussion on preliminary 
findings of my study. 
Table 4.6 Key informants and interview topics 
(Source: Author) 
These interviews were used to get a better understanding of the contexts 
of young people's everyday lives in the research area. I had to draw a line on 
whom else to engage and that the level of participation of the adults was 
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restricted in so far that the main focus was on young people. It further meant 
that I did not include interviews with, for example, parents or other family 
members, although I gained insights into understandings of adult community 
members through participant observation during the three months I lived in the 
research area. 
4,2.3 Getting access to young people on the countryside: 
School as a site of study 
To access participants through and to conduct research in schools has been 
criticised by a number of academics. James and her colleagues (1998), for 
example, argue that schools should not be chosen as a site of study as they are 
characterised by a clear power hierarchy between teachers and pupils, which 
means that this environment is connected with normative assumptions how 
children should behave. In accordance with this, Aitken (1994) has highlighted 
the spatial strategies of control and disciplining in schools that "socialize 
children with regard to their roles In life and their places in society" (ibid: 90). 
This has led to the conclusion that "school based research is not 'participatory' 
in any sense of the word" (Morrow 2001: 257). 
However, access through schools offered the opportunity to represent the 
diversity of young people's voices within the research area and to include a 
wide range of young people with different interests, social background etc. In 
addition, contacting a wider number of young people within a rural area can be 
problematic as they are characterized by a sparse population (see Leyshon 
2002). This, as well as the following considerations, was taken into account in 
choosing school as a site of study; 
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a) The smaller the villages the poorer the supply of institutional leisure 
facilities (like youth- or sports clubs) through which access to young 
people could be gained. Particularly to reach young people from very 
small villages it was thus impossible to rely on such institutional facilities. 
This consideration seems to be particularly important with regard to the 
research area as the supply of institutional leisure facilities is much 
poorer than in West Germany which means that less young people are 
organised in clubs and societies than in the West (see Fuhs 1996). 
b) Focusing only on institutional leisure facilities may furthermore exclude 
young people who are not making use of these clubs and societies. It 
thus runs the risk to focus on a group of young people with a very 
specific social background and specific interests without taking the 
diversity of young people's lives in the countryside into account. 
c) It also had to be considered that young people's use of public spaces in 
rural areas is highly restricted (Matthews et al. 2000). Further, young 
people's independent mobility and spatial autonomy appears to decrease 
in response to an increasing parental anxiety over their children's safety 
in public spaces (Valentine 1996. 1997; Valentine & McKendhck 1997; 
Valentine 2001). To access young people through public places thus did 
not seem to represent the best option. 
d) I further had to consider that I was a 'stranger' to the communities and 
that my aim to talk to young people could raise 'disquiet' (see Leyshon 
2002: 182). This meant that I had to find a way to position myself within 
the community so that I was not perceived as a threat or danger to the 
communities. I thus had to develop a 'membership' or 'participant status' 
within the communities (Corsaro & Molinari 2000:180) so that I was 
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officially accepted and thus able to contact the young people. This was 
realised in building up contacts with adult gatekeepers first. Thus it was 
seen as inappropriate to just go there and hang out' with young people. 
Accessing participants through schools was thus seen as an appropriate 
way to get access to a representative' sample of young people in the research 
area. In addition, the general criticism of this way of recruitment neglects that 
children "are not only subject to control by adults within the school, they also 
resist this control and form strategic alliances with adults to resist domination by 
other children" (Holloway & Valentine 2000: 774). It means that multiple 
geographies' are existent within the context of school that emerge from the 
"differences between official school policy, teacher's practices and pupil 
cultures, and the different time and spaces within the school" (Holloway & 
Valentine 2000: 771). With regard to the more difficult access to young people 
in the countryside and in reference to young people's agency, I rather argue 
that it might well be possible to create a participatory environment together with 
young people even within such highly adult-dominated and controlled spaces 
like schools. This can be supported, for example, by challenging participants 
use and experience of school spaces. Our focus group discussions were thus 
held in rooms which were either not used for normal teaching lessons (in one 
school we met in the youth club of the school) or we changed the composition 
of the rooms before we started to create a less formal atmosphere (by, for 
example, moving tables and chairs to form a corner for us where we could sit all 
together in a circle). 
While choosing schools as a site of study had several advantages, it was 
also connected with a number of disadvantages. One of them was that other 
marginalized groups of young people such as school-leavers are not 
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represented in the study as no interviews were conducted with young people 
outside of schools. Conducting the research within the context of schools 
furthermore implied that there was often a clear time-constraint with regard to 
the length of the focus group discussions as we were highly dependent on the 
school-timetable and the support of head of schools and teachers. Further, the 
timetable of the school buses had a major impact on how long participants 
could stay for the group discussions. 
4.2.4 The rote of the researcher and participant observation 
According to Hart's ladder of participation the role of the researcher in a 
participatory research project is to support young people's ideas and decisions. 
Hart (1992) describes the researchers as 'animators', 'promoters' and 
'facilitators' (see also Cahill 2007). While I agree with this understanding, I was 
not very sure at the beginning, how to put this aim into practice. What did I have 
to do so that young people would see and accept me as their 'facilitator' and 
how could I give them the feeling that their opinions and thoughts are highly 
valuable? 
In their empirical work with young people, academics have developed 
different ideas or advices, how this can be achieved. Corsaro and Molinari 
(2000: 180) for example argue that the researcher needs to develop a 
"participant status as an atypical, less powerful adult in research with young 
children". With regard to my position as an outsider, meeting young people 
within the context of their schools, I emphasised that I was neither a teacher nor 
was I interested in the teacher's lives or any other adult-perspective. I rather 
made very clear that only young people themselves could give an insight into 
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their life-worlds and that they were thus the experts on whom the whole 
research project was depending. In allowing students to address me by my first 
name® I furthermore indicated that the project would be conducted in a very 
informal way and underlined that I did not see myself in the role of a teacher. 
Harden et al. (2002) have highlighted that it is important to create rapport 
through, for example, sharing expehences before and during the interview 
which helps young people to relax and minimises the impact of social distance 
between the interviewer and the interviewees (see also Miller & Glassner 1997). 
I thus always allowed extra time before and after the sessions to stay around 
and chat with students. However, the most valuable comment on the role which 
an adult researcher should take on when researching young people is, from my 
point of view, expressed in the following description of Leyshon (2002: 181): 
"young people placed great value in who you are and how you talked to them". 
Trying to be less-adult or more child-like by for example using their slang could, 
according to Leyshon (2002), harm the researcher's credibility. I aimed not to be 
anyone else but a 29 year-old female researcher who was new to the region 
and had not lived in rural East Germany ever before. I had to be aware that the 
fact that I grew up in West Germany myself could have an impact on how I was 
perceived by young people as well as by adult members of the communities^. 
However, my aim was to be very honest with the students and to keep the aim 
of the research project, their role as well as my role within it as transparent as 
possible. 
^ In Germany, neither in primary nor in secondary school is it allowed to call your teacher by 
their Tirst name. This would be understood as disrespectful against the adult teacher and 
highlights the strong hierarchy between adults and young people in German schools. Even at 
University level it is still uncommon to address members of staff by their first name. 
Although I thought young people and adult community members would realise very quickly 
that I was from West Germany they were often surprised when it came up in a conversation. 
When I asked them why they were so surprised about it they often said that they a) did not 
expect a West German to show any interest in their everyday lives and/or b) because they 
thought I was too fnendly and open to be West German. 
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As soon as I was able to start with the Information lessons I moved to 
Rbbel, the biggest town included in my research study. Living in one of the 
three towns was not only connected with the benefit of being able to commute 
more easily between them and to be more flexible to react on time-changes in 
appointments with participants. Harden et al. (2000:3) have pointed out the 
difficulties in applying participant observation in the research on young people's 
lives as children are "used to seeing adults as different and, therefore, unlikely 
to accept them as one of themselves or to ignore their presence". However, 
living in one of the towns meant that young people got used to me spending my 
time at public spaces, cycling around, doing my shopping and so on which 
enabled me to make additional observations to the focus groups and, for 
example, to visit places young people described. Being included actively in the 
life of the family I was staying with (I was staying with a couple in their early 
fifties and their two sons in the age of 22 and 26 years) further enabled me to 
identify gatekeepers within the town as well as to partake in the everyday life 
and to chat with people of all ages on an informal basis. This gave me the 
opportunity to conduct participant observations which Involved "living, working 
or spending periods of time in a particular 'community' In order to understand 
people's experiences in the context of their everyday lives" (Valentine 2001: 
44). I recorded these observations in a daily research diary v^hich provided 
additional information about the contexts young people were growing up in. 
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4.2.5 Methodological considerations of translating between 
languages 
Following a social constructionist approach, which highlights that the 
researcher's location within the social world influences the way how he/she 
sees and interprets it, academics increasingly argue that foreign language 
based research has to acknowledge the processes of translation. It reflects on 
the understanding that "any translation seems always to be a reduced and 
distorted representation of other social texts and practices" (Smith 1996: 162). 
Translating research data from one language into another thus raises questions 
about translation as a political act (Sidaway et al. 2004). This includes critical 
reflections on the 'Anglo-American' domination in human geography (see 
Desblens & Ruddick 2006; Rodriguez-Pose 2006). Further, practical 
methodological implications of translation in social sciences are addressed 
including: the researcher's and/or interpreter's own positionallty; a reflection on 
how meaning is constructed and how it can be translated; and at which stage of 
the research data should be translated. 
A s a German native speaker, I was able to conduct the research myself. I 
assumed that my fluency in German would make my participants confident that 
I understood them and would interpret and represent their understandings 
appropriately. I was surprised, however, that I often had to demonstrate my 
fluency in English to them to confirm that I was based at an English University 
at that time and thus to prove my authenticity. 
My main concern with regard to translation issues was around the decision at 
which stage of the project to translate research data into English. Temple and 
Young (2004) argue in this context that it is important not to "cut the ties 
between language and identity/culture" (p. 174) too early. The authors conclude 
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that delaying the act of translation for as long as possible might be one way to 
avoid the premature exclusion of meaning (see also Muller 2007). 
Taking these considerations into account, I thus decided to transcribe the focus 
group discussions in German. The analysis of the data was also conducted in 
German which meant that identified quotations or findings from the 
questionnaire were only translated at the stage of writing up the PhD. To allow 
further transparency of the translation process for the reader, I also included the 
original German quotes in the Appendix. Being aware that the dissemination of 
research findings would mainly be done in English, I produced a report in 
German (Schafer 2005b) which covered preliminary findings and which was 
available to all participants. 
4.2.6 Ethical considerations 
The ethical guidelines that are informing this research refer to the 'Ethical 
Principles for Research Involving Human Participants' of the University of 
Plymouth (2002 see Appendix A). This included a Criminal Records Check 
(CRC) which was then available for inspection by school staff, parents and 
participants at any time^°. To address the German-specific requirements of 
conducting research in schools I further had to apply for permission at the State 
Ministry of Education which approved the project with regard of ethical 
consideration. 
With regard to the participants an informed and voluntary consent 
(Alderson 2000) was obtained from them and their parental guardians as they 
^° I want to point out that this C R C was not required at any point from the German side. Even 
the State Ministry of Education, which was proving the project and which had the final say in 
permitting the contact of the schools, did not ask for this. It shows how different ethical 
considerations are addressed in different countries. 
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were all under the age of 18 years. Furthermore, confidentiality was ensured by, 
for example, advising all participants to use a pseudonym when filling out the 
questionnaire or when they produced additional material in the process of the 
research. In the focus group discussions, young people chose to use their first 
names which have been replaced in the transcripts of the sessions by 
pseudonyms so that their original names do not appear in any publication or 
other contexts. Both parents and participants were asked if they allowed the 
focus groups to be tape-recorded and video-taped or not. I ensured that these 
records were and are not shown or published anywhere else without 
participants' permission. It was emphasised that confidentiality also applied for 
any kind of material which was produced during the research project (like 
photographs, videos, collages and mental maps). I further highlighted that 
participants had the right to withdraw from the research project at any point and 
that there were no right and wrong answers as I was interested in their 
experiences and opinions. At any time the language used remained clear and 
comprehensible to ensure that students were not overwhelmed with details or 
academic jargon which could result in feelings of exclusion (see All & Kelly 
2004). 
Scholars have argued that the ethical dimensions of research need to be 
considered particularly carefully with regard to conducting research with young 
people. This is due to young people's subordinate position and thus the 
potential abuse of the power-relationship between the adult researcher and the 
young researched (All & Kelly 2004). All and Kelly (2004) further argue that 
ethical guidelines for research with children have become increasingly important 
with the recognition of the high levels of abuse of children within families and 
institutional settings such as schools. Researchers have to be aware of 
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potential abuse of the imbalanced power-relationship between adult researcher 
and children that also justifies the criminal records check. 
However, Alderson (1995) has in this context warned that an 'over-
emphasis' on young people's 'otherness' and 'need of protection' can "result in 
children being treated as passive objects, rather than as active moral agents on 
their own right" (ibid: 68). Following this argument, Valentine and her colleagues 
(2001) have highlighted that the discussion on an ethical code for the research 
with young people runs the risk to homogenise them as a social category. This, 
however, neglects that some young people are more vulnerable than others and 
that particular ethical considerations may be needed depending on the specific 
needs, abilities of the young as well as with regard to the context they are living 
in. In agreement with these more critical voices I thus argue that the ethical 
considerations which were taken into account in this study apply not only to 
research on and with young people but more generally to research with 
marginalized and vulnerable groups. 
4.3 Research methods 
In the following sections I discuss the research methods in more detail. 
This will be done in accordance to the chorological order in which they were 
employed in the project and which reflects on the idea of increasing young 
people's control of and influence on the development of the project. Further, it 
will be shown how each method addressed the research aims and objectives of 
the study. 
4.3.1 Questionnaire 
A s Hill (1997) has rightly pointed out, the questionnaire leaves children only 
little influence as it is a pre-determined and thus inflexible method with hardly 
any participatory potential. Nonetheless, this method was employed to provide 
quantifiable data with regard to the socio-economic background of the 
participants. The questionnaires were distributed in 10 classes (of ca. 15-20 
pupils each) to get access to a larger number of young people in the research 
area which enabled me to get a better insight into young people's live contexts 
in the local area. In accordance to the research questions the questionnaire 
(see also Appendix B) concentrated on the following topics: 
1. Socio-economic background of young people; 
2. Queries about their perception of and relation to their place of residence 
to gain information about their understanding of their home town or home 
village; 
3. Queries about how and where they spend their leisure time as well as 
their use of media to establish patterns of lifestyle behaviour particularly 
with regard to their use of space; 
4. Questions about their future to establish where they see themselves in 
future which may give an insight into motives of leaving the area. 
Questions further addressed expenences of inclusion and/or exclusion 
within the rural community, with regard to political decisions as well as their 
personal future prospects in the job market. The questionnaire consisted of 32 
questions and was accompanied by an informal letter which explained the 
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purpose and use of the study and gave clear instructions how to fill out the 
questionnaire, it was emphasised that filling out the questionnaires was 
absolutely voluntary and that confidentiality was guaranteed so that neither their 
parents nor their teachers would have access to the questionnaires without 
participants' permission. Being asked to choose a fantasy-name at the 
beginning of the questionnaire instead of giving their actual name further 
guaranteed young people's anonymity. 
However, the German Ministry of Education requested that 
questionnaires would be distributed by teachers and thus did not allow me to 
come into schools myself to introduce the project and to hand out the 
questionnaires at that point. To make sure that students could make an 
informed decision if they wanted to fill out the questionnaire, I met with the 
teachers before they distributed the questionnaires and gave them a leaflet of 
the main aims of the study, the aim of the questionnaire and discussed issues 
of confidentiality and anonymity with them. I did not have any further control, 
however, on how each teacher approached the distribution of the 
questionnaires and which information they passed on to the pupils. To address 
issues of confidentiality, I asked students to return their questionnaires in a 
sealed envelope to the school's secretary to minimize the risk and/or perception 
that teachers had access to the students' responses. 
As students took the questionnaire home I was also unsure if they had 
filled them on their own. The return rate was 73% (n=124) which could be 
interpreted as young people's high interest in the research project. Due to the 
fact that I could not be involved in the introduction and distribution of the 
questionnaires, however, I decided to treat findings from the questionnaire as 
additional information to further contextualize the analysis of the qualitative data 
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I gathered. This means that the three analysis chapters will mainly focus on the 
qualitative data (only Chapter 6 refers to some findings from the questionnaire). 
Receiving most of the filled-out questionnaires in July 2004 (only one 
school did not manage to return the questionnaires before the summer 
holidays) enabled me to use preliminary findings from the questionnaire to 
inform my first meeting with the young people. Further, it Informed the first 
group discussion as it gave me a general insight, for example, into the specific 
places young people used in their community, which places they liked most, 
what general ideas they had about their future and so on. The questionnaire 
thus can be seen as an important way of getting an understanding of issues that 
are relevant for young people. At the same time it offers valuable insights into 
the socio-economic situation and experiences of young people in the local area. 
4.3.2 Informal meeting: Introducing the project to the young 
people 
A s it was aimed to develop the research project with participants, an 
informational meeting with young people was designed to introduce the project 
and discuss young people's role within it. I obtained permission of all schools to 
meet the pupils for one school-lesson (45 minutes) at the beginning of the new 
school-year In August or September 2004. I prepared this first meeting with the 
young people with regard to the following two aims: 
a) To make the research project, its purpose, aim and design as 
transparent as possible so that young people are able to make a free and 
informed decision if they want to participate in the project or not. 
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b) To address young people as experts with regard to their own life-worlds 
and to highlight that this project is not only on, but with and for them. This 
Includes that the research design, the methods chosen as well as the 
topics discussed will be negotiated and developed together with the 
young people. 
To achieve these aims, I structured the meeting as follows: 
1) Informative part: In order to offer young people an insight into the purpose of 
the research. I gave an overview of the main aims of the project. I introduced a 
possible framework so that students would get a feeling for the time-frame of 
the whole project (see table 4.7) even though it could change depending on 
young people's interest and engagement in the project. The rough timeframe, 
however, enabled young people to make a voluntary and informed decision if 
they wanted to participate in the project or not. 
Activity Proposed Schedule Time 
a) Informed consent from parents 
and young people to fill out 
questionnaire 
(before the summer holidays June 
2004) 
b) Informative meeting 1'' week 45 minutes 
c) Training session 2"'' week C a . 2 to 2 hours 
d) Focus Groups Z'° week 
4"^ week 
5'^ week 
? more if interested 
C a . 1 hour each 
e) Final project to summarize 
results 
Depending on interest; probably 3-
5 further meetings 
Depending on 
interest 
Table 4.7: Rough timeframe for the research project 
(Source: Author) 
I highlighted that I aimed to conduct at least three focus groups with each 
group of students to get a comparable amount of data that represented the core 
of the project. Young people would be given, however, multiple options to get 
involved in the research design. The only strict time limit which I had was March 
2005 as I had to return to the UK at that point. I further pointed out that 
participants had the right to withdraw from the project at any point. 
I finished this introductory informative part in explaining how students 
could benefit from participating in the project: 
a. Participation in an international oriented research project which 
offers an insight in academic research 
b. Possibility to participate in the development and realization of the 
research project to make it 'your' project 
c. To discuss topics that are relevant to you which you can discuss 
with other young people. 
d. To experiment with different research methods and a wide range 
of research equipment (video-camera, dictaphone, photo-camera 
and so on) 
e. To get a German and an English certificate that confirms the 
participation in the project and the skills learned. This can be 
added to the C V for future job applications 
f. Learning new skills in interview techniques and data analysis 
g. In accordance with your interests: developing and conducting your 
own project on a topic relevant to you 
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2) Images of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: For this second part of the introductory 
session 1 had collected a wide range of material from newspapers, the Internet 
and academic articles (see Appendix C) to show young people how their region 
was perceived and reported on from 'outsiders'^\ In addition, I had prepared a 
five minute audio-tape of interviews (see Appendix D) with six young adults at 
the ages of 26 to 32 about their image of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and 'East 
German youth'. These young adults were randomly picked (mostly German) 
friends of mine who had never lived in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern themselves 
(one interviewee came from Devon, UK). Rather than just relying on texts and 
pictures, I hoped that listening to these voices of other (East and West German) 
young adults would engage participants in a vivid discussion on their own 
understandings of the region they were growing up in. After the introduction of 
this material students identified key themes to which the newspapers, 
Interviewees and so on had referred to describing Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. 
3) Young people's image of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern: an insider-perspective: 
In the last part of the meeting I asked the students if the image created by the 
media corresponded with their own perception of the region they grow up in. 1 
encouraged students to create their own list of key topics which represented 
^/?e/r feelings, experiences and perceptions of the region. These topics were put 
on the blackboard to discuss their relevance and meaning with the whole c lass. 
I highlighted that this list represented what I was interested in: young people's 
" My aim was to find as diverse information as possible to give a complex insight into the 
different aspects and images the media uses to represent and report on MV. However, except 
for the tourist brochures and touristy internet pages that highlight the beauty of the region, the 
material I found mainly drew a rather negative image of life in M V referring to its socio-economic 
problems. While I have not done a media analysis myself, the problem of finding more positive 
reports on MV strengthened my impression that this negative image clearly dominates the 
general public discourse. 
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understanding of their everyday lives and that only they were in the position to 
offer such insights. This list of keywords created by students then informed the 
design of the first focus group discussion in the way that several topics were 
included which I had neglected before. 
Although sometimes whole classes showed interest in participating in the 
study, the number of participants decreased to 5 to 11 pupils per class when it 
came to setting a date for the meetings. Several young people either had other 
commitments due to regular leisure activities like the membership in a sports 
club or saw difficulties in getting home after the sessions due to the poor public 
transport facilities. It often meant that the most remote students were not able to 
participate. However, I tried to overcome this problem in offering students to 
drive them home after the sessions or helping them organise getting a lift with 
one of their class-mates. In several cases I got in contact with the parents to 
find alternative ways to enable those students to participate 
I want to highlight that these information session played an important part 
in addressing the research aims of the thesis in highlighting right from the 
beginning that young people were seen as experts of their own lives. This 
session laid the ground to enabling young people to become part of the project 
and make it their own project which in turn provided a deep insight into their 
understandings and experiences. 
• Heads of schools frequently asked me if they should put a group of students together which 
they thought would be the most appropriate to participate (mostly referring to the best or calmer 
pupils in class). To avoid such pre-selection and thus to ensure that all young people in the 
c lass were provided with the opportunity to participate (Matthews 2001b) I adhered to introduce 
the project to the whole class. To find out if only the most active students signed in for the 
project I further asked the class teacher if the final group of participants represented the ones 
they would describe as the most dominant or best' pupils of the c lass. In all cases the teachers 
were surprised about the mix of the group indicating that it did not only represent the most 
active students or a group of friends but often included for example newcomers or pupils that 
were normally very shy or not interested in joining in discussions in the lessons and so on. 
However. I have no other proof that the students that participated are representative to the 
whole c lass. 
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4.3.3 Training Session 
As already discussed, training young people in interview skills was seen 
as a way to minimise the power-imbalance between young people and the 
researcher, to get a deeper insight into young people's life worlds and to 
'empower' them through the development of new skills of negotiation and 
awareness (see Barry 1996). The session lasted 2 V2 hours and was divided 
into two main parts: first, a theoretical introduction into qualitative and 
quantitative research methods was given to offer students an overview of the 
different kinds of interview techniques. It included discussions on, for example, 
the way Interviews should be structured, what kind of ethical aspects needed to 
be considered and how interview-questions should be formulated. This then led 
to the second and more practical part of the session in which I introduced the 
technical equipment that was available for the research project and thus for 
participants to use. This Included: 
• A laptop onto which the digitally recorded interviews could be 
transferred to and video-projects could be edited on 
• A digital recorder to record interviews 
• A tape recorder to record interviews 
• A microphone 
• A digital video camera to record interviews and/or conduct video-
projects 
• A tripod for the video or photo camera 
• A reflex camera and disposable photo cameras 
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Participants then had time to try out these instruments themselves. They 
could make use of the video camera, put it on the tripod, connected the camera 
with the TV, and checked the level of the batteries in the digital recorder and so 
on. The aim was that everyone in the group felt confident and comfortable in 
using this technical equipment. 
After this exercise participants split up into groups of 2 or 3 to prepare a 
guideline for a short interview on a topic of their choice to then interview 
somebody from the other groups. Before they conducted the interview, they 
were asked if they wanted to be video-tape and tape-record which offered the 
chance to have a look at the interviews and discuss young people's 
experiences, occurring problems and questions together, at the end of the 
session. In addition, each participant had the opportunity to take over the role of 
the interviewer, the interviewee and the camera-man to gain a more complex 
experience of the interview process and see the interview situation from 
different perspectives so that they would become more sensitive for future 
interview situations. At the end of the sessions, we discussed how we could 
improve our interview technique through the analysis of the video-recorded 
interviews. 
The training session aimed to give young people more control over the 
research process and to provide them with additional skills to express their 
feelings, thoughts and concerns. It thus indirectly helped to address key aims of 
the thesis such as: examining young people's understanding, expehences and 
meaning of space and to get a deeper insight into the power-relations that 
characterise their everyday lives. That this training was open to all participants 
and thus included female and male participants further allowed me to minimize 
inequalities with regard to the familiarity with using the interview equipment, 
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video and photo camera and laptop right from the beginning. In the training I 
often had to encourage girls more than boys to try the equipment out and to 
take on responsibility for handling, for example, the video camera (see Schafer 
& Yarwood 2008). However, it meant that the way this equipment was used in 
the further research project was very balanced, as participants shared a similar 
level of knowledge and experience. This was seen as one way to address and 
hopefully mimimise possible power-inequalities amongst boys and girls and to 
challenge more traditional gender specific working and/or communication 
patterns. 
4.3.4. Focus group discussions 
I used focus group discussions as the core method of data collection for 
my research project. Focus group discussions give an insight into the 
interactions between participants and thus "capture the inherently interactive 
and communicative nature of social action and social meanings, in ways that 
are inaccessible to research methods that take the individual as their basic unit 
of analysis" (Tonkiss 2004: 198). Focus group discussions highlight the power 
relations people are engaged with as they operate within a social network 
(Barbour and Kitzinger 1999). In addition, the contributions of the participants 
are articulated and negotiated within the context in which they are growing up 
which means that it gives an insight into the broader power relations that 
characterise young people's rural lives in the research area and thus addresses 
one of the main aims of the thesis: to uncover the multiple-power relations that 
characterise these young people's everyday lives. It has to be pointed out that 
focus group discussions and peer-led focus groups in particular also helped to 
get an insight into the multiple power-relations amongst young people. As 
discussed in Chapter 3 such relationships might play an important role with 
regard to young people's use and experience of space but have mainly been 
neglected in previous research. 
It is generally argued that "boys and girls should be interviewed 
separately as they have such different communication styles" (Scott 2007: 111 
see also Hennessy & Heary 2006). However, Pattman and Kehily (2004) found 
that boys were less patronizing in mixed groups than in single sex groups. They 
concluded that "mixed gender interviews may encourage girls to respond to the 
boys in ways that challenge the oppressive' constructions" (Pattman & Kehily 
2004:140) of gender specific images. The use of mixed gender focus groups 
was thus seen in my own research as a way to build up a participatory 
relationship between the interviewer and the interviewees, as well as between 
interviewees, as focus groups are "distinctive in allowing participants to work 
through and re-define key research concepts and questions in an interactive 
way" (Tonkiss 2004: 203). 
Furthermore, focus group discussions support the aim to place the 
control of this interaction in the hands of the participants rather than the 
researcher. They thus enable participants to take over an active role in the 
research process in generating "their own questions, frames and concepts and 
to pursue their own priohties on their own terms, in their own vocabulary" 
(Barbour & Kitzinger 1999: 5). Focus group discussions thus represent a 
method that challenges the problematic power-relation between the adult-
researcher and the young-researched in creating a less hierarchical relationship 
that allows young people to feel more comfortable (Tonkiss 2004). This method 
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thus supported the aim to create a participatory research project with rather 
than just on young people. 
4.3.4.1 Thematic foci in group discussions 
My aim was to have at least three focus group discussions with each 
group which would build the core data for the research project. The group 
discussions took place between 1pm and 4pm after students had finished their 
school lessons and lasted between 30 minutes and 2.5 hours depending on the 
departure times of the few (school-) buses, the school restrictions of using 
classrooms, and young people's interest and time. The groups were all mixed 
sex and consisted of five to eleven participants (mean=7). The sessions were 
typically held within schools, however, no supervisory school staff was present 
at any of the focus groups. 
In agreement with participants the sessions were audio and video-taped 
so that the discussions could be transcribed afterwards. I developed a thematic 
guideline for all three sessions allowing additional questions to be asked and 
topics to be included at any point. This supported the aim to remain as flexible 
as possible to react on young people's wishes, needs, abilities and interests. At 
the same time, however, it allowed me to follow several key topics throughout 
the work with all groups which enabled me to have a rough but comparable 
guideline of topics that combine all conducted focus groups and allow a 
comparison between them. Table 4.8 gives an overview of the key topics which 
were addressed in the focus group discussions. It further indicates how the 
different topics address the dimension of negotiations (Panelli 2002) as 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Focus group 
discussion 
Thematic focus Additional issues 
Focus group I Group structure (friendship relations 
within the group and so on) 
(negotiation of social relations) 
Individual friendship relations 
(description of friendship networks, 
meeting places, activities with friends) 
(negotiation of social relations) 
Interests and hobbies (negotiation of 
rural space) 
Use of public and private places 
(negotiation of rural space) 
Mental maps 
Preparation of next 
focus group discussion 
(issues that need to be 
discussed. specific 
interests. getting 
involved as 
interviewers?) 
Focus group H Relation between young people and adult 
community members (experiences of 
inclusion, exclusion. Participation in 
decision-making processes) (negotiation 
of social relations and political arenas) 
Understanding of own position within the 
community (negotiation of social 
relations) 
How did they perceive their own choices 
and resthctions? (negotiation of social 
relations, negotiation of rural work) 
Migration plans and motives (includes 
negotiation of rural work) 
Young people s understanding of rurality 
and spatial disadvantages (includes 
negotiation of rural knowledge and of 
rural work) 
Some young people 
took over as 
interviewers (I would 
leave the room dunng 
that time) 
Focus group III Discuss topics that were important to the 
group in more depth 
Discuss: young people s understanding of 
rural-urban differences (negotiation of rural 
knowledge) 
Young people s understanding of growing 
up in East Germany and the relation 
between East and West Germans 
(negotiation of rural knowledge 
including dimensions that go beyond 
the rural) 
Project planning, 
setting up more focus 
group discussions if 
young people wanted 
to. 
Table 4.8: Key topics of focus group discussions 
(Source: Author) 
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In addition, students were encouraged to take over the role of the 
interviewer themselves from the first group discussion onwards. Several young 
people chose and prepared topics for sessions which meant that they took over 
the role of the researcher (I waited outside of the classroom until they finished 
their discussions). These peer-led focus groups lasted between 5 and 40 
minutes and covered a wide range of topics ranging from discussing the pros 
and cons of downloading their favorite music up to personal experiences with 
parents fighting or divorces, aims and fears in regard to their own future lives. 
Two 14 year old girls from the Gymnasium even prepared an information 
session for their peers to give them advice with regard to future careers. They 
had collected a wide range of information material prior the meeting and went 
through their information material with their peers to find appropriate information 
regarding their individual interests. 
4.3.4.2 Mental Maps 
In the first focus group discussions I asked participants to draw their own 
mental maps about places and spaces that were important with regard to their 
everyday lives. Showing the relation between the individual and its environment, 
mental maps are seen as fundamentally important for geographers in 
understanding how place is constructed and how people act within and perceive 
specific places and spaces. The underlying assumption is that everybody uses 
mental representations or images to orientate themselves in a very complex 
world. Mental maps are in this sense defined as summarizing "each individual's 
knowledge of their surrounding in a way that is useful to them and the type of 
relationship they have with their environment" (Holloway & Hubbard 2001: 48). 
Kevin Lynch (1960) was the first using mental mapping as a research 
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technique. Since the early 1980s mental maps have been incorporated in a 
number of studies on children's environmental experiences to analyse children's 
cognitive ability and the development of their spatial awareness. In this context, 
Matthews' work (see Matthews 1981, 1984a, 1984b; Matthews et al. 1998) 
became particularly influential analysing children's awareness of place and their 
abilities to represent spatial dimensions. Matthews (1984a) showed that young 
people's awareness of places is influenced, for example, by gender and age 
which has an effect on their cognitive development and thus indicates 
inequalities amongst young people. 
The idea of using mental maps to capture people's spatial awareness 
has been critiqued for a number of reasons. The first, more general critique 
refers to the assumption that a two-dimensional drawing would capture the 
ways in which people make sense of the world (Golledge & Stimson 1997). It 
has been highlighted, that mental maps are always partial and simplified. 
Further, it has been pointed out, that some people might draw better than others 
due to their educational background (see Holloway & Hubbard 2001). 
In addition, the new sociology of childhood which is connected with an 
increased interest in children and young people as social actors (James & Prout 
1997; James, Jenks & Prout 1998) has initiated debates on using visual 
methods to enable children to gain more control in the research process and to 
find alternative ways of expressing themselves (Holloway & Valentine 2000). 
Reflecting on their research on and with Kampala street children, Young and 
Barrett (2001: 144) further highlight that "child-centred visual methods avoid the 
adultist assumptions of the cognitive school and facilitate research 'with 
children' rather than research 'about children'". The use of visual methods is 
further highly beneficial and appropriate in research with young people as they 
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offer an opportunity to include "all ages and both genders into a research 
process without discriminating between those with different abilities, confidence 
levels and educational attainments" (Young and Barrett 2001a: 151) and gives 
young people more control over the research process. 
Geographical research on young people's lives has thus started to use mental 
maps in combination with other research techniques. Rather than focusing on 
issues such as children's cognitive abilities, these more recent studies use 
mental maps to better understand their experiences, perceptions and access to 
places and spaces. It means that young people's drawings, as well as their 
explanation of the maps, are often understood as additional information which 
helps to get a deeper insight into their everyday lives. Following a more 
progressive understanding of place as described by Massey (1993, 2000 see 
Chapter 2), it can be argued that young people's relationship with their 
environment also includes the dimension of social networks and places within 
and beyond the local environment. 
Horschelmann and Schafer (2005), for example, used mental mapping to 
capture the 'glocal' dimension of young people's every day lives. In their project 
on 'Globalisation, cultural practice and youth identify in former East Germany' 
participants (aged 9-18) were encouraged to draw maps that represented 
places and spaces that were of importance to them. This included spaces within 
and beyond young people's actual environment. It meant that participants could 
also include places they would like to see or where they wanted to travel to or 
live in future. Geographical accuracy was thus less important and young 
people's explanations of their mental maps were seen additional information to 
their descriptions in focus group discussions. 
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Aiming to develop a participatory research approach the incorporation of 
mental maps in my own research project was conducted similarly to the one 
applied by Horschelmann and Schafer (2005). This way of using mental 
mapping allowed not only to increase young people's participation in the project 
but also to offer them an additional way of expression and reflection on their 
own everyday lives through discussing the maps with their peers. The mental 
maps gave an insight into the spatial range of their everyday lives and 
highlighted young people's perception of places and spaces. Including young 
people's own reflection and interpretations on their mental maps was further 
seen as an essential aspect to minimise misinterpretation (see also Cornwall & 
Jewkes 1995; Young & Barrett 2001a. 2001b; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005). 
The instructions given to participants were to take an A4 piece of paper 
and some drawing pens and take as much time as they needed to draw a map 
of places and spaces which were important to them and/or which played an 
important role in their daily lives. The students were told that the importance 
could be represented through the size of the objects while geographical 
accuracy was not seen as important. I planned a timeframe of 15 minutes for 
this exercise and asked students aftenA^ards to return to the table and to 
introduce their mental maps to the rest of the group if they wanted to. This gave 
a better insight into the meaning of the mental maps while it contributed to a 
better knowledge and understanding between the participants within the group. 
The maps were analysed in the context of young people's perception of 
the everyday spaces. They further provided a good insight into the multiple 
networks participants were engaged in within as well as beyond their local 
environment. The mental maps thus represented an appropriate way of 
capturing an understanding of space which "can be imagined as articulated 
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movements in networks of social relations and understandings" (Massey 
1993:239). In addition, the maps often included references to places, spaces 
and dreams which were connected with participants' future lives. It highlights 
that spatial understandings "are constructed on a far larger scale than what we 
happen to define for the moment as the place itself (Massey 1993: 239). Young 
people were asked for their permission to keep a copy of the original map and 
to use it for further analysis and publications. 
4.3.5 Young people developing their own (research) project 
I offered young people an opportunity to develop and conduct their own 
(research) project in providing the technical equipment needed, financial 
support for transport, cover the costs to develop photographs, provide material 
for collages, helping with organisational tasks and giving advice (see Hart 
1992). Young people could further make use of the network of experts that I had 
established and decide in how far they wanted to be involved in the analysis 
and dissemination of the research project. 
It was hoped to reach the highest level of participation at this stage of the 
research project and to enable young people to reflect on and address issues 
that are important to them. The most important was, however, that participants 
could choose what they wanted to do, even if this meant that the project would 
not lead to particular forms of action or engagement with the local community or 
local gatekeepers or would address issues that had not been focused on in the 
research process. 
While two out of nine groups decided to carry on with focus group 
discussions to discuss further issues or specific topics of interest in more depth, 
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the majority of the groups wanted to develop their own research project on a 
topic of their choice. The projects young people developed varied immensely 
with regard to research topics and design (for an overview of the research 
projects young people developed and conducted please see attached table in 
the Appendix E). In the analysis I will keep referring to these projects as they 
highlight topics which participants Identified a s being of interest and/or concern 
and thus give an insight into participants' understanding of their everyday lives. 
These projects can be seen as supplementary to the data collected from the 
focus group discussions and address the aim of getting a deeper Insight Into 
young people's understanding, experience and perception of space. At the 
same time these projects represent a possible way of acknowledging young 
people's agency, helping them to develop further skills and giving them a voice. 
4.4 Analysis and dissemination 
Scholars increasingly argue for Involving young people not only in the 
development, preparation and conduction of research project but also in the 
final stages of data-analysis of the material and the dissemination of the 
research results (see for example Chambers 1997; Pain 2003). This call refers 
back to the criticism that academics often retain overall control in research 
particularly with regard to the final stages of interpreting and analysing the data 
(Pain and Francis 2003). This, however, means that "the choice of which data to 
include and the interpretation of the data Is in the power of the adult researcher" 
(Punch 2002b: 329). Only a few studies have realised this aim of including 
young people into the analysis of the research results up to now (see Pain and 
Francis 2003; Kellett et al. 2004). 
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To follow this aim I offered young people the chance to reflect on 
primarily findings at different stages of the research. One way of reflection was 
facilitated, for example. In giving summaries of what we had discussed the 
previous week so that I could get a feedback if these summaries represented 
their general ideas and if I had understood their arguments or comments 
correctly or if there was something they wanted to add to it. Particularly with 
regard to their self-designed and created projects participants further had to 
decide how their final product should be disseminated. Participants were often 
very keen on presenting the outcome of these projects to a wider audience 
which Is why participants and I organised an exhibition which was called "Young 
people's live worlds in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern". This exhibition was shown in 
participating schools and at the county council in Robel (Landratsamt Robel: 
15^^ February until 4*^ March 2005). In addition I was Invited to present 
preliminary findings of the project at a conference for youth workers In 
Magdeburg in February 2005 (Starterkonferenz Caminante-network) where we 
exhibited parts of the projects as well. 
Two of the interview projects conducted by participants addressed young 
people's reflections on local elections in 2004 in another East German 
Bundesland and the success of right wing parties which had taken place at the 
time of the research. Participants transcribed the interviews they conducted and 
added their own critical reflection on the topic. This was then put together as a 
booklet. Camino, an institution which offers educational and support services for 
young people added a comment for addressing and dealing with the issue of 
right wing radicalism In schools and further sponsored the print of 40 colour 
print brochures of this compilation which participants then distributed amongst 
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the participating schools as teaching material^^. Later. Camino published a 
premilary report of research findings from my research project on their webpage 
(Schafer 2005b). 
In addition to these self developed research projects and their 
dissemination within the region it also became clear in the focus group 
discussions that prepanng them for the job market represented one of young 
people's key concerns. Participants were further interested in topics such as 
sexual health and the issue of right wing radicalism. We thus decided to 
organise a one-day workshop for all participants that included a number of 
workshop-sessions to choose from (training to prepare for a job interview, 
sessions on sexual health and how to deal with right radicalism in their 
everyday lives). In addition to the topics mentioned above, it was planned to 
organise a meeting between young people and local experts who are engaged 
in making decisions of behalf of young people (such as mayors and 
representatives from the city council) to discuss the possibilities and limitations 
of developing a youth friendly environment within the region. Young people 
were involved in planning this workshop which was held on 29^^ November 2004 
in one of the participating schools. The city council provided transport for all 
participants and all experts invited (such as representatives from the city 
council, from several youth services, representatives from a big insurance 
company that offered free job training and so on) offered their participation or 
the conduct of one of the workshops free of charge. All together, around 65 
young people and 20 adults took part in the workshop where the research 
projects of each group were exhibited. This one-day event enabled participants 
to meet up with young people from other schools who had participated in the 
Although I asked teachers for their comments on the brochure and their feedback of using it 
as teaching material I did not get any reply. 
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project and exchange their experiences of participation as well as the outcome 
of their projects with those peers. It further facilitated a vivid exchange between 
young people and adult gate-keepers. The workshop was solely the outcome of 
young people's Interest and engagement and demonstrates that young people's 
interests and motivations heavily influenced the research design. 
In addition to young people's reflection on primarily findings or 
summaries of focus group discussions the transcripts of all discussions were 
analysed In accordance to the grounded theory approach In the broader sense 
(Glaser & Strauss 1967; Strauss & Corbin 1998). It means that although I had 
developed clear areas of analysis prior collecting the data (such as the 
dimensions of negotiations as discussed by Panelli 2002) I was aiming for 
deriving the main topics and themes from the data itself. The coding process 
was thus understood as a key process to generate theory from the data (see 
also Bryman 2004). 1 followed the three stages of coding as described by 
Strauss and Corbin (1998) who distinguish between 'open', 'axial' and 
'selective' coding. While the first two step of open and axial coding were done 
by hand on the print outs of the Interview transcripts the final step of selective 
coding was done with the help of NUD*IST qualitative analysis software (N6) 
(see examples of selective coding Appendix F). 
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed how the aim of facilitating and thus developing 
a participatory research project with, for and on young people has been 
approached. The multiple benefits of developing a participatory-oriented 
research approach have been identified which range from the scientific benefit 
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of getting a deeper insight into young people s life worlds to the societal benefits 
of practicing democratic communication skills as well which include beneficial 
personal outcomes for the participants. It has been argued that participation has 
to be understood as a process of shared decision-making and knowledge-
production which is less dependent on the use of a particular method than on 
the methodological approach chosen. The participatory potential of research 
projects is thus highly dependent on the flexibility and openness of the research 
design so that young people's needs and wishes as well as their interests and 
abilities can be taken into account. I agree with the more recent call of children's 
geographers to address the 'politics of childhood' and to give young people a 
voice in addressing them as knowledge experts of their own life worlds and 
involving them into several if not all levels of the research project. This equips 
young people with skills that support critical thinking and therefore might 
increase their awareness of social inequalities as well as their abilities to 
challenge them. In this context I have argued that it is important to embed the 
research project in its local and regional context which was addressed in 
building up a network of experts who I engaged into discussions of young 
people's participation and their general position within the local communities. 
Furthermore, young people made use of this network at a later stage of the 
research project to realise their own projects and to discuss their own 
experiences of exclusion and concerns with adult gate-keeper who have direct 
influence on decisions that affect young people's lives. 
In addition it could be shown how the different methods chosen helped to 
address the overall aims of the thesis. As argued in Chapter 2 and 3 it is 
necessary to uncover the multiple power relations that characterise young 
people's lives to get an insight into the heterogeneity of their experiences in 
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second modernity and the meaning of growing up in rural East Germany for 
young people's life experiences. Referring to Panelli 's (2002) model of the 
dimension of negotiations it has been highlighted that the focus group 
discussions were seen as the main way of addressing these dimensions while, 
for example, the research projects carried out by participants were seen as 
providing additional contextual or more in-depth information. 
Having established the methodology of the study, the following chapter will 
concentrate on the analysis of the data with regard to the overall aims and 
objectives of the project. The following three chapter focus on the in-depth 
analysis of the focus group discussion using the material produced in the 
research projects as additional data to get a deeper insight into young people's 
lives. The first analysis chapter (Chapter 5) starts to analyse the multiple power 
relations that characterise young people's geographies in the research area. 
Following Massey's understanding of space it will be focused on young people's 
perceptions and negotiation of 'rural knowledge' focusing on young people's 
perception of growing up rural. The chapter will then focus on young people's 
perception of their social position within their rural environment which addresses 
the dimension of social relations and political arenas. This includes young 
people's perception and experience of social inclusion and exclusion within the 
rural community and how it affects their use of rural spaces, as well as their 
relationships with adults and other groups of young people within their rural 
environment. This then thirdly leads to a focus on dimensions beyond the rural 
contexts such as the way young people position themselves in the East-West 
German context. 
Chapter 6 focuses in more detail on the main dimension of disadvantage 
identified by participants: their restricted access to job training facilities and the 
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poor job opportunities within the region. It thus analyses the dimension of 
'negotiating rural work' and how young people explain and experience these 
restricted opportunities and what kinds of strategies they develop to overcome 
them. It will be shown that young people's perception of their present day 
situation is still highly interlinked with their perception and understanding of 
post-socialist transformation process. 
The final analysis chapter (Chapter 7) will then focus on how young 
people translated their everyday experiences into future plans and images. It 
became apparent in the analysis that these future images do not only mirror 
participant's perceptions and experiences but further has a direct impact on how 
they live their present lives. In addition it will be shown that participants 
developed very different ideas about their futures which were often dependent 
on their social backgrounds, age and gender. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Young people's understanding of growing up rural and 
growing up in post-socialist Germany 
5. Introduction 
Aiming to understand how young people perceive and experience the 
meaning of growing up rural and growing up in a post-socialist area the 
participatory research approach foregrounded young people's understandings 
and voices. As discussed in Chapter 1 and 2 young people growing up in rural 
East-Germany are often referred to as the 'loser of reunification' referring to still 
existing socio-economic differences between East and West Germany which 
heavily impact on these young people's everyday lives. It has been argued, 
however, that such one-sided picture neglects to acknowledge young people's 
agency and fails to explain why some young people suffer or benefit more from 
new choices and risks than others. Although Beck and Giddens have 
acknowledged that indivdualisation processes might be uneven and that new 
structural inequalities might be (re)constructed in second modernity these 
theorists offer no framework to empirically explore these issues. While these 
authors highlight the Importance of the local for globalisation processes they do 
not offer a conceptualisation of space which allows exploring such inequalities. I 
have thus argued that the meaning of space for (young) people's everyday lives 
in second modernity is not sufficiently addressed in their theoretical work. I have 
therefore introduced Massey's (1993, 2005) understanding of space, which 
foregrounds the multiple power relations that characterise participants' multiple 
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geographies and thus their everyday life experiences. This concept of space 
also allows taking power relations into account which go far beyond the local. 
Such understanding of space is particularly helpful to analyse, for example, 
whether and how transformation processes still Impact on young people's lives 
in rural East Germany. 
To analyse these multiple power relations empirically I have introduced 
Panelll 's (2002) dimensions of negotiations that characterise young people's 
lives in rural areas. These dimensions are often highly interlinked with each 
other. To gain an insight into the complex geographies of young people in rural 
East Germany this chapter will firstly focus on young people's description of the 
advantages and/or disadvantages of 'growing up rural'. These understandings 
address what Panelli (ibid.) has called the negotiation of 'rural knowledge' and 
represent an important context within which young people develop their 
strategies to cope with or even overcome Identified disadvantages. It thus also 
helps to address the aim of acknowledging young people's agency. 
Following the call to pay more attention to young people's feelings of 
attachment and emotional well being which is often interlinked with their position 
within their communities (see Chapter 3), young people's experiences of 
inclusion and exclusion within their local community will then be analysed. This 
includes both power-relations between young people and adult community 
members as well as those among young people. This section thus focuses on 
the negotiations of socio-spatial relations and political areas (Panelli 2002). At 
the same time it will be analysed how these experiences impact on young 
people's negotiation of rural space. 
Finally, it will be analysed in how far growing up in a post-socialist 
country affects young people's understanding of 'the rural'. This will give an 
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insight Into participants' perception of the East-West German relationship and 
the post-socialist transformation process. This part of the analysis can be seen 
within the context of 'negotiating rural knowledge' foregrounding that rural 
knowledge Is influenced by and influences power relations that go far beyond 
the local. It will be shown that young people often distinguished between the 
ways in which they - those who grew up In unified Germany - and their parents 
or grandparents - those, who had actually lived in the socialist G D R - are 
affected by the post-socialist transformation process. At the same time, 
however, participants referred to still existing differences between East and 
West Germans and often Identified themselves as 'East Germans' . Further, 
East-West German differences were perceived as an Important context of 
young people's everyday lives which in some aspects seemed to override rural-
urban differences. This played an important role with regard to the strategies 
participants developed to challenge and overcome experienced disadvantages. 
To analyse the ways In which young people negotiate power relations 
this chapter will focus on 
5.1 Young people's perception of growing up rural 
As argued in Chapter 3 it is important to understand young people's 
construction and meaning of 'rurality' which is strongly interlinked with 
normative perceptions of what it means to be a countryside 'girl' or 'boy'. It thus 
plays an Important role with regard to their soclo-spatial identity construction. 
Issues that are discussed here are not unique for the East German context. 
They are important, however, to get a clearer picture of the meaning of rurality 
in a post-socialist context. Clear similarities with young people's experiences in 
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other rural regions will emerge which will highlight similar experiences of rural 
youths more generally. However, I have argued that the analysis of the 
differences, similarities and interlinkages between participants' understandings 
of what it means to 'grow up rural' and/or to 'grow up in East Germany' can give 
valuable insights into the ways the post-socialist transformation process still 
impacts on their everyday lives (see Chapter 2). 
I will now discuss the dimension of 'negotiating rural knowledge'. To get 
an insight into young people's understanding of 'growing up rural' it was 
important to analyse which aspects of their everyday experiences they identified 
as typical rural'. Such understandings play an Important role with regard to 
young people's perception of and content with their present day life situation. In 
the following section I will thus discuss the dimensions young people identified 
as the advantages' of growing up in the Landkreis Muritz to then analyse young 
people's understanding of disadvantages' and the way they perceived 
themselves within the context of urban-rural differences or similarities. 
5.1.1 The advantages of growing up rural 
The focus group discussions as well as the self-conducted research projects 
revealed that participants identified specific aspects of their everyday lives as 
'typically rural". Particularly in comparison to life in urban areas participants 
highlighted the advantage of growing up in a more natural environment. They 
referred to the advantage of having a big garden and/or an allotment where they 
could spend their free time with their families and friends. In addition, 
participants often highlighted that there was less traffic in their towns and 
villages than in bigger cities which meant that it was quieter and less dangerous 
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and polluted. Comments such as the following were quite common among 
participants^"^: 
Anika (RE10G3/50)': [It is better to grow up] In the countryside because 
there is less noise. And you don't have a proper garden when you live in 
the city because there is a lack of space. 
The rural advantage' of having better access to outdoor spaces was perceived 
as providing a better quality of life. Participants highlighted that it allowed them 
to be in a more natural environment and also to have pets and/or to do sports 
such as horse-riding as illustrated in the following quote: 
Manuela (GY8G3/124)\\: Well, I don't want to leave [the countryside]! By 
no means. I mean I know that people claim that there are no jobs here 
but I - / mean / was born in Berlin but every time I go back there are cars 
everywhere. And I am mad about horses and cats - about animals in 
general and so I don 't feel comfortable there. 
That particularly younger participants highlighted advantages of growing 
up rural is also in line with other empirical research on young people's 
perception of their rural residency (see Matthews et al. 2000; Glendinning et al. 
2003). It Indicates that young people's age and gender had an impact on how 
they spend their free time and how they experience their rural environment. 
Participants also referred to the familiarity of space which resulted for 
some participants in feelings of security. Melanie for example expressed this 
indirectly in referring to her fear of getting lost in a bigger city: 
Melanie (GO10G2/1284)u\: I would be really scared to get lost [in Berlin] 
when I am in one place and have to go somewhere else and then I lose 
my way taking the S-Bahn (suburban railway) ending up in Honolulu or 
so. No. I would be completely scared of getting lost and also being in 
such a big city without knowing anybody. 
^ The names of the research participants have been changed in order to maintain anonymity 
and confidentiality. The pseudonyms used represent the gender of the participants. Information 
about the school they went to, the class, which group discussion and line in the transcript it 
refers to is added in brackets. All original quotations can be found in Appendix G . 
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Melanie thus valued the familiarity and manageability of the rural environment 
highly as it made her feel secure. In opposition to this, life in urban areas was 
perceived as anonymous, chaotic and untransparent. Although Melanie was the 
only participant that deschbed urban living conditions in such a negative way 
the majority of young people shared the understanding that living in urban areas 
was connected with air pollution, noise and a high level of anonymity. In 
contrast to this participants described their own living conditions often as: safe, 
more healthy and quiet that was characterised by a high level of familiarity 
within the local community. These aspects correspond with the image of the 
rural idyll' indicating that participants shared - at least partly - the understanding 
of the countryside as a safer and healthier place to grow up in (see Chapter 3). 
In the focus group discussions it became clear, however, that young 
people's everyday life expenences were often contradictory to this image. 
Particularly with regard to young people's access to and use of communal 
places participants experienced multiple restrictions and forms of exclusions 
within their rural environment. It means that the rural idyll represented only one 
dimension of young peoples' understanding of what growing up rural means. 
5.1.2 The disadvantages of growing up rural 
The results from the questionnaire indicated that young people were particularly 
dissatisfied with and/or concerned about local job and training opportunities. 
However, the analysis of the focus group discussion as well as young people's 
own research projects revealed that these issues were not perceived as 
specifically rural disadvantages. While it has to be questioned how young 
people explained these inequalities with regard to the dimension of 'rural work' 
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(see further discussion in Chapter 6) this section will firstly give an overview of 
the main dimensions that young people did identified as rural disadvantages: 
• Lack of leisure, shopping and transport facilities 
• Limited number of young people within the local environment 
• Social pressure/control within the rural community 
These disadvantages correspond with those identified by young people 
growing up in other rural regions in Europe (see Chapter 3). It highlights that 
young people In post-socialist Germany face very similar problems to their 
counterparts in other rural regions in Europe. To understand, however, which 
implication these disadvantages have on young people's everyday lives it is 
important to analyse which strategies they develop to cope with and even 
challenge and overcome them. Such strategies can be understood as an 
expression of young people's agency which has often been neglected in 
previous research (see Holloway & Valentine 2000). The following table (table 
5.1) summarises the dimensions of disadvantages and the kind of strategies 
that participants developed as a response. Listening to their descriptions of their 
lives it also became apparent that gender, age and social class seemed to have 
an impact on how young people experienced these disadvantages and which 
strategies they developed. The table thus also includes an indication of which 
group of young people seemed to be most likely to develop specific strategies. 
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Disadvantages 
of growing up 
rural 
Strategies to overcome 
experienced disadvantages 
Strategies mainly developed 
by 
Lack of shopping 
facilities 
1. Travel to other cities: 
a) on their own 
b) with their parents 
2. Order via internet 
1a: Older, female participants 
1b: Younger female participants 
2: Females with higher 
educational background 
Lack of leisure 
facilities 
Travel to other places (driven by 
parents) 
Those young people that could 
afford it financially and/or got 
the support from their parents 
Poor transport 
facilities 
1. Cycling 
2. Getting driving licence 
3. Asking friends who can 
drive 
1. Gender specific: girls 
seemed more restricted 
2. Depending on financial 
resources 
3. Depending on type of 
friends and age (more 
likely for older students 
to have friends that 
drive already) 
Limited number of 
peers at place of 
residency 
1. Use internet to build up 
friendships 
2. Pen-friends in other 
parts of the country 
1. & 2. Often students with 
higher educational 
background, mainly females 
Social pressure 
and control 
1. Aiming to fit in' 
2. Considering out-migration 
1. & 2. Particularly 
highlighted by female 
participants 
Gender specific 
job opportunities 
Considering out-migration Particularly highlighted by older 
female participants 
Table 5.1: Disadvantages of growing up rural identified by participants 
(Source: Author) 
The results above indicate that participants' perceptions of disadvantages and 
of opportunities to overcome these varied immensely amongst them depending 
on their social background and/or the parental support they got. Participants 
from the lower or medium educational level, for example, referred more often 
than students from the highest educational level to financial and/or mobility 
restrictions which prevented them to join sports clubs. Participants who 
attended the Gymnasium, however, were more likely to be members in sports 
clubs, getting music lessons and so on and referred more often than other 
students to a high level of parental support. 
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This supports findings made by Fuhs (1996) who argues that it has 
become a norm for modern families that free time was spend in a meaningful 
and active way highlighting that fixed leisure activities were most common for 
young people from higher social background which gave them more 
opportunities to try out different things and build up a wide range of skills. In 
addition, Fuhs (1996) also compared leisure activities of East and West German 
youths and showed that leisure activities in West Germany were much more 
characterised by fixed appointments (including: membership in a club or 
society) than in the East (see also Kruger 1996; Rudolph 1997). This was due 
to the lack of club and society structures in post socialist East Germany 
indicating that young people growing up in this German part are still facing 
additional disadvantages. 
Considering, however, that participating in institutional activities is 
connected with building up young people's 'cultural capital' through the 
development of additional skills and relationships (see Chapter 3) these 
inequalities might increase structural disadvantages amongst young people. 
Such inequalities also became apparent with regard to, for example, young 
people's access to and use of the internet. Some participants seemed to 
perceive using the internet to communicate with others and to develop 
friendship relations as an essential part of their everyday lives. This became 
particularly clear when a group of 16 year old students from the Gymnasium 
discussed typical leisure activities of youths within the region. These students 
argued that they did not go to the local youth club because they had 'better 
things to do': 
Jakob (GY10G1/154)\v: [At the youth club] There are normally two 
[young people] playing Play Station and the rest sits around them. 
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NDS^^: And what do you do if you don't go there? 
Amelie: The normal youths sit at home in front of the computer and use 
the internet to communicate with other people. 
Building up friendship relations via the internet can be described as one way of 
negotiating rural space and social relations beyond the rural environment (see 
Panelli 2002). It has to be highlighted, however, that none of the students from 
the Forderschule referred to this kind of use of the internet. As results from the 
questionnaire further indicate these students were less likely to have access to 
a computer. Even if they had access they used the computer and the internet 
much less frequent than higher educated students which reflects on different 
ways of using the internet (see also Laegran 2002). It means that chances to 
overcome local disadvantages were much more restricted for those young 
people (here: students from the Forderschule) who were already in a 
disadvantaged position. 
In addition I want to draw attention to the issues of social control and 
gender specific job opportunities which were often highlighted by female 
participants. Considering that the research area suffers from high out-migration 
of young women in particular these experiences of exclusion need to be 
considered more carefully. Female participants referred in this context to gender 
specific expectations of local community members that did put girls and young 
women in a more disadvantaged position than their male counterparts. Antje, 
for example, expressed that traditional gender roles were still dominant in the 
region which restncted the chance for young women of finding a job locally (see 
also Chapter 6). 
IS 
N D S are my initials and are used to indicate questions which I posed in the focus group 
discussions. 
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Antje (GO10G2/1391)v: But I think there are not many job opportunities 
for girls. I mean, well, if I was a boy, for example, then I would have 
become a mason or a road builder or a house-painter. 
The need to meet specific expectations of community members often 
seemed to be experienced as restricting by female participants. This confirms 
finding from other empirical studies on young people's perceptions of well-being 
(Dahlstroem 1996; Little & Austin 1996; Valentine 1996; Hughes 1997; Little 
2002; Glendinning et al. 2003; Little & Panelli 2003). It indicates that young 
people's experiences in rural East Germany are similarly affected by traditional 
gender differences as young people in other rural regions. Rather than referring 
to a persistence of socialist gender relations it thus supports findings of re-
traditionalisation of traditional gender roles within the East German context 
(Dolling 2000; Klenner2002; Schafer 2005a). 
Considering, however, that young people's migration plans are not only 
affected by socio-economic factors (see Chapter 3) and that the high out-
migration rates of young women in particular have still not been explained 
sufficiently by previous research such experiences of exclusion and social 
pressure need to be taken into account to provide incentives for young people 
to stay within the local area. This is particularly important as female participants 
often highlighted that leaving the rural environment was perceived as the most 
obvious option to overcome such gender specific disadvantages. 
5.1.3 Rural-urban: contrary or complementary dimensions? 
It could be shown that young people identified a number of aspects of 
their everyday lives as typically rural. Participants also often referred to clear 
differences between rural and urban regions. However, the focus group 
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discussions revealed that young people perceived their local environment only 
partially as 'rural'. Nadja for example pointed out that Rechlin (2,232 
inhabitants) was a proper town rather than a village: 
Nadja (RE10G3/27)\ \: It's a town, actually. There is an Amt [equivalent to 
city council], a school and shopping facilities. 
Anika (RE10G3/14)\u: Yes, but we actually don't live 'in the country' any 
more. That would mean that we work the land and stuff like that. And 
that's nothing we do. That's why I wouldn't say that this is the case [that 
we live in the country]. 
Anika differentiated clearly between 'urban' and 'rural' equating the first 
with a modern way of living and the latter with farming'. She argued, however, 
that this understanding of rural life' did not apply to their living situation any 
more as only few families were still working in the agricultural sector. 
Particularty with regard to access to new communication technologies 
and the level of education participants emphasised that they were not in a 
particularly disadvantaged position compared to their urban counterparts. It 
means that although participants identified specific aspects of their lives as 
'typical rural' they often described their everyday experiences in the light of a 
modern 'urban' lifestyle. This corresponds with empirical findings from a study 
by Nairn et al. (2003) which highlights that young people's experiences of rural 
and urban environments are often contradictory and ambiguous. 
Referring to young people's images of the rural. Rye (2006) further 
pointed out that young people's understanding of the countryside often 
combines aspects of both: the rural idyll and the image of the rural as dull. I 
want to take this one step further arguing that it can also include dimensions of 
urban lifestyles and conditions as shown above. This corresponds with findings 
by Matthews et al. (2000) who showed that rural young people often create 
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mini-urban spaces within their local environment. The reference to urban as well 
as to rural dimensions of young people's everyday lives thus seemed to be 
complementary rather than contradictory (see also Rye 2006). It could explain 
why young people rarely identified themselves as 'rural youth' although they 
identified 'rural' characteristics of their everyday lives. 
In addition it became apparent that participants often seemed to perceive 
East-West German differences as being more important than rural-urban 
differences. This found its expression in descriptions such as the following: 
Patrick (G10G2/1170)\'\'u: I do not think that they [young people growing 
up in East German cities] are better off than we are. I mean, they might 
have some more jobs available directly where they live. But if you want to 
have a good job, you have to go to West Germany. 
Young people's experiences and perceptions of growing up in a rural 
East German region thus can neither be captured in the rural idyll or the rural as 
dull (see also MacCormack 2002; Nairn et al. 2003). Their understanding of 
'growing up rural' was rather highly interlinked with their perception and 
experiences of differences between the eastern and western German part and 
referring to spatial differences that go far beyond the local context. It highlights 
the need to understand young people's life worlds from their own point of view 
and to uncover the multiple power relations which characterise their everyday 
lives. As Massey (1993: 239) highlights, these include power relations which are 
"constructed on far larger scale than what we happen to define for the moment 
as the place itself (see also Chapter 2). 
Listening to young people's descriptions of their everyday experiences it 
became further apparent that the rural disadvantages such as the lack of leisure 
facilities represented only one dimension that caused feelings of exclusion and 
disadvantage among young people. Particularly with regard to young people's 
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access to and use of places within the communities it became clear that they 
experienced multiple forms of exclusion which originated from their position in 
the community and their relation to other community members, both adults and 
peers. 
To get a more complex picture of young people's everyday lives I will 
analyse their experiences of inclusion and exclusion within the local context in 
the following sections. It will be shown that the multiple power-relations that 
charactensed young people's everyday lives had major implications on young 
people's use and experience of space and their feelings of wellbeing and of 
embeddedness within the rural community. Here, the dimensions of the 
negotiation of rural space and rural social relationships and political arenas are 
highly interwoven with each other. As already discussed in Chapter 3, however, 
these feelings of spatial belonging and attachment can play an important role 
with regard to young people's (future) out-migration plans. 
5.2 Young people's experiences of exclusion and 
inclusion within the local community 
Participants described multiple forms of inclusion and exclusion within 
the local environment which reflect on the dimension of the negotiation of social 
relations and political arenas. These experiences and perceptions revealed 
spaces of marginalisation as well as negotiation, contestation and rebellion 
referring to both structural forms of exclusion and young people's agency. Some 
spaces which young people referred to as inclusive, however, were the 
outcome of their negotiations with other community members and/or a reaction 
to experiences of exclusions. It means that young people developed multiple 
strategies to challenge and/or overcome forms of exclusion and to create their 
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own sense of space. A clear cut between experiences of inclusion and 
exclusion can therefore often not be made (see also Panelli 2002). 
5.2.1, Experiences of exclusion within the rural community 
Despite the general lack of facilities and services for young people within the 
region and their restricted mobility, respondents referred to a number of 
additional aspects that affected their use of space and their experiences of 
exclusion and marginalisation within the rural community. Those experiences 
were mainly centred on the following aspects: 
• Having restricted access to or being excluded from existing places 
• Lack of or limited support from adults/other community members to 
include young people 
In the following these aspects will be analysed in more detail to highlight the 
multiple ways young people dealt with and responded to these forms of 
exclusion. 
5.2.1.1. Restricted access to/ exclusion from places 
Participants' perceptions of exclusion were not only caused by the lack of 
facilities but also by the lack of access or their exclusions form existing local 
spaces. That young people were surrounded by open spaces and fields, for 
example, did not automatically mean that they always had access to these 
spaces (see also Matthews et al. 2000). With regard to this, a group of 16 year 
olds described that they had started to build a tree-house nearby their village. 
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Unfortunately this tree - like many other in the area - was under wildlife 
protection so that they were told off for building the tree house by adult 
community members. 
Young people also referred to the difficulties of gaining access to open 
spaces. Janine, for example, was living at a farm in a very remote area and 
highlighted that it was not easy for her to meet up with friends. There was no 
bus connection from her place of residence to other villages and towns in the 
afternoon. I asked her if it would not be possible to camp locally with friends at 
the weekends. 
NDS: (PE10G1/400)\x: Are people sometimes coming to your place to 
visit you? 
Janine: (hesitating) Sometimes. 
NDS: Well, but then it could be perfect to camp there for a weekend or 
do things like that. 
Stefan: Yes there is a field. 
Janine: Yes, there is a field. But, well - probably. But one would need to 
discuss that with the landlord beforehand and you hardly see him. And if 
you see him he is somewhere out in the fields. That's not so easy. 
In addition, participants found it sometimes difficult to approach adult 
gate keepers: 
Thomas (GY10G2/326)K: I mean we have a football pitch here, but it is 
always locked. You can't just go there. 
Markus: Well, you can go from the back; there is a hole in the fence. 
NDS: But couldn't you address this with the mayor or so? 
Thomas: Probably, but he doesn't live in our village, he lives somewhere 
else. 
Young people's experiences of restricted or regulated access to places 
were not only limited to natural sites and outdoor spaces. A high number of 
young people also referred to the lack of privacy at home with regard to their 
own rooms. This found its expression in young people's descriptions that they 
were, for example, forbidden to lock their rooms as parents wanted to know 
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what they were doing and be able to enter the room at any time. Several young 
people also referred to the problem that they were allowed to paint or to put 
posters up in their room as it was still their parent's property as the following 
example illustrates: 
Andre (GO10G2/450)x\: It is practically not my room. It still belongs to my 
parents and that is why I am not allowed to do any changes. And I never 
got a key for my room to lock it. Neither my brother because my parents 
want us to be always available for them. 
Participants thus often felt that they had only a restricted or no ownership 
of their own rooms. However, participants often developed multiple ways of 
contesting these experiences of exclusion. A number of participants highlighted, 
for example, that they had over-ruled the orders of one or both their parents 
with the support of another adult family member. 
Anna (GY8G2/373)\u: I am not allowed to put up posters. But my father 
was away for a weekend and that's when my mother and I did put the 
posters up together 
Such cooperation with an adult family member played an important role in the 
creation of spaces where young people felt home. Several participants also 
described that they escaped their parents' control through the creation of their 
own spaces in houses of nearby relatives. This ranged from using the shed in 
their grandparents' garden to the renovation of several rooms within the house 
of a relative that young people could use whenever they wanted to. 
These alternative ways of creating their own spaces gives an insight into 
ways how young people expressed their agency as they developed strategies to 
overcome restrictions and forms of exclusions that were caused by adults. This 
is in line with findings by Holloway and Valentine (2000) who have highlighted 
young people's potential to form such alliances with adults. These findings 
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indicate that family bindings still played an important role in participants' 
everyday life. It contradicts Beck's and Giddens' general assumption that family 
bindings loose their meaning in second modernity (see Chapter 2) and 
highlights that living contexts have a strong impact on the way young people 
experience their lives. 
5.2.1.2 Lack of support from adult community members 
With regard to experiences of exclusion within the rural community young 
people referred to the lack of support from adult community members to make 
spaces accessible to them. A group of 16 year olds described, for example, that 
adults were making false promises instead of supporting them to create even 
very simple leisure facilities within the village. 
NDS (PE10G1/290)x\u: Is there anything where you would say: that's 
what we really need? 
Amelie: Well, primarily there should be more for young people to do in 
our village. I mean, there is nothing to do really. 
Stefan: We don't even have a proper football pitch. 
NDS: Is it not possible to get a piece of land or something like that? 
Stefan: But they [the grown-ups] don't do it. That was the plan, but that's 
what they are planning to do since four years now. 
Young people were highly dependent on the support and decisions of 
adult community members. Without such support it was often difficult if not 
impossible for them to get access to spaces or create spaces for their own use. 
However, young people often found alternative ways to realise their aims. In this 
case, it resulted in an act of rebellion as young people decided to put pressure 
on adult community members to stick to their promises. They emphasised the 
need of a proper football pitch through (mis)using a space to play football that 
was of high value for the adults. 
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Stefan (PE10G1/299)\\\: Well, we bought some goals and now we play 
at the square of the village under protest of some people because they 
are scared of their timbered houses. 
While this demonstrates that young people used space occupation as an 
act of resistance against being neglected by adult community members it also 
needs to be highlighted that young people did run the nsk to be excluded even 
more through these kind of actions as they could be interpreted by adults as 
deviant behaviour. This could even result in deepening the conflict between 
local adults and youth. 
In the research process participants also identified a lack of knowledge 
about local opportunities to get involved in processes of decision making. They 
described that they rarely had the chance to talk to adult gate-keepers such as 
the mayors or politicians who made decisions that affected their everyday lives. 
Towards the end of the research project participants and I therefore decided to 
invite local mayors and representatives from the youth welfare office 
(Jugendamt) to discuss opportunities and limits of creating spaces for young 
people within the local context (see figure 5.1). 
Figure 5.1: Discussing options to create spaces for young people within the 
rural community. Workshop, November 2004 
(Source: Author) 
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The workshop discussions revealed the tensions and misunderstandings 
between adult gate keepers and young people. One mayor asked the 
participants of the project for example what they expected adults to do if they 
did not respond to the efforts of the community to include them and did not use 
spaces that were officially designed for them: 
/Wayor 2(workshop)\\: Well, I would really like to know from young 
people what they actually expect?! I mean if they are not a member of a 
club, if they don't like reading, if they don 't do anything meaningful with 
their friends what are they then expecting from adults, from communal 
politicians or their teachers? What do you actually want, what do you 
expect? 
The way the mayor addressed young people implied a devaluation of 
young people's everyday activities such as meeting up and hanging out with 
friends. From the mayor's point of view, such activities did not represent 
'meaningful activities'. This understanding corresponds with results from Panelli 
and her colleagues (2002) who showed that activities such as hanging out with 
friends were highly valued by young people but often devaluated by adult 
community members (see also Matthews et al. 1998). However, 'hanging out 
with friends' represents an important socio-spatial process for young people 
(Nairn et al. 2003). 
The problems and tensions such misconceptions or misunderstandings 
could cause for participants' everyday lives became clear in the focus group 
discussions. A group of 16 year olds described that their use of the bus stop 
had been perceived as a major disturbance by the local mayor and led to the 
demolition of this meeting place: 
Amelie (PE10G1/1d2)\\i. It [the bus stop] was knocked down. 
Stefan: We were too loud and then they knocked it down. 
NDS: You were too loud? 
Stefan: Yes. 
NDS: What did you do to be too loud at a bus stop? 
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Stefan: Well, when some are drunk... 
Amelia: It annoyed the mayor. And the mayor was voted out of office so 
he quickly knocked the bus stop down before that. 
NDS: And what is there now? 
Amelie: Nothing. For now we sit at the village square or at the village 
pond. 
Participants perceived the act of demolishing the bus stop as an 
expression of the community that their daily congregation was not welcomed 
and explained it with a general lack of understanding between adults and 
youths: 
Natalie (PE10G1/1082) xvii; Adults tend to forget that they have been 
children and young people themselves once and that they did the same 
bullshit as us, sometimes even worse if I think about the stories my mum 
had told me. 
This lack of understanding caused feelings of exclusion for young people 
within the local community. Young people also identified the lack of structural 
forms of inclusion in decision making processes. Jakob, for example, 
highlighted that formal ways of involvement were needed so that young people 
would get a say in their communities. 
NDS (GY10G2/340)KV\U: Do you feel like having a person to contact? Or 
what needs to be done so that young people have more of a say? 
Jakob: It should be like in school. We should have a youth representative 
who then goes to the mayor and discusses the issues. 
These experiences and feelings of exclusion, of lacking support from 
adult community members are not unique to young people's lives in rural East 
Germany. It has to be considered, however, that these regions are 
characterised by high outmigration rates of young people in particular which 
reinforces rather than reduces the differences between East and West Germany 
(see Chapter 1). To match political initiatives and to be able to offer young 
people an option to stay or to leave their region, these issues of exclusion within 
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the local community need to be taken into account as they play an important 
role with regard to young people's feeling of spatial attachment. This will be all 
the more important for the future of rural East German regions as financial 
resources and thus access to services and institutions for young people will 
decrease even further. 
5.2.2 Experiences of inclusion within the rural community 
Particularly with regard to the importance of experiences of participation 
and inclusion within the local context for young people's development of socio-
spatial attachment and their understanding of well being, the following sections 
aim to analyse the multiple forms of inclusions participants referred to that 
characterised their everyday lives. In addition to the experiences of inclusion 
which young people gained from cooperating with adults to overcome 
domination and restrictions set by (other) adults as described in the previous 
section, young people also referred to experiences of inclusion with regard to 
the following aspects: 
• Inclusion through positive social relations within the community 
• Inclusion connected with specific sites and spaces. These were 
described as: 
o Spaces of inclusion initiated by adult community members/ 
structural forms of inclusion 
o Spaces of inclusion as an outcome of a silent agreement 
with adult community members (allowing young people to 
create their own sense of participation) 
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These aspects will be analysed in more detail in the following sections. I 
want to highlight that I use the term 'community' with regard to Liepin's (2000) 
definition as a fluid and negotiated phenomenon which includes people, 
meanings, practices and spaces. Such understanding emphasises the meaning 
of social formations of power relations and helps to explore the rural through the 
notion of 'community'. 
5.2.2.1 Feelings of inclusion related to social relations within the 
community 
As already shown with regard to the alternative ways of creating their 
own spaces, family members who were living close by often played an 
important role in negotiating rural spaces. Being able to rely on such networks 
represented a source of support and resulted in feelings of inclusion. For the 
majority of participants it meant that grandparents, uncles and aunts as well as 
cousins, nieces and nephews were living down the road or in walking distance. 
That young people also perceived these close relationships as beneficial 
with regard to their own future plans became clear in a number of situations 
where participants expressed their wish to live with a close family member one 
day. 
Janine (GY8G2/204)\\\: Well, I would be very happy if I could live with 
my aunt because I get on with her very well, much better than with my 
parents. She has also already said that she will furbish up the attic for 
me. I will be able to move in there what I really like as I love to be with 
my cousins and my aunt. 
With regard to feelings of inclusion, a small number of young people also 
referred to the school as a place of inclusion. This was often connected with the 
feeling of being taken seriously by teachers and teachers showing interests in 
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their students' lives. Robert, for example, described that he found it really 
important and rewarding that his former school acknowledged the sport success 
he had outside of school through commenting on it positively within the school 
context. 
Robert (RE10G1/571)\\: When my name appears in the newspaper [due 
to receiving an award for sport-achievements] or so then some of my 
teachers approached me about it. 
Nadja: Yes, that happened to me as well. 
Robert: And then they congratulated me and did an announcement in 
school. I really liked it because it is nice to get positive feedback. It 
shows that teachers are interested what students make something out of 
their lives. 
Some participants expressed similar experiences although it was more 
common that young people referred to a lack of support and positive 
relationships with their teachers. It indicates that there might be potential within 
the school context to develop more supportive and inclusive relationships 
between teachers and students. 
5.2.2.2 Spaces given to or created for young people within the local 
community 
Young people referred to a number of sites and places that they liked and which 
they comfortably made use of. Some of these spaces were particularly 
designed for them by adult community members or 'given to young people' in 
the sense that they were allowed - more or less freely - to make use of these 
spaces. While participants mentioned these places in the focus group 
discussions the importance of such places for their everyday lives became 
particularly clear in the projects which they designed and conducted 
subsequently. 
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A group of young people, for example, highlighted the importance of a 
specific space in school which had been created for the students (see Figure 
5.2). They referred to a Schulerklub (students-club) which was run by the 
school's social worker and gave young people the opportunity to hang out and 
meet friends for playing snooker, cards, and table tennis and so on before 
school and during school breakes. A group of 14 year olds described this club 
as one of their favourite places to meet and hang out during the day: 
I)a gi6t ts Utftirt SdndMvkts umd (fttrimiff Mnsttus 
uw tu dtr grofin Pauu dort. rw-ur/im der & md 7. 
S<6uiaumJe oder nMcft derSciuU. Hir trtffn dan trruudi 
und fdUrd Tuciunmu. Tixhf^^ eU. Jimtk 
Hauuiufgiifn mucin uv don. Don k^nn mam suk gut 
6*sc6d/iigem. unm mam eimt fmstmrndt kat Okmt dem Omi 
u ussten av mtckt. uo uv tm nmtr tmslumdt kimgekem 
soOirm. amfifrdem wAn ti CanguftGg 
The students-club (G08project)xxi: You can get really good sandwiches and drinks there. We 
go there most of the time for our lunch break or after school. We meet friends there and play 
pool, table tennis, and table soccer and stuff like that. We also do our homework there. You 
have a lot of things to do in case you have a free period in between lessons. We wouldn t 
know where to go during these breakes without the club. It would also be really boring 
Figure 5.2: Young people's photo guide: The students-club 
(Source: Excerpt from the photo guide produced by young people from Rbbel ) 
Other situations where young people felt included were when they had 
been given spaces for their own use. A group of 16 years olds described in this 
context a youth club in one of the neighbour-villages which they really liked. 
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They highlighted, that this club was very special because it was led by young 
people. Participants felt that they thus had much more freedom in this youth 
club than in other places: 
Doreen (GO10G1/1159)xx\\: In [name of a nearby village] there is no 
adult managing it [the youth club] any more. I mean, some youths are 
already 22 years old and the youngest are around 14 years. But there is 
no one watching over them. They get the key from the mayor and 
sometimes somebody comes around to check if everything is fine. But it 
works out really well. I like to go there. 
Other participants reported similar experiences. One group, for example, 
had been given an old caravan from the local community for their own use and 
had put a lot of effort into it. They had developed a strong feeling of space-
ownership as they had turned the caravan into their own place through 
redecorating and fixing it. Young people thus enjoyed the freedom to create 
their own space which included that they did invest their own money in the 
caravan. They felt that they were responsible for it. At the same time, these 
participants highlighted, that it gave them the rights to decide how to make use 
of this space (which could even include demolishing it). 
5.2.2.3 Creating spaces 
In addition to spaces that were provided for young people within the 
community or that young people were officially allowed to use, respondents also 
referred to the creation of their own places. This often meant that young people 
made use of infrequently used, unused or even abandoned community spaces 
in a way that made sense to them. Adult comnriunity members were often aware 
of young people using these spaces and tolerated it in form of a silent 
agreement. 
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This gave participants the freedom to use these places for their own 
purposes or even to make them their own through re-designing and decorating 
them. A group of 14 year old students from the Regionalschule described, for 
example, that they had created their own youth club in one of the washing 
rooms within their housing complex. They thus developed their own sense of 
space which matched their interests and needs. 
Young people also occupied places which had been abandoned or not 
used by other community members. A group of 16 year olds from the 
Gymnasium, for example, had profited from an abandoned caravan which one 
of their friend's parents did not use any more. 
Katharina (G01OG1/401 )xxui: Well, if the weather is good we go to the 
camping site. We have a caravan there. 
NDS: Really? What do you mean: we have a caravan there. You and 
your family? Or you and your friends? 
Katharina: No, with friends. 
NDS: That's interesting. And how did you organise this? 
Katharina: Well, originally it belonged to the parents of a friend of mine. 
But they got divorced and left it open. So we have furbished it up a bit. 
NDS: And you can meet there whenever you want? 
Katharina: Yes. 
Young people thus got access to specific spaces through an unspoken 
agreement with adults. This example further highlights again that young people 
were actively taking part in processes of creating spaces for themselves within 
the local environment, often spending a lot of time, effort and even money into 
these projects. 
In addition, participants also used public places to meet and hang out 
with their friends. They often referred to the bus stop as a central meeting point 
where they met up with other youths on a daily basis. Young people highlighted, 
that the bus stop was often placed centrally in the village allowing them to pass 
by several times a day. Further, it meant that they could see who arrived and 
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left the village or town allowing informal chats with a range of people. The 
following excerpt from a photographic tour through their town (see Figure 5.3) 
can be seen as representative for the ways young people made use of the bus 
stop. 
The bus stop (GOSproject) ' : This is our favourite place in Robel 
The bus stop was rebuilt. After school we frequently go to buy a Doner and then we sit at the 
roofed bus stop. From there you can see when busses arrive, who gets on and off and 
sometimes you meet other friends. Some also just come to have a smoke. Most of the time 
we sit at the bus station although our bus leaves from the stop next to the spa. But there is 
more happening at the bus station. 
Figure 5.3: Young people's photo guide: The bus stop 
(Source: Excerpt out of the commented photo guide produced by young people from Rbbel. 
Included with their permission) 
The local bus stop thus often represented an important space for social 
interaction between local youths. They connected feelings of familiarity and 
comfort with this place as they came there to have a smoke, to meet, chat and 
eat. 
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It seemed that It was always well known in the villages and towns that 
young people used this public space to hang out with their peers. It could 
already been shown, however, that young people's use of public spaces was a 
highly sensitive topic in the communities and that it depended on the good-will 
of adult gatekeepers if young people could make use of such spaces (see 
example of bus stop demolition in the previous section). It meant that young 
people's use of open community spaces were highly unstable as their 
acceptance In these spaces was determined by adults. 
Although young people's relations to adults represent one of the key 
dimensions that characterised their everyday lives, geographers have 
increasingly highlighted that relations between young people also have a major 
Impact on their perception and use of space (see Matthews, Limb & Percy-
Smith 1998; Tucker & Matthews 2001; Panelll 2002). This was confirmed In the 
focus group discussions revealing the importance of power relations amongst 
young people. In the following i will analyse these relations which had a major 
effect on young people's use and perception of space. 
5.2.3 Power relations amongst young people 
Participants' descriptions of their daily lives revealed that power relations 
among them had a major impact on the way they made use of, perceived and 
experienced their local space. This became particularly clear in the way 
participants spoke about their peers and other groups of young people within 
the area. In a focus group discussion a group of 16 year olds discussed, for 
example, the reasons why a social worker seemed to have difficulties finding 
young people to help redecorate an old house and thus developing their own 
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space within community. While this group of young people could only assume 
the reasons as they came from another village it is striking that they explained 
the lack of interest in such project through power relations amongst young 
people: 
NDS (RE10G1/524)\\\ : The social worker says that there is nothing else 
for young people [in the village] but they still don t come to help her. Do 
you have an explanation for that? 
Robert: Probably it is because the' wrong ones' were there in the past. 
Nadja: Yes, probably it is like it is here. 
Robert: Well, here it is like this: I would not there [to the local youth club] 
on principle because I know who went there in the past. It was the 'wrong 
ones' and I don't want to go there. I would not want that they come back. 
Participants thus indicated that specific groups of young people used 
specific spaces in the local community. This implied that access to such places 
needed to be negotiated amongst youths. It sometimes meant that young 
people avoided specific places because they knew other youth groups were 
meeting there. Some participants even reported that they avoided specific local 
and regional spaces because they feared or felt threatened by a specific group 
of young people (see also Matthews, Limb & Percy-Smith 1998; Elsley 2004). 
References to such feelings of fear in this project were mainly made with regard 
to groups of right radical youths (referred to as: 'Nazis ' or 'Rechte'). A group of 
14 year old participants discussed, for example, the frequent gathering of right 
wing extremists at petrol stations within the region: 
Janine (GY8G2/707)\\\ \: I heard that it is particularly bad with right wing 
extremists in Dammbeck. 
Silke: Yeah, Dammbeck is bad as well. They always meet there at the 
petrol station to buy schnapps and all this stuff. And they buy cigarettes 
there as well. 
Angle: When I come back from my grandpa in the evenings and it is 
already dark than they all stand there, the skinheads and Nazis at the 
petrol station in Wittstock and get drunk. 
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In addition to regional meeting places of this specific group of youths 
participants also referred to local spaces that were occupied or used by 
skinheads. It became clear in the interviews that young people often tried to 
avoid such spaces. 
Anja (GO10G1/733)\\\u: They [the Nazis] are always in the Muiticuiti 
[local kebab shop] or the Eiche [local pub] which is closed now. 
NDS: What was the Eiche? A pub. I guess? 
Melanie: Yes. a pub. You could always find the Rechten in there. 
Anja: And it was always scary to walk along there at night (...).They 
always drank loads and then they started beating each other up and 
throwing bottles. And when you walked along there on your own. then -
no. Well I think it was pretty dangerous. 
These forms of spatial arrangements, however, did not only restrict 
young people. Their knowledge about these spatial arrangements also allowed 
young people to find and create local niches and enabled them to strategically 
(re)act and to negotiate their access to and use of local spaces. Melanie, for 
example, who had highlighted that right wing extremist met in a specific pub and 
that it was dangerous to walk there on her own found a way of minimising the 
risk of getting involved: 
Melanie (GO10G1/740)\\\ \u: I never walked along there [the pub where 
right wing extremists met]. I always went to the other side of the street 
and I never passed it on my own. 
Anja: Me neither. 
This example demonstrates that young people found ways to resist the 
dominance of other young people. Participants further made use of this local 
knowledge in deciding who they wanted to hang out with. Tanja. for example 
highlighted that she did not like skate boarders and the type of girls that hang 
out with them. She thus decided to avoid typical meeting places of this group of 
young people: 
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Tanja (GY8G2/699)xxix: Well, at the half-pipe you can find all these 
skaters and these trendy girls but I wouldn't want to go there because I 
don't like skaters and I can't stand these little girls. They are so cool and 
run around with their handbags, these Britney Spears listeners. And that 
is why I would never try to make or even talk to somebody there. I rather 
prefer to be on my own. 
While the examples Indicate that young people used local spaces 
differently with regard to their interests and lifestyles It also became clear that 
different age groups used local spaces differently. Amelle, for example, liked the 
local youth club but did not use the local youth club because her age group was 
not represented there: 
Amelie (GY10G1/141)xxx: Well, we have a youth club which is pretty 
cool. But on one side there are always the 13 year olds and on the other 
side the 28 year olds [that hang around there]. 
NDS: And where are you then? 
Amelie: Well, we don't go there at all. 
The Impact of the dimension of age on young people's use of space also 
became apparent in the commented photo guide a group of 14 year olds 
developed during the research. This group of participants did capture the most 
important places for young people within their town and referred to places such 
as the sundial as typical meeting places for the local youths (see Figure 5.4), 
However, these 14 year olds pointed out that they themselves were not using 
this space at it was a well known meeting place for the older ones: 
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The sundial (GOSproject) xxxi: The sundial is close to the youth club. It is a small sitting area 
where older youths meet However, we don't go there 
Figure 5.4: Young people's photo guide: The sundial 
(Source: Excerpt from the photo guide produced by young people from Robel Included with 
their permission) 
This age-specific usage of local spaces was often common local 
knowledge among young people. This did not mean that these spatial 
arrangements were not negotiated or challenged. But they formed an important 
dimension with regard to young people's spatial perception equipping them with 
an understanding of the geographies of youths within their area. 
Space thus played a very important role with regard to young people's 
identity construction as specific groups occupied or made use of specific 
spaces, which directly or indirectly restricted or excluded others. It confirms with 
research findings by Matthews, Limb and Percy-Smith (1998) who highlight that 
specific groups of young people are identified by their territory (see also Massey 
1998; Robinson 2000). Young people used this knowledge about the local 
geographies of youth to (re)construct and establish or even to avoid spaces that 
were used by and thus associated with specific groups and lifestyles. 
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Participants' knowledge about the geographies of youth should thus be 
understood as an Important resource to (re)create, negotiate and challenge 
existing power hierarchies amongst them. These 'local geographies of youth' 
represent a key aspect of what Matthews, Limb and Percy-Smith (1998: 193) 
have described as the 'spatial-temporal map of experience'. In line with findings 
by Nairn et al. (2003) and Panelll et al. (2002) these examples show that young 
people develop their own strategies to challenge, for example, a restricted use 
of space or to defend or even invade a space that is known to be used by 
another group of youths. Such strategies can be understood as an expression 
of young people's agency through which they constantly negotiate rural spaces 
(see Panelll 2002). 
The participatory research approach helped to analyse such negotiations 
as it allowed participants to reflect on their own use of their local environment 
and to capture their experiences in, for example, a photographic guide through 
their local town. While, for example, age or gender specific usage of and access 
to places were often touched on in the focus group discussions it was often the 
small research project participants developed which gave a deeper insight Into 
power-relations amongst youth. It indicates that deeper insights can be gained 
by involving young people in the research desing and conduct. 
While the previous sections have analysed participants' understanding of 
growing up rural the following sections will focus on their perceptions and 
experiences of growing up in a post-socialist country. 
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5.3 Growing up in the rural East: disadvantage -
opportunity - or both? 
Regarding young people's soclo-spatlal identity construction It became 
apparent that perceptions and experiences of East-West German differences 
and thus young people's East German residency had a major Impact on young 
people's everyday lives. Young people on the one hand (re)produced popular 
stereotypes about persisting differences between East and West Germany as 
well as between East and West Germans. In this context, they often described 
themselves as 'East Germans'. At the same time, however, participants 
highlighted that the changes and uncertainties that were connected with 
reunification had very different implications for them and older (East German) 
generations like their parents and grandparents. Participants developed their 
own understanding of personal opportunities and restrictions. This had a major 
impact on the strategies they developed to overcome disadvantages, and, more 
importantly, their perception of personal chances, risks and limitations. 
The following sections analyse participants' self-positioning in reunified 
Germany and highlight which conclusions they draw from these understandings 
and how it affected their present day lives. It will be shown that previous 
explanations, which link East German identity constructions to experiences of 
devaluation (see Meulemann 1998; Pollack & Pickel 1998; Pollack 2000) do not 
(sufficiently) cover young people's experiences and understandings and that we 
might need to rethink categories such as East and West German when referring 
to this first generation that have grown up In unified Germany. 
5.3.1 Young people's self-positioning in a reunified Germany: 
"Of course I am East German! I was born here!" 
Like Sven (16 years old), the majority of participants described 
themselves as 'East German': "Of course I am East German! I was born here!". 
But what did they connect with 'being East German' and how can such an 
identification be explained considering that these young people represented the 
first generation that was born at the time of reunification? Does it mean that 
their self-description of being East German is an expression of a distanciation 
from the Western capitalist world? Could this then further be explained as the 
outcome of the transformation process reflecting East Germans experiences of 
not being socially accepted as discussed with regard to East Germans who 
were - at least partly - socialised in the G D R (see Meulemann 1998; Woderich 
1999)? This would, indeed, strengthen the hypothesis that East German youths 
perceive themselves as the 'losers of reunification'. 
The focus-group discussions revealed, however, that such explanations 
do not sufficiently reflect the multiple ways young people experience and make 
sense of the transformation processes. The following sections show that 
although young people referred to and (re)produced popular stereotypes that 
describe general differences between East and West Germans, they had their 
own way of translating them for their own life-situation. 
5.3.2 Eastern restrictions - Western options 
Research participants were between 14 and 16 years old which meant 
that they were born In the year of, or even up to two years after reunification. 
They thus represent the first generation growing up in the eastern part of 
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only the case for [the village she lives in] but for the whole region. It is 
different in West Germany, though. 
The majority of participants identified economic disadvantages as the key 
reason for East-West German differences. It was surprising, however, that 
young people hardly drew any connection between this identified disadvantage 
and their rural residency although they identified other dimensions clearly as 
rural disadvantages (see Chapter 5). According to Robert (16), East-West 
German differences even became apparent in the way how jobs were 
accessed: 
Robert (RE10G4/222)\xx\u: I think the only way to get a job in East 
Germany is through connections. That is quite different in the West. 
Here, I have heard a lot of people saying: my father works there and now 
I got a job there too. That never happens in the West. There, you do your 
interview and then they choose the one who is best qualified for the Job. 
And I prefer it that way. 
Participants explained these differences not, for example, with the 
meaning of social networks within rural communities. They rather interpreted 
their daily life experiences within the framework of East-West German 
otherness even though they identified a clear rural-urban divide with regard to 
other dimensions of their everyday life experiences like the access to leisure 
time activities, as already elaborated previously in this chapter. 
It means that young people perceived the lack of job opportunities as the 
result of their East German rather than their rural residency. It was understood 
as a spatial disadvantage that affected not only young people but rather 
everybody who was growing up and living in this disadvantaged part of the 
country. It indicates that young people perceived themselves rather as living in 
a marginalised East German region than as marginalised rural citizens or 
marginalised (rural) youth. 
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The analysis of young peoples' understanding of personal limits and 
chances further revealed that the reunification process was perceived as having 
created new chances and opportunities. Being asked which major changes had 
been connected with reunification of the two German states, participants often 
emphasised that their job opportunities had opened up. 
NDS (G08G2/1598)\xx'\\': What do you think has improved since 
reunification? 
Dirk: Job situation. 
NDS: Did it improve? Why do you think so? 
Dirk: Well, one can do more than before. 
Participants thus referred to increased career opportunities that were the 
outcome of reunification. Access to the West German job market was perceived 
as a chance to overcome regional disadvantages as job opportunities in East 
Germany were highly restricted. 
Daniel (16) (GIOGxx): I think my chances here are very poor. But there 
are lots of jobs in West Germany. 
Sandra (16): I would advise everybody to go to West Germany. The 
wages there are much higher and you have much better chances to find 
a Job. 
In accordance with this, Janine pointed out that young people now had 
far more opportunities than their parents as people's mobility was highly 
restricted In the GDR: 
Janine fGO70G2/250/^^^; All in all we have lots of chances. If we want a 
good Job, we can go to the West. Our parents couldn't do that. 
It means that participants described the reunification process with regard 
to the new opportunities and chances that were connected with it. This Indicates 
that participants rated their personal chances not just in relation to the local or 
regional but on a national if not international scale. 
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References to better living conditions and job opportunities in West 
Germany as indicated in table 5.2 were used by young people to highlight these 
new chances rather than to question or denounce East-West German 
inequalities. That means identifying socio-economic inequalities between the 
eastern and the western German part did not result in a call for political 
intervention or the need to challenge these disadvantages. Nor did it lead to a 
general feeling of marginalization or exclusion. Young people rather seemed to 
focus on opportunities and chances that had emerged beyond the rural/local 
context they were growing up in. 
Identifying socio-economic disadvantages as East German and therefore 
as the disadvantage of a physically confined geographical area had major 
effects on young people's plans to leave or stay within the region. Being asked 
how they perceived the possibility to move to West Germany, young people 
often stressed that they saw it as an option to overcome their disadvantaged 
position. 
NDS (G10G3/992): Do you actually feel that you are forced to go to the 
West? 
Paul: Forced not, it is more that we want to go. 
Anika: That we want to go! 
Paul: Yeah, we want to go somewhere where we firstly find a secure job 
and secondly where we will have more money than here. 
Sven (PE10G2/716)xxx\'\: What does that mean 'being forced'? No, I 
really want to leave and you know, to get a good job you have to be 
willing to give something up. 
The majority of participants connected the idea of going to West 
Germany with a strong feeling of being able to realise their personal careers 
and life ambitions. The option of future migration was thus understood as an 
expression of individual choice: 
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Frederike (G8G4/269): I really want to go to the West; I think that I will 
have really good chances there. 
Anna (GY8G4/289)xxxyu: Well (laughing) I don't have any problem with it 
[the fact that West Germany is differentj I even want to go there because 
I think that I will have better chances in that society and that I will find my 
own way. I mean, I find my own way here as well... 
With regard to their future careers participants thus highlighted their 
options of moving to the West to build their own lives. It means that participants 
did not refer to themselves as the 'victims' or 'loser' of reunification. However, 
the focus group discussions revealed that young people's perceptions of East-
West German differences were much more complex than this. It also included 
understandings of fundamental and persisting differences between East and 
West Germans. The following section analyses where such understandings 
originated from and how they affected young people's everyday lives. 
5.3.3 A unified country? Egotistic West Germans -
'solidarische'^^ East Germans 
Although young people highlighted the new opportunities that West 
Germany offered them they at the same time referred to fundamental 
differences between East and West Germans that showed a clear preference 
for East German characteristics (Table 5.3). 
This word cannot be easily translated as this adjective does not exist in English. It comes from 
the noun 'Solidaritat' ('solidarity') and describes people who share a feeling of unity resulting 
from common interests, feelings or sympathies. 
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Germany that has not experienced living in the socialist G D R themselves. With 
regard to young people's socio-spatial identity construction it had therefore to 
be questioned how young people positioned them in the wider East-West 
German context, how they experience social disadvantages, and how this 
aifected their present day lives. 
In the first focus group discussions it became apparent that the strong 
distinction between East and West Germany represented an important context 
of participants every day life experiences. Young people referred to popular 
stereotypes which also characterise the public discourse on the dichotomous 
character of the East-West German relationship. The following table (5.2) gives 
an overview of the aspects participants identified as key differences between 
East and West Germany and between East and West Germans. 
Situation in East Germany Situation in West Germany 
Poor job situation More jobs 
o Lower salary Higher salary 
Q. Types of jobs restricted Variety of jobs available 
w O k_ Getting a job Is dependent on Getting a job is dependent on 0) 
0 . connections personal qualification 
Table 5.2: Young people's perceptions of differences between East and West 
Germany 
(Source: Author) 
It became clear that participants perceived reunified Germany as still 
dominated by an East-West German divide. They characterised East Germany 
as being disadvantaged due to the poor and therewith highly restricted job 
opportunities and low salaries. 
Anja (GY8G4/272)xxxu: I think the disadvantage we have living on the 
countryside is that there are not enough jobs for us. I mean, this is not 
19. 
Typical for East Germans Typical for West Germans 
Modest and caring Arrogant, big-headed and selfish 
c Creative/innovative Throw-away/consumer mentality 
,o Team-player No team-player 
rc
ep
i 
Patronizing attitude towards East 
Germans 
0) 
O. Poorly informed about East 
Germany (Geography) 
Table 5.3: Young people's perceptions of differences between East and West 
Germans (Source: Author) 
Referring to popular stereotypes young people described East Germans 
very positively as being open, helpful, creative and sociable. In contrast to this. 
West Germans were characterised as egotistic, consumer-oriented and 
particularly arrogant towards East Germans. Young people referred to popular 
stereotypes, like the arrogance of West Germans, who are know-alls and often 
have a lot of money which 'ruins their character' (see also Schlottmann 2005). 
Young people highlighted that this was not only their own, personal 
perception but that it was, for example, also apparent in the way West Germans 
presented themselves on TV: 
Nadine (Go8G2/1385\x\\n\): The Wessis are always so arrogant. 
Irina: Mhm. 
Nadine: Well, you even see it on TV. For example when they do the 
news, they always come across as arrogant. 
How deep this perception of East-West differences was rooted became 
particularly clear in participants' descriptions of their own experiences with West 
German young people. Nadine for example had to confess, that the West 
Germans she had met did not fit her image of the arrogant I/I/ess/. However, this 
did not result in a revision of her prejudices against West Germans. 
Nadine (G08G2/1393)\\\\\: Well, when we went on a trip with our class 
there were some [young people] from the West. I thought: oh my god, 
arrogant, but actually they were completely normal, just like us. But in 
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general the things you hear [about West Germans] - you just think: oh 
my god, help. 
This quote demonstrates that the 'things you hear' about western 
Germans seemed to have a deep impact on young people's understanding of 
differences between East and West. Even though their personal experiences 
did not always confirm the negative image of the arrogant West German, it did 
not guarantee a more differentiated view or a reconciliation of this perception. It 
indicates that the discourse of fundamental differences between East and West 
Germans represented a dominant context young people were growing up in. 
Such differences seemed to be confirmed and reproduced particularly by the 
expenences and narrations of adults. 
To understand how such images could co-exist with participants positive 
perceptions of western opportunities the following section will explore the 
multiple dimensions that affected young people's understanding of the East-
West German relationship and their own positioning within this context. 
5.3.4 Easf-M^esf differences: a matter of heritage rather than 
personal experience 
Young people highlighted that differences between East and West 
Germans still existed. Moreover, they referred to the persistence of the 
German-German divide. 
Melanie (GO10G3/783)\\: ... it will always be like this between East and 
West. 
Patrick: That can 't be overcome. 
NDS: Why not? What are these fundamental differences that can't be 
overcome? 
Patrick: Well, everybody says it! That is, the wall did only fall in some 
heads. The rest still exists. The differences are just too big. 
NDS: Can you name some? I mean we discussed the different salaries. 
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Patrick: Yeah, living standard is different as well. I think there are more 
general differences and I know a lot of people that distinguish East and 
West. You can't overcome that. I don't know. 
Anja: In the past [times of the GDR] it [the differences] was burned in 
everybody, like in our parents. And when they talk about it now then they 
burn it in their own child and so on. 
Melanie: Yeah, it is an endless circle. 
Participants had problems giving reasons for the origin of such 
fundamental differences. Moreover, it became clear that they lacked a deeper 
understanding of the causes of the proclaimed 'East-West German otherness'. 
That 'everybody says it' (GO10G3/786) was often seen as sufficient proof to 
accept the East-West German divide as real and persistent. 
Anja highlighted in this context that young people were growing up with 
this differentiation the same way their parents had grown up with the Wall. It 
means that the dichotomous relationship between the two German parts was 
perceived as 'naturally given'. The origin of the differences was located in a time 
when they were not even born. 
NDS (GY8G4/292)\\\: Why do you actually talk about it [the situation in 
East and West Germany] as if they were two societies? 
Manuela: I have explained it last time already: because I was educated 
like this. 
Anna: Yes, me too. 
NDS: That those two different worlds still exist? 
Manuela: Yes. 
Anna (GY8G4/298)\\u: Well, my father educated me in the way that it is 
nothing bad, that they [West Germans] are just like this but that he has 
been educated differently. I don't know. They are just always on their 
own, peculiar and we are a team I would say. 
Participants' description that the notion of West German 'otherness' 
represented a fundamental aspect of their socialisation indicated that their 
understanding of the East-West German relationship was not the outcome of 
their own personal experiences. Referring particularly to their parents and 
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grandparents participants argued that they had inherited a perception of West 
Germans as being very different. Some even argued that they had grown up in 
an atmosphere of clear antipathy against West Germans and the West. 
Manuela for example expressed that she would never move to the western part 
of the country. 
Manuela (GY8G3/659)\Vu\: I was reared in the sense that the West is 
bad. I don't want to go to the West. 
However, being asked what they knew about the G D R and what life was 
like before reunification, young people knew surprisingly little about their 
parents' and grandparents' lives or their experiences of the reunification 
process. Participants found it hard to relate to the 'past' of their parents. This 
found its expression, for example, in Maja's attempt to describe how people 
experienced the collapse of the G D R : 
Maja (PE10G2/402f: You have to imagine that suddenly the country 
you have been living in is gone and you can't go back. Everything 
changes over night. I think, that is terrible, I can't imagine how people 
must have felt. 
It is significant, that Maja did not refer to her own parents' experiences. It 
seemed as if she talked about a historical incident that had happened 
somewhere else in the world and to which she had no relation whatsoever. This 
was explained by young people by the fact that they had never lived in the G D R 
themselves. 
Anja (GO10G2/125f'': Well, we do not know what it was like to live in the 
GDR. None of us knows. We haven't been there, so we can't tell. 
Participants thus did not show evidence of any particular insider-
knowledge about their families' past. This also found its expression in Sven's 
(16) reply to the question what he knew about the GDR. In his response he 
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referred to a popular German movie "The Tunnel"^^ which he had seen on TV at 
the time of the research. This reference to a TV movie, rather than to private 
experiences of family members or friends, demonstrates that the G D R was 
often perceived as an unknown and somehow inaccessible world for young 
people. 
5.3,5 Critical voices on proclaimed East-West German 
differences 
Some participants, however, were not only (re)producing the 
dichotomous understanding of East-West German differences but reflected 
more critically on the proclaimed 'otherness' of West Germans. This became 
clear in a focus group discussion with students from the Gymnasium where the 
expressed antipathy of one girl was challenged by one of her peers. 
NDS (GY8G3/663)x\vi: But why is the West so awful? 
Manuela: I don't know, I really don't know. I have just been brought up 
like this. 
Tanja: Well, my father can't stand the gays either and I think they are 
cute. I mean, I don't always conform to what my parents think. 
Tanja emphasised that young people were able to draw their own 
conclusions and opinions about other people. Highlighting that her father also 
had prejudices against other groups of people she indirectly questioned the 
authority of parental judgement. 
Other participants similarly criticised adults who were creating a one-
sided and very negative picture of West Germans. Martin, for example, 
This movie was released in 2001 and dealt with the attempt to dig a tunnel between East and 
West Berlin to free some East German families and help them escape to the West. 
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explained that he always gets angry when people give an over-generalised 
picture of West Germans. 
Martin (RE10G3/170)\W\\: I am hopping mad sometimes when a teacher 
starts to mock the Wessis. But when you have been out with a Wessi all 
day and he is actually not any different than an Ossi, then you are 
actually in the position to say something against it when the teacher 
claims that the Wessis steal everything from us ... like the Wessis steal 
land from the Ossis, 
It is important to note, however, that Martin's father was West German. 
Martin thus had a very personal reason and experiences to question the 
dichotomous understanding of the East-West German relationship and the 
negative connoted image of the greedy West German who 'steals everything' 
from the East Germans. Martin perceived it as his right to question the authority 
of his teachers on this topic as he was actually living with close family members 
from the 'other part of the country'. 
It has to be highlighted, however, that only few participants expressed 
such criticism. Those who did often had close relatives living in West Germany 
and went there frequently to visit them. They had frequent contact as well as 
personal relations with West Germans. It indicates that young people who were 
lacking such personal connections were more likely to (re)produce the 
dichotomous perception of East and West Germans. 
Some more participants expressed their unease about the stereotypes 
connected with East German youth. Although right wing radicalism was not one 
of the main topics in the focus group discussions two out of nine groups wanted 
to address the issue in their self-developed research projects. Young people 
expressed that they felt that East German youth was all too often presented in 
the media as fascistic and xenophobic and they wanted to challenge this one-
sided image by conducting interview projects with peers (see Appendix E). It 
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indicates that young people felt that the East-West German stereotypes could 
have a negative impact on them and that they were looking for ways how to 
challenge such perceptions. The project was seen as one way of being giving a 
voice and to actively challenge the discourse on the East German otherness. 
The final projects were printed as brochures and students wanted them to be 
distributed amongst all participating schools as teaching matehal (see also 
Chapter 4). It indicates that the participatory approach helped to getting young 
people's voices heard and that participants showed a high interest to make use 
of this opportunity. 
5.3.6 Who benefits and who struggles? Young peoples' 
understanding of the impact of growing up in East Germany 
The majority of participants highlighted that socialist experiences and 
values still had a major impact on their parents' present-day life. It indicates that 
people's experiences in post-socialist countries are often still shaped by norms 
and values which were developed in the socialist past (see Chapter 2). At the 
same time participants argued, however, that the transformation process 
affected them differently than the older generations, as they had actually not 
experienced living in a socialist country themselves. The differentiation between 
those who grew up under socialism such as their parents and grandparents and 
those who were born into a unified country like themselves became particularly 
clear in Anna's description of the differences between her own and her father's 
present day life: 
Anna (15): My father always says that he could not survive in the West 
as he grew up in a completely different world. So he has to stay here. He 
taught me that the West Germans are different but that it is not their fault, 
really, and they are not really bad. They are just different. My dad 
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believes that I will do fine there and I think so too. I really want to go 
there to find a good job and I know I won't have any problems there at 
all; it is just that my father is too old now to live there. 
Anna made a clear distinction between her father's and her own (future) 
life. The East, according to Anna's explanation, still offered a safe place for her 
father to live while the West represented the world of 'capitalism' which he was 
not used to and within which he could not survive. This understanding implied 
that not only different values and attitudes were connected with growing up in a 
socialist and capitalist country but that the Eastern and Western German parts 
were still divided along this line and that different skills were needed to survive 
in each part of the country. 
From this point of view people who were socialised in the G D R were 
often perceived by participants as facing more problems with the transformation 
process than the younger generation, because it seemed nearly impossible for 
them to build a bridge between their socialist upbringing and capitalism. Young 
people described the older generations often as being trapped spatially in the 
East German part unable to survive in the capitalist West. It became clear in the 
focus group discussions, that young people often understood socialism as 'the 
past' whilst the West was perceived as 'the future', offering new opportunities of 
a capitalist world. For Anna, it was clear that she had to physically move and 
thus leave her father as well as East Germany behind to be able to build her 
own life in reunified (Western) Germany. East Germany was from this point of 
view perceived as a good place to spend their holidays (see Tanja, GY8G3/629) 
or to return to after retirement (see Robert, RE10G4/210) rather than a place for 
young people to live and build up their careers. 
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Anna's quote brings to the point what the majority of participants 
repeatedly highlighted during the focus group discussions: that reunification had 
opened new opportunities and chances. These chances, however, were mainly 
open for the young generation. East Germany was perceived as a place of 
stagnation which offered young people only very limited opportunities for their 
future lives, as it was still closely linked with its socialist past. This was 
explained on the one hand with the poor socio-economic situation, an outcome 
of the collapse of the socialist system and the transformation process. On the 
other hand, it was strengthened by young people's perception that the older 
generations were often unable or unwilling to make use of the new 
opportunities, because they were still affected by their socialist upbringing. Even 
though there were differences amongst young people with regard to their 
willingness and wish to migrate to the West, the majority of participants shared 
this understanding. It indicates that the discourse on still existing East-West 
German differences did build an important part of young people's understanding 
of people's living conditions in unified Germany. It furthermore corresponded 
with the dominant public inner-German discourse on the still existent East 
German otherness as (re)produced in the media (see Horschelmann 2001, 
2002, 2007; Schlottmann 2005) 
This understanding that new chances had emerged with reunification but 
were spatially uneven distributed explains why young people described their 
present day life chances often in such ambiguous way as discussed at the 
beginning of this Chapter. It is an expression of young peoples' understanding 
that new (western) options were perceived as already existent and thus, in 
general, available but not yet accessible because young people were still living 
in the East. Participants perceived themselves as presently, and thus 
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temporarily, excluded from such new opportunities. However, it seemed 
possible for participants to overcome this disadvantage through migration. 
This understanding of new opportunities for the younger generations 
explains why participants expressed a lack of understanding for the way some 
parents' and other (East German) adults perceived the transformation process. 
In this context they described, for example, that a high number of adults called 
for the reconstruction of the Wall and thus for the revitalisation of the socialist 
state. 
Melanie (GO10G3/657x\yu\): Some people say they would really like to 
have the wall back. I really don't get that. 
Participants generally explained this longing for former times as a 
reaction to the lack of security and stability which their parents' and 
grandparents' generations were experiencing. 
Sebastian (RE10G3/22d)\\i\: "[My parents] always had work [in the 
GDR], which means they never had to worry because they had a job ... 
over here [today], however, it is the other way around. You are glad if 
you find a job at all" 
It has to be highlighted that Sebastian contrasted living conditions in the 
socialist G D R with conditions 'over here'. While referring to the same 
geographical region he drew a clear line between the time before and after 
reunification. It indicates that participants could on the one hand understand 
why some of their parents wished to go back to the past. On the other hand, 
however, living conditions had drastically changed, making it impossible to 'go 
back'. They were living 'over here' now, in unified Germany. The wish of 
returning to socialist times was thus not shared by young people as the 
following discussion illustrates: 
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Claudia (RE10G3/232)\: Well, principally they just want the wall back, 
that is their opinion, but its not mine. 
NDS: That's the opinion of your parents? 
Claudia: Yes. 
Martin: Yes, but then they don't think about it properly. They might say: 
wall back! But when the wall comes back then there is no McDonalds, no 
Burger King, and no Coke. 
Participants highlighted that the fall of the Wall had not only created the 
opportunity to access the western job-market but also western consumer 
cultures. The socialist state to which the older generations referred was 
characterised by an ideology which had demonised these influences and 
isolated its inhabitants (even physically) from the West. This was seen by 
participants as a major restriction of personal choices and chances. For them it 
was time to move on and to make use of the new opportunities that had 
emerged with reunification. From this point of view the aim to revitalise East 
German products or the desire to turn back time expressed by the older 
generation seemed inappropriate and undesirable. 
Participants also complained about the role of the media, particularly TV 
programmes and newspapers, in reproducing stereotypes of nostalgic East 
Germans: 
Peter (GO10G3/d05)\\: Oh well, the worst are the surveys if the wall 
should be rebuild. They do that nearly every year. 
NDS: Do they? 
Peter: Yes, if the Germans want the wall back. 
Anika: Or these East Shows, that's bullshit as well. 
Echoing this, Martin argued that he could not understand why the media 
were still reporting on the multiple differences between East and West 
Germans. 
Martin (RE10G3/192)\u: Well, I don't have anything against Wessis 
personally. I mean. I don 't get what all the fuss is about. Don't they [the 
: ( ) s 
print-media] have anything else to write about so that they just use this 
topic again? 
The media, according to participants, repeatedly discussed differences 
between East and West Germany and even played with and celebrated the 
nostalgia for the former socialist time. This was perceived, however, as a 
negative trend which reinforced differences between the two German parts. 
Miriam even described it as a "societal agitation" vjhich played the two German 
parts off against each other (see Miriam G08G2/1397) . It means that 
participants, representing the young generation, had a very different 
understanding of the G D R and of chances and limitations that arose in 
connection with the transformation process than their parents. Participants 
further described that adults perceived the new opportunities which had 
emerged from reunification as unavailable to them and some participants 
sometimes even felt, that their parents blamed them for this as illustrated in the 
following comment: 
Anna CGy8G3/705;iiii; What I really don't like is when my parents tell me 
what a good life we have today and how bad their life was in the former 
east. 
Tanja: Well, we didn't have any influence on when we were born. 
Anna: Exactly, that's what I always tell them that it is not my fault, that I 
was born at the time [of reunification]. 
This feeling of being blamed for having more and better opportunities 
than their parents was perceived by participants as unjustified and unfair. 
Although only a small number of them referred to such parental responses it still 
indicates that young people as well as their parents shared the perception that 
the transformation process affected people very differently. It confirms with 
findings from more recent studies on people's lives in post-socialist countries 
which highlight the resistant and creative processes that are connected with the 
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transformation and thus warns against the naive understanding that post-
socialist transformations are a one way processes to capitalism (see Chapter 
2). 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has analysed young people's understanding of growing up 
in a rural, post socialist region to get a better insight into the complex power 
relations that characterise their geographies. Following Panelli 's (2000) model 
of the different dimensions of negotiation it particularly focused on the 
negotiation of rural knowledge, social relationships and rural spaces. These 
dimensions help to capture the multiple power-relations which characterise 
young people's lives in rural East Germany. With regard to the dimension of 
'rural knowledge' it could be shown that participants did partly understand their 
rural lives in the context of the 'rural idyll' defining their rural environment as a 
safe place to grow up in. This perception, however, was often affected by 
dimensions such as young people's age and gender indicating that they 
perceived and experienced their rural upbringing differently. It further became 
clear that the rural idyll represented only one aspect of participants' 
understanding and experience of growing up rural. At the same time, however, 
participants identified similar 'rural disadvantages' as their European 
counterparts which supports more recent research findings on the discrepancy 
between rural myth and reality (see Chapter 3). 
It became further clear that participants referred to both rural and urban 
aspects of their everyday lives and supports findings by Matthews et al. (2000). 
I have thus argued that the dichotomous understanding of rural-urban 
differences does not sufficiently capture young people's perceptions and 
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experiences (see also Nairn et al. 2003). It refers to the necessity of developing 
a more 'progressive understanding of space' (Massey 1993, 2005) which 
includes networks of social relations and understandings that might go far 
beyond the local. In addition, these findings highlight that young people's lives 
in rural post-socialist regions are often affected by similar structural 
disadvantages than of those growing up in other rural western European 
regions. It thus supports the call to include young people who grow up in post-
socialist contexts and thus outside of the (western) core (Pilkington 2004) in 
debates on globalisation processes and the conditions of second modernity. 
Participants were not only aware of rural disadvantages but that they 
also found different ways to cope with or even challenge and overcome them. In 
addition they also referred to experiences of inclusion and forms of negotiations 
which indicate that rural spaces should not simply be understood as spaces of 
marginalisation (see also Panelli 2002). This became particularly clear with 
regard to the dimensions of negotiation social relations and rural spaces. 
Focusing on young people's experiences of inclusion and exclusion 
within their local environment and thus the negotiation of social relations 
(including political arenas) and rural spaces it could further be shown that 
participant's perception of their rural environment was not only affected by the 
actual lack of services and facilities but was also strongly related to the way 
they were positioned within the local community. It supports more recent 
research on young people's migration motives (see Chapter 3) which have 
highlighted that socio-economic factors do not sufficiently explain young 
people's migration patterns. Participants perceived level of inclusion, for 
example, was often dependent on experiences of positive social relationships 
and how they were perceived and positioned within the community. It highlights 
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the importance of uncovehng the multiple power relations which characterise 
young people's everyday lives and indicates that including youths in local 
communities to create feeling of belonging is not only an issue of financial 
resources. In addition it could be shown that young people actively negotiate 
their access and use of places and spaces. 
These findings contribute to providing empirical insights into 
young people's agency which Holloway and Valentine (2000) have called for. It 
would be over simplistic, however, to conclude that young people thus become 
producers of their own biographies and can make use of new opportunities as 
described by Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens (see Chapter 2). It rather 
became clear that the ability or motivation to develop such strategies varied 
immensely amongst young people, often leaving those more disadvantaged 
behind who are already in a disadvantaged position. Such insights help to 
understand the (re) construction of inequalities amongst young people and can 
be taken as a starting point to address structural forms of inequalities more 
effectively. The findings thus offer a deeper insight into the reasons why some 
young people might benefit more from new opportunities than others. 
One aspect that has been mainly neglected in previous research but 
which proved to have a major impact on young people's understanding and use 
of their local environment represents the multiple power-relations amongst 
young people. The analysis showed that participants identified themselves 
through their use of specific places which can result in feelings of belonging as 
well as feelings of fear or clear distancing. It further became clear that 
participants used their insight knowledge about the 'local geographies of youths' 
to (re)construct their identities in avoiding or creating places that matched their 
lifestyles (see also Matthews, Limb & Percy-Smith 1998; Massey 1998; 
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Robinson 2000). These geographies of youth as well as the power inequalities 
amongst groups of young people explained, for example, why some participants 
avoided specific places Including institutional services such as youth clubs. The 
multiple power-relations amongst young people need to be taken more 
seriously, however, to develop an inclusive and supportive environment for local 
youths. 
Finally, the chapter analysed young people's understanding of how 
growing up in a post-socialist region affected their everyday lives. This aspect 
was understood as an additional dimension to young people's negotiation of 
rural knowledge as it impacted on their concept of 'rurality'. The analysis 
indicated that the post-socialist context still has a strong impact on how young 
people perceive their everyday lives. Young people's first reaction to the 
question if they would define themselves as East Germans was very often a 
clear: yes. However, the analysis of the focus group discussion revealed that 
this self-description included highly ambiguous understandings of the East-West 
German relationship and of the impact of post-socialist transformation 
processes on people's everyday lives. 
On the one hand it became apparent that young people clearly identified 
poor job- and training-opportunities as the main disadvantage of their East 
German rather than their rural residency. It helps to understand why they 
identified themselves as East Germans rather than rural youth. Reunification 
was in this context understood as having created new options to realise 
personal aims and ambitions, giving East Germans access to the West German 
and international job market. Participants thus highlighted that leaving the 
region and building a career somewhere else (most likely in West Germany) 
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was a new opportunity which had emerged with the fall of the wall rather than a 
burden or additional disadvantage. 
On the other hand, young people (re)produced popular stereotypes that 
referred to essential differences between East and West Germans with regard 
to lifestyles and values. They highlighted that the socialist upbringing of their 
parents and grandparents still had a major impact on people's life in East 
Germany resulting in essential differences between the two parts of Germany. 
Young people even predicted the persistence of this German-German divide for 
at least another generation. 
Further analysis revealed, however, that the understanding of 
fundamental differences between East and West Germans often originated from 
young people's parents and/or grandparents. Participants often described that 
they had been growing up in an atmosphere of antipathy against West Germans 
and western lifestyles. It means that the understanding of fundamental East-
West German differences often represented a dominant context which 
characterised young people's everyday lives. These understandings seemed to 
be constantly reproduced not only by the older generations but also by the 
media which had a strong impact on participants understanding of the East-
West German relationship. Young people's explanation that they had inherited 
such understandings indicated that they perceived these East-West German 
differences as 'naturally given'. On the other hand, they expressed some 
scepticism about the validity of stereotypes since they did not originate from 
young people's own experiences. In particular, participants who have had 
frequent personal contact with, for example, relatives in West Germany 
challenged the stereotypical understanding that was promoted by some 
teachers or adults. 
2 1 4 
Participants also often referred to a lack of understanding regarding the 
socialist experiences of their parents as well as the desire to remain or return to 
the socialist way of life. Young people clearly identified that although socialist 
experiences and the post-socialist transformation process still had a major 
effect on people's everyday lives in East Germany they affected young people 
differently than the older generations. Participants highlighted, that this was 
particularly the case for the new chances that had emerged with reunification as 
they represented opportunities particularly for young people. It means that 
participants did not describe themselves generally as ' losers' of reunification but 
rather highlighted the increasing opportunities which were available to develop 
their future job-careers in the West. It indicates that young people had the 
general feeling that they could - in contrast to their parents and grandparents -
choose what to do with their lives, ambitions and dreams. According to the 
understanding that their economic disadvantage was connected to their 
geographical position the opportunity to migrate was therefore seen as a way to 
take responsibility for their own lives. 
Participants understanding that people are affected differently by the 
transformation process and that the younger generation might have more 
chances to profit from new opportunities which emerged with reunification of the 
two German states challenges previous research findings. It particularly 
challenges descriptions of East German youth as the 'loser of reunification' and 
the understanding of East German identity as the outcome of feeling being 
treated as 'second class citizens' in united Germany (Meulemann 1998). These 
findings highlight the importance of understanding young people's rural lives as 
being characterised by power-relations that go beyond the local context. It thus 
supports the call to use a more progressive understanding of place (Massey 
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1993) and to overcome the dichotomous concept of the rural as local and the 
urban as global (see Chapter 2). At the same time it highlights the need to listen 
to young people's voices and to acknowledge them as experts of their own 
lives. 
The dominance of the East-West German relationship for young people's 
understanding of their own lives, however, also questions in how far the 
persistent counter position between the global and the local (see Massey 2005) 
can sufficiently capture power-relations which neither fit easily in this (still) 
dichotomous understanding of spaces. These findings raise new questions with 
regard to the impact of a perceived generational divide on young people's 
everyday and future lives. It becomes particularly important with regard to 
young people's (future) transition into the job market and their migration plans. 
That is why the following chapter will provide an in-depth analysis of the multiple 
ways in which young people negotiate the dimension of 'rural work' (Panelli 
2002). It will reflect on young people's perceptions of personal opportunities and 
limitations and the ways they cope with, challenge or overcome these perceived 
disadvantages. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Young people's perceptions of personal opportunities 
and limitations in the context of negotiating 'rural work' 
6. Introduction 
As shown in Chapter 5, participants identified the lack of training 
facilities and job opportunities within the region as the main concern. It became 
clear that this was not understood as a rural but rather an East German 
disadvantage. To understand the interlinkage between structural forms of 
support provided for young people In the region and young people's agency, the 
services used by young people to improve their future prospects will be 
analysed. It thus provides an in-depth analysis of the dimension of the 
'negotiation of rural work' as discussed by Panelli (2002 see Chapter 3) and 
adds to getting a deeper insight into the power-relations that characterise their 
everyday lives. Attention will be given to forms of social advantages or 
disadvantages identified by participants and how they coped with or aimed to 
challenge these perceived disadvantages. 
Rather than aiming to provide a comprehensive overview of initiatives 
and services available for young people in the region this chapter focuses on 
participants' perceptions and their use of such services. This follows the 
understanding that young people's experiences with these services and the 
strategies they develop to overcome disadvantages give a deep Insight Into the 
way they perceive their personal options and limits (see Miiller et al. 1994; 
Evans et al. 1999). It will contribute to a deeper understanding of how young 
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people growing up in rural East Germany perceive new opportunities and risks 
offering an insight why some of them might profit or suffer more from them than 
others. The findings thus contribute to analysing social inequalities in the 
context of second modernity and the meaning of the post-socialist 
transformation process for young people's everyday lives in rural East 
Germany. As young people's chances to access training facilities and finding a 
job within the region seemed to represent the major concern for those young 
people who participated in all stages of the research project (n=67), this chapter 
also includes some findings from the questionnaire which was filled out by 124 
respondents. Due to the way the questionnaires were handed out, filled out and 
returned (see Chapter 4), however, these findings will be discussed in the light 
of the qualitative data analysis. 
6.1 The ambiguity of perceived chances and risks 
A s discussed in Chapter 5 participants particularly highlighted that the 
post-socialist transformation process affected people differently and that new 
opportunities which had emerged with reunification were perceived as 
opportunities for the younger generation in particular. This did not mean, 
however, that participants were not concerned about their own future careers. 
Participants rather repeatedly highlighted their concerns about the insecurity of 
getting a job. The perception of being at risk of becoming unemployed was 
reinforced by young people's experiences that even those who are willing to 
work can end up in long-term unemployment, as 16 year old Ann deschbed: 
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Ann (G1003/841)'"": My mum has been unemployed for more than 6 
Years now. She has written so many applications - we could use them 
as wall-paper for the whole flat now. 
That the high concern about their future prospects was shared by young 
people of all educational levels was supported by findings from the 
questionnaire. The data revealed nearly half of the participants (48%) ranked 
their personal job opportunities in the region as bad or without reasonable 
chance, while 4 1 % described their chances as moderate (see figure 6.1). Less 
than 12% of young people described their chances as good, including one 
respondent who described his/her chance as very good. These perceptions of 
future chances within the region were not significantly dependent on gender 
(p=0.485), age (p=0.185) or educational achievement of respondents (p=0.728). 
no chance 
good 
p«'Ti en-
Figure 6.1: Perception of future job opportunities in local region 
(Source: Author) 
Participants gave similar responses with regard to the question if they 
worried about the job situation in the region. The majority of students (63%) 
stated that they sometimes worned about the job situation while nearly every 
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third participant (27%) indicated that they worried often about their future 
career. Only 10% of respondents stated that they did not worry at all. When 
analysing young people's level of concern by using Mann Whitney, no 
significant differences were found in relation to participants age (p=0.107) or 
educational level (p=0.306). It became clear, however, that female participants 
were more likely to worry than boys (11=1375.000; p=0.049). This corresponds 
with findings discussed in Chapter 5 which highlighted that female participants 
often perceived their job prospects within the region as more restricted than 
those of their male counterparts. This also corresponds with findings on rural 
youth in other European countries (as discussed in Chapter 3). 
The results generally support Fbrster's (2002) findings that the majonty 
of East Germans do no longer believe in a secure future (see also Brake 1996; 
Deutsche Shell 2002, 2006). However, it became very clear that getting 
unemployed or not being able to get job training was seen as a personal risk 
which everybody had to overcome individually. It meant that participants 
perceived their own future as being primarily dependent on their own effort. 
Maren (GO10G2/1015)lv: I mean it depends on me in the end, doesn 't it? 
My marks in school are not so brilliant at the moment, so I really need to 
do more schoolwork if I want to get a job. I think I just need to study 
harder for it. 
This understanding that their futures lay in their own hands was also 
reflected in the results from the questionnaire. To get an insight into young 
people's perceptions of what is needed to get a good job participants were 
further asked to evaluate the importance of seven dimensions for their job 
opportunities. The results from the questionnaire (see Figure 6.2) indicate that 
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personal abilities, motivations and qualifications were perceived as the most 
influential ones by participants. 
Advice of friends 
Presentation skills 
School marks 
Additional qualifc 
Mean 
Own motivation 
15 20 
(Minimum -2 = not important at all. maximum 2 = very important, n = 124) 
Figure 6.2: Dimensions which potentially influence the future career 
(Source: Author) 
It indicates that participants perceived those aspects as the most 
influential that they perceived as having control of and which they felt they could 
personally influence. Participants did not refer to, for example, the conditions of 
the job market as one of the key aspects to succeed. As discussed in Chapter 
5, however, the opportunities were often perceived as western opportunities. 
Maria (16 years old) described, for example, what would happen if she stayed in 
the region: 
Maria (G10G3/875)"": I am really scared that I do not get any vocational 
training. I mean: I could probably go into higher education, but after that? 
What do I do then? Then I sit here and cant do anything, because there 
is nothing to do here. 
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Participants' perceptions were thus complex and sometimes even 
included contradictory understandings of opportunities and restrictions as the 
following quotes indicate: 
Andrea (G10G3/993)'^": We have endless opportunities - we just can't 
make use of them. 
/Careen (G10G3/1050)'^"': People always say that we can choose what 
we want to do but, well we may have opportunities but we can't really 
choose. There are just too many young people for the jobs that are 
available. 
Robert (RE10G2/108)'": Well, nowadays you have to take what you can 
get because there are not many jobs available. But I think when you work 
hard in school and thus get good marks then you have good chances 
even though the job situation is quite bad. 
Although participants drew a connection between their East German 
residency and the risk of becoming or being unemployed, they did not 
automatically perceive themselves as the victims of the reunification process. 
The emphasis on personal responsibilities and young people's own agency in 
developing their biographies corresponds with Beck and Beck-Gernsheim's 
(2002) and Giddens' (1994) description of identity formation in second 
modernity. The focus group discussions revealed, however, that young people's 
everyday life experiences often contradicted this understanding of personal 
freedom and choice, refernng to multiple dimensions of exclusion and 
disadvantages. The ambiguous picture that emerged seemed to be the 
outcome of participants conflicting everyday life experiences. As already 
discussed in Chapter 5 it indicates that participants perceived opportunities as 
available (in the West) but not yet accessible (as they were still living in the 
East). These contradictory perceptions indicate that we have to be more careful 
in how to define 'opportunities' in second modernity as it highlights that an 
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understanding of new options might not automatically mean that they are also 
perceived as accessible to young people. It is further important to understand 
which implications such contradictory perceptions have on young people's 
everyday lives and their understanding of personal opportunities and 
restrictions. 
The following sections will therefore focus on these experiences and how 
they affected participants understanding of their personal opportunities. It will be 
analysed how young people negotiated the dimension of rural work, by focusing 
on how they perceived their chances to develop their future careers and how 
they prepared themselves for the transition from school to the job market. It will 
be shown that young people identified a number of aspects as enabling or 
restricting indicating that they were facing structural disadvantages to develop 
their own careers. In addition, it will be analysed which strategies young people 
developed to challenge and overcome these disadvantages and thus to improve 
their personal choices. 
6.2 Dimensions of influence on people's access to the 
job market: young people's perspectives 
The focus group discussions revealed that participants had a very complex 
understanding of aspects influencing their chances in the job market. These 
were centered on young people's understanding of general requirements and 
skills needed. In this context and in accordance with the results from the 
questionnaire young people highlighted the importance of the following 
dimensions: 
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• Education (including the importance of financial resources to be able to 
attain required educational standards) 
• Flexibility and mobility 
• Access to relevant information 
• Gaining additional qualifications 
The following sections will analyse participant's experiences and perceptions 
on support available to prepare them for the transition from school to the job 
market. It will further be shown which strategies they developed to overcome 
perceived disadvantages or insufficiencies. 
6.2.1 The importance of education 
A s indicated in the questionnaire results, participants perceived 
education as the most important factor influencing their future job opportunities. 
They argued that they would not have any chance to find a job without finishing 
school as the following quote from Melanie demonstrates: 
Melanie (GO10G2/1684)\x: Sometimes I wish that I would have finished 
school already or just to stop going and to drop out. But then I think: well, 
great, then I don't have a school qualification and then I can't do 
anything. 
Their time at school was thus described as essential for laying the 
groundwork for their future lives. This understanding was generally shared by 
the majority of participants and ties in with Beck's, Beck & Beck-Gernsheim's 
and Giddens' understanding of the self becoming a 'reflexive project' in second 
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modernity (see Chapter 2) which has resulted in an individualisation of 
identities. 
The level of educational qualification was also seen as important. 
Referring to an increasing value of higher education, young people highlighted 
that getting the Abitur (corresponds with A-levels) would put them in a much 
better position to apply for jobs as the following excerpt from a discussion 
among 14 year old students shows: 
Tanya (GY8G3/475)lxi: Or you compare the jobs which someone from a 
Hauptschule could normally do, these are now more likely to be given to 
somebody with Abitur that is really much more likely (...) 
NDS: Would you say that you are in a better position with doing the 
Abitur then? 
Tanja: Well, a bit at least. I mean, there are also enough 
Wurstchenverkaufer that have Abitur but at least they are 
Wurstchenverkaufer and don't depend on benefit payments. That is 
definitely at least a small advantage. 
Aiming for higher education was seen as a way to improve their chances 
in the job market even in relation to jobs that normally did not require such a 
level of qualification. Young people referred in this context to the practice of 
local employers who were increasingly demanding high qualifications even for 
part-time jobs: 
Melanie (GO10G3/1011)lxii: Well, in the past, three or four years ago, 
everybody could find work there [local CD-factory]. But now you have to 
have Abitur to even get a part-time job. to do the packing although pupils 
can do that as well. That is really weird. They also frequently fire people 
even those who have been working there for more than ten years now. 
They [the employees] are scared every year to lose their jobs. 
These increased educational requirements were making access to jobs 
more difficult for people with lower school-leaving qualifications. A s Melanie was 
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not going to get an Abitur, she felt at risk of being excluded even from lower-
skilled jobs. However, according to Melanie, this did not only apply to young 
people but also to adults who had been working for years. It highlights, that 
participants did not see young people as being at risk in particular. The danger 
of not getting or even losing a job was rather perceived as a general risk people 
had to face and thus did not result in a feeling of being more at risk than older 
generations. It further meant that it was particularly important for participants 
from a lower educational background to achieve a school leaving certificate that 
would allow them to get the job training they were hoping for. For those who 
were already aiming for the highest educational achievement (the Abitur), 
however, it was more an issue of grade inflation (Bourdieu & Passeron 1977) 
through gaining additional skills and qualification which they could add to their 
C V . 
Doing the Abitur was thus not automatically connected with the aim of 
going to university but was seen by participants as a way to improve their 
chances of getting vocational training or any other type of job. Claudia for 
example described her motives to do the Abitur as follows: 
Claudia (RE10G4/122)lxiii: Well, I want to do the Abitur first and then 
work with children. 
NDS: That means you want to study at University? 
Claudia: No, not at all. But I have better chances of getting job training 
with Abitur. 
That participants saw qualification as a key dimension to succeed in the 
job market corresponds with other findings from studies of young people's 
everyday lives in modern industrialised countries (see Furlong & Carmel 1997; 
Evans 2002). This was also confirmed by empirical studies on young people's 
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experiences and perceptions in the German context (see Deutsche Shell 2002, 
2006). Young people growing up in the eastern part of Germany thus share 
similar understandings of what is needed to profit from the new opportunities 
that are connected with second modernity. However, participants felt that 
everybody in the region was affected by these changes. It means that they did 
not see it as an additional risk which only young people had to cope with. In 
addition, participants' everyday experiences were often much more ambiguous. 
The contradicting experiences they made will be described in more detail below 
as they often affected how young people perceived their personal opportunities 
and options. 
6.2.2 Education as enabling - education as restricting 
Ambiguity of young people's everyday life experiences 
Although young people highlighted the importance of education, they 
also pointed out that better qualifications or higher degrees did not always 
guarantee greater success in the job market. Participants often referred to 
experiences of friends, family or community members who were struggling to 
get a job, even though they had achieved exceptionally good school leaving 
qualifications. 
Nadine (GO8G2/1083)\x\v: But some leave with the best marks and they 
also don't get a job. I know a girl who had a really tough time. She was 
here last year and got a first in her school exams and could hardly find a 
job. 
NDS (GO10G3/951)\\\': But generally would you say when you are really 
good in school and when you are a bit clever then you have a good 
chance [to get a job]? 
Patrick: No. 
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Anja: No (...) Well some people who are really good [at school] still 
haven't found any vocational training places yet. 
Participants tried to make sense of these contradictory experiences and 
to translate them into strategies for their own future lives. It seemed often 
unclear to participants, however, how best to improve their job opportunities. 
Some participants had experienced, for example, that going for higher 
education could even become an obstacle to find a good job: 
Tanja (GY8G3/497)\\\ \: It could happen that a student from a Realschule 
has really high marks whereas the student from the Gymnasium has only 
moderate results. 
f^anuela: Yes. then it is better to have a better Realschul degree. 
Tanja: It means that having an Abitur is probably not always an 
advantage. 
NDS: Well, but then you can study at University. 
Dirk: Yeah, but I have read in a newspaper that they [employees] had 
one applicant from a Gymnasium and one from a Realschule and they 
did not take the student from the Gymnasium but the other one! 
A s for reasons why employees may choose a Regionalschul student 
over a student from a Gymnasium, participants referred to financial aspects that 
make it more attractive to employ less educated people: 
NDS (GO10G2/1845)\\\u: Do you think that everybody has equal 
chances to get a job? 
Christiane: No. not at all. I mean, well, sometimes you have to have 
really good marks, but on the other hand: when you have Abitur and your 
marks are too good, then they can't pay you. I mean, that is weird. You 
really don't know what to do. 
Anja: Yeah, over-qualified. 
Christiane: Yes, that's the risk. 
These experiences were contradictory to the perception that education 
had generally become the key dimension to succeed in the job market. 
Referring to examples from the local job market where higher education had not 
helped to improve people's job chances, some students thus concluded that the 
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effort to get Abitur and spending another three years in school may not be worth 
it as Patrick pointed out: 
Patrick (GO10G3/958)\\\'\n: I mean, nowadays you have to consider if 
you really want to get Abitur. If you do Abitur you lose several years and 
then the unemployment rate is even higher than it is today. You should 
really think twice about it. 
It became clear in the focus group discussions that participants did not 
expect the job situation to Improve over the next few years. Staying in higher 
education was thus understood by some as worsening their already limited 
chances. The translation of these local experiences into strategies to improve 
their own position in the job market did thus sometimes include not aiming for 
the highest possible qualification. 
To better understand the origin of these contradictions I want to refer to 
Shucksmith's (2000) work on young people's social exclusion in rural areas. 
Referring to research on unemployment in rural areas conducted by Cartmel 
and Furlong (2000), Shucksmith highlights that rural young people are generally 
integrated In two separate labour markets: the national labour market on one 
hand and the local labour market on the other hand. The first is characterised 
as the distant and often well paid market. Access to this market, according to 
Shucksmith (2000) is mainly dependent on education and social background. In 
contrast to this, rural young people also have access to a poorly paid, often 
Insecure local job market within which their prospects are highly limited. 
Participant's ambiguous description of education as both enabling and 
restricting mirrors their experiences of two quite separate labour markets. Here, 
it becomes important that participants perceived their local environment as 
typically East German rather than typically rural (see Chapter 5). They thus 
distinguished between two different job markets which they perceived as being 
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characterised by East-West German rather than urban-rural differences. 
Participants argued that higher education and qualifications were more 
important in the West German job market which is why it made sense for them 
to translate local experiences into strategies to best prepare themselves for the 
regional market even if it included not aiming for the highest possible 
educational level. 
It means that particularly those participants who were hoping to or saw a 
possibility to stay within the region (and/or within East Germany) perceived this 
'under-achievement' as a sensible strategy. This was confirmed in the focus 
group discussion as scepticism about the benefits of going into higher education 
was often expressed by students from the Regionalschule. Empirical research 
on young people's migration patterns in East Germany (see Dienel & Gerloff 
2003; Land 2003; Lischka 2003; Werz 2001) has shown that young people with 
higher educational backgrounds are more likely to leave the region than those 
with intermediate or low educational backgrounds. It indicates that participants 
form Regional- and Fbrderschule have a stronger onentation towards the 
regional job market. 
Muller (2001) has further highlighted that young people growing up in 
East Germany have often experienced a devaluation of their parents' 
qualifications in the transformation process. In her research on risks and 
opportunities of rural East German youth in the local and regional job market, 
Muller (ibid.) found that such experiences sometimes resulted in an 
understanding that education and qualification does not always lead to success 
in the job market. This had a strong impact on the strategies young people 
chose to improve their personal chances, resulting in the development of 
'negative assimilation strategies' (Muller 2001: 219) such as getting a lower 
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qualification. The development of such strategies, however, might exclude 
these young people even more. 
However, we need to be careful not to conclude that there is a neat 
transfer from parental experiences to those of young people. The analysis of 
participants' understanding of the impact of post-socialist transformation 
processes (see Chapter 5) has rather shown that they - representing the first 
generation growing up In unified Germany since the fall of the Wall -
distinguished quite critically between the effects of transformation on them and 
on their parents' and grandparents' generation. Participants perceive the vast 
devaluation processes that took place in the years after reunification as an 
experience that affected the older generations. However, participants did not 
mention the devaluation of their parents' qualifications in any of the focus group 
discussions which indicates that it might not represent one of the major 
experiences of exclusion that young people perceived as relevant for their own 
lives. 
It is more important, however, that participants referred to problems 
accessing the already highly restricted local job market and how they translated 
their everyday experiences. Patrick's argumentation (see above) that a lower 
educational level might improve his chances in the job market represents an 
example of the negative assimilation strategies Muller (2001) identified in her 
study. The rationale for this strategy, however, can be found in the present day 
conditions of the rural and the highly competitive and limited job market. 
Following Shucksmith's (2000) distinction between the rural/local and the 
national job markets which have their own access conditions, I argue that these 
strategies are the outcome of young people's experiences with the rural job 
market. That is not to say that devaluation effects of the transformation process 
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might not have affected the way young people prepared themselves for their 
future career. It seems all the more important, however, that young people 
perceived their everyday experiences of forms of inclusion and exclusion with 
regard to the local job market as characteristic for the Easf German job market. 
This means that they were looking for strategies that would enhance their 
chances not only with regard to the local but also at least in the regional, East 
German job market more generally. The chance for young people to find 
vocational training within their (rural) region, however, was highly limited. 
Developing strategies for the local job market thus placed these young people 
in a disadvantaged position when accessing the national job market which is 
increasingly dependent on high education and additional qualifications. 
6.2.3 Paying the price for good education and job training 
Participants often highlighted that going into higher education was 
connected with additional financial costs. It meant that they were dependent on 
(financial) support from their parents to continue education beyond the period of 
compulsory schooling. Parents thus had to be able to a) support them 
financially and to b) share the understanding that higher education would 
improve their children's future job opportunities. Elena (14; GY8G3/473) 
described this dependency as follows: "If you want to go to university but your 
parents do not have the money, then you can't do if. Students from the 
Gymnasium commented far more than other students on parental support they 
received. Tanja, for example, even described that her parents were willing to 
pay for an independent secondary school so that she could get the best 
education available: 
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Tanja (GY8G3/302)/xi.x: And well, my mum went to an open day at the 
independent Gymnasium in [name of town] and now she does everything 
to persuade me, so that I want to go there (...). 
A/OS; And why does she want you to go there? 
Tanja: Because she wants to make it possible for me, that's what she 
said. In case I really want to go there they will, because I mean it costs 
something like 500 Euros per month and they will put some money aside 
to enable me to go there, because, I mean we are not really rich and we 
don't really have the money for it, but she said if I really want to go she 
will make it possible for me. 
NDS: And why is it better to go to this kind of school? 
Tanja: Well, firstly: the classes are much smaller and allegedly they 
improve your school achievement. 
This quote demonstrates that some parents were willing and able to 
facilitate a very high level of educational qualification for their children even at 
additional financial costs. Despite the rural setting this included the option to 
send their children to an independent secondary school. However, as Tanja 
pointed out, access to this was highly restricted to people who could financially 
afford it. It meant that the majority of young people within the region could 
actually not make use of this opportunity. As already highlighted, however, 
parents and grandparents had often experienced a devaluation of their own 
occupational qualifications due to the transformation process (Muller 2001). 
One could assume that not all parents shared the understanding that aiming for 
the highest educational achievement would put their children in a better 
position. Further research is therefore needed that investigates how parental 
perceptions affect young people's preparation for the future job market. 
In addition, young people like Antje highlighted the problem of low 
salaries paid during the time of vocational training. Referring to her sister's 
experiences, she stated: 
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Anja (GO10G2/270)\\\: I am really scared, because it happened to my 
sister when she finished school. She was on vocational training and she 
had to count every penny. She couldn^t even buy a pair of shoes 
because she wasn't earning enough! 
Several respondents picked up on this problem of becoming 
financially independent, mainly referring to the requirement of doing several 
weeks or months of unpaid work-placements before getting vocational training. 
Melanie referred to the specific conditions of getting vocational training at a 
local photographer's shop: 
Melanie (GO10G2/1655)\\\\: You have to work for three months [in the 
company] without getting paid. Three months, that's incredible (...) and 
even then you can't be sure that you get the training. I really don't know 
how you are supposed to finance this. 
While this quote demonstrates that Melanie was well informed about the 
local job market it also shows that the conditions to get regional vocational 
training places were often perceived as connected with financial risks. Melanie 
was not sure if she would be able to take that risk. It is thus not surprising that 
she was looking somewhere else for more secure training positions. 
Regional job opportunities, including work placements and vocational 
training, were often perceived as holding additional risks for young people that 
would keep them highly dependent on the financial support of their parents. 
Such parental support, however, was often not available or not desired by 
young people who were aiming to develop their own careers and lives 
independently. Young people were thus looking for ways to improve their 
opportunities individually. In this context personal flexibility and mobility were 
identified as essential dimensions which will be elaborated in the following 
section. 
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6.2.4 The importance of flexibility and mobility 
With regard to their future careers, young people identified flexibility as 
one of the key elements to be successful as the regional opportunities were 
highly restricted. They argued that it was not enough to decide which job they 
liked best, but that it was important to think of alternative careers to Increase 
their chances as the following quote demonstrates: 
Christiane (GO10G3/971)\xxu: You always have to think about what else 
you could do so that you always have an alternative. Nowadays you can't 
become set on a specific job. If you want to learn something you have to 
have other alternatives. Or in case you don't get a job then you have to 
think about what else you could do. Well, you always have to have 
thought about all this really. 
To avoid disappointment and to Increase their job opportunities 
participants often developed alternative ideas about the kind of job they wanted 
to do. Not to have a fixation about a specific type of job was perceived as a 
precondition to be successful In the job market. Such flexibility, however, was 
dependent on young people's mobility as the local job market did not offer 
enough opportunities. 
Mobility was often not seen as the best way of improving their job 
chances. This Included the understanding that young people who were not 
willing to be mobile could not make use of and thus benefit from new 
opportunities. This became particularly clear in the disparaging way participants 
spoke about those young women and men who were still living in the region 
although they had not found a job. Participants referred to them as the 
'AssisV'Asoziale', which can be translated as 'social misfits'. These young 
people were described as follows: 
Robert (RE10G1/125)\\\\\\: The youth club is the meeting point for the 
unemployed. It's a bit dodgy (original: assi). 
Nadja: Yeah, next to the kindergarten. 
NDS: And it is mainly younger ones going there? 
Nadja: No, there are only people who do not want to work. 
Christoph: Yes, the ones who do not want to work. 
Robert: Who do not want to work; they meet there in the afternoons. Like 
16 to 20 year olds. 
NDS: And why do you say they do not want to work? 
Robert: Well, I don't know, they have (Hauptschulabschluss), they only 
just made it, they have never written an application form, or not more 
than two. 
Nadja: Yeah or they drop out [of their vocational training]. 
Christoph: Or they do not even turn up for it. 
Nadja: That's it. And if they get something, they drop out after a while. 
Robert: If they are lucky to get something at all. And that is why they get 
stuck here. But they seem to like it this way. 
Participants clearly distanced themselves from this group of young adults 
and saw it as an indicator of personal failure that they stayed in the region 
without having a job. This was perceived as a self-inflicted reduction of personal 
opportunities and as declining responsibility for their own lives. Despite the 
perception of structural disadvantages in the region, participants thus 
understood the decision to stay in the region without a job as a denial of 
personal responsibility. This is in line with findings by Muller (2001) who showed 
that rural East Germans perceived other young adults as losers if they did not 
migrate. It indicates that the perception of the need to leave the region to build 
up their own lives and careers had become an integral part of participants' life 
planning. It was perceived as one of the key steps with regard to taking over 
responsibility for their own lives. 
This explains why participants often considered leaving the region, 
although they liked it as their place of residence. For the majority of young 
people the willingness to leave was not understood as opting against the region 
they were living in but as opting for opportunities that were available beyond this 
region. 
6.2.5 The importance of information 
Participants highlighted that good information about job opportunities, job 
profiles and specific requirements was crucial to improve their chances in the 
job market as it helped them to prepare themselves more effectively. Different 
ways and sources were described by young people that gave an insight into the 
multiple options and restrictions they experienced to access relevant 
information. However, participants also developed their own strategies to 
overcome such restrictions. It became further clear that participants were 
generally aiming for a more individual way to prepare themselves which they 
perceived as an essential condition to improve their personal opportunities. It 
will be shown that young people often felt that the development of a more 
individual profile was not sufficiently addressed by institutional services that 
were available to them. 
6.2.5.1 Institutionalised access to information 
Job Centres 
One way for young people to inform themselves about job opportunities 
was through job centres. Participants reported that they were often encouraged 
by teachers to make an appointment for professional advice^®. In some schools, 
teachers approached parents of students from grade 10 directly to emphasize 
This was not the case in the Gymnasium as students there were prepared for higher 
education and thus did not need advice with regard to vocational training. 
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the importance of this service. However, it was up to the students themselves to 
make an appointment with the consultant at the job centre. 
Older students from the Regionalschule often reported that they had 
already made their own appointments. However, they also described that they 
found it difficult to get an appointment as the job centre was open only once a 
week in the next biggest town. Participants further reported that the quality of 
information and assistance they received depended strongly on the consultant 
who was running the office which represents a common problem rural young 
people are facing (see also Muller 2001). In addition, they felt that advice was 
more beneficial once they had decided which job they were interested in. Job 
centers were thus often not seen as helpful to explore personal interests and 
qualifications. 
Participants also highlighted that the information and advice did not 
always improve their chances for gaining employment as "you go there and you 
get some addresses and then somebody else goes who wants to do the same 
job as you and he gets the same addresses!" (Doreen, GO10G2/1464). From 
their point of view this did not sufficiently take into account that they had to find 
innovative and individualised ways to access information that would increase 
their chances to succeed in the highly competitive and limited job market. 
Participants also complained that they were mainly referred to job 
opportunities in West Germany and thus were not sufficiently made aware of 
local opportunities. It means that they perceived the kind of information and 
support offered by job centers as very general and sometimes biased. This 
supports findings from empirical research on people's job search strategies in 
Scottish rural labour markets conducted by Lindsay et al. (2005). The authors 
showed that jobs are often not even advertised through local job centers due to 
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the Informality of the rural labour market and the importance of social networks 
within it. The limited practical value of formal job search services thus seems to 
represent a general problem within rural areas. However, that young people felt 
they were mainly directed towards the West German market highlights the 
importance of the East-West German context these young people grow up in. It 
confirms more critical research findings which have highlighted that the context 
of transformation continues to be relevant for how people experience present 
conditions (see Riordan et al. 1995; Machacek 1997; Smith 1998; Roberts et al. 
2000; Pilkington et al. 2002; Pilkington & Johnson 2003; Pilkington 2004; 
Horschelmann & Schafer 2005). 
Referring to empirical studies of young people in rural Britain and other 
European countries, Shucksmith (2004) has argued that the deficiency of 
guidance and advice for rural youths sometimes results in educating them out of 
the rural areas. With regard to the experiences and perceptions of participants 
of this study it could be similarly argued that there Is a tendency of educating 
them out of the eastern part of Germany towards the western job markets. 
School based support: Berufsfruhorientierung 
Young people received further professional support to prepare for their 
future careers within schools through Berufsfruhorientierung-sesslons. This 
service is only provided in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern due to the high 
unemployment rates in and the ongoing out-mlgratlon of young people from the 
region. Berufsfruhorientierung (BfO: early job orientation) started in 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 1998 and is an initiative developed and financed 
by the E U , the regional government of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, the "German 
Children and Youth Fund" and a regional N G O (see wvw.bfo-mv.de. Deutsche 
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Kinder- und Jugendstiftung 2003). It funds projects that are designed to 
increase young people's job prospects by consulting and informing them about 
opportunities through, for example, work placements. Furthermore, BfO offers 
young people help to develop their personal profiles so that they can make an 
informed decision about which job they want. Young people from the age of 14 
thus get professional advice on how to prepare themselves for their future 
careers. These services are only provided in MV and are organised by social 
workers in schools, outside of the school curriculum, which means that they are 
not compulsory. 
In nearly all the schools^^ that took part in the study social workers were 
offering this kind of training in the early afternoons for 9^^  and 10'^ grade 
students. The sessions included workshops on personal profiles, preparation for 
job interviews and writing applications. In informal interviews with social workers 
they often highlighted, that it was an important aim to build up a network with 
regional employees to introduce students to local and regional job opportunities. 
If students participated for at least 45 hours (this could include hours they spent 
in work placements) they were given a certificate which they could attach to 
future job applications. 
Referring to the high number of activities organized for students to 
prepare them for the future job market, Ms P, a social worker, described that the 
support young people could get had never been better: 
Ms P (Interview September 2004)\\\\\: I think there were not so many 
possibilities 5 or 6 years ago as now. I mean, of course, there are still not 
many jobs available, that is for sure, but with respect to the general 
preparation and support young people get it is not bad at all. With regard 
to [next bigger town] I know that you can take courses for free. Young 
The only exception where BfO was not provided was the Gymnasium as students here are 
aiming to go into higher education and thus do not need to apply for vocational training after 
finishing school. 
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people have to invest two weeks of their holidays, but in that time they 
can get everything done for their application. 
Participants' perception of the information and advice they received for, 
for example, composing their C V or application letters was often contradictory. 
Melanie (GO10G2/1551)]\\\': Well, we have done CVs with at least three 
or four different teachers. 
Anja: Yeah and they are always different. 
Melanie: Every teacher did it differently. That sucks. And you started 
thinking: Ok, now I know how to do it and then you got a mark and we all 
got bad marks because we didn't do it exactly how this specific teacher 
wanted it to be done. And then did CVs in BfO as well and it was again 
completely different, I really don't understand that because in the end it 
should be somehow the same shouldn't it? 
While this example shows that teachers did facilitate job preparation 
within the school context it also reveals that young people perceived a lack of 
cooperation amongst teachers as misleading and not always as helpful. 
According to participants, this often prevented an optimal preparation for the job 
market. Young people complained that C V s written in schools did not always 
take their personal skills and profile or employers' specific requirements into 
account but rather followed highly standardised criteria and general models. 
From young people's point of view, however, employers often requested a more 
individualised application. They therefore argued that the way they were taught 
to write CVs in school did not correspond with the requirements of employers: 
Robert (RE10G2/482)\xx\'\: When you write a CV in school, you could 
hand it in for the German lessons for example. However, if you really 
want the job then you can't hand in such a CV. 
Therefore students pointed out that teacher were probably not the best 
persons to give advice on these matters: 
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Melanie (GO10G2/1586)/.xx\'ii: But I would not show it [the CV] to a 
teacher. 
Anja: No. I even wouldn't know which teacher I could show it to. No, no 
way. Because teachers have a specific opinion about everybody and 
everything. I don't like that at all. Well, I guess I would go to the job 
centre and ask if they have any templates how to do it properly (...) And 
then I would compare them and have a look which one is better and 
more original, that's how I would do it. 
The focus group discussions further revealed that participants were often 
more comfortable to ask social workers for advice than teachers. Social workers 
thus became an important contact point for young people offering information 
and advice. Being asked who they would ask for advice about writing an 
application participants thus usually replied as follows: 
Melanie (GO10G2/1577)lxxviii: Well, I would go to the job centre. 
Anja: Yeah, me too. 
Melanie: To this guy [at the job centre] or to Ms S [social worker] who 
works here because she does the BfO sessions as well. 
It means that social workers played an important role for young people to 
get professional advice for their future careers. The introduction of BfO in 
schools thus often meant for young people that they could develop a trustful 
and stable relationship with a professional. Considering that services for young 
people are further decreasing within the research area, the importance of 
school-workers cannot be emphasized enough. 
In addition, all schools within the region were increasingly affected by the 
risk of school closure. This meant, according to participants, that teachers did 
not have enough time or were not sufficiently motivated to address extra 
curricula issues like young people's individual preparation for the job market. 
From this point of view the shift of responsibilities through the introduction of 
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social workers released teachers from preparing their students and thus offered 
a more independent source of information available to young people. 
Participants also complained that they had to depend on a very small 
number of adult gatekeepers for access to relevant information. If these 
individuals (like class-teacher, social worker and youth consultants) were 
themselves not well informed or not motivated/interested to support young 
people it often meant that an important source of advice and support was lost. 
Such an incidence was described by one group of students referring to the 
behaviour of their class teacher: 
Sebastian (RE10G1/615)\\\\x: He doesn't care about anything. 
Nadja: No, not at all. 
Robert: Sometimes when we have events together with another class, 
that is horrible. Normally the other class-teacher has to make sure that 
we are included as well. Because our teacher doesn't do anything. 
Nadja: Yeah, otherwise we would not be included in anything, I would 
say. 
Christoph: Yes, we wouldn't. 
According to young people's perspectives this unreliability and disinterest 
of adult gate-keepers had a negative impact not only on their inclusion in more 
fun-oriented events but also on their participation in events that were important 
for their future lives like trips to job fairs and so on. Therefore, participants 
argued that it was not enough to rely on a small number of adult gatekeepers 
and institutionalised forms of knowledge and information transfers. They had to 
look for more individualised ways of accessing relevant information which will 
be elaborated in the following sections. 
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6.2.5.2 Additional resources of information 
In the focus group discussions young people referred to the importance 
additional sources of information which they accessed individually. These 
included: 
• Internet 
• Individual initiatives within the local context 
• Family and friends and the meaning of social networks 
While the development of multiple strategies to get access to relevant 
information can be seen as an expression of young people's agency it also 
became clear that young people's opportunities, abilities and motivations to do 
so varied immensely amongst them. 
Internet 
Internet access is often connected with a new optimism for rural areas. 
Like other information and communication technologies it contributes to 
enabling rural residents to become 'global villagers' (Philo 1992) who have 
access to the global world. Recent studies have challenged this optimistic view, 
however, highlighting that young people's access and use of the internet varies 
highly amongst them depending on gender, age, social background as well as 
their rural or urban residency (see Holloway and Valentine 2000; Laegran 2002; 
Looker & Thiessen 2003). This research indicates that young people profit 
highly unevenly from new technologies and communication technologies. This 
section analyses how rural East Germans valued internet access for preparing 
themselves for the job market and if differences in using this source became 
apparent amongst respondents. 
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The internet was seen by a number of participants as a way to improve 
their chances of finding a job and to be more independent from institutional 
career services. Susan (15) for example explained in this context that she had 
spent hours searching the internet to compile a list of hospitals that train nurses. 
Being asked if she could not get such a list from the job centre she replied: 
Doreen (GO10G2/1411)\xx\: Well, perhaps they have a list, but you 
know, there may be 30 people asking for training opportunities for nurses 
and they all get the same list so they all send their applications to the 
same hospitals. 
Participants further reported that they were using the internet to practice 
specific placement tests, to get information about job training opportunities as 
well as about the specific businesses and professions they were interested in. 
However, young people's access and use of the internet was distributed 
unevenly. In the questionnaire participants were asked to indicate how often 
(daily/weekly/monthly/never) they used different forms of media and information 
technologies like the internet (see table 6.1). 
Daily Weekly Monthly Never Total 
Forderschule 0 1 0 5 6 
0% 17% 0% 8 3 % 100% 
Regionalschule 9 28 19 18 74 
12% 38% 26% 24% 100% 
Gymnasium 5 16 13 4 38 
13% 42% 34% 1 1 % 100% 
Total 14 45 32 27 118 
12% 38% 27% 2 3 % 100% 
(Source: Author) 
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As table 6.1 demonstrates, 5 out of 6 students from the Forderschule did 
not use the internet at all. By contrast, half of the students from the 
Regionalschule and slightly more than half of the students from the Gymnasium 
used the internet daily or at least on a weekly basis. 
Chi-square analysis revealed a significant relationship between using the 
internet and level of educational achievement (p=0.019). It meant that students 
aiming for higher levels of educational achievement were more likely to use the 
internet than those from lower levels. This is in line with other empirical findings 
on young people's internet use which showed that it is depending on young 
people's social status and lifestyle (see Deutsche Shell 2002; Laegran 2002; 
Deutsche Shell 2006). Considering, however, that the internet becomes more 
and more important for rural young people to get access to appropriate and up 
to date information on job training as well as job opportunities beyond the local 
job market (see Muller 2001), those who lack access to the internet or who are 
not used to use it frequently face a disadvantage to more frequent user. 
In addition to the uneven distribution of internet access it became clear 
that the way young people made use of the internet varied immensely. Paul (15 
years old), for example, was the only student from the Fbrderschule who had 
access to the internet and mainly used it to download music. He highlighted that 
It enabled him to get access to music which he could otherwise not afford to 
buy. The internet thus offered him a way of overcoming financial disadvantages. 
Paul also used the computer to play some games or look for information about 
his favourite music bands. He did not, however, use the computer to gather 
information related to further qualifications, job training or any other issues 
related with his future career. 
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The rest of the participating students from this school did not use the 
Internet at all as they had neither a computer at home nor access to one at their 
school. It therefore did not represent an additional source of information. 
Students from Regionalschulen and the Gymnasium, by comparison, referred to 
a much more frequent and wider use of the internet: It Included getting 
information about their hobbles and specific Interests, writing computer 
programs, playing (online) computer games, chatting with friends, gathering 
information for their homework as well as job training requirements and 
opportunities. Further, all these students had access to computers at school. 
Although boys were more likely to refer to use the computer for leisure activities 
such as playing computer games than girls, no gender difference became 
apparent In using the Internet to gather Information that was related to 
developing their future careers. These findings indicate major differences in the 
way young people make use of the Internet as an additional source of 
information to prepare themselves for their transition from school to the labour 
market. 
It also became clear, that those who made more frequent use of the 
internet often critically reflected on the usefulness of the Information which the 
internet offered. Markus, for example, pointed out that most information on the 
internet did not really allow him to plan his future career, because the 
information available on the internet often referred only to actual job 
opportunities. At the time of research, however, students from the 10th grade 
that were aiming for Realschulabschluss (GCSEs) still had a year left before 
finishing school so that they were not yet In a position to apply for these jobs. 
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This inability to plan for the next year caused some students feelings of 
uncertainty and stress and was seen as an expression of the limitations of the 
internet as a source for preparing themselves for the future. It means that the 
internet was valued as one way of information gathering but not as the ultimate 
solution to overcome the lack of information experienced locally. The internet 
might also not represent the best way for young people to prepare for the local 
or regional job market, since local training and job opportunities are often not 
accessible via formal search services (see Lindsay et al. 2005) 
Access to relevant information through individual initiatives within the local 
context 
The focus group discussions revealed that even though participants often 
did not refer to a strong network of social support within the community they still 
valued informal strategies highly to improve their future options. To get more 
detailed and up-to date information on job opportunities some participants 
highlighted, for example, that asking for direct advice from local businesses or 
shops was highly valuable. The information young people gathered through 
these self-initiated investigations often revealed insider knowledge which was 
not accessible through more formal ways of advice that was given in job centers 
or on the internet. Katharina for example described her experience as follows: 
Katharina (GO10G2/1486)/.\.\.\i: You know, to become a travel agent you 
would need to apply now. But there is nothing available [on the internet] 
for next year at the moment and when it will be advertised it will already 
be too late. What I do now is I go to K [shopping centre] I go in there and 
ask the ladies for advice. One told me the other day that she applied at 
the main office and that I should do the same. Well, it is always best to 
go and ask otherwise you never get anywhere. 
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Similar to this Melanie (GO10G2/73) described that she went to the local 
photo shop to ask for training opportunities. Some participants thus found a way 
to actively address the problem of insufficient information supply. They identified 
the problem of insufficient information supply and developed their own 
strategies to improve their situation. 
It became apparent, however, that only female students were referring to 
this kind of self-conducted evaluation of local job opportunities. While boys 
reported on making use of the internet, they did not refer to any strategies that 
involved establishing personal connections within the local context. That is to 
say: male participants referred to already established connections (for example 
with family members or friends of the family) but did not report on initiating new 
personal connections themselves. No generalisation can be drawn from this 
limited number of cases, but these findings could indicate that gender may play 
an important role for the kinds of strategies young people develop to improve 
their situation. Girls seemed to develop more proactive strategies which involve 
building up personal networks to access information and to improve their own 
situation. Muller (2001) has shown that females are often more flexible and 
creative with regard to their future plan. Future research needs to elaborate the 
impact of gender on young people's capacity to develop additional strategies to 
overcome local disadvantages further. 
Even though some young people established ways to be more informed 
about local job opportunities, participants identified a general lack of knowledge 
about the local and regional job situation. Therefore, a group of eight 15-16 year 
old participants made use of the research project to actively change the 
situation. They developed a research project investigating which kinds of 
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vocational training opportunities were actually available in their home town. The 
group interviewed fifteen different local employers about qualifications needed 
to get a job and to be trained by these local businesses (Figure 6.3). 
A special requirement in the photo-shop in our town is that one needs to do a one-year work-
placement before starting the apprenticeship. Further requirements are good marks in math. 
German, physics and chemistry. You have to be at least 16 or 17 years old and it is beneficial 
if you already have a driving license 
We were informed that this shop offers an apprenticeship. In addition, we asked the 
photographer why she had chosen this job. She replied that being a photographer was always 
her dream and that she loves to take pictures of babies and outdoor-pictures like wedding-
pictures 
Figure 6.3: Young people's interview-project on local job-opportunities 
(Source: Picture taken by participants. Excerpt from their self-conducted interview. Both 
included here with participants' permission.) 
The outcome of the project was not only that young people gained an 
insight where training places were available but also what the specific 
professions were about, what motivation people had to do this kind of job and 
what they liked or disliked about it. Participants perceived this information as an 
additional source that helped them to make a more informed decision about the 
kind of profession they were interested in. Participants perceived this 
information as a valuable insight into the local job market and decided to make 
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the results of their research project accessible to other young people. They 
therefore organised a small exhibition In the auditorium of their school which ran 
for several weeks. Similar to the research projects young people developed on 
regional political topics it Is an example of young people's interest in local 
matters and their Identified need to be informed about them. Local and regional 
knowledge was thus seen by young people as an important resource for 
identifying and effectively making use of local and regional opportunities and to 
overcome disadvantages they were facing. To improve their situation young 
people were willing to engage personally and made use of the project to pursue 
this aim. It Indicates that young people perceived their engagement In the 
project as a way to challenge existing disadvantages and. In this case, to 
negotiate their rural knowledge. 
However, while this example can be seen as an expression of young 
people's agency and their motivation to actively improve their situation, such 
individual search strategies were mainly developed by those from higher 
educational levels and the ones who had already developed a high level of 
communication skills. Further, more female participants referred to such active 
forms of information gathering. It indicates that those young people who are not 
as active In searching for alternative job search strategies or lack, for example, 
good communication skills might face considerable additional difficulties in 
identifying job and training opportunities within the local environment. 
Information through family and friends and the meaning of social networks 
Research has highlighted the Importance of Informal networks of social 
support that characterise rural communities (see Bjarnason & Thorlindsson 
2006). Therefore, it has been argued that social network relations play an 
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important role in rural regions regarding getting access to the job market 
(Lindsay et al. 2005). However, some groups have been identified as being 
particularly disadvantaged due to a lack or the high limitation of their social 
network relations. Young people are seen as one of these disadvantaged 
groups as they have not yet built up their own personal reputation within the 
community (Lindsay et al. 2005). 
However, contrary to Lindsay et al.'s (2005) findings, respondents in this 
project had diverse views on the usefulness of such network relations and 
parental advice. In the questionnaire, participants were asked to rate on a scale 
from -2 to 2 (-2= unimportant, 2= very important) how influential different 
aspects were for their future careers. The mean score for advice of parents was 
'0.2' and for advice from friends '-0.5' which indicates that such advice was 
valued as very low or even tended to be perceived as less important. The minor 
importance participants connected with advice and therefore with information 
given by parents and friends could be explained through Beck and Beck-
Gernsheim's (2002) argument that parents are no longer able to give advice as 
second modernity has brought new risks and opportunities which they have 
never experienced themselves. The focus group discussions confirmed these 
explanations partly as students highlighted that their parent's ability to inform 
and support the younger generation about job opportunities, how to apply for 
jobs and so on was often restricted: 
Patrick (GO10G2/944)\\\\u: Well, let's put it like this: they don't have a 
clue about this anymore. 
I: What do you mean? 
Patrick: Well, they can't really help me much although they would try to. 
I: What do you mean: not anymore? 
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Patrick: Well, they have their jobs and they have had them for a long time 
now. I don't know, but they don't have the slightest idea what is going on 
any more. Also with regard to writing application forms and so on. 
I: Do you mean this is because a lot has changed so that they don't have 
an insight in these things anymore? 
Patrick: Yes, a lot has changed since the wall broke down. 
This comment indicates, however, that Patrick did not understand 
parents' inability to support him as the outcome of general modern changes but 
rather explained it with the changes that are connected with the reunification of 
the two German states. It indicates that some participants connected the 
socialist upbringing of their parents with a lack of knowledge about the 
mechanisms and requirements to perform successfully in the (western) free 
market economy. This was also implicit in Melanie's explanation why she 
preferred to ask other people for advice than her parents: 
Melanie (GO10G2/1382)\K\\'m: Well I know a number of people who 
know more about these things, who also have more contact with young 
people. But our parents, well, I think they don't get that you want to do a 
more artistic job because they think there is no future. I think that is 
strange because, well, they just grew up differently. 
Parents were thus not always seen as the ones to ask for advice as they 
themselves did not know more about the actual job-market conditions than their 
children. This perception was shared by a number of participants and was also 
reflected in their description of the East-West German relationship and the 
differences between their own and their parent's lives (see Chapter 5). 
In contrast to this, however, a small number of participants highlighted 
that their parents were particularly well qualified to help and advise them due to 
their post-socialist transformation experiences. This was explained through the 
fact that parents often had re-orientated themselves professionally or had 
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applied for new jobs to escape unemployment and to cope with the effects of 
post-socialist transformation as the following comments illustrate: 
Silke (GO10G2/1058)\xxx\v: My mum was unemployed previously so that 
she was writing lots of applications as well. That's why I think she can 
really help me with these things. 
Natalie (PE10G2/384)\\xxy: Well, my mum can help me because she 
attended an application training course recently. And she also has good 
computer skills because she had to do a vocational retraining to become 
a media-designer. Anyhow, she didn't get a job after all that. 
Some parents (and here particularly mothers) were thus perceived as 
experts to advise young people because they were similarly affected by the 
consequences of reunification. The focus group discussions further revealed 
that other family members were seen as very important for guiding young 
people's understanding of future opportunities. Participants referred in this 
context particularly to older brothers or sisters who were seen as being well 
positioned to give career advice as they were also applying or had already 
succeeded in finding a job. Patrick, for example, even pointed out that his sister, 
who had already moved to West Germany, was looking for a training position 
for him. He planned to follow his sister to West Germany. With her help and 
contacts he hoped to find a vocational position. Particularly in cases where 
students described their relation to their parents as problematic, relatives 
became important points of reference as it also allowed them to become 
independent from parental control. Patrick's comment furthermore 
demonstrates that being reunited with family members sometimes represented 
a motive for young people to leave the region. 
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The importance of support and advice from family members has also 
been highlighted in a number of other empirical studies on young people's 
everyday life experiences in second modernity (see Deutsche Shell 2002; 
Jentsch & Shucksmith 2004; Jones et al. 2004; Deutsche Shell 2006) and are 
confirmed - at least partly - in this study. Such findings challenge Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) assumption of the loss of traditional bindings (see 
Chapter 2) because family support seems to be still important for young 
people's transition from school to work, leaving those without such support at a 
disadvantage. 
Similar to Bohnisch and Winter's (1990) description of rural youth 
growing up in two different worlds, participants distinguished between the 
conditions of the socialist and the capitalist job market. They perceived their 
parents and grandparents often as more familiar with the socialist than the 
capitalist system. Socialism, however, belonged to the past and young people 
perceived themselves as growing up under the conditions of the western, 
capitalist market. They highlighted that they had not experienced the socialist 
system and that they aimed for success in the western job market. Participants 
thus (re)constructed the image of the two different worlds with regard to the 
world their parents and grandparents lived in and their own, western oriented 
lives. While some participants felt that their parents were experiencing a clash 
of these 'two worlds' young people did not refer to such clashes with regard to 
their own everyday life experiences. 
The insights gained through the focus group discussions thus highlighted 
that participants perceived the socialist up-bringing of the adult generation as 
well as the effects of the post-socialist transformation process as still relevant. 
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The questionnaire responses on parents' Impact on young people's future lives 
did not capture the ambiguous perception of parental support that became 
apparent in the focus group discussions. They rather Indicated that young 
people valued the Impact of their parents' and friends' advice as very low. 
Concluding, however, that the majority of students perceived their parents as 
unable to give advice overlooks a number of additional reasons that may have 
affected this response, and which are not unique for the East German context. 
Some participants described, for example, that they found it sometimes hard to 
acknowledge the value of their parents' advice: 
NDS (RE10G2/492)\\xx\''\: Who do you ask for advice then? 
Martin: The parents. 
NDS: Do you think they are giving good advice? 
Martin: Well, sometimes you don't really want to accept their advice I 
think. 
Robert: Yeah, because it seems to be nonsense. 
Martin: Well, it is just uncool. 
Asking for parents' advice was thus perceived as 'uncool' by some 
students. In addition, young people's strong sense of being responsible for their 
future careers was connected with the understanding that only they themselves 
could improve their position In the job market. In this context parental advice 
may have been seen as supportive and helpful but not sufficient to improve their 
personal situation. 
6.2.6 Additional qualifications 
Participants argued that it was not only essential to do well In school, but 
that it was also important to get additional qualifications which helped them 
develop new skills and gave them an insight Into different professions. That is 
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why work-placements were often highly valued by students for making contact 
with local and regional employers and getting work experience. Work 
placements were often built into the school curriculum meaning that students 
from grade 9 and/or grade 10 were given one or two weeks at the beginning of 
the school-year to work in businesses or institutions within the area. The 
employers had to write a reference afterwards which students could use for 
future job applications. 
Students from Regionalschulen and the Forderschule placed particularly 
high value on school-organised work placements as they offered insights into 
the local job market and helped young people to clarify in which field they 
wanted to work in the future: 
Nadja (RE10G4/150)\xxxvi'\: It [the work-placement] was really important 
for me because I got an idea of what I want to be. I did mine at the [local 
supermarket]. 
Having identified work-placements as an important way to improve their 
future job opportunities, some participants reported on self-organized work-
placements which they did or were planning to do during their holidays. 
Luise (PE8G2/176)\xxxvu\: Well, I have done work-placements already; I 
have been working in the pharmacy and the hotel and things. 
I: Why have you done so many already? 
Luise: Well, firstly because I wanted to earn some money during the 
summer holidays and I did it as a work placement as my mum said I 
would learn more and get an idea about this job. So I worked in the hotel 
during summer and three weeks at the dentist and so on. 
Getting paid for placements was a major motivation for taking them up. 
As they were rarely paid, however, many students preferred to work for local 
catering services instead which meant only few gained such additional insights 
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beyond those provided In school. Students also often pointed out that the 
number of placements they could choose from was very restricted within the 
region. They described that It was relatively easy to find something In a 
kindergarten or at local shops. To get a placement for occupations like 
midwifery or in a solicitor's office, however, was much harder. There were only 
few or no opportunities within their own town and getting to the next biggest was 
often difficult due to poor public transport. Only few students reported that their 
parents drove them or that they could stay with relatives during the time of the 
placement. The majority of students ended up with placements In a local 
business, even If they were not really interested in it. 
The likelihood of finding additional work-placements of Interest - which 
often meant beyond the direct local environment - seemed to depend highly on 
parents' engagement to help their children and on the personal connections the 
family had within the region as the following quotes Imply: 
Miriam (G08G2/675)\x\x'\x: I will do it [work-placement] next year during 
the holidays (...) Well, I will go into accountancy (...) when I am with my 
mum in [Name of town] for two weeks. 
Luise (P8G2/215)xc: Well, a friend of my mum, she is living in [name of 
town] and she works there [in a solicitor's office]. And she also said that I 
could do a work placement there. 
Personal connections thus offered a way to overcome the disadvantage 
of a highly restricted local job-market and the poor transport situation. Students 
without such parental or familial support, however, were severely 
disadvantaged. These findings indicate the Importance of institutional support to 
develop structures that offer more equal opportunities for students to improve 
their situation through additional qualifications. Although school-organised work-
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placements and the introduction of Berufsfruhforderung (BfO) already address 
this need, it seems that more has to be done to support young people in getting 
access to additional qualifications. 
Further research needs to elaborate which (institutional) structures could 
be developed to improve connections between young people and the local as 
well as regional and national economy. This should include a discussion about 
the role young people can play in evaluating, building up and maintaining a 
network for knowledge exchange. 
These questions are far from unique to the East German context, and 
rather represent one of the key issues that need to be addressed in rural areas 
more generally to enhance young people's chances in the local and regional job 
market. In addition, political initiatives are already aiming to address exactly this 
issue in promoting local networks within rural East German communities such 
as the Berufsfruhorientierung. However, considering the strong image young 
people had of still existing East-West German differences, it can be assumed 
that local networks are not perceived as a key dimension by community 
members to prepare their children for their future careers. Participants often 
referred to what their parents had told them and which advice they had given 
their children. These descriptions reflected an understanding of both parents 
and young people that the West represented the future for the younger 
generation, while the eastern part of Germany was perceived as lagging behind 
modern times. Further research is needed to analyse parents' understanding of 
their children's future lives in rural East Germany. An improvement of local and 
even regional networks would be very unlikely, however, if young people's 
future is perceived as a 'western' future. 
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I have already highlighted the risk that young people might be educated 
out of their East German environment. The understanding of the West 
representing the future for the younger generations clearly increases this risk as 
it could mean that young people are not addressed and involved as future 
community members but are prepared for their lives in the capitalist West. This 
could make It even more difficult for those young people who do wish to stay or 
do not manage to leave the region to establish them within the local/regional job 
market. Considering that mainly those young people with higher educational 
backgrounds have been moving out of rural East Germany over the last years, it 
indicates that those who are already disadvantaged might even experience 
further exclusion. 
Young people perceived participation in the research project as a way to 
get additional qualifications and thus to improve their job opportunities. The 
project was designed to be participatory and to be beneficial for participants. 
Students were therefore offered a certificate (in English and German) that 
acknowledged their engagement in the project and described the skills they had 
learned. Participants showed a high interest in getting these certificates which 
they could attach to their job applications. In addition, participants valued the 
training in research skills as developing personal skills that were perceived as 
needed to succeed in job interviews for example. This found its expression in a 
number of situations during the research process. Anna (15) and Robert (16), 
for example, were doing some teamwork related to training in research 
methods. This training took place during our second meeting. Robert suggested 
that he could videotape Anna's attempt to interview so that they could analyse it 
together aftenA/ards. Anna, however, did not want to be filmed and said she 
would feel very uncomfortable and would not know what to say when other 
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people are watching her. While Robert did not further insist on filming her. he 
responded: 
Robert (Interview training)xc\: Well OK, we don't have to, but I think this 
is pretty good training for future job-interviews, I think we can't start 
training for this early enough, don't you think? And here we get pretty 
good feedback as well. 
Participation in the research was thus seen as a way to improve personal 
skills that were highly valuable for future careers^°. 
6.3 Conclusion 
This chapter aimed to give an insight Into the dimension which 
participants Identified as the one they were mostly concerned about: the 
negotiation of rural work. Analysing how participants perceived and experienced 
their personal opportunities and restrictions with regard to their transition into 
the job market it could be shown that they often found multiple ways to address 
and challenge perceived disadvantages. As already indicated in Chapter 5 
participants identified the lack of vocational training and job opportunities within 
the region as the outcome of the post-socialist transformation process and thus 
as a general, spatial disadvantage that still affected people's lives In East 
Germany. However, although young people referred to this structural 
disadvantage they described the risk of unemployment as a personal risk which 
they had to overcome individually. Their understanding of new emerging 
opportunities corresponds with Beck's (2000) description that structural forms of 
At these early stages of the research project Anna did not want to be filmed or to interview 
other people. However, at the end of the project she did the main work for a video project on 
their everyday lives within which she interviewed several adults and other peers on different 
topics. It means that she got much more confident during the research process and enjoyed 
practising the new skills she developed during the three months of research-participation. 
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exclusion are collectively individualised (see also Furlong and Cartmel 1997) as 
participants particularly highlighted the importance of personal motivation and 
qualifications to benefit from new emerging opportunities. 
While highlighting these new opportunities participants also expressed a 
high level of concern with regard to their future training and job opportunities in 
the region. The majority of participants rated their chances within the region as 
moderate or bad which often was a reflection on their everyday experiences of 
the difficulties of accessing the local and regional job market. This had a major 
impact on the strategies participants developed to improve their future 
prospects. 
In line with other research findings on young people's perceptions in 
modern industrialised countries (see Furlong and Cartmel 1997; Deutsche Shell 
2002; Evans 2002; Deutsche Shell 2006) it could be shown that participants 
valued education as one of the key dimension influencing their future career. 
Analysing how young people prepared themselves for the future job market it 
could be shown, however, that their everyday experiences sometimes 
contradicted these general understandings. The ways in which young people 
responded to these experiences were manifold and sometimes even resulted in 
forms of 'negative assimilations strategies' (see also Muller 2001). These forms 
of educational under-achievement, however, might restrict their future 
opportunities. With Evans (2002: 265) I argue thus that "if policies and 
interventions are to be made effective, we need to sharpen our awareness of 
the interplay of structural forces and individual's attempts to control their lives". 
Here it became important, that participants tended to interpret the 
conditions of the local job market as being characteristic for the East German 
job market. This understanding of still existing fundamental East-West German 
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differences seemed to override rural-urban differences (see also analysis 
Chapter 5). It was reflected in young people's perception that migration towards 
the West would help them overcome this disadvantage. It often meant that 
those participants who could envision leaving their region, who had the financial 
means and educational qualification were mainly focused on their chances in 
the West German job market. Those with moderate educational qualifications or 
financial means also revealed an orientation towards the West although they 
tried to develop strategies that would enhance their chances within the region 
as well. 
Analysing how young people prepared themselves for the job market It 
became clear that they perceived the access to additional information as 
crucial. However, participants clearly highlighted that institutionalised services 
such as the job centre did not provide them to develop innovative and 
individualised strategies and that they were often dependent on a small number 
of adult gate-keepers to get access to information. It supports research findings 
on young people's lives in rural areas which has highlighted the lack of efficient 
guidance and advice for rural youths (see Shucksmith 2004; Lindsay et al. 
2005). This problem of inadequate, unqualified and insufficient advice for rural 
youth needs to be taken more seriously to decrease disadvantages of rural 
residency more generally. In this context further research is needed on the 
effectiveness of the governmental initiative of Berufsfruhorientierung which was 
introduced in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 1998. It could be shown that the 
introduction of social workers In schools were highly valued by participants as it 
often meant that they had access to at least one adult person in the community 
who they could turn to for advice and who was neither teacher nor parent. Until 
now, however, the effectiveness of BfO has not been evaluated and it would be 
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important to included young people in the evaluation to identify areas and ways 
of improvement with those who are mostly affected. 
It could further be shown that some young people developed their own 
strategies to improve their access to information using the internet, individual 
initiatives and family networks. The ability to develop such strategies, however, 
depended on gender, age, financial resources and educational qualification 
indicating that inequalities amongst young people were often reproduced. In 
addition, parental support often played a significant role in the development of 
such strategies. Considering, however, that parents might have experienced the 
disqualification of their own educational qualifications in the course of 
reunification (Muller 2001) and that job opportunities are only seen as western 
opportunities it should be questioned whether young people get sufficient 
support to prepare themselves in the best possible way for the transition from 
school to work. Further research on parental perceptions of how to prepare their 
children for this transition could give valuable insights into the level of support 
young people get. 
Chapters 5 and 6 have explored the dimension of young people's 
negotiation of rural knowledge, social relations (including political arenas) and 
rural work. It could be shown which implications these negotiations have on 
young people's geographies. In the focus group discussion an additional 
dimension became important which does not easily fit in any of the previous 
dimensions. It addresses the multiple ways in which participants described their 
future lives. While I have already referred to some aspects of participants' future 
lives with regard to, for example, migration intentions it became clear that these 
images do not only mirror participant's everyday experiences. The more 
participants discussed their ideas of the future it rather became clear that these 
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images form an integral part of their present day lives. It highlighted the 
dialectical relationship between present day experiences and future aims. 
Again, the images young people developed varied immensely between them 
and might offer an additional insight into the complexity of their everyday lives 
as well as Into the interplay between structural disadvantages and young 
people's agency. To give an insight into these future images and to discuss 
their potential of gaining a better understanding of the heterogeneity of young 
people's everyday lives the following chapter will give an analysis of these 
future images. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Young people's images of their own future lives 
7. Introduction 
Empirical and theoretical work on young people's l ives in second 
modernity has highlighted, that young people's competencies and skills play an 
important role with regard to their future lives (see Furlong & Cartmel 1997; 
Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002; Valentine 2003; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005, 
2007). This Is in line with the assumption that the 'modern child' or the 'winner 
of second modernity' needs to be equipped with a specific set of skills and 
competencies (see Hannerz 1990; Buchner et al. 1996; Fuhs 1996; Beck & 
Beck-Gernshelm 2002). It has already been shown that some participants 
seemed to be more advantaged than others and that these unequal 
opportunities were often distributed along dimensions such as gender, age and 
social background. In addition, however. It became apparent that participants' 
understanding of what was possible to achieve or how they might be restricted 
was further closely connected with their understanding of the East-West 
German relationship. The latter reflected partly on young people's 
understanding of the socialist past and the post-socialist transformation 
process. At the same time it included their understanding of present day and 
(Imagined) future living conditions. It could already been shown that 
participants' everyday experiences had an impact on, for example, their future 
migration plans. While I had planned to include questions about young people's 
understanding of their own future lives in the focus group discussions to analyse 
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them as an expression of or reflexions on their life experiences this dimension 
of future images became more and more important in the course of the study. 
These images did not only mirror their present day lives but further impacted on 
their decision making processes, the development of strategies to achieve 
desired future alms and the ways how participants made sense of their 
everyday lives. In addition, participants perceived their future options, chances 
and dreams very differently. 
In this chapter these connections between past, present and (imagined) 
future lives which do not easily fit in Panell i 's (2002) dimensions of negotiation 
will be analysed. I argue that these future images need to be taken into account 
to analyse the power-relations which characterise young people's everyday 
lives. This chapter thus addresses the aim of giving a deeper insight into 
participants' understanding of their everyday lives and the interplay between 
structural forms of disadvantage and young people's agency. It aims to offering 
a more complex understanding of who suffers or benefits more from new risks 
and uncertainties in second modernity. 
The following sections will focus on the different understandings 
participants developed with regard to their future lives which they discussed in 
depth in the focus group discussions. Following the understanding that young 
people constitute their identities through spatial and bodily performances (see 
Kenworthy Teather 1990; Hyams 2003; Hbrschelmann & Schafer 2005), 
participants were further asked to draw mental maps of persons, places, 
hobbies and spaces which were important to them and/or which played an 
important role in their lives to get additional insights into their everyday 
geographies (see Chapter 4). In addition to data from the focus group 
discussions these mental maps were analysed with regard to participants' 
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everyday (and future) geographies. The analysis highlighted two main 
dimensions of young people's future images: their migration intentions including 
the fears and hopes connected with these as well as young people's 
understanding whether and how they can improve their opportunities and thus 
their future lives. These two dimensions are highly interlinked. Before analysing 
young people's future images, however, I will give an overview of previous 
research findings on young people's understanding of their future in (rural) East 
Germany to contextualise my own research findings. 
7.1 Young people's imagined futures in (rural) East 
Germany - previous research 
Comparative research on East and West German youth Indicates that 
young East Germans are more likely to perceive their future as bleak (Brake 
1996; Brake & Buchner 1996; Werz 2001) and are much more pessimistic 
about their future prospects (Brake 1996) as they have experienced more 
dramatic changes than their western counterparts (see also Chapter 1). With 
regard to young people's experiences of the transformation process, Forster 
(2003) has highlighted, for example, that 94% of people in the former G D R 
believed in a secure future in 1989. After the political caesura in 1990, however, 
this optimistic perception decreased in East Germany. It meant that In 1994 only 
60% of East Germans were still confident of their future prospects. This number 
went further down to 28% in 1998 (Forster 2003). These findings were 
confirmed by the Shell youth studies (Deutsche Shell 2002, 2006) which refer to 
an Increasing gap between East and West German youths with regard to their 
perception of their personal options. This indicates that people in the eastern 
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part of unified Germany are generally more sceptical and pessimistic about their 
future prospects than their western counterparts. 
Research has further shown that values and norms developed in the 
socialist past, as well as with regard to transformation processes, seem to 
continue to be relevant for how people experience and interpret present 
conditions (see Chapter 2). It strengthens the hypothesis that East German 
youths are still facing additional disadvantages which affect their perception of 
personal limits and opportunities as well as their socio-spatial identity 
construction. In this context rural young people living in East Germany are still 
referred to as the losers' of reunification (see Brake 1996; Brake and Buchner 
1996; Baur and Burrmann 2000; Kollmorgen 2003). Fbrster (2003) has in this 
context argued that people's identification with the G D R is still increasing. 
Analysing differences between East and West German youths, Kbtters et 
al. (1996) also found that East German young people were more likely to have 
developed clear plans for the future with regard to family planning and career 
than West German youths. They showed that processes of modernisation were 
very different in East and West Germany, indicating that young people in the 
eastern part were likely to follow more standardised biographies. West 
Germans youths, however, were more likely to develop an individualised 
biography which corresponds with Beck's and Giddens' descriptions of self-
reflective individuals. Kotters et al. (1996) thus argue that modernisation 
processes are much more distinct in the western German part. One could 
conclude that West German youths are better equipped to perform successfully 
In an increasingly individualised, highly unstable and mobile world. East 
German youths, on the other hand, seem to be less prepared to survive the rat 
race' (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002) as they follow more standardised and 
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thus less flexible pathways. Research on young people's lives In post-socialist 
Serbia (Tomanovic & Ignjatovic 2006) seems to confirm such findings 
highlighting that Individualisation processes are hindered due to a number of 
structural and cultural factors. 
In contrast, however, the sociologist Engler (2002) discussed the East 
Germans as the German avant-garde, as it had been essential in the socialist 
GDR to develop highly flexible and creative working patterns. According to 
Engler, East Germans had to develop multiple strategies to cope with new 
uncertainties due to the experiences of dramatic changes in the reunification 
process. East Germans are thus well equipped to cope with the new risks and 
benefit from new opportunities which characterise second modernity as they 
have learned to be highly flexible and mobile and to cope with an increasingly 
changing world. In line with this, Wilson and Klages (2001) have shown with 
regard to farm restructuring processes that new farm structures have emerged 
In East Germany since reunification in 1990. These structures have the 
potential, according to Wilson and Klages (Ibid.), to be highly successful within 
Germany and Europe. One reason for this is the highly flexible management of 
farm partnerships which have been developed in the transformation process. 
Previous research has thus provided different ways of interpreting the 
impact of post-socialist transformation process on (young) people's everyday 
lives. In the following sections It will be analysed how participants translated 
their everyday experiences in understandings of their own future lives. 
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7.2 Young people's imagined futures - empirical 
findings 
The following sections will give an insight into participants' understanding 
of their future prospects. It will be shown that their imagined futures varied 
immensely amongst them which questions the over-simplified explanations 
discussed above. Nonetheless, some major differences between the types of 
images which participants developed occurred allowing the development of a 
typology of imagined futures. Further, connections between the different types 
of imagined futures and dimensions such as age, gender and educational level 
are made, as these seemed to Impact on young people's everyday experiences 
and the way they envisioned their future lives. The typology alms to capture the 
range of futures participants' developed and to gain a better understanding of 
the inter play between structural effects and young people's agency. 
7.2.1 Young people's imagined future 1: The future is mine 
Although the majority of participants shared the understanding that new -
but spatially distributed - opportunities had emerged with reunification, major 
differences became apparent regarding their perception of personal future 
options and limits and the strategies they developed (aiming) to improve their 
future prospects. The differences between the drafted futures often seemed to 
be connected with the educational level they were aiming for, their travel 
experiences, their general interest in, for example, other cultures and places as 
well as their personal skills and perceptions of their own abilities. It seemed that 
students from the Gymnasium in particular (but not exclusively), and thus those 
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aiming for the highest educational achievement, translated the understanding of 
still existent East-West German differences into a clear motivation of migrating 
to the 'West', mainly referring to the western part of unified Germany. For a few, 
however, this also Included other western countries In Europe. This small group 
of young people represents those who were the most optimistic and confident 
with regard to their future options. They showed the highest flexibility and 
openness and perceived the future as offering endless opportunities. The future 
images which this small group of young people developed will be Introduced 
below. 
7.2.1.1 Young people's imagined future la: The future is mine-
everything is possible 
Participants who developed this type of future images were often 
particularly interested in other cultures and languages and had already travelled 
to other countries or were planning to do so in near future. For them the idea of 
living somewhere beyond the national boundaries represented an act of 
personal choice and they Integrated these future options already in their present 
day lives. To get a better insight into the spatial range of their present day lives I 
will introduce the mental maps (see Figure 7.1 and 7.2) of two participants who 
developed this type of imagined futures. 
Amelie (Figure 7.1) had just moved to the area. Her father was a 
professional soldier and always had to stay In one place for around three years 
before moving on. It meant that Amelie was used to moving on a frequent basis 
and to adapting to new places. Her life was thus characterised by a high level of 
mobility although she was now living with her mother only. Her house formed 
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the centre of the image from which a number of arrows indicated places or 
people that were important to her. In the top right corner she had put all her 
former friends as well as her father who were living around 150km away. 
Amelie (GY10G2/214)xcii: Well, family is important and then friends, of course, they are really 
important to me. But they don't live close because I just moved here. They live around 150 km 
towards Rostock further East. And then here is where my father lives He is also important to me. 
Then I have my hobbies: playing table-tennis, my piano and then I also have a cat. School is 
relatively important because I want to achieve something in future. And then the environment is 
also important to me. that I live close to the water and the city so that I can combine both. And in 
future I am eager to go to France and if possible to Paris in particular because I have been there 
before and I was hugely impressed. 
NDS: Did you go there on holidays? 
Amelie; I did a language trip and went on holidays. 
Figure 7.1: Example of mental map (future image type 1a) 
(Source: Mental map drawn by participant and included with their permission) 
Amelie highlighted the importance of family and friends and described a 
lively contact to them which indicates the development of a strong social 
network. In addition, she highlighted the importance of school referring to the 
importance of a good education to build up a future career. This understanding 
was shared by all young people who developed this type of future image. 
Amelie had included the Eiffel Tower in her picture, symbolising that she 
was hoping to visit or even live in France - particularly in Paris - in future as she 
had been there on a language trip. In the focus group discussion. Amelie 
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explained that she loved speaking French and learning about the French 
culture. Her travel experience had left a strong impression and she was eager 
to see and learn more about the French way of life. 
Amelie represented the only student of all participants who reported that 
she had ever been on such educational trip. Attending a language school thus 
did not seem to be a common way for young people to spend their holidays. 
Language trips can be seen as a form of additional qualification and the chance 
for young people to gain such additional forms of education often depended on 
parents' financial resources and their willingness to invest Into their children. It 
became clear In the focus group discussions that only a few students referred to 
having travelled abroad. They were mainly students from the Gymnasium who 
were more likely to describe their parents as financially better off than other 
students. The majority of participants, however, had either no or only limited 
travel experience (mainly within the region) or was used to spending their 
holidays with relatives In, for example, West Germany. It Indicates that young 
people's travel experiences varied immensely. Considering, that travel 
experiences may help young people to develop intercultural skills It can be 
assumed that these young people might benefit from acquiring these skills in a 
society that increasingly demands flexibility and mobility (Horschelmann & 
Schafer 2007). It highlights that the development of such intercultural skills was 
distributed highly unevenly amongst the particlpatns (see also Valentine & 
McKendrick 1997; Deforges 1998; Shucksmith 2004; Horschelmann & Schafer 
2005, 2007). 
Young people who referred to this understanding of their own future often 
referred to a high level of parental support as well as sufficient financial 
resources to gain such expehences. It highlights the importance of informal 
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networks of social support (see also Lindsay et al. 2005; Bjarnason & 
Thorlindsson 2006) and of young people's social background for the 
development of additional skills (see also Chapter 2). 
Similar to Amelie, Tanja (see Figure 7.2) also referred to the importance 
of personal relationships although their friends often seemed to live in very 
different places. It might indicate that spatial distance was not perceived as key 
dimension that affected the possibility to developing and maintaining 
friendships. 
Tanja (GY8G2/146)xciii: Well, firstly somewhere here that is me. Then I have drawn my hobbies 
around me: firstly computer because I really like to be online and I also have friends there 
[online] And then music [is important as well). I also like drawing and taking pictures and then 
here you can see the gym because I play badminton once a week since 2 years now. And then 
here you can see the school, because I have to go there. I mean: because I am allowed to go 
there. Then here you can see my friend S. ... and then here are friends more generally. And 
down here I drew Bremen, where a really good friend of mine is living who I met through the 
internet. Originally I wanted to visit her these holidays but my parents went away [and did not 
have time to drive me there] And this is Berlin, this is where my cousin lives who I would really 
like to visit. And down here is J . she lives down there close to Berlin and is my pen-friend who 
turned into an email friend which I think is a pity because I prefer to whte letters as they are 
much more personal. I like that much more. I also want to start learning playing the bass-guitar 
and this is it: Sam. That is the name of the thing [guitar) I want to buy. I have already chosen the 
one I like and I am used to giving everything a name (...) And here is London, because I really 
would like to move there because I firstly really like the English language and furthermore the 
culture attracts me very much. I will visit London sometime during the next summer holidays 
Figure 7.2: Example of mental map (future image type 1a) 
(Source: Mental map drawn by participants and included with their permission) 
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These young people seemed to find their own ways to build up their own 
social networks even beyond their local communities. Tanja, for example, 
referred to the internet as an integral part of her everyday live activities which 
allowed her to develop relationships even beyond the rural community. She 
referred to two particular friends with which she was emailing/chatting 
frequently, one of which she had met online and who was living more than 
300km away. 
Tanja's example demonstrates that some young people found ways to 
build up strong social networks that reached far beyond their local and even 
regional environment. The ability of finding ways to actively create their own 
social networks requires high communication skills as well as a high openness 
and interest towards people and places beyond the local environment. This 
competence can be seen as a personal ability that increases young people's 
experiences, their knowledge and skills which might prepare them better for 
future uncertainties. 
Similar to Amelie, Tanja also included a European capital (London) in her 
mental map. Tanja described that she loved the English language and that she 
was watching C N N news every day to become more fluent in English. Up to 
now she did not have the money to visit London but had asked her parents for a 
trip to London as a present. She had already bought a travel book for London 
and read about the city and English culture. The dream of living in London in 
future thus already strongly affected her everyday live. 
With regard to young people's perception of their future lives in urban 
East Germany Horschelmann and Schafer (2005: 234) have described this 
inclusion of national and even international spaces into young people's spatial 
range as "an integration of present and future local/global places through 
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spatially embodied cultural practices". In the rural context, it means that these 
young people's interests, their travel experiences and lifestyles enabled them to 
challenge rural disadvantages by bridging the different spatial dimensions of the 
local and national if not international/global. They have already started to 
develop their own social networks and have their own ideas of their future lives 
and have acquired or are about to acquire intercultural skills which they might 
profit from in future and which might open up new opportunities for them. 
Further, they demonstrated that they can develop strategies that help them 
realise their dreams. Tanja, for example, was going to make her first trip to 
London in the near future. Such experiences might equip them with a 
confidence in their own competencies and with abilities that they can adapt to 
unknown situations, counthes and cultures. 
These young people thus showed the tendency of including national and 
international/global spaces into their everyday life activities and already started 
to include this extended spatial range into their plans for the future. It means 
that they developed their (future) biographies within this widened spatial 
framework. Their everyday lives already demonstrated a high level of flexibility 
and mobility, dimensions which are often understood as becoming increasingly 
important to prepare oneself for life in second modernity (Buchner 1995; 
Buchner et al. 1996; Fuhs 1996; Furlong & Cartmel 1997; Beck & Beck-
Gernsheim 2002). This also found its expression in the way they pictured their 
professional future lives emphasising that the mam aspect was personal 
fulfilment, freedom and choice. Tanja, for example described that although she 
was not sure which profession she wanted to learn she knew exactly what she 
did not want to become. 
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Tanja (GY6G3/67)xciv: I don't know what I want to be. I mean. I know 
what I don't want to do but not exactly what I want to do. Well, for sure I 
don 't want to do anything that has a routine or is dull where you do the 
same every day. Where you have to fill out forms or something like that. I 
definitely don't want to do that. I rather prefer something where I can 
make a contribution myself and where nobody dictates me what to do. I 
rather want to do something where I can have a say. 
Other young people referred to a number of pathways which they could 
imagine for themselves and easily elaborated in detail what they would need to 
do to reach their aims. Anna, for example, referred to a number of professions 
she liked: she saw herself as a designer, as a doctor, as an actress or even a 
hairdresser. She demonstrated an in-depth knowledge about the requirements, 
skills and qualifications needed to successfully establish herself in these 
professions. It furthermore seemed that she was able to see herself working in 
each of these professions and switching between these very different settings 
and situations. Anna thus easily developed multiple future plans for herself. It 
indicates a high confidence in her abilities and future as well as a high level of 
flexibility and openness. In the focus group discussion she explained, for 
example, how her life would look like if she decided to become a doctor. 
Anna (GY8G3/81)xcv: Well, firstly I become a nurse. Then I go to West-
Berlin or so - definitely to a big city, and then I will do night shifts or work 
in the evenings in the hospital so that I earn some money. It would be 
best to do that in the hand surgery so that I know everybody already 
because during my studies I will have to do an internship there. And then 
I can do it in the hand surgery because that is what interests me 
somehow and well, then I would do my PhD and then become professor 
(laughs) and then I might already be 35 years old. Otherwise I will 
become an actress. 
Participants who developed this type of highly flexible future images can 
be described as young people who made use of the new opportunities that had 
emerged with reunification such as freedom of travel and individual choice. The 
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way they created their own biographies and challenged spatial disadvantages 
corresponds with the self-reflexive individualisation processes described by 
Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens. That they showed a high interest in 
engaging with other people, places and cultures furthermore can be descnbed 
as a cosmopolitan competence which Hannerz (1990, p. 239) descnbed as a 
"a) state of readiness, a personal ability to make one's way into other cultures, 
b) cultural competence: a built-up skill in manoeuvring expertly with a particular 
system of meanings and meaningful forms'". Hannerz argued that the 
decontextualised knowledge of cosmopolitans can be easily recontextualised 
which allows them to easily perform in a number of different settings and thus 
allows them more easily to adapt to new situations. 
It would be far too simple, however, to conclude that they thus represent 
the 'winners of second modernity'. This would neglect the multiple power 
relations that affect young people's everyday lives and that produce unequal 
opportunities and forms of structural exclusion and marginalisation. Young 
people's rural residency, for example, did affect the range of services available 
to young people locally and thus their opportunities to gain and develop a wide 
range of competencies and skills. Urban youths might thus have more 
opportunities to develop a cosmopolitan lifestyle (such as language and dance 
schools, much more extensive experiences with foreigners in their own city and 
so on see Hbrschelmann & Schafer 2005). The level of competences and skills 
that young people are able to develop seems to be highly dependent on the 
context they are growing up in. It is thus necessary to understand young 
people's future images in the context of their everyday lives, including both 
young people's agency as well as structural forms of exclusion and inequality in 
the context of rural East Germany. 
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While the multiple forms in which young people negotiate and create 
their own spaces have been elaborated - Including imagined spaces such as 
their own future lives - it also became clear that participants' perceptions and 
experiences are highly affected by multiple forms of power relations such as, for 
example, power relations amongst young people (as discussed in Chapter 5, 
see also Schafer & Yarwood 2008). 
1 want to highlight that not all young people who whished to live in 
another country for a specific period of time showed the high level of flexibility 
demonstrated in Tanja's and Amelie's example. It rather became clear that 
mobility or imagined mobility was not always a sign for high flexibility or 
connected with the aim of gaining intercultural skills. In the following section I 
want to describe the small group of young people who developed this - slightly 
different - type of future images. 
7.2.1.2 Young people's imagined future 1b: The future is mine -I will 
find my own way 
Although young people who developed this type of future images 
included places far beyond their local environment in their understandings of 
and wishes for the future they differed in many ways from those young people 
which have been previously described. 1 want to refer here to two examples. 
The first is Thomas, a 10'^ grade student from the Gymnasium. In a focus group 
discussion, he passionately described that he would like to participate in a 
student exchange programme preferably with a student from New Zealand. He 
thought it was very 'cool' to go there for a while particularly because 'Lord of the 
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Rings' was filmed there. However, being asked if Thomas could imagine living 
in another country, he clearly distanced himself from this idea: 
Thomas (GY10G2/24d)xcvi: I would like to participate in a student 
exchange programme [lasting 6 to 12 months] to New Zealand. 
NDS: And why do you want to go particularly to New Zealand? 
Thomas: Well, because in US America you never know when somebody 
will shoot you dead. And New Zealand is supposed to have beautiful 
scenery. 
NDS: Can you picture yourself living there? 
Thomas: No way! I can't even speak the language and stuff. No. And 
they have completely different attitudes and living conditions. I think we 
have more money here in Germany than they have and a much higher 
standard of living. 
Participating in a student exchange normally means that students live 
with a family in, for example, New Zealand for 6 to 12 months and attend school 
there for that period of time. The main aims generally are to learn or improve 
language skills and to become familiar with the other country, the people, and 
their culture as well as developing individual skills. Surprisingly, Thomas did not 
refer to any of these aims when he expressed the wish to go on a student 
exchange. He had not travelled abroad before but had seen New Zealand's 
beautiful scenery on TV and the popularity of the movie 'Lord of the Rings' at 
the time of the interview might have had an impact on people's perceptions and 
understandings of this country. However, Thomas distanced himself clearly 
from the idea of living there for longer. It seemed that he felt he could never 
adapt to another language and culture and expressed that he did not want to 
give up the German standard of living in the long term. 
Thomas' response to the question why he wanted to go to New Zealand 
in particular indicated that his perception of other countries and places was 
highly stereotypical. Although he expressed that he would love to go to New 
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Zealand for a while, it did not mean that he showed a particular interest in the 
culture, the language or the people. This is in line with findings by 
Horschelmann and Schafer (2007) which showed that young people's 
consumption of media programmes such as documentaries about foreign 
countries as well as their travel experiences and desires to travel abroad do not 
necessarily lead to a more differentiated view. 
Another example that travel or migration intention did not always 
ultimately indicate high flexibility, but could rather hinder the development of 
alternative futures was Patrick's case (see Figure 7.3). Patrick was also a 10^^ 
grade student form the Gymnasium and made it very clear that he would 
emigrate as soon as he had finished his vocational training. Although he 
attained the Gymnasium he wanted to leave school after grade 10 (and thus not 
attain the Abitur) to do an apprenticeship to become a shepherd, as shepherds, 
according to Patrick, were always needed in New Zealand. 
f f l 
Patrick (GY10G2/182r'". Well. New Zealand is the most important thing for me and then my 
family comes second. And football, and a couple of friends and then I have included Germany 
as something disgusting, something I don't like at all. Well. I just can t stand it. 
Figure 7.3: Example of mental map (future image type 1b) 
(Source: Mental map drawn by participant and included with their permission) 
2N3 
Patrick's mental map indicates that New Zealand already formed an 
important part of his everyday life as he already prepared himself for the 
emigration. New Zealand and 'everything that is connected with it' [alles, was 
damit zu tun hat] was important to him and he expressed the significance of this 
emigration plan by using three exclamation marks and capitalisation of the 
word. Patrick described that he had already read everything he could find about 
New Zealand and watched every movie and documentary on TV. He also 
added, that he had an antipathy against Germany emphasising that he really 
hated it [ich basse Deutschland]. He did not refer to a wide range of hobbies 
(only: playing football) or to education as an important dimension to develop his 
future life as he wanted to become a shepherd for which he did not need the 
Abitur. Family and friends seemed to be much less important than his dream to 
live in New Zealand. It seemed that his present day life was already centred on 
his future and that he did not spend much time and effort in building up an 
extensive social network locally. 
1 asked Patrick, why he felt such antipathy against Germany. Patrick 
referred to people's general attitudes and mentalities which he did not want to 
cope with any more: 
NDS (GY10G3/209)xcviii: Why do you have such an antipathy against 
Germany? 
Patrick: Well, first of all because of people's attitude here. They think 
they know-it-all and combine all bad characteristics, the Germans. And 
secondly, I dislike the politics. With regard to the landscape it is actually 
OK. 
NDS: And what is your main criticism? 
Patrick: Well mainly the people, they think that the right wing radicals can 
achieve whatever in Germany and nonsense like that. The whole division 
and stuff like that. 
Caroline: Which division? Between East and West or what? 
Patrick: Well, that people have learned [socialist norms and values] 
previously and that they still cling to this bollocks. 
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Previous to drawing the mental maps this group of young people had 
emphasised their lack of understanding that older generations still felt attached 
to their socialist past and that they perceived this sometimes as a burden to 
move foHA/ard. Furthermore, some members of the group had expressed their 
disapproval of right radical tendencies which they felt were particularly popular 
amongst people within the region. Patrick distanced himself from both 
discussed tendencies. It is interesting, however, that he stated that his motive to 
migrate was connected with the experience that East-West German differences 
were still an issue for people. It seems that he had enough of these discussions 
and his strategy to escape them was to leave the country for good. 
Patrick's idea about his future, however, was much less open and flexible 
than the ones developed by Tanja and Amelie. He did not even consider that 
his dream of emigrating might not come true and had not developed an 
anternative idea of what he wanted to do in case he could not realise his dream 
to go to New Zealand. This inflexibility might make it more difficult for Patrick in 
future to cope with unexpected situations. 
These examples demonstrate that some young people perceived the 
spatial range of their lives as not being restricted towards the local environment 
they were growing up in. They rather seemed to perceive local, regional and 
national, as well as international, spaces as accessible for them and integrated 
these multiple levels of space within their everyday lives. This often reflected on 
already gained or planned travel experiences and a development of intercultural 
skills. Travel experiences and migration plans, however, did not always go in 
hand with a more cosmopolitan lifestyle that is characterised by a high interest 
in other cultures and languages, high intercultural skills as well a s high levels of 
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flexibility and openness. Furthermore young people's competencies and skills 
are not only dependent on their own agency but are also an expression of the 
general context they are growing up in. 
7.2,2 Young people's imagined future 2: Building up my own 
career 
Generally, it can be said that the majority of students from the 
Regionalschule as well as some students from the Gymnasium developed a 
quite pragmatic understanding of their future lives. Although these students 
often highlighted that they liked their place of residence they were prepared to 
move wherever they had to go to find a job. 
Anika (RE10G4/218)xcix: Well, I will take what I can get. And if that is 
further away, well, then I go there. And if I find something here then I 
stay. We will see. 
These young people were oriented towards the regional and national job 
market considering both, moving somewhere else in East Germany or even 
moving to the West. Although they referred to the spatial distribution of 
disadvantages, moving to the West was perceived as an option but not as the 
only way to build up their future careers. They thus were also looking for ways 
of gaining access to the regional market. 
However, these young people often interpreted the conditions of the local 
job market as indicators and as being representative for the East German and 
thus for the regional job market. From this point of view the development of 
strategies that helped them to adopt to the local job market conditions were 
understood as also improving their chances - at least - regionally. In contrast to 
the first group of young people who believed that 'everything was possible' -
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including dreams for the future such as: becoming an actress - and who were 
aiming for the realisation of an individual lifestyle, these participants were much 
more pragmatic. They described their desire for stability mainly with regard to 
their parents' experiences with (long-term) unemployment and bad job 
conditions which often affected the whole family life. Melanie, for example, 
pointed out that she did not want to end up like her mother, having an 
unqualified job in a factory not knowing how long she would be able to keep this 
job. 
Melanie (GO10G3/1024)c: I mean I can see how it [the work] wears my 
mum out. She works at the assembly line and that is hard work for the 
people. And above all you never have a regular weekend. If they get a 
big order then they also have to work Saturdays. And if there needs to be 
more work done they have to keep packing and stay as long as it takes 
and work overtime. I really don't want that for myself. 
Their parents' experiences thus had a strong impact on their own 
expectations of their future jobs. Although young people often highlighted that 
they wanted a job that was 'fun' they, at the same time, formulated very 
pragmatic expectations. 
Anja GO10/G3/1080)ci: I just want to work regular hours. Monday to 
Saturday from 9am to 5 or 6pm and then I want to have Sunday 
completely off. That would be great. 
Participants repeatedly highlighted that earning a lot of money was very 
important to them. However, this represented another expression of young 
people's search of stability and security. Being asked what they would do with 
the money they earned, it became thus clear that their demands were often 
surprisingly moderate. 
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Melanie (GO10G2/1986)cii: Money is important but it doesn't have to be 
loads of it, I mean, I don't have to be rolling in money but I want to be 
able to afford some things and to put a bit of money aside each month so 
that I can safe some money. Or in case I live away from home then I 
want to be able to have enough money to visit my family, to take the bus 
or train or whatever It is like a self-protection but I don't have to role in it 
[the money] because then one gets stuck-up and arrogant because you 
think you can do everything. 
The wish to earn good money was thus often an expression of the aim to 
have a stable income which allowed young people to cover the basic living 
costs and the travel expenses to visit their families as well as to save for some 
extras. Having too much money, however, was often understood as ruining 
one's character. Here, participants often referred to West Germans as an 
example. These young people were thus striving for a life that offered them 
stability and security and hopefully some fun and the option to further their 
knowledge and skills. It meant that they were primanly aiming for a secure job 
which guaranteed regular working hours and income. 
Most participants were developing this type of future image. It was 
possible, however, to further distinguish between two forms of this future image: 
the first captures those young people who progressively and actively planned 
their future lives and who were often challenging and negotiating their everyday 
options. The majority of young people, however, developed the second version 
of this pragmatic future image which can be described by a much more re-
active and thus less active attitude. Both versions of this type of pragmatic 
future image will be described in more detail below. 
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7.2.2.1 Young people's imagined future 2a: Progressively building 
one's future 
The participants who developed this image of their future life frequently 
referred to personal contacts and experiences beyond the local environment. 
These were mainly connected with visiting family members and friends who 
were living in other parts of the country, as well as with travel experiences to 
other places in the region due to, for example, their hobbies. The spatial range 
of their everyday lives was thus mainly centred on local and regional spaces but 
also included links to places and people at the national level. Hardly any of 
these participants, however, had experiences, connections or ambitions beyond 
the national boundaries. With regard to their imagined future they hardly 
referred to the desire to visit or move to other countries which distinguishes 
them clearly from those imagined futures that have already been introduced. 
It became clear, however, that this group of young people was highly 
active in developing and maintaining local as well as regional friendship 
networks. They often referred to structured leisure activities and frequently 
travelled to other towns or cities to meet friends or practice their favourite sports 
and so on. Rebeka (Regionalschule, 16 years old), for example, described that 
she often visited her friends in nearby villages, towns and cities. Her mental 
map (see Figure 7.4) gives a good insight into this regionally oriented spatial 
dimension of her everyday life and represents the type of future image this 
group of young people developed. 
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Rebeka (PE10G1/865)ciii: This here is Penzlin and that s where I am home. And here 1 have 
drawn my school where I have to go during the week to study. And then I often take the train. I 
mean, I also have my driving licence so that I often take my motorbike to visit friends. Then I 
drive together with a fnend of mine who also already has her driving licence. We drive to 
Werder. where an old school mate lives or to Alt Rhese. to another friend. And there we hang 
out together and do stuff like that. Or we drive together to Neubrandenburg. That's where we go 
to the cinema or discotheque or we go shopping. That is also where 1 have to go to see my 
orthodontist for my braces And here is Redefin where 1 go riding. And in Redefin is the 
insemination centre [for horses] that is a proper state stud and 1 drive there a couple of times a 
year because 1 am riding some of their horses 
Figure 7.4: Example of mental map (future image type 2a) 
(Source: Mental map drawn by participant and included with their permission) 
The map as well as her comments indicate that Rebeka often used 
different types of public (bus, train) and private (car, motorbike) transport to see 
friends and referred to a number of places within the region (Redefin, Werder, 
Alt-Rhese and Neubrandenburg) which she frequently visited. Rebeka's map 
shows a high level of complexity and refers to a wide network of social relations 
(particularly with regard to her own family as she refers to every family member 
separately: mother, brother, father, stepfather, grandmother). She also indirectly 
included parts of her imagined future in the mental map as she highlighted the 
importance of the insemination centre in Redefin. In the focus group 
discussions Rebeka explained that she was hoping to work with horses later 
and that she had already done a work placement in the centre during summer 
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holidays to gain experience and build up some contacts in this field as well as 
within the local area. This again indicates that this type of young people was 
often actively looking for ways to develop their own future careers by improving 
their options of getting access to the local/regional job market through, for 
example, finding their own work placements. The ideas these young people 
developed of their future lives often reflected on the local and regional job 
opportunities and showed a high level of pragmatism. 
It was this group of young people who developed the most active 
strategies to improve their future job chances mainly including female 
participants from the Gymnasium and the Regionalschule (see also Chapter 6). 
They showed similar levels of flexibility as the first group of young people but 
took a much more pragmatic approach. Further, they did not show the same 
level of intercultural openness than those who developed future images I. 
However, Rebeka's drawing of a piece symbol which she labelled in English 
'Peace all over the world' and described as her personal belief indicated how 
fluent the boundaries between the different future images were. 
7.2.2.2 Young people's imagined future 2b: Re-actively building ones 
career 
The second group of pragmatically oriented students shared the hopes 
and fears of their counterparts. However, they were much less active in 
developing strategies to overcome experienced disadvantages or perceived 
restrictions. It also became apparent that the spatial range of their everyday 
lives was much more limited than of those introduced above. Representative for 
this type of mental maps, I want to introduce Annika's drawing (Figure 7.5) of 
her everyday spaces. 
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@ 3 d 
[3 07 
Annika (PE10G1/895)civ: Well, I have started drawing our house. And then this is the main 
street in the village [Dorfstrasse], this is the village square where we used to play soccer. 
Then this is the village pond which is the place for us young people [to meet]. And then this, 
for example, is F.'s house where we meet for a cup of tea or we meet at C's place. Then this 
is the lake where we spend most of our time in summer. That's very close. And then this is 
the meeting point to watch DVD's or, if it is cold outside then we meet in our 'room' [given 
space by the community for young people to meet]. And then I have drawn the way to school 
as well as J's home because that is where we meet as well quite often. 
Figure 7.5: Example of mental map (future image type 2b) 
(Source: Mental map drawn by participant and included with their permission) 
In comparison with the mental maps of the previous students it becomes 
clear that the everyday activities of this group of young people were mainly 
focused around their local environment. Besides public places such as the 
village square [Dorfplatz], the local lake [See] and pond [Dorfteich], Annika 
included the houses of friends as well as a room given to them by the 
community where she and her friends regularly met. She described that only 
around eight young people her age were living in her village and that they 
normally did everything together. The places she drew thus mainly referred to 
meeting places of the group. The map does not include any individual 
characteristics that would descnbe Annika's interests, her dreams and fears any 
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further. Nor does she refer to any personal connections to places outside the 
local environment. This seems to indicate that the local peer group represents 
the main point of reference for Annika and that this group is very strongly 
inwards oriented (this was confirmed by drawings from other participants whose 
mental maps can be included in this type of future image). It indicates that peer 
relations played a dominant role with regard to these young people's spatial 
experiences. Here, conformity rather than individuality became an important 
aspect of young people's everyday lives which Horschelmann and Schafer 
(2005) relate to a search for security and belonging. 
This group of young people, whose spatial range was limited towards the 
local environment, represented those who most often complained and were 
often poorly informed about local training and job opportunities. Knowing that 
education was essential to access the job market, these young people often 
aimed for good marks in school. Beside this, however, hardly any of them had 
started to gain additional qualifications outside of the work placements oranised 
by the school. With regard to their expectations of future jobs, these young 
people often considered the need to move away and accepted this. Their main 
concern was, however, to find a job that would allow them to pay for their living. 
Lena (GO10G2/1990)cv: I would like just to find a job which enables me 
to pay my rent every month and perhaps save some money to go on 
holiday or suchlike. I Just want to be sure that I earn enough money to 
survive. 
These young people seemed to have developed an attitude that can be 
described as re-active rather than progressive as they did not, for example, 
develop clear expectations of their future lives and jobs nor did they describe 
specific dreams for the future. They rather seemed to get on with their lives as 
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well as possible without putting too much additional effort into developing 
contacts and new skills. It has to be highlighted that these young people rarely 
received support from their parents to develop their own lives. 
7.2.3 Young people's imagined future 3: The future is not in my 
hands 
This group included all young people from the Forderschule and thus 
those who were aiming for the lowest educational level. These young people did 
not consider leaving their local environment. Although they sometimes referred 
to other cities which they would like to see or even liked to live in the idea of 
migration did not form part of their imagined future. Due to their low educational 
qualification and the often limited financial resources of their parents, these 
participants focused solely on the local market. The type of jobs they were 
dreaming of was often very closely related to their everyday lives which meant 
that their ideas of what they wanted to be reflected their direct experiences 
within the local community. Annett (14 years old), for example, described that 
one of her main activities was to look after the toddler of her neighbour. As she 
enjoyed babysitting her dream was to become a kindergarten-teacher. Similar 
to this, Janett (14 years old), also a Fbrderschule student, wanted to become a 
cook as she liked the cooking lessons in school (see Figure 7.6). 
Their vision of their own future was very important for these students. 
Seeing themselves as a cook or a kindergarten teacher made them very proud 
and at the end of the project they wanted to take pictures of themselves which 
showed them and their future-job dream. 
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Figure 7.6: 'My dream job': photo portrait project Forderschule 
(Source: Photographs taken by participants and included with their permission) 
These young people hoped to get vocational training within the region. 
Their imagined futures were thus clearly locally oriented. They did not always 
match, however, with the educational qualification they were attaining. 
This analysis of the mental maps revealed that the range of spatial 
practices of students from the Forderschule was highly limited and their lives 
strongly locally embedded. Matthias' and Annett's maps (see Figure 7.6) can be 
seen as representative for the types of mental maps these students drew. Both 
of them were 14 years old. After drawing the maps they explained to their peers 
what their maps showed. 
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Matthias (F8G1/620)cvi: Well, this is my house and when you walk a bit further down there is 
my grandma s house. 
NDS: How far away is it? 
Matthias: It is also in our village, that's not far away. It is a five minutes walk And this is our little 
school and this is me at home, playing with my dog 
Annett (F8G1/707)cvii: That is where I live. And there is the stupid school. There is the lake, 
there my garden and this is the church. 
Figure 7.7: Example of mental map (future image type 3) 
(Source: Mental maps drawn by participants and included with their permission) 
Matthias lived in Poppentin, a small village with less than 80 inhabitants 
around 13 km away from Robel where he went to school. Because his village 
was quite remote and not connected to a bus route the city council paid for a 
taxi which picked him up every day to drive him to school. In the focus group 
discussions, Matthias described that he had a few fhends in his village and liked 
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playing football and play station. He also liked to help his uncle out who had a 
farm. Matthias had never travelled anywhere else but expressed the wish to see 
Berlin once as he had seen images of the Love parade, an annual techno-event 
in Berlin and the Berlin Dome on TV. Despite this, however, he wished to find a 
job locally and hoped to become a farmer to be able to work with his uncle. 
Matthias' mental map refers to a highly limited range of places that 
characterise his everyday life. The little house in the top left corner refers to his 
home (Bin ich). And although he has drawn the house of his grandmother, 
which - according to his comments - is only a five minutes walk away, the map 
does not refer to friendship relations or any other activities that would give a 
deeper insight into more individual aspects of his everyday life. Surprisingly, the 
school represents by far the biggest building in the picture which according to 
the drawing instructions given to participants would mean that this represents 
the most important place for Matthias. In the focus group discussions it became 
clear that Matthias did not like school and wished to be able to leave as soon as 
possible to help his uncle on the farm. However, school still represented the 
space, where Matthias met up with most of his friends which explains the 
importance of school on his map. In addition, Matthias had drawn himself and 
his dog, indicating that 'I am stronger than him' (ich [bin] starker) as he liked to 
play-fight with him. His dog seemed to be very important to Matthias and in the 
focus group discussion he often described in length how he had played with his 
dog and what his dog was like. It supports more recent research findings which 
have highlighted that pets impact on young people's well-being (see 
McNicholas & Collis 2005; Gabhainn & Sixmisth 2006). This seems to be 
particularly important for those young people who have limited opportunities to 
make and meet up with friends within their place of residence. 
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Annett was living in Walow (just under 600 inhabitants), around 16km 
away from Robei . She described that she liked going for walks and looking after 
the 1 Vi year old toddler of a friend. There were hardly any services for young 
people in her hometown, which is why Annett spent most of her time in her 
parents' garden. The only activity she did was learning to play the tuba in a local 
music school. Like Matthias, Annett had never travelled abroad but had lived in 
Dresden up to the age of 6 where the majority of her family still lived. She had 
moved with her parents to Walow, however, as her father got a new job there. 
Although she had hardly been in contact with her family in Dresden, Annett was 
hoping that she could go back there one day. 
Annett's mental map was very similar to Matthias' map. Like Matthias 
she had only drawn a small number of places as well as herself, accompanied 
by her dog on her map. In addition to her own house (Hier wohne ich), which 
was situated next to the church and graveyard of the village, she had drawn 
their local garden and lake where she spent lots of her time with her parents in 
summer (Garten, Baden). In addition, she had also drawn the school to which 
she had to take a bus every day. Like Matthias' map, Annett's map did not 
include any friendship or relative-relationships. In the focus group discussion 
Annett added that she was learning to play the Tuba and that she often looked 
after the son of a friend. Despite this, however, she did not have many friends. 
The spatial range of the everyday activities of both students was thus highly 
limited and did not include any other places outside their home village despite 
school. Nor did it include any indicators for their future dreams or aims. 
The limited spatial range of their everyday lives as well as their limited 
travel experiences, and their understanding that they will stay within the local 
environment they were growing up in, might explain why they, in contrast to the 
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rest of the participants, neither discussed new chances and choices of the 
western job market nor referred to fundamental East-West German differences. 
They saw their present day and future lives as being situated in the local area 
which also represented the spatial range of their everyday lives and their 
understanding of their personal action radius. 
This does not mean, however, that these young people are best 
prepared to stay in the region. Due to their low educational level it is rather likely 
that they will only find elementary or unqualified jobs. Their teacher (discussing 
her students' ideas of her student's future in a one-to-one interview with me) 
doubted that they would get anything else than an unqualified job, if they would 
get a job at all. These young people also often did not know how to improve 
their chances in the job market. None of these students referred to any strategy 
of gaining access to information or additional qualification other than those 
offered through school (which included school-placements). They also rarely 
referred to discussions with family members or to support given by their parents 
to prepare for the future. This group of students thus represented the most 
passive ones regarding their future careers. They were hoping to get a job but 
they did not seem to feel that they could do anything about it on a personal 
level. Their understanding of their own future lives can thus be described as 
being out of their hands. It also means that this group of young people 
represented the most dependent on institutional services in their transition from 
school to work. 
It should be highlighted that young people's orientation towards an 
already highly restricted job market implies that these young people might fail to 
see opportunities beyond their local environment. Migrating was not perceived 
as an option. Mobility and flexibility were thus not seen as key dimensions to 
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improve their future job prospects. This understanding could be the outcome of 
the lack of social connections with people living outside the local area, the lack 
of travel experiences and thus knowledge about other places (which was often 
connected with a fear of the unknown), the lack of financial resources to migrate 
as well as a lack of self-confidence to believe that they could have an impact on 
their future lives. The reasons for this focus on the local might have been 
manifold. It meant, however, that these young people were not prepared to 
migrate although there was no guarantee for them that they will be able to stay. 
Their locally oriented understandings of their future and the fact that they 
did not refer to the spatial dimension of socio-economic risks and inequalities 
(which was often translated by other participants as an East-West German 
difference) distinguished these young people clearly from the rest of 
participants. Their hopes, fears and wishes centred on their direct local 
environment which represented their experienced as well as their imagined 
action radius. Bauman (1998:2) has highlighted, however, that "immobility is not 
a realistic option in a world of permanent change". The exclusive focus on their 
local environment means that these students run the risk of not being prepared 
for the national and increasingly competitive and highly flexible job market. 
These students, who already represent the most disadvantaged ones due to the 
low educational level they attain, might thus run the risk of being unable to cope 
with and benefit from the risks and opportunities of second modernity as their 
limited range of socio-spatial practices make it unlikely that they acquire the 
necessary skills, knowledge and confidence to deal with the 'outside world' (see 
also Hdrschelmann & Schafer 2005). 
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7.3 Discussion and Conclusion 
This chapter has focused on the analysis of participants' future images. It 
has been argued that these images represent an important dimension which 
needs to be taken into account to understand how young people perceive and 
experience their everyday lives in rural East Germany. These images are both 
the outcome of young people's everyday experiences as well as impacting on 
their everyday lives. It has been particularly focused on aspects such as young 
people's future migration intentions and their understandings of how to improve 
their own life situation with regard to their future lives. These issues were 
analysed with regard to the ways by which participants translated and 
integrated these future images into their everyday lives through, for example, 
the development of specific strategies. Getting an understanding of these future 
images thus adds a valuable dimension to the aim of understanding the 
heterogeneity of young people's geographies. It particularly highlighted 
participants' understanding of their personal opportunities and restrictions with 
regard to building up their future careers and gave a deeper insight into the 
multiple ways in which young people in rural East Germany negotiate their 
future prospects. 
Although participants perceived their future options, chances and dreams 
very differently, it was possible to develop a typology which distinguishes three 
main types of images. The following table (Table 7.1) gives an overview of the 
different types of these future images in relation to the typical attitudes, general 
approaches to realise future aims, young people's migration intention as well as 
the type of profession they were aiming for. In addition the table indicates the 
educational level and age of participants who developed such images. 
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Type of imagined 
futures 
The future is mine: 
everything is possible 
The future is mine: 
1 will find my own 
way 
Building up my own 
career 
Building up: slowly but 
surely 
The future is not in my 
hands 
Typical attitude 1 can do whatever 1 want; 
perception of unlimited 
opportunities, high level of 
individualisation 
Very concrete but often 
one-sided idea about 
future live, including 
international places 
step by step approach -
progressive. Aiming for 
stability and security 
step by step approach -
doing what needs to be done, 
being on the safe side 
(stability and security) 
No choice, wait and see. 
passive, wait and see 
General approach 
to realise future 
aims 
Proactive, highly flexible, 
high support from parents. 
Often referred to good social 
networks of parents. 
Intercultural openness. 
Referring to multiple 
strategies of developing own 
social networks and getting 
access to additional 
information. 
Proactive but one-sided; 
support from parents. 
Get additional 
qualifications and 
information to prepare 
themselves 
Progressive, following 
standardised ways to reach 
their aims. Challenging and 
negotiating their 
opportunities. Parental 
support. Develop a number of 
strategies to improve their 
chances. 
Re-active Do what is 
necessary to fulfil 
requirements and get a solid 
education. 
Passive, attitude of learned 
helplessness" (Evans et al. 
1999) 
Key migration 
intention 
These students were 
planning to leave the region 
to realise their interests and 
wishes. They aimed to 
migrate to West-Germany 
and/or demonstrated a 
strong onentation towards 
the international job market. 
Feel need/wish to leave 
the country. Strong 
onentation towards 
other countries. 
Generally liked their place of 
residence but were prepared 
to leave/ or wished to leave 
(particulariy giris) ^ 
orientation towards regional 
and national job market 
Prepared to leave if they 
cannot find job locally. 
Orientation towards regional 
and local job market 
Hope to find something in the 
region. Leaving seems no 
option ^ orientation towards 
local job market 
Examples of 
professions they 
are aiming for 
Professional, managers, self-
employed 
Aiming for a lifestyle 
that allows them to 
develop their 
individuality 
Administrative, skilled trades, 
personal service 
Skilled trades. personal 
service, sales and customer 
service 
Sales and customer service, 
elementary 
Educational level Only Gymnasium Only Gymnasium Gymnasium and 
Regionalschule 
Mainly Regionalschule Mainly Fdrderschule 
Age group Both age groups. (Younger 
participants tended to refer 
to a wider range of 
professions they were 
interested in, included 
dream-professions such as 
actress and so on). 
Both had develop a 
specific idea about their 
future from a very early 
age 
Older students tended to be a 
bit more pragmatic than 
younger ones. 
Older students tended to be a 
bit more pragmatic than 
younger ones. 
(The Forderschule does only 
go up to grade 9. no 
companson between different 
age groups possible) 
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Only a very small number of participants (type 1: 'the future is mine') 
described their future lives in the light of personal fulfilment and personal 
choice. This small group of participants represented those with the highest 
educational achievement. They often referred to travel experiences, a high level 
of financial as well as motivational support from their parents, and a strong 
social network they could rely on. It further became clear that these participants 
were often actively involved in building up their own social networks within as 
well as beyond the local context and in developing multiple strategies to 
overcome perceived disadvantages. These participants thus actively found 
ways to bndge different spatial dimensions and showed high confidence in their 
own competencies. This extended spatial range of their everyday and imagined 
future lives indicates a high level of flexibility and mobility and corresponds with 
Beck and Beck-Gernsheim's (2002) and Giddens' (1990) description of being 
engaged in a high level of the self-reflexive individualisation process. Following 
Hannerz (1990) understanding of cosmopolitan competence it could be argued 
that this small group of participants has developed a de-contextualised 
knowledge which allows them to easily perform in different settings. 
However, young people's migration plans and aims of following an 
individualised lifestyle did not automatically indicate a higher level of flexibility, 
intercultural skills or openness. It could rather be shown that some participants" 
ideas about their future lives sometimes even seemed to hinder the 
development of alternative futures and thus the ability to respond and adapt to 
new situations even though they aimed to realise highly individualised lifestyles. 
It highlights the need to be more careful about the ways how to analyse and 
address the unequal ways in which young people profit and/or suffer from new 
opportunities and risks in second modernity. It also emphasises the importance 
of analysing the multiple power-relations that characterise young people's 
everyday lives and the multiple strategies which they develop to overcome 
perceived disadvantages and to plan their future lives (Massey 1993; Panelli 
2002; Massey 2005). 
The second type of future image covers those which the majority of 
participants developed. This image was described as 'Building up my own 
future' and highlighted that most young people developed highly pragmatic 
understandings of their future lives. It included a relatively standardised step-by-
step approach through which participants aimed to achieve a high level of 
stability and security to overcome the risk of unemployment. Participants who 
developed this type of future image shared the understanding that they could 
improve their job opportunities by moving to West Germany. Within this group it 
was possible to distinguish two sub-groups: the ones that were more 
progressively planning their future lives and those who followed a more re-
active approach. 
The first group (future Image 2a) can be characterised as being highly 
active in developing and maintaining local and regional networks. They often 
developed creative strategies to overcome perceived disadvantages and 
showed a relatively high level of flexibility. In contrast to the first group they did 
not show a high level of intercultural openness or a high orientation beyond the 
German context and were not aiming for Individualised lifestyles. The second 
group who developed this type of future image (future image 2b) can be 
described as being much less active. Their everyday and imagined future 
spatial range was much more limited than that of their counterparts and peer 
relations and the aim to conform and be part of that group was very important 
for them. These participants were often less clear about their future lives and 
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rather seemed to try to do what they felt was required. With regard to the 
negotiation of rural work the latter group developed hardly any strategies to gain 
additional information or qualifications which represented the main difference to 
the more active approach of their counterparts. It means that they did not find 
multiple ways of challenging perceived disadvantages as those who can be 
described as type 1 or 2a. And although these young people shared the general 
understanding that the West offered new opportunities to them they did often 
not include the option of future migration In their future images. It indicates that 
although participants had a clear idea about how to improve their personal 
choices and chances it did not automatically mean that they included these 
options In their understanding of their future lives. 
On the one hand it could be argued that it might indicate an act of 
rebellion or individual decision making of the individual against mainstream 
perceptions. Considering that young people seemed to be 'educated out' of the 
East this could be welcomed as it demonstrates a form of resistance. On the 
other hand, however, It has to be questioned why these young people are so 
clear about how to improve their future chances and yet do not engage with 
finding ways to make them available to them. The passiveness and lack of 
motivation seems to be problematic, particularly because these young people's 
lives focused around their direct local environment and was strongly inward 
oriented. Their re-actlve attitude might not offer enough flexibility to adapt to 
new situations. It seems particularly Important for this group of young people to 
become more active and develop skills which help them to overcome 
experienced disadvantages. 
The third type of future images (future image 3) finally Included 
participants who did perceive their futures as being 'out of their hands'. That this 
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group mainly included students from the Forderschule and thus those who are 
aiming for the lowest educational qualification indicates the existence of 
structural inequalities. These students often did not have any idea how to 
improve their chances and prepare themselves for the transition into the job 
market. They were often badly informed and did not refer to strong familial 
support or social networks. Further, they often referred to a highly limited spatial 
range of their everyday lives and had hardly any travel experiences. It means 
that those who are most at risk due to their low educational qualification have 
the least skills, support and motivation to improve their future prospects. 
The analysis of the different types of future images highlights the 
differences amongst young people in their experiences and perceptions of their 
present day and future lives. It emphasises that participants' understanding of 
what they can achieve in future varied immensely amongst them. This seemed 
partly to be influenced by their educational achievement (which can be 
understood as an indicator of their socio-economic backgrounds, see Chapter 
4). In addition, dimensions such as parental and familial support, social 
networks, and travel expenences and so on seemed to have an impact on the 
skills participants developed to become active in addressing perceived 
disadvantages themselves. 
It could be shown, that B e c k s (2002), Beck and Beck-Gernsheims' 
(2002) and Giddens' (1994) descriptions of the self-reflexive individualisation 
process applies only to a very small number of participants (Type la) . These 
often presented the most privileged young people who were aiming for the 
highest level of education, referred to strong familial support and social 
networks, a range of travel experiences and a high flexibility and mobility. It 
could further be shown, however, that young people's desire to realise 
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individualised lifestyles and to live in another country (see type 1b) can not 
always be equated with the cosmopolitan competences which characterised 
type l a . It indicates that the distinction between traditional and individualised 
biographies (see Kbtters et al. 1996) might not sufficiently explain who is 
equipped better to perform successfully in second modernity. Particularly when 
looking at those young people whose future images can be characterised in 
image 2a it became clear that these participants do follow a very pragmatic 
approach and aimed for security and stability rather than individual lifestyles. 
However, It could be shown that these young people often demonstrated a very 
high level flexibility and motivation and developed multiple strategies to 
overcome perceived disadvantages. It could thus be argued that these young 
people might be similarly well equipped to profit from new chances than their 
counterparts in type l a . 
Analysing the future images young people developed further highlighted 
the multiple ways in which young people perceive and experience their every 
day chances and risks. It indicates the (re)construction of inequalities amongst 
them and thus contributes empirically to a better understanding of unequal 
individualisation processes amongst young people (Furlong & Cartmel 1997; 
Evans 2002; Lehmann 2004; Shucksmith 2004; Wyness 2006). The analysis of 
such future images further gives insights into the different needs young people 
have and thus can help to prepare young people more equally for their future 
transition into the job market. 
Although participants were concerned about their local job opportunities, 
the impact it had on their understanding of their own future lives was highly 
complex. While some aimed to overcome this risk by moving out of the region 
others developed strategies to improve their opportunities in the local market. 
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Some participants even felt that they could not influence their future lives. It 
became clear, however, that the majority of participants were aiming for stability 
and security. This could be interpreted a s the outcome of their everyday 
experiences of poor job opportunities in the local area. But although participants 
identified risks such as the lack of employment and training facilities as an 
outcome of the transformation process, they did not describe themselves as the 
'losers' of reunification. A s already highlighted in Chapter 5 and 6 participants 
perceived the implications of the post-socialist transformation process on their 
everyday lives as being very different to the implications it had on the older 
(East German) generations (such as their parents and grandparents). It 
highlights the need to understand the post-socialist transformation process not 
as a one-way process to capitalism (see Chapter 2) and warns against over-
simplified interpretations of the implications of the transformation process on 
people's everyday lives as discussed at the beginning of this chapter (see 
Brake 1996; Brake & Buchner 1996; Baur & Burrmann 2000; Engler 2002; 
Fbrster 2003; Kollmorgen 2003). 
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CHAPTER 8 
Conclusion 
8. Introduction 
This thesis provides insights into the ways in which young people in rural 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern perceive and negotiate their life circumstances. It 
aimed to contribute to understanding the heterogeneous geographies of young 
people growing up in a rural, post-socialist environment. 
This work was based on three main foundations. First, that there is a 
need for more empirical research to capture the complexity of young people's 
everyday lives, to better explain processes of social inclusion and exclusion. 
This includes a critical investigation of the opportunities and/or limitations of 
Beck's, Beck-Gernsheim's and Giddens' work on living conditions in second 
modernity. Second, feelings of insecurity have been amplified in Eastern 
Germany by the post-socialist transformation process which has, amongst other 
things, contributed to structural and social disadvantages (Brake & Buchner 
1996; Baur & Burrmann 2000; Kollmorgen 2003). Thirdly, young people are 
active agents that are capable of determining their own life chances within the 
conditions set by these structural changes (Brannen & O'Brien 1995; James, 
Jenks & Prout 1998; Holloway & Valentine 2000; Shucksmith 2000; Jentsch 
2004; Shucksmith 2004). 
To understand spatial identity, it was therefore important to understand 
power relations within and beyond young people's local environment (Massey 
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1993, 2005). To achieve this, Panelli 's (2002) work was used to explore these 
interactions by identifying ways that young people negotiate their lives in rural 
areas. Consequently, the thesis had five interlinked aims to: 
1. examine young people's understanding, experience and meaning 
of space with regard to their rural residency 
2. analyse young people's perception and experience of the post-
socialist transformation process 
3. acknowledge young people's agency within the context of their 
everyday lives 
4. adopt a participatory research approach with young people and 
5. inform theoretical developments in children's geographies and 
young people's lives in second modernity. 
These objectives were necessarily broad in their scope but, together, 
provided insights into the interplay of structural conditions and young people's 
agency characterising the heterogeneous geographies of young people's 
everyday lives in a rural, post-socialist Germany. The following section 
summarises the main findings for each research question before drawing 
broader conclusions. 
8.1 Young people's understanding, experience and 
meaning of growing up rural 
Following the post-modern understanding that rurality is a social 
construction (Phllo 1992) it was important to analyse not only how participants 
perceived and experienced 'growing up rural', but what power structures 
influenced these feelings (Murdoch & Pratt 1993). Two main findings emerged. 
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First, some key dimensions of perceived advantages and disadvantages 
of rural life overlapped with those identified by rural young people in other 
western European regions (see Furlong & Cartmel 1997; Matthews et al. 2000; 
Panelli 2002; Stockdale 2002; Glendenning 2003; Shucksmith 2004; Stockdale 
2004; Panelli et al 2007). This highlights that young people's everyday lives in 
post-socialist countries should not be understood as being completely different 
from those who are growing up in other western European contexts. Therefore it 
is important that "we must not privilege the common distinctive features of the 
socialist countries to the extent that we lose sight of the many features shared 
all along with other parts of the world" (Hann et al. 2002:9, see also Stenning & 
Horschelmann 2008). 
Second, and linked to this, local power relations were significant in 
determining the use of rural space by young people. On the one hand, young 
people's position within their local community impacted on their sense of 
belonging and spatial attachment to the local community (see Chapter 5). 
Feelings of exclusion often originated from having restricted access to, or being 
excluded from, existing places and the lack of support from adult community 
members. On the other hand use of space was further influenced by power-
relations amongst young people. Participants made use of their knowledge 
about the 'local geographies of youth' as a resource to create and negotiate 
rural spaces that matched their lifestyles (see work from Matthews, Limb & 
Percy-Smith 1998; Massey 1998; Robinson 2000). 
These local power relations explain why some (groups of) young people 
avoided or felt excluded from specific spaces. Previous research findings 
indicate that these kind of experiences of exclusion can impact on young 
people's out-migration plans (Elder et al. 1996; Jones 1999; Stockdale 2002; 
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Glendinning et al. 2003). Such insights are particularly important with regard to 
developing a more inclusive environment for rural youths and to understand the 
meaning of space for young people's identity construction. Knowledge of these 
forms of social exclusion should inform political initiatives aiming to sustain or 
even increase the life quality for young people in East German (rural) regions. 
Rural areas should thus be understood both spaces of marginalisation and 
possibilities (Panelli 2002; Nairn et al. 2003). 
These insights can be applied to country life in many European 
countries. The following section, however, examines what growing up in an East 
German region meant to young people. 
8.2 Young people's perception and experience of the 
post-socialist transformation process 
The analysis revealed that participants often identified themselves as 
being East German' and (re)produced East-West German stereotypes that 
enforced differences between East and West Germans. Such differences were 
perceived by participants as 'naturally given' and supported by media reports 
and public discourses. 
This understanding of fundamental East-West German differences had 
major implications on participants' perception of the negotiation of 'rural work' 
and 'rural knowledge' (Panelli 2002) and the strategies they developed to 
prepare themselves for the job market. Shucksmith (2000) has argued that rural 
young people are integrated in two different labour markets: the local and the 
national/global market. Participants, however, distinguished between an East 
and a West German job market and identified the lack of job and training 
opportunities as an Easf German disadvantage. I argued in Chapter 6 and 7 
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that participants' perceptions of such fundamental East-West German 
differences often seemed to leave hardly any space for a reflection or 
awareness of rural-urban differences. The understanding that East Germany 
represented 'the past' and that new opportunities were available in the West 
might restrict the development of alternative ideas and strategies to develop 
their future lives. It seemed to call for 'developing a politics of mobility and 
access ' as described by Massey (1993). 
Although participants referred to disadvantages of their East German residency 
it did not mean that they described themselves as the 'losers of reunification' or 
that they referred to feelings such as being treated as 'second class citizens'. 
Rather, participants highlighted that multiple chances had emerged with 
reunification and noted the emergence of new opportunities and chances. 
These opportunities, however, were understood as opportunities that were 
available for the younger generation. Participants thus clearly distinguished 
between the different impact which the post-socialist transfornnation process 
had on their own and their parents' and grandparents' lives. These perceptions 
of generational differences question our understanding of people's experiences 
in second modernity. While Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) refer to all 
members in western European societies as 'freedom's children' they do not 
consider, for example, that new choices and risks might be perceived as 
affecting groups of people and, especially, generations differently. Their 
theoretical framework does not leave space for such differentiations. 
These findings further highlight that such processes should not simply be 
understood as a linear processes of assimilation to 'capitalism' (see also 
Horschelmann 2002; Stenning 2005) and contradicts previous explanations of 
the origin and persistence of East German identification (Pollack 1997; 
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Meulemann 1998; Pollack & Pickel 1998; Muhlmann 2001, 2002). It highlights 
the importance of understanding the multiple ways in which young people 
experience and negotiate their everyday lives in rural post-socialist regions. 
Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) describe out-migration as the outcome 
of the awareness of better personal opportunities at alternative locations and 
thus as an expression of increasing forms of individualisation. The analysis 
indicates, however, that this link between out-migration and processes of 
individualisation cannot easily be made. This became particularly clear in the 
analysis of participants' future images. Although participants described the 
option of moving as an expression of personal choice and freedom, the motive 
and thus the purpose of migrating was often highly pragmatic (rather than 
individualistic). It was often rather about finding a job than realising one's 
personal dreams and individual lifestyle. At the same time it became clear that 
the direction of migration was mainly discussed as a migration from East to 
West (Germany). The majority of participants thus perceived leaving the region 
as a step towards more security and stability rather than a way to develop an 
individualised biography. 
These findings seem to support those of Kotters et al. (1996 see Chapter 
3) who have shown that East German youth are still following standardised 
rather than individualised biographies. It could be interpreted as a disadvantage 
for rural East German youth as they thus might be less equipped to perform in 
an increasingly individualised and highly unstable world. I have argued. 
however, that those participants who developed a pragmatic understanding of 
their future lives addressing it in a pro-active way (future image 2a) showed a 
similar level of flexibility and mobility than those few who were aiming for an 
individualistic lifestyle (future image la). Although following a more standardised 
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biography these young people might be similarly well equipped to adapt to new 
situations and profit from new chances. 
At the same time it could be shown that following an individualistic 
lifestyle did not automatically show high levels of flexibility, openness and 
intercultural skills (Chapter 7). It thus questions more generally how to define 
the 'winners' and 'losers' and that it might be necessary to re-think our 
understanding of who benefits and who suffers from new opportunities and risks 
in second modernity (see Chapter 2). 
I have argued that the understanding of East-West German differences 
seemed to obscure rural-urban differences. At the same time it could be argued 
that it obscured local-global relationships as the understanding that new 
chances were West-German chances dominated young people's 
understanding. Only a very small number of participants reflected on a wider 
understanding of western chances including other European countries. It would 
be very interesting to analyse, how young people in other post-socialist 
countries interpret their chances. It could be assumed that they perceive having 
more opportunities in 'the western world' as well, but it would be interesting 
which countries or regions they perceive as offering the most opportunities and 
how differentiated their map of the West is. With regard to young people 
growing up in rural East Germany it could be shown that the West is primarily 
understood as Western-Germany which again could result in a restriction of 
young people's chances. 
While it is important to equip young people with skills to adapt to new 
situations and to be flexible and mobile I would argue that it is equally important 
to acknowledge young people as present and potential future citizens within 
their local communities. There is a danger that young people might be 
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'educated out' of their local environment because of an understanding that new 
opportunities are available for young people in the West. The understanding of 
still existing fundamental differences between East and West Germany seemed 
to promote an understanding that young people's future was a western future. 
This, however, might lead to a neglect of involving young people in the local 
community and to a lack of knowledge about, for example, local job 
opportunities as indicated by participants. Consequently, it is important to 
understand better the role of young people's agency In understanding space 
and making decisions that reflect and affect their spatial identity. The following 
section explores the role of agency in more detail. 
8.3 Acknowledging young people's agency within the 
wider context of their everyday lives 
Following the new paradigm for the social science of childhood (James et 
al. 1998) this thesis aimed to give an insight into the heterogeneity of young 
people's geographies (see Chapter 2). The focus of the analysis was on the 
different ways that participants perceived, challenged and coped with 
disadvantages and the multiple power-relations which characterised their 
everyday lives. 
Participants referred to very different experiences of restrictions and 
boundaries to express their agency. Some young people seemed to experience 
additional forms or higher levels of exclusion and seemed less able to 
overcome disadvantages than others. One of the key dimensions impacting on 
the experiences and feelings of exclusion was young people's social 
background which affected, for example, the financial resources available to 
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them to invest in better educational achievement and additional qualifications. 
Further, students who were aiming for the highest educational level and thus 
represent those from the highest social background often referred to a higher 
level of parental support and integration into wider social networks. It seemed 
easier for these students to organise, for example, additional work placements 
as they could make use of familial networks. 
Another important dimension of inequalities represented gender specific 
expectations which seemed to result in restricted opportunities and choices for 
female young people. Participants' reference to traditional gender roles seems 
to support research findings which have highlighted that post-socialist 
transformation processes include forms of re-traditlonalisation of gender 
differences (Dolling 2000; Klenner 2002; Schafer 2005; Tomanovic & Ignjatovic 
2006). Considering that the reproduction of traditional gender relations in rural 
areas results in rigid forms of social exclusion (see Dahlstroem 1996; Elder et 
al. 1996; Little & Austin 1996; Little 2002a, 2002b) gender inequalities need to 
be addressed to improve young people's life conditions within the rural context. 
Up to now, however. German policies have neglected to acknowledge the 
importance of gender with regard to young people's motives of leaving the area 
(see Dienel & Gerloff 2003). The thesis thus offers some insights into the 
importance of gender aspects with regard to young people's everyday and 
future life experiences and can inform further research in this area. 
These findings further give empirical evidence of the uneven 
individualisation process as described in a number of studies which highlight 
still existing structural inequalities and the heterogeneity of young people's 
experiences in second modernity (see Furlong & Cartmel 1997; Deforges 1998; 
Shucksmith 2004; Horschelmann & Schafer 2005, 2007). This was also 
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confirmed in the analysis of young people's understanding of their future lives 
as the different types of images generally matched with their educational 
attainment (which can be seen as an indicator for their social background). 
However, the analysis of participants' future images revealed that while social 
background is an important factor, it does not solely determine how young 
people experience and perceive their everyday and future lives. It was also 
interesting to see that female participants who were aiming for the highest or 
second highest educational qualification (participants from the Gymnasium and 
Regionalschule) were often more creative and active with regard to developing 
strategies to overcome experienced disadvantages than their male 
counterparts. It could be argued that female participants' higher forms of agency 
can be read as a response to their perception of gender specific disadvantages 
within their rural community. This would be in line with previous research which 
has highlighted that the countryside is still characterised by more traditional 
gender roles resulting in less opportunities for girls and young women (Elder et 
al. 1996; Little & Austin 1996; Hughes 1997; Little 2002a. 2002b: Shucksmith 
2004; Wiborg 2004; Rye 2006). However, researching young people's agency 
in urban contexts, Evans (2002) found higher levels of agency amongst girls as 
well. These findings seem to indicate that gender might play a role with regard 
to young people's ability to address and negotiate experienced disadvantages 
which needs to be researched further as it might represent a dimension of 
inequalities amongst young people 
The analysis of young people's future images further revealed the 
importance of young people's understanding of their personal abilities and 
opportunities in form of their belief in what they could personally achieve. While 
these personal motivations and ambitions seemed to increase generally with 
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the level of educational qualification they were aiming for, differences could also 
be found amongst students aiming for the same educational levels. 
My findings highlight the importance of contextual analysis and the 
multiple ways in which new risks, uncertainties and opportunities can be 
perceived and interpreted. Analysing the complexity of such understandings 
could help to get a deeper insight into the ways how young people prepare 
themselves and are prepared for their transition into the job market by their 
parents, relatives and friends. It is important to adopt a participatory approach 
when addressing these issues, as the next section argues. 
8.4 Facilitating a participatory research approach 
I developed a participatory research approach which foregrounded young 
people's perceptions and experiences. Retrospectively, 1 would argue that four 
stages of the project were crucial to the development of a participatory research 
project: 
• the first, informal meeting with students (whole classes) to highlight that 
they were the experts of their everyday lives 
• the provision of research training for participants 
• the option for participants to develop their own (research) projects and 
• the option to get in contact with other participants and to discuss relevant 
issues with adult gatekeepers (this also included the exhibitions which 
participants co-organised and which they seemed to value as an 
expression that their voices were valued and heard). 
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All of these different stages helped to make young people aware of their 
expert knowledge and to equip them with additional skills which increased their 
confidence. That participants seemed to feel comfortable in the research 
process and engaged highly found its expression, for example, in the fact that 
all groups wanted to meet more often than the three times which I had aimed for 
and that 8 out of 9 groups further developed their own research projects. Young 
people's desire to improve their life situations and to engage with their local 
communities also found its expression in the high amount of time and work 
young people put into preparation of the workshop and the exhibitions of their 
research projects (see Chapter 4). 
The research training session at the beginning of the project helped to make 
the research process transparent to participants, to equip them with additional 
skills and to increase participants' control over the research process. The 
development of research skills further promoted more equal power-relations 
amongst participants (Alderson 2000; Kellett 2005; Cahill 2007). I have argued 
elsewhere (see Schafer & YanA/ood 2008) that it was crucial to offer the 
research training without obliging young people to a specific level of 
involvement such as: becoming a researcher themselves. In other words, the 
success of involving young people with different backgrounds, abilities and 
interests was, at least partly, dependent on giving participants the space to 
make their own decisions at which level and for how long they wanted to be 
involved in the project. It indicates that offering young people such choice helps 
to address the risk of excluding less confident and shy young people from the 
research. It further offers an insight into the complex power-relations which 
characterise young people's lives - particularly those amongst young people 
(see Schafer & Yarwood 2008). 
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I also want to reflect on some limitations of the chosen methodological 
approach. When I first approached young people in schools to introduce the 
research project it became clear that it was often easier for those young people 
to participate who lived less remotely. It was possible in some cases to arrange 
or provide additional transport opportunities for those who wished to participate 
but had difficulties to come to the meetings. It meant that 36 out of 67 
participants lived in villages with less than 700 inhabitants while the rest lived in 
one of the three small towns where the schools were situated (see Chapter 4). 
To include an even higher rate of students from highly remote areas additional 
one-to-one interviews in young people's homes could have been conducted. 
However, I was a complete outsider to the communities when I started the 
project. I felt that accessing young people through schools would be the most 
appropriate way to offer a safe environment for participants as I could not draw 
on a sufficient level of trust to propose interviews in young people's homes at 
the beginning of the study. 
It would have also been very interesting to include those young people 
who are excluded from or cannot be accessed through school. However, it was 
difficult to build up networks within the research area before moving there which 
made it difficult to develop access to this group of young people. In addition, I 
decided not to conduct one-to-one interviews as the focus groups offered 
additional insights into young people's interaction with their peers and helped to 
analyse power-relations between them. 
I had hoped to be able to include participants even more in the data 
analysis and dissemination process. I tried, for example, to facilitate the editing 
process of the video which one group made on their everyday lives by teaching 
students basic editing skills to then edit it together. I had arranged and planned 
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4 meetings in which to do this. However, it was summer time and participants 
seemed to prefer spending their time at the local lake and meeting up with 
friends. The participants and I finally agreed on a detailed script for editing 
process and I edited two versions which I showed to the participants. They then 
chose the one they liked best and this version was shown at the exhibitions. 
Kesby (2007b) argues that the empowering potential of participatory 
research projects is reflected in the extent to which participation provides young 
people with additional resources to transform their agency. In the analysis I 
have highlighted that young people made use of the project in different ways to 
address and challenge experienced disadvantages. This became particularly 
clear with regard to the self-chosen and self-conducted research projects which 
participants developed. One group of participants, for example, developed a 
research project to increase their knowledge about local job opportunities and 
made their findings available to other young people (Chapter 6). Two other 
groups of participants conducted interview-projects on the topic of right wing 
radicalism aiming to challenge the often highly stereotypic ways in which East 
German youth is portrayed in the media. The development of these kinds of 
projects indicate that the project provided the facilities, resources and the space 
for young people to address, respond and hopefully challenge experienced 
disadvantages. Further, it could be shown that participants perceived 
participation in the project as a form of gaining additional qualifications and/or 
developing specific skills. They also valued the certificate highly which they 
were planning to include in future research applications. 
However, my research project was restricted in facilitating a shared 
decision-making process between adults and young people (Hart 1997). The 
workshop and the exhibitions where young people and adult gatekeepers finally 
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met were placed at the end of the research project and I believe that it was at 
this stage that such shared decision-making processes might have been 
negotiated. For me. this refers to the importance of time and embedding the 
research project within the everyday contexts of young people's lives to create 
more sustainable participatory spaces (see also Kesby 2005; 2007a). 
Nonetheless, the chosen approach was seen as a highly valuable way to 
acknowledge young people as experts of their own lives (Kellett et al. 2004; 
Kellett 2005) and to get a deeper insight into the complex power-relations which 
characterised young people's geographies. It offered young people 
opportunities for personal development and skills training which they were often 
eager to make use of. 
8.5 Informing theoretical developments in children's 
geographies and young people's lives in second 
modernity 
This research offers valuable theoretical and empirical contributions to 
key aims of children's geographies, namely, addressing the heterogeneity of 
young people's lives and uncovering their everyday life experiences from their 
own perspectives. It contributes to the dimension of rural geography in offering 
a deeper insight into young people's constructions of rural knowledge and their 
experiences and perceptions of growing up rural. By highlighting the impact of 
the post-socialist transformation process of young people's everyday lives it 
further challenges the universal understanding of 'the rural' and contributes to a 
more plural geographical analysis (Woods 2005) of young people's lives In 
second modernity. It could be shown that power-relations amongst young 
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people need to be acknowledged as an additional dimension of power-relations 
which characterise young people's everyday lives. Such power-relations, 
however, have mainly been neglected in previous research and add a valuable 
contribution to the aim of uncovering unequal individualisation processes 
amongst young people. 
Connecting the wider context of second modernity (Giddens 1990, 1994; 
Beck 2000; Giddens 2000; Beck 2002; Beck & Beck-Gernsheim 2002) with 
Massey 's (1993, 2005) theorisation of space did allow the analysis of multiple 
power-relations within and beyond the local environment which impact on young 
people everyday lives in rural East Germany. It could also be shown that 
participants identified a number of similar experiences as those in other rural 
European regions, which highlights the need to include them in discussions on 
young people's lives in second modernity. 
Research on young people's lives in the context of globalisation and 
second modernity is still dominated by a dichotomous concept of global-local 
relationship. The latter, however, does not offer a conceptual frame to include 
young people's lives in post-socialist countries (see also Schafer 2007). The 
dominance of the inner-German discourse of East-West German differences as 
(re)produced by participants of this research project thus indicates that 
focussing on the global and/or local might run the risk of overlooking power-
relations which can not easily be captured by this dichotomous understanding. 
A small number of participants seemed to be involved in a high level of 
self-reflexivity as described in the context of second modernity which indicates 
the potential of this theoretical concept to explain, for example, processes of 
individualization. However, the empirical findings give an insight into the 
complexity of participant's experiences and the multiple ways in which they 
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made sense of their everyday and future lives. This clearly demonstrates the 
limitations of this theoretical framework. Introducing Massey's (1993, 2005) 
concept of space and Panelli 's (2002) model of dimensions of negotiation to 
research empirically the multiple power-relations which characterise the 
everyday lives of young people who grow up in a rural environment offers one 
way. however, to developing the work of Beck, Beck-Gernsheim and Giddens 
further. 
The analysis of the complex ways in which young people experience and 
perceive their lives in a rural post-socialist context supports empirical findings 
(Roberts et al. 2000; Horschelmann 2002; Pilkington et al. 2002; Pilkington and 
Johnson 2003; Pilkington 2004; Hdrschelmann & Schafer 2005) which have 
highlighted that some values and norms, developed in the post-socialist past 
and/or in the transformation process, still seem to be relevant. However, 
contrary to previous findings, it could be shown that these young people do not 
perceive themselves as 'losers of unification' and/or 'second class citizens' 
(Meulemann 1998). Although they referred to still existing differences between 
East and West Germans and referred to disadvantages of growing up in the 
post-socialist part of Germany, participants at the same time highlighted the 
increased opportunities which had emerged with reunification. The analysis 
further revealed that young people clearly distinguished between the 
implications of reunification on their own and their parent's/grandparent's lives. 
They thus referred to intergenerational differences in the ways in which past 
and present experiences affected people's everyday and future lives in East 
Germany. 
These empirical findings support recent calls for a more complex 
conceptualisation of post-socialism. In line with social scientists who have 
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identified the problem that people's lives in post-socialist contexts is generally 
perceived as outside of the (western) core (Pilkington 2004) and that the post-
socialist transition is falsely understood of leading to an assimilation to western 
societies (Young & Smith 1998; Burawoy & Verdery 1999; Light 2001; 
Horschelmann 2002; Pilkington et al. 2002; Pilkington & Johnson 2003; 
Pilkington 2004; Schafer 2005; Stenning 2005; Stenning & Horschelmann 2008) 
Stenning and Horschelmann (2008) have recently offered an interesting 
approach to conceptualise the heterogeneity of people's lives in post-socialist 
contexts. My research findings support their call for the need to conceptualise 
geographical difference within and between the post-socialist societies and, for 
example, the western European World. 
Finally, I want to offer a theoretical framework for analysing young people's 
future images conceptually in future research. I have argued that these future 
images offer an additional insight into young people's perceptions of their 
present day and future lives and thus their socially situated agency (Evans 
2002) and the emergence of inequalities amongst young people. These future 
images refer not only to young people's ideas about where they want to live in 
future and what they want to do professionally but also include their aims, 
interests, fears and hopes reflecting young people's understanding of personal 
opportunities and restnctions. The analysis of participants' imagined futures was 
highly valuable as it provided a deeper insight into the wider contexts young 
people are growing up in. Bjarnason and Thorlindsson (2006: 291) have in this 
context argued that "[t]he collective residential intentions of adolescents at a 
given point in time can be seen as a community level property that may affect 
the attitudes and behaviours of younger and older residents alike". This 
indicates that young people's migration intention mirror more general 
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understandings of childhood and youth within the local context and how they 
are perceived and positioned within the local community. 
The typology of future images particularly highlighted the multiple ways 
how young people translate and make sense of their everyday experiences for 
their own lives. It could be shown, for example, that although all participants 
understood new opportunities as western opportunities which were available for 
them through migration to the West, only a relatively small number of 
participants actually included the aim to migrate into their future plans. Such 
contradictions indicate the heterogeneity of power-relations which characterise 
young people's everyday lives and needs to be investigated further to 
understand and address inequalities amongst them. 
To capture the importance of young people's future images as reflections 
on their present day lives as well as impacting on everyday decision making 
processes it is useful to employ the idea of futurescapes after Appadurai's 
(1990) 'dimensions of cultural flow' which he uses to capture the global-local 
aspects of people's everyday lives in second modernity (see also 
Hbrschelmann and Schafer 2005). The notion of 'scapes' highlights the 
importance of imagined worlds that can include spaces and places within and 
beyond young peoples' local environment. It further puts the individual 
perspective Into the focus of analysis and thus represents a way of describing, 
reconstructing and understanding how young people make sense of their 
everyday life experiences and how they (spatially) translate them into their 
imagined futures. 
Young people's futurescapes thus reflect on what they perceive as 
achievable and/or desirable at a specific time in their life course and are based 
on their experiences as well as their understanding of personal abilities and 
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competences. These ideas about their future lives are far from deterministic and 
are in a constant process of (re)construction which means that they can change 
with time. Furthermore, it could be shown that skills and competencies are 
developed highly unevenly amongst young people and are dependent on both 
their agency and the wider context and thus the multiple power relations they 
are growing up in. 
Appadurai's (1990) dimensions of cultural flow capture the different 
dimensions that represent the global-local aspects of life in second modernity. 
The strength of this concept is that it highlights the complexity and overlapping 
character of global cultural flow as it identifies the global world we are living in 
as a highly interactive one where the global and the local reinforce each other. 
Therefore Appadurai's approach can be seen as a further development of 
Robertson's (1990) theory of 'glocalization' and follows Massey's (1993, 2005) 
call to overcome the global-local dichotomy. 
I argue that Appadurai's dimensions of cultural flow can be extended by 
the dimension of futurescapes which captures people's images of their own 
future lives. Although Appadurai has included people's imagined future travels 
into his concept of ethnoscapes I argue that young people often develop 
complex ideas about their own future lives which include an understanding of 
personal choices and opportunities. In addition to the understanding of 
'dreamscapes' as developed by Horschelmann and Schafer (2005) the notion of 
futurescapes includes those aspects that young people connect with their future 
lives: migrating intention, job aspirations as well as their personal hopes and 
fears. It thus does not only reflect on specific places they want to visit in future 
but also includes their understanding of individual opportunities and limits. 
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Developing typologies of futurescapes allows a better understanding of 
the contexts which characterise young people's everyday lives and helps to 
understand which resources they draw on to achieve their agency (see Kesby 
2008). It also provides a more differentiated insight into the varied needs, 
interests and abilities young people have. This typology can be used to inform 
communal or governmental strategies to address and challenge inequalities 
amongst young people. 
The fluid nature of futurescapes further recognises that rurality can be 
understood as a 'complex interweaving of power relations, social conventions, 
discursive practices and institutional forces that are constantly combining and 
recombining' (Cioke 2006:24). It conceptually highlights that rural localities, their 
representation and the varied experiences of young people's lives are not only 
intenA/oven but relational according to wider power structures and political 
influences (Halfacree 2006). Rather than attempting to distinguish between the 
'myth and reality' of rural places, it has been recognised that places, meanings 
and everyday life experiences are enfolded into each other (Massey 1993; 
Panelli 2002; Cloke 2003; Massey 2005; Halfacree 2006). The concept of 
futurescapes provides a way of navigating these complex ruralities, linking 
varied past and present day circumstances with heterogeneous futures. 
8.6 Concluding remarks 
As already highlighted in Chapter 1, the high out-migration of young 
people in particular is one of the main problems this region has to face. And 
although policy interventions have tried to tackle this issue they have failed to 
prevent this trend (see Dienel & Gerloff 2003). However, services and facilities 
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for young people in the region will further decrease and that the majority of staff 
in the youth sector is under qualified and only on short-term contracts (Opitz-
Karig 2003). This means that dimensions such as young people's integration 
into the community and feelings of socio-spatial attachment become particularly 
important to enhance feelings of well-being as they are less dependent on 
financial sources than, for example, the running of leisure facilities. This 
indicates that young people's position within their local communities, their 
experiences of inclusion and exclusion might become the key resource 
communities can build on in future. 
I also want to highlight that it seems important to challenge participants' 
over-generalised understanding of the West (and here mainly West Germany) 
as their future and of mobility to the West as the only and secure way to 
overcome experienced disadvantages. How deeply rooted this understanding 
was and that it seemed to represent an understanding which was shared by, for 
example, adult gate-keepers was reflected in young people's described lack of 
knowledge about local and East German job opportunities which could indicate 
that they are educated out of the East (see Chapter 6). 
I would thus argue that it is important to initiate a more differentiated 
understanding of young people's personal opportunities, for example, in bigger 
East German cities as well as beyond the German context. The need to 
challenge the dominant inner-German discourse of fundamental East-West 
German differences became particularly apparent in how participants' described 
how different skills were needed to succeed in the West German or the East 
German job market. They translated this understanding into personal strategies 
to prepare themselves for the transition into the job market. However, a small 
number of participants seemed to be sceptical about the assumption of 
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fundamental East-West German differences (see Chapter 5). These young 
people often represented those who had regular contact with, for example. 
West German relatives. One way to facilitate a more critical understanding of 
East-West German differences and similarities and young people's 
opportunities to develop their careers in Germany could be to institutionalise 
school exchanges with western and eastern schools or excursions to East and 
West German cities. This could facilitate a more differentiated understanding of 
young people's future opportunities. Children's geographies provides an 
apposite and invaluable way of studying these issues and can contribute to a 
politically engaged discussion on young people's present day and future 
geographies. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Ethical Guidelines 
Excerpt from "University of Plymouth: Research Policies and Practices" Plymouth: 
November 2002: p. 20/21 
Ethical principles for research involving human participants 
1. Informed consent 
The researcher should, where possible, inform potential participants in advance of any features 
of the research that might reasonably be expected to influence their willingness to take part in 
the study. Where the research topic is sensitive, the ethical protocol should include verbatim 
instructions for the informed consent procedure and consent should be obtained in writing. 
Where children are concerned, informed consent may be obtained from parents or teachers 
acting in loco parentis, or from the children themselves if they are of sufficient understanding. 
However, where the topic of research is sensitive, written informed consent should be obtained 
from individual parents. 
2. Openness and honesty 
So far as possible, researchers should be open and honest about the research, its purpose and 
application. Some types of research appear to require deception in order to achieve their 
scientific purpose. Deception will be approved in experimental procedures only if the following 
conditions are met: 
a Deception is completely unavoidable if the purpose of the research is to be achieved, 
b The research objective has strong scientific merit. 
c. Any potential harm arising from the proposed deception can be effectively neutralised or 
reversed by the proposed debriefing procedures (see section 5). 
Failing to inform participants of the specific purpose of the study at the outset is not normally 
considered to be deception, provided that adequate informed consent and debriefing 
procedures are proposed. Covert observation should be resorted to only where it is impossible 
to use other methods to obtain essential data. Ideally, where informed consent has not been 
obtained prior to the research it should be obtained post hoc 
3. Right to withdraw 
Where possible, participants should be informed at the outset of the study that they have the 
right to withdraw at any time without penalty. In the case of children, those acting in loco 
parentis or the children themselves if of sufficient understanding, shall be informed of the right 
to withdraw from participation in the study. 
4. Protection from Harm 
Researchers must endeavour to protect participants from physical and psychological harm at all 
times during the investigation Note that where stressful or hazardous procedures are 
concerned, obtaining informed consent (1) whilst essential, does not absolve the researcher 
from responsibility for protecting the participant. In such cases, the ethical protocol must specify 
the means by which the participant will be protected, e.g. by the availability of qualified medical 
assistance. Where physical or mental harm nevertheless does result from research procedure, 
investigators are obliged to take action to remedy the problems created. 
5. Debriefing 
Researchers should, where possible, provide an account of the purpose of the study as well as 
its procedures. If this is not possible at the outset, then ideally it should be provided on 
completion of the study 
6. Confidentiality 
Except with the consent of the participant, researchers are required to ensure confidentiality of 
the participant's identity and data throughout the conduct and reporting of the research. Ethical 
protocols may need to specify procedures for how this will be achieved For example. 
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transcriptions of the interviews may be encoded by the secretary so that no written record of the 
participant's name and data exist side by side. Where records are held on computer, the Data 
Protection Act also applies. 
7. Ethical principles of professional bodies 
This set of principles is generic and not exhaustive of considerations which apply in all 
disciplines. Where relevant professional bodies have published their own guidelines and 
principles, these must be followed and the current principles interpreted and extended as 
necessary in this context. 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire (German) 
Plymouth, Juni 2004 
Liebe Jugendlichen, 
dieser Fragebogen wurde im Rahmen des Forschungsprojektes "Lebensalltag 
und Zukunftsvorstellungen von landlichen Jugendlichen in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern" entworfen und bildet die Grundlage fur das w/eitere 
Forschungsprojekt. 
Das Ausfullen des Fragebogens dauert ca . 25-30 Minuten und erfolgt auf 
freiwilliger Basis. Ihr werdet gebeten, jeweils eine der vorgegebenen Antwort 
anzukreuzen. Wenn mehrere Kategorien angekreuzt werden konnen, findet Ihr 
die Bemerkung „Mehrfachnennungen moglich". Bei einigen Fragen werdet Ihr 
auch aufgefordert, selbst etwas aufzuschreiben, Wenn es Fragen gibt, die Ihr 
nicht beantworten wolit Oder konnt, lasst sie einfach frei. 
Wenn Ihr den Fragebogen ausgefullt habt, steckt Ihn in den beigelegten 
Briefumschlag und gebt ihn verschlossen an Eure Lehrerin/Euren Lehrer 
zuruck. Die Lehrkrafte wurden gebeten, die Fragebogen verschlossen an uns 
weiterzureichen, was garantiert, dass niemand Euren ausgefullten Fragebogen 
einsehen kann. 
Euer Fragebogen wird streng vertraulich behandelt und von uns vollstandig 
anonymisiert. 
Vielen Dank fur Eure Mitarbeit und viel Spass beim Ausfullen des Fragebogens. 
Eure 
Nadine Schafer 
University of Plymouth/ United Kingdom 
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Fragen zur Person 
(1) Uberlege Dir einen Phantasienamen Dieser Name garantiert. dass Deine Daten 
anonymisiert sind. weil nur Du ihn kennst. Fur eine weitere Teilnahme am Forschungsprojekt 
solltest Du Dir diesen Namen merken! 
(2) Wann bist Du geboren? Im Jahr19 
n weiblich CH mannlich (3) Welches Geschlecht hast Du? 
(4) Welchen Schulabschluss strebst Du an (oder hast Du)? 
• Keinen Abschluss • Hauptschulabschluss 
• Realschulabschluss (10. Klasse) • Abitur 
n anderen Abschluss, und zwar 
(5) Bei wem lebst Du zur Zeit? Bitte kreuze an, was zutrifft: 
Beiden Eltern • 
Mutter • 
Mutter und 
Lebenspartner • 
Vater • 
Vater und 
Lebenspartnerin • 
Ich lebe allein • 
Anderen Erziehungsberechtigten • 
GrosselternA/erwandten • 
Partner/Partnerin • 
In einer WG/Freunden • 
Ich wohne im Internat/Heim • 
Ich wohne bei jemand anders, und 
zwar: • 
(6) Was machen Deine Eltern beruflich? 
Momentane Berufstatigkeit Arbeitet 
Vollzeit 
Arbeitet 
Teilzeit 
Arbeits-
los 
WeiB 
nicht. 
Mutter • • • • 
Vater • • • • 
Erziehungs-
berechtigte 
(falls nicht Vater 
und/oder Mutter) 
• • • • 
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Wohnort: 
(7) Hast Du schon immer in Deinem jetzigen Wohnort gelebt? 
Ja • (Waiter mit Frage 9) Nein • 
(8) Wenn nicht: Wo hast Du vorher gelebt (Ort, evtl. Bundesland)? 
(9) Lebst Du gerne an Deinem jetzigen Wohnort? 
Sehr gerne CI Es ist ok D Ungerne CH Ist mir egal CH Weiss nicht G 
(10) Was gefallt DIr besonders an Deinem Wohnort bzw. was fehit Dir? 
Mir gefallt 
besonders 
Ist in 
Ordnung 
Mir 
fehIt 
Ist mir 
egal 
Weiss 
nicht 
Ausgehmoglichkeiten (Diskothek, 
Clubs etc.) • • • • • 
Kulturelles Angebot (Kino. Theater 
etc.) • • • • • 
Treffpunkte fur Kinder und 
Jugendliche • • • • • 
Wohnungsangebot • • • • • 
Ausbildungsstellen/ 
Jobangebote • • • • • 
Landschaft/ Umgebung • • • • • 
Freizeitangebot (Sport etc.) • • • • • 
Jugendclub, Jugendhaus oder 
ahnliches • • • • • 
Meine Schule • • • • • 
Etwas ganz anderes, und zwar: • • • • • 
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Freizeit 
(11) Wo triffst Du Dich mIt Deinen Freunden nach der Schule am hauflgsten? 
Auf dem 
Schulhof/Schule • 
Bel gemeinsamen 
Hobbies • 
Bei mir zu 
Hause • 
Bei meinen Freunden 
Zuhause • 
Im Jugendclub • CD Woanders und zwar: 
(12) Bist du Mitglied in einem/oder mehreren der folgenden Vereine? 
^ Sport (z.B. Sportverein, Tanzverein) 
• Kultur und Musik (z.B. Gesangsverein, Kunstverein) 
• Umv /^elt (z.B. Naturschutz-, Tierschutzvereinigung) 
• Soziales und Gesundheit (z.B. gesundheitllche Selbsthilfe. karitative 
Vereinigung, Stadtteilinitiative) 
I I Politik (z.B. Partei, Burgerinitiative, Menschenrechtsvereinigung) 
I I Religion (z.B. religiose Gruppe) 
I I Sonstiger Verein, und zwar: 
(13) Hast Du sonstige regelmafilge Hobbies? 
Nein • Ja, CI und zwar. 
(14) BItte kreuze an, wie oft Du folgende Medien nutzt: 
Taglich Wochentlich Monattich Nle 
Fernseh 
gucken • • • • 
Zeitung lesen • • • • 
Zeitschriften 
lesen • • • • 
Radio horen • • • • 
Musik horen • • • • 
Bucher lesen • • • • 
Internet 
benutzen • • • • 
Computerspiele 
spielen • • • • 
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(15) Bekommst Du Taschengeld? Ja D , ca Euro/Monat Nein D 
(16) Verdienst Du Dir Geld durch einen Nebenjob? Ja • Nein • 
(17) Wieviel Geld hast Du im Monat zur Verfugung, dass Du fur Dich selbst 
ausgeben kannst (Kleidung, Musik, Weggehen etc.)? 
Ca Euro 
(18) Wofur gibst Du das meiste Geld aus? 
Berufliche Zukunft 
(19) Welchen Beruf mochtest Du erlernen? (Mehrfachnennungen moglich) 
(20) Mochtest Du studleren? • Ja • Nein (weiter mit Frage 22) 
(21) Wenn ja: welches Fach mochtest Du studieren?(Mehrfachnennungen 
moglich) 
(22) Wer oder was Ist Deiner Einschatzung nach sehr wichtig oder auch wenlger 
wichtig fur Deinen beruflichen Werdegang? 
Einfluss auf meinen 
beruflichen Werdegang 
Sehr 
wichtig 
Wichtig Weniger 
wichtig 
unwichtig Weill 
ich 
nicht 
1. Der Wunsch und Rat 
meiner ElternA/erwandten • • • • • 
2. Der Wunsch und Rat 
meiner Freunde • • • • • 
3. Wie ich mich anderen 
gegenuberdarstetle (z.B. im 
Vorstellungsgesprach) 
• • • • • 
4. Meine Abschlussnoten • • • • • 
5. Zusatzqualifikationen 
(Sprachen, Praktika etc.) • • • • • 
6. Arbeitsmarktbedingungen • • • • • 
7. Der eigene 
Wunsch/Eigenmotivation • • • • • 
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(23) GIbt es andere Dinge, die Deiner Meinung nach EInfluss auf Deinen 
Berufswunsch oder Deinen berufllchen Werdegang haben? 
(24) Wie schatzt Du Deine beruflichen Chancen in der unmittelbaren Umgebung 
in der Du momentan wohnst oder auch in der nachst groesseren Stadt ein? 
Sehr gut • Gut • Mittelmassig CH Schlecht • Aussichtslos D Weill nicht • 
(25) Machst Du Dir manchmal Sorgen urn Deine berufliche Zukunft? 
• Ja, haufig • Manchmal • Nein • Weiss nicht 
(26) Wie wichtig sind die folgende Dinge in Bezug auf Deine zukunftige Arbeit? 
Sehr 
wichtig 
Wichtig Weniger 
wichtig 
Un-
wichtig 
Weill 
nicht 
1. Beruf mit hoher 
Eigenverantwortung • • • • • 
2. Gute Aufstiegschancen • • • • • 
3. Kontakt zu anderen 
Menschen • • • • • 
4. Moglichkeit, auch halbtags 
zu arbeiten • • • • • 
5. Geregelte Arbeitszeit • • • • • 
6. Arbeits-ZAusbildungsplatz 
in der Region • • • • • 
7. Arbeitsplatzsicherheit • • • • • 
8. Gute Verdienstchancen • • • • • 
9. Vereinbarkeit von Beruf 
und Familie • • • • • 
10. Weiterentwicklung meiner 
Fahigkeiten • • • • • 
Allgemeine Fragen: 
(27) Wo wiirdest Du gerne in Zukunft leben? (Mehrfachnennungen mbglich) 
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Im Heimatort • In Ostdeutschland • Ausserhalb Deutschlands • 
Im nachst 
grofleren Ort • In Berlin • Weiss nicht • 
In Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern • In Westdeutschland • Ist mir egal • 
(28) Was ist Dir fiir Deine Zukunft besonders wichtig oder auch weniger wichtig? 
Sehr 
wichtig 
Wichtig Weniger 
wichtig 
Un-
wichtig 
Weia 
nicht 
1. Einen Beruf zu haben, der 
Spafi macht • • • • • 
2. Freunde zu haben • • • • • 
3. Gute Partnerschaft/Ehe • • • • • 
4. Moglichst viel reisen • • • • • 
5. Karriere machen • • • • • 
Viel Freizeit haben • • • • • 
7. Eigene Famille haben • • • • • 
8. Ein eigenes Haus haben • • • • • 
10. In der Gegend wohnen, 
wo ich jetzt wohne. • • • • • 
11. Etwas anderes, und zwar: • • • • • 
(29) Interessierst Du Dich fur Politik? 
Sehr stark • Stark • Teilweise D Kaum O Gar nicht CD 
(30) Hast Du das Gefiihl, dass die Interessen und Bediirfnisse Jugendlicher von 
der Landespolltik wahrgenommen werden? 
Ja • Teilweise LH Nein • Ist mir egal CD Weiss nicht d 
(31) Wurdest Du dich gerne mehr an politischen Entscheidungen beteiligen? 
34 
J a D Teilweise O Nein • Ist mir egal • Weiss nicht D 
(32) Wie denkst Du uberfolgende Aussagen 
Trim 
vollkom-
men zu 
Trim 
teilweise 
zu 
Trim 
uberhaupt 
nicht zu 
Weift 
nicht 
Ich mdchte einen ahnllchen Beruf wie meine 
Eltern eriernen. • • • • 
Alle haben die gleichen Chancen einen guten 
Job zu bekommen. • • • • 
Wenn man wirklich arbeiten will findet man 
auch Arbeit. • • • • 
Ich muss gut in der Schule sein, um einen 
guten Job zu bekommen. • • • • 
Ich mache mir grode Sorgen, einen 
Ausbildungsplatz zu bekommen. • • • • 
Heutzutage kann man sich den Job nicht 
aussuchen. Man muss nehmen, was man 
kriegen kann. 
• • • • 
Frauen und Manner haben die gleichen 
Chancen, einen guten Job zu bekommen. • • • • 
Frauen mit Kindern sollten auch die 
Moglichkeit haben. Vollzeit arbeiten zu 
gehen. 
• • • • 
Um einen guten Job zu bekommen, muss ich 
meine Region verlassen. • • • • 
Ich mochte spater auf jeden Fall auf dem 
Land leben. • • • • 
Das Problem Arbeitslosigkeit betrifft 
insbesondere landliche Jugendliche. • • • • 
Ich fuhl mich gut informiert uber die 
beruflichen Moglichkeiten. die ich habe. • • • • 
Fur einen Beruf meine Heimat zu verlassen, 
sehe ich als Herausforderung. • • • • 
Es ist mir wichtig, in meiner Region zu 
bleiben. • • • • 
Vielen Dank fur Deine Mitarbeit! 
Wenn Du noch etwas erganzen mochtest oder auch Kritikpunkte oder 
Verbesserungsvorschlage fur den Fragebogen hast: Hier ist Platz dafur! 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire (English transation) 
Plymou th , J u n e 2004 
Dear al l , 
Th is quest ionnai re was des igned in the context of a resea rch project explor ing 
the Eve ryday l ives and future prospects of young peop le in rural Meck lenbu rg -
Vo rpommern ' . Y o u r participation is absolute ly voluntary! 
It will take you around 25-30 minutes to fill this quest ionnai re out. Y o u will be 
a s k e d to tick one of the answers prov ided. If a number of a n s w e r s can be g iven 
you will find the express ion 'multiple answe rs possib le" . For s o m e quest ions you 
will a lso be a s k e d to write down your own thoughts. Don't worry about ques t ions 
which you can not or do not want to answer . Jus t m o v e on to the next. 
After you have filled out the quest ionnai re, p l ease put it in the prov ided 
enve lope and return it - sea led - to your teacher . Y o u r teacher will then return 
the enve lopes to us. Putting the quest ionna i res in a s e a l e d enve lope 
guarantees that nobody except you and the researchers c a n s e e your 
responses . 
Your quest ionnai re will be made a n o n y m o u s and treated in strict con f idence . 
Thank you very much for your part icipation. 
S incere ly , 
Nad ine Scha fe r 
Universi ty of P lymouth / Uni ted K ingdom 
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About you. 
(1) Please, choose a fantasy-name. This name guarantees that your information is dealt 
with confidentially as you are the only one that knows that name. If you are interested to 
participate in the project further you should remember that name. 
(2) When were you born? In 19 
(3) Are you • female? • male? 
(4) Which secondary-qualification are you aiming for (or do you already have)? 
Q No qualification CI Hauplschulabschluss 
• Realschulabschluss (10. Klasse) • Abitur 
• other qualification 
(5) Who do you live with? (Multiple answers are possible) 
Both parents • 
Mother • 
Mother and partner • 
Father • 
Father and partner • 
1 live on my own • 
Other legal guardians • 
Grandparents/relatives • 
Partner • 
With friends/in a shared house or flat • 
Boarding school • 
1 live with somebody else: • 
(6) What is the profession of your parents? 
Actual job Full-time Part-
time 
unemployed 1 don't 
know 
Mother • • • • 
Father • • • • 
Legal 
guardian (if 
not mother 
and father) 
• • • • 
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You and your place of residence: 
(7) Have you always lived in your actual place of residence? 
Yes • (Please continue with question number 9) No • 
(8) If not: where have you lived before (Name of town and federal state if possible)? 
(9) Do you like your home-town/village? 
1 like it a tot • It is ok • 1 don't like it • 1 don't care IZI 1 don't know D 
(10) What do you like most in your place of residency? What do you miss? 
1 like it a 
lot 
It is ok 1 miss 
it 
1 don't 
care 
1 don't 
know 
Facilities to go out (discotheques, 
clubs) • • • • • 
Cultural facilities (theatre, cinema) • • • • • 
Meeting points for young people • • • • • 
Available Accommodation • • • • • 
Job opportunities • • • • • 
Landscape, natural environment • • • • • 
Leisure activities (Sport etc.) • • • • • 
Youthclubs • • • • • 
My school • • • • • 
In addition to this 1 like or miss: • • • • • 
Leisure time 
(11) Where do you most commonly meet up with friends after school? 
At the schoolyard • • hobbles At home • At other friends' houses • 
At the youthclub • n We meet somewhere else (please indicate where): 
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(12) Are you a member of one or several of the following c lubs? 
^ Sport (e.g. Sports clubs, dance clubs) 
• Culture and music (e.g. Singing, arts club) 
• Environment (e.g. environmental club, animal protection) 
n Socia l and Health (e.g. self-help groups) 
• Politic (e.g. Political parties, action groups) 
• Religion (e.g. Religious society) 
I I Other society or club: 
(13) Do you have any other regular hobbies? 
No • Yes • I do 
(14) Please indicate how often you use the following media types 
Daily weekly monthly never 
Watching TV • • • • 
Reading 
newspapers • • • • 
Reading 
journals • • • • 
Listening to 
radio • • • • 
Listening to 
music • • • • 
Read books • • • • 
Use the 
internet • • • • 
Play computer 
games • • • • 
(15) Do you get any pocket-money? Yes • , around Euro/month 
No • 
(16) Do you earn any money through part-time jobs? Yes • No • 
(17) How much money do you have per month that you can spend for your own 
(Cloth, music, going out and so on)? 
Around Euro 
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(18) On what sorts of things do you spend most of your money on? 
Job prospects 
(19) What career would you l ike to follow? (Multiple answers are possible) 
(20) Do you want to go into higher education? CH Yes D No (please, 
continue with question 22) 
(21) If yes: what do you want to study? (Multiple answers are 
possible) 
(22) Who or what is from your point of view most or least influential in regard to 
important 
important Less 
important 
unimportant Do 
not 
know 
1. The advice and 
expectations of my 
parents and relatives 
• • • • • 
2. The advice and 
expectations of my 
friends 
• • • • • 
3. My personal 
appearance and 
performance at job 
interviews for example 
• • • • • 
4. My final results • • • • • 
5. Additional qualifications • • • • • 
6. Job market • • • • • 
7. Something else: • • • • 
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(23) Do you think that something else has an impact on your future career? 
(24) How do you rank your personal job opportunities in the town you are 
Excellent CH good CH average D 
Not good 
Very bad CD 1 don't know D • 
(25) Do you sometimes worry about your future job prospects? 
• Yes , very often • Sometimes • Never • Don' t know 
(26) How important are the following aspects with regard to your future job? 
yery 
importan 
t 
importan 
t 
Less 
important 
unimport 
ant 
/ don't 
know 
1. To get a job with high 
responsibilities • • • • • 
2. Good promotion prospects • • • • • 
3. Contact to other people • • • • • 
4. Possibility to work part-
time • • • • • 
5. Regualted hours of work • • • • • 
6. Job within the region • • • • • 
7. Job security • • n • • 
8. Good income • • • • • 
9. Compatibility of job and 
family • • • • • 
10. Development of personal 
skills • • • • • 
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General questions about you and your future 
In my actual 
place of 
residence 
• In east-Germany • Outside of Germany • 
In the next 
biggest town • In Berlin • 1 don't know • 
In Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern • In west-Germany • 1 don't care • 
(28) What is most or least important to you in regard to you own future 
Very 
important 
importan 
t 
Less 
important 
unimpori 
ant 
/ don't 
know 
1. To have a job that 1 like • • • • • 
2. To have friends • • • • • 
3. To be in a good 
relationship • • • • • 
4. To travel a lot • • • • • 
5. To build up my own 
career • • • • • 
To have a lot of free-time • • • • • 
7. To have a family • • • • • 
8. To have my own house • • • • • 
10. To stay in this region • • • • • 
11. Something different: • • • • • 
(29) Are you interested in politics? 
Very interested Interested Some Interest Nearly no interest No interest 
• • • • • 
(30) Do you have the impression that young people's interests and needs are 
reflected in the 'Landespolitik' (regional politics)? 
Yes • Sometimes Q No • 1 don't care CD 1 don't know CH 
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(31) Would you like to be engaged more into political decisions? 
Y e s • Sometimes D No • 1 don't care • 1 don't know D 
(32) What do you think about the following statements: 
Appl ies 
completel 
y 
Applies 
partly 
Does not 
apply at all 
1 don't 
know 
1 want to do a similar job to my parents • • • • 
The opportunity to get a good job is equal to 
everybody n • • • 
If you really want to work you will find work. • • • • 
1 have to have good results in school to be 
able to get a good job. • • • • 
1 worry a lot about not getting a job. • • • • 
You can t choose your job any more. You 
have to take what you can get. • • • • 
Women and men have equal chances of 
getting a good job. • • • • 
Women with children should have the chance 
to work part-time. • • • • 
1 have to leave my region to get a good job. n • • • 
1 want definitely live in a rural region later on. • • • • 
The risk of unemployment is particularly high 
for rural young people • • • • 
1 am well informed about my job 
opportunities. • • • • 
1 see it as a challenge to leave the region for 
a job. • • • • 
It is important to me to stay in this region. • • • • 
Thank you very much for your cooperation! 
If you want to add or criticise anything or want to make some suggestions for 
improvement of this questionnaire please feel free to do so. Your thoughts and 
comments are very much appreciated! 
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Appendix D: 
Informal meeting: representation of region in 
newspapers, the internet and academic articles 
(German) 
Meck lenbu rg -Vorpommern im Sp iege l der M e d i e n : 
Die Zeit, (47) 2003 : V o m Os ten lernen. ln d e n neuen B u n d e s l a n d e r n werden die 
Unternehmen besse r mit der Kr ise fertig a ls im W e s t e n ... 
Die Zeit, (38) 1996: Os tdeu tsch lands H o c h s c h u l e n we lken dah in : S p a r e n , 
kurzen, sch l ie f ien 
Die Zeit, (15) 1999: Die importierte Mora l . (...) Aus lander fe ind l ichke i t ist normal 
in Os tdeu tsch land . Rechts rad ika le Jugend l i ch ze igen ihre G e s i n n u n g auf der 
Straf le. S ie t ragen Sphngerst ie fe l , B o m b e r j a c k e n und andere S y m b o l e . K a u m 
jemand protestiert d a g e g e n (...) 
Bundesmin is ter ium fur Fami l ie , Sen io ren , F r a u e n und J u g e n d . Pressemi t te i lung 
vom 27.01 .2004: ,.wir... hier und jetzt" geht an den Start. Jugend l i chen in den 
neuen Bundes lande rn eine Perspek t i ve fur ihre beruf l iche Entw ick lung zu 
erbffnen und s ie in ihrer Eigeninit iat ive zu unterstutzen - das ist das Z ie l des 
Projekts ,.wir... hier und je tz f . 
Die Tagesze i t ung , 07 .10 .2003 : Weib l i ch , led ig, jung - dr ingend gesuch t . Immer 
mehr junge F rauen aus Ostdeu tsch land gehen in den W e s t e n . Jetzt so l len s ie 
in Mannerberu fe gelockt werden 
Schwer iner Vo lksze i tung . 18.03.2004: „Schwer in immer mehr junge Leute 
ver lassen Meck lenbu rg -Vorpommern . V o n den etwa 150 000 M e n s c h e n . die 
seit der W e n d e abwander ten . s ind weit uber d ie Half te Jugend l i che . D a g e g e n 
zieht es die Sen io ren ins Land . W a r M V einst d a s jungste B u n d e s l a n d , kbnnte 
es bis 2020 das alteste se in" 
Die Zeit, (02) 2001 Ostdeu tsch land steht auf der K ippe . Identitatskrise, mehr 
Arbei ts lose, wirtschaft l iche Abkoppe lung . Jugendarbe i ts los igke i t ist e i nes der 
grav ierendsten P rob leme in Os tdeu tsch land . 
Die Zeit (11) 2004: Se lbs t der Burgermeis te r will w e g . In A n k l a m in 
Os tvo rpommern geht a l les ver loren: Die Arbe i tsp la tze , die Zuvers ich t , die 
Bewohner . 
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Appendix E: 
Transcripts (German) of interviews with young adults 
on their perception of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 
preparation for informal meeting with participants 
Junge Nicht-Mecklenburgerlnnen iiber ihr Bild von „Meck lenburg -
Vorpommern" und „ostdeutschen Jugendl ichen". 
Junge Nicht-Mecklenburgerlnnen wurden folgende Fragen gestellt, um einen 
Eindruck zu bekommen, wie andere die Region sehen. in der die Jugendlichen 
leben: 
1) W a s fallt Dir z u Meck lenbu rg -Vo rpommern e in? 
2) W a s fallt Dir z u os tdeutschen Jugend l i chen e in? 
Interview 1, mannlich, 26 Jahre alt, aus Nordrhein-Westfalen: 
Zu Frage 1: S e e n , Wa ld , Natur, grof l . Os tdeu tsch land . O s t s e e . h m , d a s war es 
s c h o n . 
Zu Frage 2: Of ten , tolerant, f lexibel . hm, ja . M e h r we i f i ich nicht. 
Interview 2, mannlich, 27 Jahre alt, aus Rheinland-Pfalz: 
Zu Frage 1: G a n z a l lgemein? Muri tz, Nat iona lparks , G r e n z e zur O s t s e e , eh zu 
P o l e n , O s t s e e s t r a n d , R u g e n , Ros tock , Wer f ten , Z e s e n b o o t e , idyl l ische 
Baue rnho fe , Dbrfer. ehm, Tou r i smus . Mehr nicht. 
Zu Frage 2: E h m , prob lemat isch, wel l e h m starke rechtsradika le T e n d e n z e n 
pol i t isch beeinf lusst und hohe Arbe i ts losenra ten und e h m , ja . 
Interview 3, mannlich, 26 Jahre alt aus Rheinland-Pfalz: 
Zu Frage 1: B o a h , nicht v ie l , ga r n ichts. I rgendwie Seenp la t ten und 
i rgendwe lche S e e n gibt es da , mehr we i f i ich nicht. 
Zu Frage 2: Z u os tdeu tschen J u g e n d l i c h e n ? N a , nur K l i s c h e e s . A l s o , ich war 
n o c h nie Im O s t e n , ich war e inmal in R o s t o c k g e w e s e n mit d e m K S C und da 
h a b e n s ie mit Backs te inen nach uns g e s c h m l s s e n , und d a s ist so d a s K l i schee , 
d a s ich hab , aber mehr leider nicht, a l so ich w a r noch nie im O s t e n , da wei f i ich 
le ider nicht v ie l . 
Interview 4, weiblich, 29 Jahre als, aus Schleswig-Holstein: 
Zu Frage 1: Muri tz, Nat ionalparks, G r e n z e z u r O s t s e e , e h , z u P o l e n , Ros tock , 
Wer f ten , Z e s e n b o o t e , idyl l ische Bauernho fe , Dorfer, e h m (lacht), Tou r i smus . 
M e h r nicht. 
Zu Frage 2: P rob lemat i sch , wei l s tarke rechtsrad ika le T e n d e n z e n , hohe 
Arbe i t s losenra ten , ja . 
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Interview 4, mannlich, 31 Jahre alt aus Brandenburg: 
Zu Frage 1: Meck lenbu rg -Vorpommern , a lso d a fallt mir a ls E rs tes ein: R u g e n , 
dann die Os tseekus te . Dar f i . Wol lgast , wei l d a kenn ich j e m a n d , dann w o h n e n 
Freunde von mir in Teterow, dann fallt mir e in : Buchenwa lde r und g a n z viele 
Kran iche und was mir noch einfallt, s ind S c h w e i n s w a l e an der O s t s e e k u s t e und 
Wismar , weil d a mein Bruder wohnt, und d a s s man d a supe r Radtouren 
machen kann. Dann fallt mir noch ein Bo l t enhagen , wei l d a war mein anderer 
Bruder an der G r e n z e , der war ein St rand la tscher und ist mit g ro f ien L k w s an 
der G r e n z e rumgefahren, dann fal len mir noch e in Hau fen N a z i s ein und die 
N P D a ls z ieml ich starke Kraft, und sons t fal len mir aber noch e in Haufen nette 
Leute ein. 
Zu Frage 2: Os tdeu tsche Jugend l i che . D a fallt mir erst mal e in, d a s s ich se lber 
einer war, d a s s es viele H e a v y Meta ls gibt (lacht) und mitt lerweile ganz s c h o n 
viele Kurzhaar ige und d a s s es eine hohe Arbei ts los igkei t gibt und d a s s 
os tdeutsche Jugend l i che wen ig Arbe i tsp la tze f inden und d a s s v ie le os tdeu tsche 
Jugend l i che aus Ostdeu tsch land w e g g e h e n . wei l s ie e b e n ke ine Arbe i tsp la tze 
f inden und d a s s os tdeutsche Jugend l i che b e s s e r z u s a m m e n h a l t e n a ls 
wes tdeu tsche Jugend l iche . 
Interview 5, weiblich, 32 Jahre alt, aus Devon (Sud-West England): 
Zu Frage 1: I went to Meck lenbu rg -Vo rpommern . I have really diff icult ies say ing 
it, but I really did go there. A n d it is really beauti ful there. T h e scenery is 
beautiful and the wildlife is quite except iona l . The re is lots of g reen hills and 
lakes and it is very g reen and beautiful, it is a very lovely p lace . I do not know 
much about the people in the p lace but the pictures of it, the l andscape is 
incredible, is lovely. 
Zu Frage 2: Y e s , I have. I have heard that e h m they are having quite a difficult 
time in social- in soc ia l eh , this is gonna sound terrible b e c a u s e it is too.. . . I have 
heard that there is a lot of prob lems there with jobs and I don't know if a lot of 
industry is there but I do not think that there are enough jobs be ing provided for 
young people. A n d that is a prob lem. But they a re very lucky in w h e r e they live 
and when they leave there will be a lot of things that they miss but at the s a m e 
time there are good reasons that they leave. 
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Appendix F: 
Overview of the research projects developed and 
conducted by participants 
School , C lass Project titel Content Size 
Regionalschule am 
Gotthunskamp/Rbb 
el 
10. Klasse 
Job opportunities in 
Robel? A Photo-
and Interview 
project 
Participants interviewed people 
within different professions in their 
home town to find out about actual 
job opportunities and vocational 
training possibilities. 
6xA1 
cardboard 
Regionalschule am 
Gotthunskamp/Rob 
el 
8. Klasse 
Our Robel: the best 
locations and leisure 
opportunities for 
young People. A 
Photo project 
Young people took pictures of 
locations in their hometown which 
are important to them. 
4xA1 
cardboard 
Allgemeine 
Fbrderschule 
8. Klasse 
That 's what 1 want to 
be! A Photo project 
Participants took photographs of 
themselves picturing their career 
aspiration. 
3xA1 
cardboard 
Joliot-Curie-
Gymnasium/Robel 
10. Klasse 
Regional Elections 
in Saxony and 
Brandenburg 2004. 
An informative 
brochure on the 
Election and 
Reactions by young 
people from MV. 
This brochure includes an 
informative part summarising the 
regional election results followed by 
interviews conducted by participants 
asking peers what they think about 
the increasing support of radical right 
winged parties. (+ a comment from the 
Regional Advice Team and the Camino gGmbH on 
how to handle this topic in school lessons/ advice 
for teachers) 
Brochure 
Joliot-Curie-
Gymnasium/Rbbel 
8. Klasse 
An Insight into our 
Villages - A photo 
project. 
Students introduce their villages and 
describe how they spend their free 
time (Collages). 4x A1 
cardboard 
Regionalschule 
Rechlin 
10. Klasse 
Young People in 
Rechlin - an Insight. 
Video project 
Participants made a film (ca. 20 
minutes) giving an insight into the 
characteristics of their hometown 
and daily lives. 
Video (ca. 
20 
minutes) 
Regionalschule 
Rechlin 
10. Klasse 
Right wing 
radicalism and East 
German Youth - an 
Interview Project 
This brochure includes an interview 
project led by 5 pupils (14 years old) 
asking other young people what they 
think about right wing radicalism. 
Brochure 
Regionalschule 
Penzlin. 
8. Klasse 
From common place 
to treasures in every 
day life. 
Young people introduce their daily 
life and things that are important to 
them, places they like hobbies they 
do (Collages). 
2x 
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Appendix G: Examples of coding in N6 
Examp le 1: Cod ing in N6 
REPORT ON NODES FROM (5) 7R_Space' = rural space 
Depth; ALL 
Restriction on coding data: NONE 
(5) /R_Space 
(5 1) /R_Space/private space 
(511) /R_Space/private space/own room 
(5 1 2) /R_Space/pnvate space/at home 
(5 2) /R_Space/meeting places 
(5 3) /R_Space/transport 
(5 4) /R_Space/Own space 
(5 5) /R_Space/Spaces of fear + disgust 
(5 6) /R_Space/specific spaces in town 
(5 7) /R_Space/Financial aspects 
(5 8) /R_Space/What is missing 
(5 9) /R_Space/Holidays etc.: Knowledge of other places 
(5 10) /R_Space/age specific spaces 
(5 11) /R_Space/school 
(512) /R_Space/gender 
Examp le 2: Cod ing in N6 
QSR N6 Full version, revision 6.0. 
Licensee: nschafer. 
PROJECT: gotthun10_R. User Nadine 
REPORT ON NODES FROM (3) 7R_SocRer = Rural social relations 
Depth: ALL 
Restriction on coding data: NONE 
(3) /R_SocRel 
(3 1) /R_SocRel/Relation adults 
(3 11) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/parents&family 
(3 1 2) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/others 
(3 1 3) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/Influence of parents 
(3 1 4) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/relation youth-adult community members 
(3 1 5) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/Pressure (parents/own pressure?) 
(3 1 6) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/Loneliness 
(3 1 7) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/rebellion 
(3 1 8) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/Co-operation with adults + postive examples 
(3 1 9) /R_SocRel/Relation adults/Adult rules, general expectations+fears 
(3 2) /R_SocRel/relation among yp 
(321) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/friends 
(3 2 2) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/other groups of yp 
(3 2 3) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/class mates + FG 
(3 2 4) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/inter-school-relations 
(3 2 5) /R_SocRel/relatton among yp/group-pressure 
(3 2 6) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/inclusion/exclusion/integration 
(3 2 7) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/fear 
(3 2 8) /R_SocRel/relation among yp/self description (scene) 
(3 3) /R_SocRel/Clear distancing 
(3 4) /R_SocRel/Differences between youth and adulthood 
(3 5) /R_SocRel/Pets 
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E x a m p l e 3: U s e of N 6 
rrrrrrinrrr 
M •M>^  M audi Vof«*Minfr<. »w a«« gffr- ••MTM? 0* ' 
rrrrrrrr 
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Appendix H: Original quotations (German) 
1 Anika (RE10G3/50) [Es ist besser] Auf dem Land [aufzuwachsen], weil da ist nicht so vie! 
Larm. Und wenn man in der Stadt wohnt. da hat man ja nicht einmal einen richtigen Garten 
Oder so. weil da gar kein Platz ist. 
Martin: Kann man aber schon. 
Anika: Ja. aber nur so ein kleines Muckelding da. nichts so wo du dich richtig hinsetzen kannst. 
Martin: Es gibt aber auch so in Berlin Leute. die einen grbsseren Garten haben als Leute hier so 
auf dem Land. 
Sebastian: Ja. das sind aber die. die Kohle haben 
li Manuela (GY8G3/124): Also, ich mbchte auf keinen Fall hier [aus dem landlichen Bereich] 
weg. Also, ich weiss einerseits gibt es hier nicht wirklich Jobs wird ja immer behauptet. aber ich, 
ich bin zwar in Berlin geboren. aber wenn ich jetzt nach Berlin komm. dann uberall Autos und 
ich bin ja so ein Pferde-Narr und Katzen-Narr und allgemein Tiernarr. dann fiihl ich mich in 
Berlin nicht wirklich wohl. 
lii Melanie (GO10G2/1284): Ich hatte Angst, mich da [in Berlin] zu verlaufen. wenn ich denn 
irgendwo 
bin. und denn mufi ich da hin und da und da. und dann verfahr ich mich. fahr ich S-Bahn oder 
so. und dann land ich in Honolulu oder so. Na. da hatt ich ubelst Angst vor irgendwie (. .) auch 
wenn ich jetzt in so eine riesige Stadt ziehe und ich kenn da gar keinen 
iv Jakob (GY10G1/154): Ja. zwei [Jugendliche] spielen Playstation [im Jugendclub] und alle 
anderen sitzen drumrum 
NDS: Was macht ihr denn dann. wenn ihr nicht dort hingeht? 
Amelie: Die normalen Jugendlichen sitzen Zuhause vor ihrem Rechner im Internet und 
kommunizieren mit anderen Leuten. 
V Antje (GO10G2/1391): Aber ich finde. es gibt gar nicht so viele Arbeitsstellen fur Madchen 
Find ich Ja. wenn ich jetzt zum Beispiel ein Jugen war war ich Maurer geworden oder 
Strassenbauer oder Maler 
vi Nadja (RE10G3/27): Es ist ja eine Stadt eigentlich. Es gibt das Amt. Schule. 
Einkaufsmoglichkeiten. 
vii Anika (RE10G3/14): Ja. aber auf dem Land leben wir ja eigentlich nicht mehr. also das 
wurde ja bedeuten, dass wir auf dem Feld arbeiten und so. Und das machen wir ja nicht mehr. 
Und deswegen wurde ich eigentlich nicht so unbedingt sagen. dass das so ist [dass wir auf dem 
Land leben]. 
viii Patrick (G10G2/1170): Ich denke nicht. dass die [Jugendliche. die in ostdeutschen Stadten] 
besser dran sind als wir. Ich meine. vielleicht haben die mehr Moglichkeiten Job massig so 
direct in deren Umgebung. Aber wer einen guten Job haben will, der muss nach West 
Deutschland. 
ix NDS: (PE10G1/400): Kommen da auch mal Leute zu dir raus, die dich besuchen? 
Janine: (Zbgerlich) Manchmal. 
NDS: Aber, zum Beispiel. da kbnnte man doch dann bestimmt gut zelten am Wochenende oder 
so was machen 
Stefan: Da is doch ein Acker. 
Janine: Ein Acker, naja. kommt darauf an. manchmal. vielleicht. Mufite man mit dem Pachter 
vorher absprechen. und den sieht man kaum, und wenn, dann ist der irgendwo im Feld drin. 
Das ist nicht so einfach. 
x Thomas (GY10G2/326): Ich mein. in Rbbel haben wir ja einen Fussballplatz. aber der ist ja 
immer abgeschlossen. da kann man nicht draufgehen. 
Markus: Na. man kann hintenrum gehen, da ist doch ein Loch im Zaun. 
NDS: Aber kbnnt ihr nicht mit dem Burgermeister reden oder so was? 
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Thomas: J a vielleicht. aber der wohnt nicht bei uns im Dorf. der wohnt ja woanders 
xi Andre (GO10G2/450) : Das ist ja praktisch nicht mein Zimmer. sondern das gehort ja noch 
meinen Eltern. und deswegen darf ich da auch nichts dran verandern. Und einen Schlussel hab 
ich auch nie gekriegt fur mein Zimmer. daf l man das abschl ief len kann. Und mein Bruder auch 
nicht. weil meine Eltern das halt einfach nicht wollen. dafi wir da, sag ich mal. nicht en-eichbar 
sind fur sie. 
xii Anna (GY8G2/373) : Ich darf keine Poster aufhangen. Aber mein Vater war mal weg ein 
Wochenende und da haben meine Mutter und ich einfach die Poster zusammen aufgehangen 
xiii N D S (PE10G1/290) : Gibt es irgendwas. wo ihr sag: das brauchten wir eigentlich? 
Amel ie: Also, im Dorf erst mal mehr fur uns Jugendl iche machen. A lso , da ist ja irgendwie sonst 
nichts. 
Stefan: Wir haben ja nicht mal ein richtiges Fufiballfeld. 
N D S : Kann man sich da nicht irgendwie ein Stuckchen Land dafiir zu bekommen? 
Stefan: Machen sie [die EnA/achsenen] ja nicht Hatten sie zwar vor. aber das haben sie schon 
seit vier Jahren vor. 
xiv Stefan (PE10G1/299) : Naja. wir haben ein paar Tore gekauft und spielen jetzt auf dem 
Dorfplatz unter Protest von einigen Leuten. weil die sich Sorgen um ihre Fachwerkhauser 
machen 
XV Burgermeisterin 2 (workshop): Da wurde ich eigentlich mal die Frage von den Jugendlichen 
beantwortet haben wollen. was sie sich denn so vorstellen?! Wenn sie in keinem Verein sind, 
wenn sie nicht gerne lesen. wenn sie nicht mit Freunden eine sinnvolle Beschaftigung finden, 
was sie sich von den Erwachsenen oder den Kommunalpolit ikern oder von den Lehrern 
eigentlich so wunschen. was sie sich vorstellen? 
xvi Amel ie(PE10G1/182) : Die [Bushaltestelle] wurde abgenssen. 
Stefan: Wir waren zu laut da. und da wurde die abgerissen. 
N D S : Ihr wart zu laut da? 
Stefan: J a . 
N D S : W a s habt ihr denn gemacht. dass man zu laut an der Bushaltestelle ist? 
Stefan: Wenn manche besoffen sind .. 
Amel ie: E s hat den Burgermeister gestbrt. Und der Burgermeister wurd dann abgewahlt. und 
dann noch schnell davor die Bushaltestelle abgerissen. 
N D S : Und was ist da jetzt? 
Amel ie: Gar nichts. Jetzt sitzen wir moistens auf dem Dorfplatz oder am Dorfteich. 
xvii Natalie (PE10G1/1082) : Die Erwachsenen vergessen. da(i sie auch einmal Kinder waren 
Oder Jugendl iche und genau so einen Schei f i gemacht haben wie wir, sogar manchmal noch 
schlimmer, was meine Mutter mir so erzahit hat. 
xviii N D S (GY10G2/340) : Habt ihr das Gefuhl habt. dass ihr einen Ansprechpartner habt? Oder 
was mupte passieren, damit Jugendlichen mehr Mitspracherecht haben? 
Jakob: Das musste so wie in der Schule sein. Jugensprecher geben. also einen Jugendlichen. 
der dann zum Burgermeister geht und das bespncht 
XIX Jenny (GY8G2/204) : Also, ich wurde mich sehr freuen. wenn ich bei meiner Tante wohnen 
wurde. weil ich auch einen viel besseren Kontakt zu ihr hab als zu meinen Eltern. Sie hat auch 
oft schon gesagt, dass sie mir meine kleine Wohnung auf dem Dachboden fertig macht. Da 
kann ich dann hinziehen, das find ich schbn, weil ich bin gern bei meiner Cousine. bei meinem 
Cous in , gerne bei ihr [meiner Tante] 
XX Robert (RE10G1/571) : Wenn ich in der Zeitung stehe [wegen einer Sportauszeichnung) oder 
so, dann haben mich in der Schule auch schon einige Lehrer darauf angesprochen. 
Nadja: J a , bei mir auch 
Robert: Und die haben einen dann begluckwunscht und haben auch eine Durchsage gemacht. 
Und das fand ich auch gut so, weil was Positives hbrt man ja gerne. E s zeigt,dass die Lehrer 
sich wenigstens noch dafur interessieren was aus einem wird 
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xxi Der Schulerclub (G08project): Da gibt es leckere Sandwiches und Getranke. Meistens sind 
wir in der groflen Pause dort Oder nach der Schule. Wir treffen dort Freunde und spielen Billard. 
Tischtennis. Tischfufiball etc. Auch Hausaufgaben machen wir dort. Dort kann man sich gut 
beschaftigen. wenn man eine Freistunde hat. Ohne den Club wiissten wir nicht. wo wir in einer 
Freistunde hingehen sollten. auflerdem ware es langweilig. 
xxii Doreen (GO10G1/1159): In [Name eines NachbardorfesJ. da ist keine Aufsicht mehr [im 
Jugendclub]. Also, einige Jugendliche sind schon 22, und die Jungsten sind d a 14 Jahre alt. Da 
ist keine Aufsicht mit bei. Die kriegen halt so einen Schlussel von der Burgermeisterin. und da 
wird auch ab und zu kontrolliert. ob alles in Ordnung ist oder nicht. Aber das lauft wirklich sehr 
gut da. Da gehe ich gerne hin. 
xxiii Kathahna (GO10G1/401): Na, bei gutem Wetter fahren wir meistens runter zum 
Campingplatz. Wir haben da einen Wohnwagen. 
N D S : Echt? Wie. ihr habt da einen Wohnwagen? Du, deine Familie. oder ihr Jugendl ichen? 
Katharina: Nee. Mit Freunden. 
N D S : Das ist ja spannend. Wie habt ihr das organisiert? 
Katharina: Ja . der hat ursprunglich mal den Eltern von einem Freund von mir gehort. und die 
haben sich dann mal getrennt und das Ding aufgelassen. und dann haben wir uns das 
hergerichtet. 
NDS: Und da konnt ihr euch immer treffen. wenn ihr wolit? 
Katharina: Ja . 
xxiv Die Bushaltestelle (G08proiect):Das ist unser Lieblingsplatz in Robel Die Bushaltestelle 
wurde neu gemacht Nach der Schule gehen wir uns haufig einen Doner holen und sitzen dann 
in der uberdachten Bushaltestelie Dann sieht man. wie die Busse kommen, wer ein- und 
aussteigt. und manchmal trifft man dann noch andere Freunde. Einige sitzen auch nur da. um 
eine zu Rauchen. Am Busbahnhof sitzen wir haufig. obwohl wir eigentlich immer von der 
Haltestelle an der Therme abfahren. Aber am Busbahnhof ist mehr los. 
XXV N D S (RE10G1/524): Ja . aber die Sozialarbeiterin sagt. es gibt nichts fur Jugendliche [in 
dem Dorf] aber die kommen auch nicht. Kdnnt ihr euch das erklaren? 
Robert: Da ist vielleicht das Problem, dass fruher die Falschen da waren. 
Nadja: Vielleicht ist das ja auch so wie hier. 
Robert: A lso hier ist das so. jetzt wurde ich da schon aus Prinzip nicht hingehen. weil ich wusste 
wer damals da war. da waren die Falschen da. und ich will nicht hingehen. Nicht. dass die 
wiederkommen. 
xxvi Janine (GY8G2/707): Ich hab aber gehort. in Dammbeck soil das ganz schl imm sein mit 
Rechtsradikalen. 
Silke: In Dammbeck ist das auch schlimm. Da treffen sich immer alle an der Tankstelle und 
kaufen sich dann Schnaps und alles und Zigaretten kaufen sie sich da. 
Angie: Wenn ich von meinem Opa jetzt abends komme und es auch schon dunkel ist. dann 
stehen hier so Skinheads und Nazis und was weiss ich auch manchmal an der Tankstelle in 
Wittstock und besaufen sich. 
xxvii Anja (GO10G1/733): Die [Nazis] sind immer im Multikuiti [lokaler Donerladen] oder in der 
Eiche [lokale Kneipe). wo die noch war. Aber die ist ja jetzt zu. 
NDS: Was ist die ..Eiche" gewesen? Eine Kneipe? 
Melanie: Ja . eine Kneipe. da saflen immer auch die Rechten drin 
Anja: Und da mufi man immer Angst haben. wenn man da langgeht abends ( ..). Die haben so 
viel getrunken. da haben die sich dann gegenseitig verprugelt und F laschen geworfen. und 
denn geht man da Ing. so allein. und dann- nee. Also, ich find, das ist schon ganz schdn 
gefahrtich da so gewesen 
xxviii Melanie (GO10G1/740): Ich bin da nie vorbei gegangen [in dem Pub wo sich die Rechten 
getroffen haben]. ich bin immer auf der anderen Straftenseite gegangen. ich bin nie da 
langgegangen. alleine. 
Anja: Ich auch nicht. 
xxix Tanja (GY8G2/699): Na. an der Half-pipe da sind die ganzen. Skater und die ganzen 
trendy Madchen aber ich wurd da auch nicht hingehen erstmal. weil ich irgendwie was hab 
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gegen Skater und ich hab auch was gegen diese kleinen Madchen, die sind so cool und laufen 
mit Handtasche rum. so diese Bntney Spearse Hbrerinnen da und deswegen wuerde ich auch 
nie versuchen, mich mit jemandem da anzufreunden oder auch zu reden. Da bleib ich lieber 
alleine. 
X X X Amel ie (GY10G1/141) : Also wir haben einen Klub. der ist eigentlich ganz cool, aber so auf 
der einen Seite sind immer die 13 Jahrigen und auf der anderen Seite sind die 28 Jahrigen. 
N D S : Und wo seid ihr dann? 
Amel ie: Na . wir sind da gar nicht. 
xxxi Sonnenuhr (GOSproject): Die Sonnenuhr ist beim Schulerjugendhaus. Das ist die kleine 
Si tzecke wo sich altere Jugendliche treffen. Wir gehen da aber nicht hin 
xxxii Anja (GY8G4/272) : Na. also ich glaube den einzigen Nachteil den wir haben ist, dass es 
nicht genug Arbeitsplatze fur uns gibt. Ich meine, das ist ja nicht nur hier [Name des Dorfes in 
dem sie lebt) so, sondern in der ganzen Region. Naja. das ist eben anders in West 
Deutschland. 
xxxiii Robert (RE10G4/222) : Ich denk mal, dass im Osten viel uber Beziehungen lauft. dass 
man viele Jobs durch Beziehungen kriegt, und das ist im Westen halt anders Das haben viele 
schon gesagt: mein Vater ist da und jetzt bin ich da auch und im Westen gibt es das gar nicht. 
Da gehst du zum Einstellungstest und dann wird der Bes te halt ausgesondert. Und das finde ich 
auch besser so. 
xxxiv N D S (G08G2/1598) : Was denkt ihr denn ist besser geworden seit der 
Wiedervereinigung? 
Dirk Arbeitsstellen. 
N D S : Ist das besser geworden? Wie meinst du das? 
Dirk: N a , kann man mehr machen 
X X X V Janine (GO10G2/250) : Al les in allem haben wir unheimlich viele Mbglichkeiten. Wir 
kbnnen einen Job kriegen. wenn wir in den Westen gehen. Unsere Eltern konnten das nicht 
xxxvi Sven (PE10G2/716) : Was soil das bedeuten: gezwungen werden? Nee. ich will ja weg 
und weisst du um einen guten Job zu bekommen man muss eben auch bereit sein etwas 
aufzugeben. 
xxxvii Anna (GY8G4/289) : J a (lachen) ich hab damit ja auch kein Problem [dass 
Westdeutschland anders ist]. ich will ja da auch gerne hin, weil ich denke, dass ich mich in 
dieser Gesel lschaft besser zurecht finden wurde. Ich mein. ich find mich ja hier auch zurecht 
xxxviii Nadine (G08G2/1385) : Die Wess is sind immer s o hochnasig, find ich. 
Irina: Mhm. 
Nadine Schon, das sieht man auch schon im Fernsehn. Zum Beispiel die, ehm, was weifl ich, 
bei den Nachrichten. da kommen die auch schon immer hochnasig ruber und so. 
XXXIX Nadine (G08G2/1393) : Na. ich hab jetzt. wo wir auf Klassenfahrt warn, da warn auch 
welche [Jugendliche] aus dem Westen Da hab ich auch gedacht. oh Gott. hochnasig. aber die 
warn eigentlich normal eigentlich. wie wir. Aber so. was man so manchmal hbrt oder so [uber 
Westdeutsche]. man denkt. oh Gott. Hilfe 
xl Melanie (GO10G3/783) : ... das wird aber immer so sein. dafi es so bleibt mit Ost und West. 
Patrick: Das kriegt man nicht mehr raus. 
N D S : Warum denn nicht? Was, was ist da so- was gibt es so fiir grundlegende Unterschiede, 
dafl man das nicht rauskriegt? 
Patrick: Na , das sagt eigentlich jeder! Das ist halt, die Mauer ist wirklich nur in manchen Kbpfen 
gefallen. Der Rest ist noch da. E s gibt hier zu grofie Unterschiede 
N D S Kbnnt ihr ein paar nennen? Also, wir hatten ja Verdienst auf jeden Fall . 
Patnck: J a . Lebensstandard ist auch anders. und allgemein. ich find da sind Unterschiede, und 
ich kenn viele, die nun sagen. Ost. West, ja Das kriegt man nicht mehr raus irgendwie! Weif i 
ich nicht. 
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Anja: FnJher wurde einem das ja auch richtig eingebrannt. also unsern Eltern. und wenn die 
dann halt noch erzahlen. und dann wird das noch- dann brennen die das sozusagen wieder in 
das Kind ein und so weiter. also-
Melanie: J a . das ist immer ein Kreislauf so. 
xli Intervien/ver (GY8G4/292): Warum redet ihr eigentlich jetzt von zwei Gesel lschaften? 
Manuela: Das hab ich letztes Mal schon erzahlt. das ist. weil ich bin so erzogen worden. 
Anna: Ja . ich auch. 
NDS: Dass das noch zwei Welten sind? 
Manuela: J a . 
xlii Anna (GY8G4/298): Mein Vater erzieht mich zwar halt so. dass es nichts Schl immes ist. 
dass die so sind, aber dass er halt ganz anders erzogen ist. ich weiss nicht. die sind halt fur 
sich. eigen, und wir sind das Team, wurd ich sagen. 
xliii Manuela (GY8G3/659): Ich bin so erzogen worden. dass der Westen schlecht ist. Ich 
mdchte nicht in den Westen 
xliv Maja (PE10G2/402): Man muss sich vorstellen dass plotzlich das ganze Land in dem du 
gelebt hast weg ist und du kannst nicht mehr zuruck. Al les hat sich uber Nacht verandert. I 
glaube. dass das schrecklich ist. Ich kann mir uberhaupt nicht vorstellen. wie die Leute sich 
gefuhit haben mi issen. 
xlv Anja (GO10G2/125): Also, wir wissen ja nicht wie das war in der D D R zu leben. Keiner von 
uns weiss das. Wir waren da ja noch nicht hier. also wir kdnnen nicht wirklich was dazu sagen. 
xlvi N D S (GY8G3/663): Was ist denn so schlimm am Westen? 
Manuela: Ich weiss nicht. ich weiss es nicht. ich bin eben so erzogen worden. 
Tanja: Mein Vater mag auch keine Schwulen und ich find die niedlich. Ich richte mich doch nicht 
danach. was meine Eltern denken. 
xlvii Martin (RE10G3/170): Nee. nur wenn dann ein Lehrer anfangt uber Wess is herzuziehen. 
dann krieg ich schon manchmal einen Hals aber wenn man mal einen ganzen Tag mit einem 
Wessi unterwegs ist und der ist nicht viel anders als ein Oss i . dann kann man dazu halt schon 
einiges sagen. Wenn der Lehrer dann kommt, die Wess is klauen uns eh al les ... J a , so die 
Wessis klauen den Ossis das Land und all sowas. 
xlviii Melanie (GO10G3/657): Es gibt ja sogar Leute. die sagen. sie wurden die Mauer gern 
wiederhaben. Ich verstehe das einfach nicht 
xlix Sebastian (RE10G3/228): ... die hatten Arbeit, a lso keine Sorgen weil die ja auch Arbeit 
hatten ... und bei uns ist es ja anders herum. da kannst du ja froh sein. wenn du uberhaupt 
Arbeit kriegst. 
I Claudia (RE10G3/232): Also im Prinzip nur die Mauer wollen die wieder haben. das ist deren 
Meinung. aber meine nicht. 
NDS: Die Meinung deiner Eltern*^ 
Claudia: J a . 
Martin: J a . aber dann denken sie nicht nach. Die sagen zwar Mauer her. und dann ist die Mauer 
da. aber dann ist McDonalds weg. dann ist Burger King weg. dann ist Co la weg. 
li Peter (GO10G3/805): Ach . am schlimmsten sind ja immer die Umfragen. ob die Mauer wieder 
augebaut werden soil. Das machen sie fast jedes Jahr. 
NDS: Ja7 
Peter: Ob die Deutschen die Mauer wiederhaben wollen. 
Anika: Oder diese Ost-Shows, ist auch scheifie eigentlich 
lii Martin (RE10G3/192): Also, ich hab persbniich nichts gegen Wess is . also versteh ich nicht. 
was die [Printmedien] da haben. ob die kein anderes Thema haben fur die Zeitung und das 
einfach mal wieder reinkloppen mussen? 
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Ilii Anna (GY8G3/705) : Was ich auch nicht irgendwie mag ist wenn meine Eltern immer sagen. 
wie gut wir es jetzt haben und die fruher im Osten irgendwie im Gegensatz zu heute. wie 
schlecht es denen ging. 
Tanja: Da kdnnen wir ja wohl nichts fur. wann wir geboren sind. 
Anna: Ja eben. das sag ich dann ja auch immer. ich kann doch nichts dafur, dass ich jetzt in der 
Zeit [der Wiedervereinigung] geboren worden bin 
liv Ann (GO10G3/841) : Meine Mutter ist auch jetzt schon iiber 6 Jahre arbeitslos. Wir hatten 
unsere ganze Wohnung mit den Bewerbungen tapezieren konnen. S o viele hat sie schon 
geschrieben 
Iv Maren (GO10G2/1015) : Ich mein, am Ende liegt es doch an mir, oder nicht? Im Moment sind 
meine Schulnoten nicht so toll, also muss ich mehr fur die Schule tun, um einen Job zu 
bekommen. Ich denke ich muss einfach mehr lernen. 
Ivi Maria (G10G3/875): Ich habe wirklich Angst, dass ich keine Ausbi ldung finde, ich mein. ich 
konnte vielleicht noch studieren gehen. aber dann? W a s mach ich dann? Dann sitz ich hier und 
kann uberhaupt nichts machen. weil es hier nichts zu tun gibt. 
Ivii Andrea (G10G3/993): Ja , Mbglichkeiten haben wir ohne Ende. Wir konnen sie nur nicht 
wahrnehmen 
Iviii Mareen (G10G3/1050): Es wird zwar immer gesagt wir hatten viele Moglichkeiten, aber 
wahlen kdnnen wir eigentlich nicht. E s gibt einfach zu viele Jugendliche auf die wenigen 
Arbeitsplatze die es gibt. 
lix Robert (RE10G2/108) : Also, heutzutage muss man nehmen, was man kriegen kann weil es 
halt nicht viele Jobs gibt. Aber wenn man hart genug in der Schule lernt und dann gute Noten 
knegt, dann denk ich hat man schon gute Chancen auf dem Arbeitsmarkt, auch wenn's da nicht 
so gut aussieht. 
Ix Melanie (GO10G2/1684) : Am besten denkt man sich irgendwie. ach, konnt ich doch, wurd ich 
doch schon meine Schule fertig haben oder so. oder einfach aufhdren und abbrechen irgendwo. 
Aber irgendwo denkt man sich. ja, toll, denn hab ich keinen Abschluf i . denn kann ich nichts 
machen und so. 
Ixi Tanja (GY8G3/425) : Oder man vergleiche. was weiss ich jetzt, irgend einen Beruf von einem. 
sei es ein Beruf den jemand mit einem Hauptschulabschluss kriegen kann, den kriegt ja wohl 
jetzt eher einer der Abitur hat als einer der jetzt wirklich nur Hauptschule gemacht hat. also ist 
auf jeden Fall wahrscheinlicher (...) 
N D S : A lso wurdest du sagen, im Endeffekt. wenn man Abitur hat ist man schon auf der 
sicheren Sei te^ 
Tanja: N a , man ist ein bisschen auf der sicheren Seite. Es gibt auch ganz viele 
Wurstchenverkaufer, die Abitur haben. aber die sind dann eben Wurstchenverkaufer und 
kriegen keine Sozialhilfe. Also es ist auf jeden Fall ein Kleiner Vorteil. 
Ixii Melanie (GO10G3/1011): Fruher. da hat man. so vor drei. vier Jahren haben- wurd da noch 
jeder angenommen. und jetzt mufi man dafur auch schon Abitur haben. um da irgendwas zu 
verpacken. wo wir Schuler das auch machen Das find ich ganz komisch. Wird auch standig 
ent lassen. also, viele, die jetzt- auch, die schon ganz lange da sind. die jetzt schon zehn Jahre 
da sind oder so, die haben auch jedes Jahr noch Angst, dafl sie entlassen werden oder so. 
Ixiii C laudia (RE10G4/122) : Na. ich will mein Abi nachmachen und dann was mit Kindern 
N D S : A lso dann studieren? 
Claudia: Nee, dann hab ich einfach auch bessere Chancen bei der Ausbildung da was zu 
kriegen nach dem Abi . 
Ixiv Nadine (GO8G2/1083): Aber manche. die auch Abschluf i Eins haben. die kriegen auch 
manche gar keinen Job so. Da kenn ich auch eine. die hat das auch ganz schwer gehabt. Die 
war letztes Jahr hier und hat auch bestanden mit Eins und hat ganz schlecht einen Job 
gefunden 
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Ixv N D S (GO10G3/951): Aber sonst wurdet ihr sagen. na, gut, wenn man sich wirklich gut 
anstrengt und ein biftchen cleverer ist. dann geht das schon. 
P: Nb. 
An : Nee, na manche Leute, die gut sind so, die haben auch noch keine Lehrstelle bekommen 
Ixvi Tanja (GY8G3/497): Kann naturlich auch sein, dass ein Realschuler eine eins auf dem 
Zeugnis hat und der auf dem Gymnasium eine drei. 
Manuela: J a , dann ist das besser. 
Tanja: Dann muss man sagen. dass auch Abi vielleicht nicht so gut ist. 
NDS: J a , aber der kann ja dann nicht an einer Universitat studieren. 
Dirk: J a , aber ich hab zum Beispiel mal in der Zeitung gelesen, die hatten einen Abiturienten 
und einen Realschulabgang und da wurde nicht der Abiturient genomment. sondern der andere 
Ixvii N D S (GO10G2/1845): Habt ihr so das Gefuhl, dafi eigentlich schon jeder mehr oder 
weniger die gleichen Chancen hat auf dem Arbeitsmarkt? 
Chnstiane: Nee. Uberhaupt nicht, also Ich denk mal auch. es ist manchmal so. du mufit gute 
Leistungen bringen. aber andererseits kannst du. wenn du jetzt Abitur hast und zu gute Noten 
hast, kbnnen sie dich nicht bezahlen. Also, das ist komisch. man weifi nicht, was man machen 
soil. 
Anja: Uberqualifiziert. 
Christiane: Ja , das ist das Risiko. 
Ixviii Patrick (GO10G3/958): Ich will mal sagen, heutzutage mul i man sich auch aussuchen. ob 
man wirklich Abitur und so was machen will. Wenn man sein Abitur noch macht, da gehen 
etiiche Jahre wieder verloren. und da ist die Arbeitslosenquote noch hbher. Das soil man sich 
wirklich zweimal uberlegen. 
Ixix Tanja (GY8G3/302): Und na. meine Mutter war jetzt zu einer Besichtigung auf einem privat 
Gymnasium in [Name der Stadt] und jetzt tut sie auch eine Menge dafur. dass sie mich doch 
uberredet knegt. dass ich doch dahin gehen mbchte. 
NDS: Und warum mbchte sie unbedingt. dass du dahin gehst? 
Tanja: Weil sie mbchte mir das halt erbglichen, sie hat gesagt, wenn ich wirklich will, weil das 
kostet irgendwie 500 Euro im Monat dann sparen sie auch so, dass sie mir das ermbglichen 
kbnnen. weil wir sind ja nun nicht reich und wir haben das Geld auch nicht so , aber sie wurden 
sie hat gesagt wenn ich wirklich wollte, dann wurden sie mir das ermbglichen. 
N D S : Und was ist da besser an der Schule? 
T: Also, erstmal sind die Klassen kleiner und angeblich sollen die auch die Leistung steigern 
Ixx Anja (GO10G2/270): Na . davor hab ich auch Angst Das hatte meine Schwester anfangs. 
wo. da hat sie ja hier eine Ausbildung angefangen gehabt D a muflte die jeden Pfennig 
umdrehen. dafi sie sich uberhaupt irgendwie ein paar Schuhe kaufen konnte, weil die so wenig 
verdient hat irgendwie! 
Ixxi Melanie (GO10G2/1655): Da [im Betrieb] musst du dann drei Monate arbeiten ohne 
Bezahlung Drei Monate. das ist doch unglaublich (...) und dann kannst du immer noch nicht 
sicher sein. dass sie dich ubernehmen. Ich weiss wirklich nicht. wie man das fmanzieren soil. 
Ixxii Christiane (GO10G3/971): Man mup uberlegen, was man sonst macht. man mup immer 
einen Ausweg finden, also, man kann sich jetzt nicht heutzutgae auf eins versteifen, sondern 
wenn man irgendwas lernen mbchte mup man auch mehrere Mbglichkeiten haben. Oder wenn 
man keinen Beruf bekommt, dann mup man halt gucken. was man dann macht. Also, muP man 
sich alles schon uberlegen. 
Ixxiii Robert (RE10G1/125) Der Jugendclub ist ein Treffpunkt fur Arbeitslose und so. das ist ein 
bisschen assi 
Nadja: Da. neben dem Kindergarten. 
NDS: Und da gehen eher Jungere h\n^ 
Nadja: Nee. da sind die. die nicht arbeiten wollen 
Christoph: Ja . die. die nicht arbeiten wollen 
Robert: Die nicht arbeiten wollen. die treffen sich dann da nachmittags. So 16-20 jahrige. 
N D S : Und wieso sind das die. die nicht arbeiten wollen? 
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Robert: Na . ich weiss nicht. das sind die mit Hauptschulabschluss. so gerade so. Bewerbungen 
nicht eine geschrieben. oder vielleicht 2. 
Nadja: Oder brechen sie [die Ausbildung] ab. 
Christoph: Oder nehmens nicht an. 
Nadja: Oder wenn sie was kriegen, dann brechen sie e s ab. 
Robert: Und auch nur durch Gluck gekriegt. naja, und dann kommt das zustande, dass die 
hierbleiben. Und die fuhlen sich da ja auch wohl wie es aussieht. 
Ixxiv Frau P (Interview September 2004): Ich denke mal. vor 5. 6 Jahren. waren die 
Moglichkeiten nicht so grofi. Sicherlich. auf dem Arbeitsmarkt ist nicht viel zu holen, machen wir 
uns da nichts vor. aber erst mal so an sich in der Vorbereitung sind die nicht schlecht. die 
Sachen . Ich weiss das jetzt nur von Neubrandenburg, da kann man sich auch fiir diese B F O 
Kurse anmelden. und die sind kostenlos. da muss man dann zwar mal eine Woche in den 
Ferien investieren. aber da machen die auch die ganze Bewerbungsmappe fertig. 
Ixxv Melanie (GO10G2/1551): Na ja. Bewerbungen. das- wir haben. ich glaube. bei drei oder 
vier verschiedenen Lehrern haben wir Bewerbungen geschr ieben. 
Anja: Die sind immer anders! 
Melanie: Jeder Lehrer hat das anders gemacht. Und das war total zum Kotzen. Und da hast du 
gedacht: Okay, ich weifi das jetzt alles. kann und dann wurde das zensiert, und da hatten wir 
eine schlechte Note gleich gekriegt, nur wenn man das nicht so gemacht hat, wie derjenige das 
dann wollte. Und dann hab ich auch bei B F O . da haben wir das auch noch mal ganz anders 
gehabt. Versteh ich irgendwie nicht. Weil , irgendwo. da ist ja, das ist ja alles gleich. 
Ixxvi Robert (RE10G2/482) : Wenn man jetzt eine Bewerbung schreibt. in Deutsch im Unterricht 
wurde man den noch abgeben. Abern wenn man den Job haben will, dann kann man nicht so 
eine Bewerbung abgeben 
Ixxvii Melanie (GO10G2/1586): Aber einem Lehrer wiird ich das [den Lebenslauf] nicht zeigen. 
Anja: No Ich wuflt auch gar nicht. welchem Lehrer ich das zeigen sollte. Nee. nee. Da wird 
jeder- jeder Lehrer hat eine andere Vorstellung von jedem so, und jeder Sache, und das find ich 
voll blod. Na. ich wurd dann irgendwie beim Arbeitsamt nachfragen, ob sie irgendwie Vorlagen 
haben, wie man so was richtig schreibt und so was al les (...) Und dann wurd ich irgendwie so 
gucken, vergleichen. was besser aussieht und origineller und so. und dann wurd ich das auch 
so machen. 
Ixxviii Melanie (GO10G2/1577): Also, ich wurd eher. ich wurd eher dann zum Arbeitsamt noch 
mal gehen. 
A n : J a . wurd ich auch machen 
Melanie: Zu dem Herrn. und das noch mal zeigen Oder hier. die Frau S [ Sozialarbeitehnj. Die 
hier arbeitet. weil die ja auch B F O macht. a lso Berufsfruhorientierung. 
Ixxix Sebast ian (RE10G1/615): Der kummert sich um gar nichts. 
Nadja: Nee. um gar nichts. 
Robert: Wenn wir mal Veranstaltungen haben mit der Paral lelklasse zusammen, das ist 
schl imm. Grundsatzl ich muss sich dann die Lehrerin, a lso Frau X von der Parallelklasse darum 
kummern, dass wir mit einbezogen werden. Weil unser Klassenlehrer kummert sich uberhaupt 
nicht. 
Nadja: Sonst wurden wir eingentlich gar nicht rumkommen (?) wurd ich sagen. 
Christoph: Nee, wurden wir nicht. 
Ixxx Doreen (GO10G2/1460) : Naja. vielleicht haben die ja eine Liste. aber weisst du, da gehen 
vielleicht 30 Leute hin und fragen nach AusbildungsmUglickeiten fur Krankenschwestern und 
dann haben die alle die gleiche Liste und schicken ihre Bewerbungen alle an die gleichen 
Krankenhauser 
Ixxxi Katharina (GO10G2/1486): Also, als Reiseverkehrskauffrau mufite man sich jetzt auch 
schon bewerben. aber steht uberhaupt noch nichts drin [im Internet], und denn erst wieder zum 
Ende. und dennist es meistens alles zu spat Und jetzt mach ich das denn so. da geh ich- zum 
Beispiel bei K [Einkaufszentrum] gibt s auch immer Reisebi i ros. und dann geh ich da rein und 
frag, und eine hat mir auch neulich gesagt. sie hat sich bei einer Zentrale beworben. und dann 
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sollt ich das dann auch machen Und, also, das ist immer wirklich am besten. man fragt nach. 
Weil, sonst kommt man nicht weiter 
Ixxxii Patr ick(GO10G2/944): Sagen wir's mal so. so wirklich Ahnung haben davon tun sie nicht 
mehr. 
I: Wie? 
Patrick: Also, viel helfen kbnnen sie mir auch nicht. aber sie wurden's versuchen 
I: Wieso meinst du. nicht mehr? 
Patrick: Na ja. die haben ihre Berufe. haben sie schon schbn lange. und- Wei f l nicht. so wirklich 
Ahnung haben sie davon nicht mehr. Auch so allgemein von Bewerbung schreiben und so. 
I: Meinst, da hat sich schon viel verandert, dafl sie eigentlich nicht mehr so recht wissen? 
Patrick: Ja , seitdem die Mauer gefallen ist hat sich viel verandert. 
Ixxxiii Melanie (GO10G2/1382): Na. ich kenn meist solche Leute. die kennen sich auch mehr 
damit aus. die auch mehr mit Jugendlichen zu tun haben. Aber unsere Eltern. glaub ich. ich 
glaub. die verstehn das nicht so. wenn man mehr in so einen kunstlerischen Beruf mbchte, und 
denken so, nee, und das ist keine Zukunft. und- Find ich irgendwie komisch. Weil die. die sind 
da einfach anders erzogen. 
Ixxxiv Si lke (Go10G2/1058): Und meine Mutti war ja auch vorher arbeitslos und so, und sie hat 
dann auch immer viele Bewerbungen geschrieben. Und deswegen denk ich. dass sie das auch 
kann. 
Ixxxv Natalie (PE10G2/384): Na. meine Mutter kann mir schon helfen. weil . die war jetzt vor 
kurzem. vor ein paar Monaten. war die im Bewerbungstraining. Und sie kann das auch so gut 
mit Computer, weil sie damals eine Umschulung zum Mediengestalter gemacht hat Aber sie 
hat trotzdem keine Arbeit gekriegt. 
Ixxxvi N D S (RE10G2/492): Bei wem erkundigt ihr euch sonst? 
Martin: Die Eltern ja. 
N D S : Habt ihr das Gefuhl. die kbnnen einem gute Ratschlaege geben? 
Martin: Naja. manchmal will man sie einfach nicht annehmen. die Ratschlage. glaube ich 
Robert: J a . weil man selber noch denkt. dass es Kase ist. 
Martin: J a . das ist einfach uncool 
Ixxxvii Nadja (RE10G4/150): Fur mich war das wichtig. dabei in ich erst drauf gekommen. was 
ich machen mbchte. weil ich hab das beim [Name des Supermarktes] gemacht. 
Ixxxviii Luise (PE8G2/176): Na , also ich hab schon Praktikum gemacht. ich war schon in der 
Apotheke und im Hotel und so. 
I Wie kommt das. dass du schon so viele Praktika gemacht hast? 
L: Na , erstmal wollte ich Geld verdienen in den Sommerferien und das war gleichzeitig ein 
Praktikum. das hat mir meine Mutti gesagt, da kann man mehr kennen und schon mal 
reingucken und dann im Sommer bin ich im Hotel gewesen. drei Wochen und beim Zahnarzt 
und so 
Ixxxix Miham (G08G2/675) : Ich mach nachstes Jahr in den Ferien da (...) A lso , da geh ich auch 
ins. also. Buchhaltung (...) Wenn ich bei Mutti dann bin. also, in [Name der Stadt] dann zwei 
Wochen. 
xc Luise (PE8G2/215): J a . das ist eine Freundin von meiner Mutti. die wohnt in X und die 
arbeitet da [in einer Kanzlei] und die hat auch gesagt, ich kann da Praktikum machen 
xci Robert (Interviewtraining): Naja gut. mussen wir ja nicht. aber ich denke das ist ein 
verdammt gutes Training auch fur zukunftige Job-Interviews Ich denke. damit kann man gar 
nicht fruh genug anfangen. meinst du nichf?* Und hier kriegen wir auch noch gutes Feedback. 
xcii Amelie (GY10G2/214): Also Familie ist wichtig. dann ganz doll wichtig meine Freunde. also 
die wohnen ja alle nicht hier. ich bin ja jetzt erst hergezogen. Die wohnen s o 150 km von hier 
Richtung Rostock, und dann nochmal bstlich. J a . Und dann wohnt da auch mein Vater. der ist 
mir auch so relativ wichtig Dann hab ich mein Hobby. Tischtennis. und mein Klavier. dann hier 
hab ich meine Katze Schule ist relativ wichtig. weil ich will ja spater auch mal was werden und 
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dann auch wichtig ist mir. dass ich hier so Umwelt. das Wasser hab aber auch so die Stadt, 
dass ich halt beides so kombinieren kann und spater mbchte ich unbedingt mal nach Frankreich 
und wenn es geht auch unbedingt nach Pahs weil ich da halt schon mal war und auch total 
begeistert war. 
N D S : Warst du da im Uriaub? 
Amel ie: Ich habe eine Sprachreise gemacht und Uriaub. 
xciii Tanja (GY8G2/146) : J a . also erstmal irgendwo hier bin ja ich. hier. Dann hab ich drumrum 
Hobbies, also erstmal Computer, weil ich sehr gerne im Internet bin und da [online] halt 
Freunde auch hab und ja, Musik Ich zeichne auch gerne, photographier auch gerne und ja, 
dann hab ich jetzt hier die Turnhalle. weil ich ja seit 2 Jahren zum Badminten gehe und da auch 
einmal in der Woche. dann hier oben die Schule, weil ich da ja auch hinmuss. darf. Dann hab 
ich hier meine Freundin S. und dann hab ich hier so insgesamt Freunde und dann hab ich 
hier unten Bremen, da wohnt von mir eine sehr gute Freundin aus dem Internet, da wollte ich 
eigentlich jetzt in den Ferien hinfahren. aber meine Eltern sind dann in Uriaub gefahren [und 
hatten keine Zeit mich dorthin zu fahren] Und dann hab ich hier noch Berlin, da wohnt mein 
Cous in , und den wurde ich gerne mal hinfahren. also den wurde ich gerne mal besuchen. So , 
dann da unten ist J . , die wohnt da unten in der Nahe von Berlin, das ist meine Brieffreundin. die 
mittlenA/eile zur email-Freundin wird. was ich aber eigentlich recht schade finde, weil ich 
schreibe lieber Briefe, das ist viel personlicher. das finde ich schdner. Ich will jetzt Bassgitarre 
spielen und das ist Sam". Das ist der Name fur das Ding [die Gitarre]. was ich kaufen will. Ich 
hab mir die auch schon angekuckt. und ich gebe alien Sachen Namen. (...)Und hier oben hab 
ich London weil ich sehr gerne mal nach London Ziehen wurde. weil erstmal finde ich die 
Engl ische Sprache sehr schdn. ausserdem interessiert mich das auch kulturell sehr. Ich werde 
irgendann in den Sommerfenen nach London fahren. 
xciv Tanja (GY8G3/67) : Ich weift nicht. was ich machen will. Also, ich weifi. was ich nicht 
machen will, aber was direkt. das weiss ich nicht. A lso, ich mdchte eigentlich nichts 
Routniniertes. Stumpfsinniges machen. wo man eigenltich jeden Tag genau dasselbe macht. 
Zum Beispiel . wo man jeden Tag Formulare ausfii l len mufi oder sowas, das wurde ich nicht 
gerne machen wollen. Ich will irgendwas machen, wo ich mich selbst einbringen kann. Wo mir 
nicht vorgeschrieben wird was ich machen soil. Ich will was machen, wo ich auch noch selbst 
was sagen kann. 
xcv Anna (GY8G3/81) : Also, zuerst mache ich meine Krankenschwester. dann geh ich nach 
West-Berl in oder so. auf jeden Fall eine Grossstadt, dann arbeite ich nachts oder abends oder 
so im Krankenhaus und verdien mir dazu Geld , in einer Handchirurgie am besten und da kenn 
ich da schon alle. weil im Studium muss man ja ein Praktikum machen. und das kann ich dann 
in der Handchirurgie machen. weil das interessiert mich irgendwie und ja. und dann wurde ich 
einen Doktortitel machen und dann einen Professor (lacht) und dann bin ich ungefahr 
funfunddreissig. Und ansonsten wird ich Schauspielenn. 
xcviThomas (GY10G2/248) : Ich wurde gerne zum Schuleraustausch [dauert normalerweise 6 
bis 12 Monate] nach Neuseeland 
N D S : Und warum grade Neuseeland? 
Thomas: Na . Amer ika. da weiss man ja nie so wann man da abgeballert wird. Und in 
Neuseeland ist das auch landschaftlich sehr schdn 
N D S : Kannst du dir auch vorstellen. da zu leben? 
Thomas: Nee! Da kann ich ja gar nicht die Sprache und so. nee. Nee. das sind ja auch ganz 
andere Verhaltensweisen und Lebensumstande. Ich glaub. in Deutschland haben wir schon 
mehr Geld als die da und einen besseren Lebensstandard 
xcvii Patrick (GY10G2/182) : Also, als wichtigstes hab ich Neuseeland aufgeschrieben und als 
zweitwichtigstes Famil ie. Und Fussbal l . und ein paar Freunde und als abstossend oder nicht 
mdgend hab ich Deutschland draufgeschrieben Also, da bin ich sehr abgeneigt. 
xcviii N D S (GY10G3/209) : Warum hast du denn so eine Abneigung gegen Deutschland^ 
Patrick: Na . erstmal von der Einstellung der Menschen hier. die sind bessen^/isserisch und 
vereinen halt alle schlechten Eigenschaften. die Deutschen. So . zweitens mag ich die Politik 
nicht. von der Landschaft her geht das so. 
N D S : W a s ist denn so dein grbsster Kritikpunkf? 
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Patrick: Na erstmal diese Leute. die glauben die Rechten kbnnten was weiss ich was in 
Deutschland bewegen und so ein Kram. d ieses ganze Teilung und sowas. 
Caroline: Was fur eine Teilung? Die Ost und West Teilung oder was? 
Pathck: Na, dass die Menschen das gelernt haben von fruher [sozialistische Normen und 
Werte], dass sie immer noch an diesem Schwachsinn hangen. 
xcix Anika (RE10G4/218): Na, ich nehme das, was ich kriege. Und wenn das weiter weg ist, 
gehe ich da auch hin. Und wenn das hier ist, dann bleib ich halt hier, dann muss man sehen. 
c Melanie (GO10G3/1024): Ich kann doch an meiner Mutter sehen, wie kaputt es [die Arbeit] sie 
macht. Sie arbeitet am Flieflband und das ist eine ganz schbne Belastung fur die Leute Vor 
allem hat man da wirklich kein geregeltes Wochenende. Wenn da ein Grofiauftrag reinkommt, 
dann mussen die auch Samstags arbeiten. Und wenn am Tag noch was geschafft werden mufi, 
dann mussen sie eben weiter packen und alle mussen langer bleiben. Das will ich wirklich nicht. 
ci Anja (GO10G3/1080): Ich mbchte einen normalen Arbeitstag haben. Montags bis Freitags so 
von 9 bis 17 oder 18 Uhr und dann den Sonntag komplett frei. Das war toll. 
cii Melanie (GO10G2/1986): Geld ist schon wichtig, aber so richtig viel Ge ld mufl es nicht 
unbedingt sein. ich mufi nicht darin schwimmen kbnnen. aber ich mbcht halt mir was leisten 
kbnnen und vielleicht auch jeden Monat irgendwas weglegen davon. so daf i ich jeden Monat 
was sparn kann. Und daft ich dann dann irgendwann mal in Uriaub fahm kann oder mir was 
schbnes leisten kann oder so was. Oder wenn ich weiter weg wohn. daft ich dann auch immer 
das Geld hab. dann wieder zu meiner Familie zu fahren. daft ich jetzt Bus und Bahn nehmen 
kann oder so was. Das ist schon noch so eine kleine Absicherung. aber ich muft nicht darin 
schwimmen kbnnen. weil, dann wird man hochnasig und arrogant, und dann denkt man, man 
kann alles. 
ciii Rebeka (PE10G1/865): Hier in Penzl in ist mein Zuhause. So , und dann hab ich ja eben die 
Schule hingemalt, wo ich ja immer dann in der Woche hingehen muft und lerne So . und dann 
fahr ich meistens Bahn, also, ich hab den Fuhrerschein gemacht, dann fahr ich meist mit dem 
Motorrad Freunde besuchen. Dann fahr ich mit meiner Freundin zusammen, die auch 
Fahrerlaubnis hat, nach Werder, zu einer alten Klassenkameradin. Oder eben nach Alt Rehse, 
zu einer Freundin. Und da verbringen wir gemeinsam die Zeit mit Abhangen und so was. Oder 
eben, wir fahren beide zusammen nach Neubrandenburg. Dann gehen wir ins Kino oder in die 
Disco, ja. Oder gehen shoppen. Ich geh da auch immer zur Kieferorthopadin wegen der 
Zahnspange. Und das ist Redefin. weil, ich fahr ja nun auch immer reiten. in Groft Vielen, und 
da ist die Besamungsstation von Redefin. das ist ein richtiges Landgestut und jedenfalls. da 
fahr ich dann auch immer jedes Jahr bfters hin. weil ich da auch ein Pferde reite 
civ Annika (PE10G1/895): Also, ich hab erst hier das Haus von uns gemalt. Denn halt hier die 
Dorfstrafte. den Dorfplatz wo meistens Fuftball gespielt wird. Denn unser Dorfteich. wo 
meistens auch immer der Ort ist von uns Jugendlichen [wo wir uns treffen]. dann zum Beispiel 
F's Zuhause, wo wir Tee trinken, oder bei C. Dann halt der See, wo wir meistens im Sommer 
sind. Da mussen wir nicht weit fahrn. Dann halt Treffpunkt zum DVD gucken. oder halt, wenn s 
mal kalt is, dann treffen wir uns im Raum [zur Verfugung gestellt von der Gemeinde]. Dann hab 
ich noch den Schulweg gemalt und dann J 's Zuhause, wo wir uns auch treffen. 
cv Lena (GO10G2/1990): Ich mbchte halt nur einen Job kriegen der es mir ermbglicht meine 
Miete jeden Monat zu zahlen und vielleicht auch noch etwas Geld zu sparen um mal in Uriaub 
zu fahren oder so. Ich mbchte halt sicher sein. dass ich genug Ge ld verdiene. um uber die 
Runden zu kommen. 
cvi Matthias (F8G1/620): Also, das ist unser Haus. und wenn man denn weiter geht. das ist 
Omas Haus. 
I: Wie weit ist das so? 
M: Das ist eigentlich bei uns auch im Dorf. das ist nicht weit. da geht man funf Minuten. Und das 
ist unsere kleine Schule hier. Das ist zum Beispiel jetzt bei mir zu Hause. wo ich mit meinem 
Hund spiele. 
cvii Annett (F8G1/707): Da wohn ich. Da ist die dumme Schule. Da ist unser See, da ist mein 
Garten, da bin ich. da ist die Kirche. 
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^ In this paper, we address ihe issue of giving young peuple a voice by involving iheni as inien-iewers in the 
•o research process. While highlighting the beneficial outcomes and the empowering potential of this methtxi. 
we critically discuss the assumption that peer-led inier\'ie\vs create less hierarchical power relations as no 
.2 adult is involved. We thus caution against seeing this melhtxl as the ultimate solution to yuung people's 
g marginallsation. Considering that participation is a form of power, we argue that it is essential to 
Q acknowledge and work with the power relations that characterise young people s everyday lives and that 
thus also affect the creation of a panicipator\' arena with them. Power relations among young people. 
however, have been mainly neglected In previous research. The paper draws on a participatory research 
project conduced with young people (14-16 years old) in rural east-Germany that focuses on the 
complexity of young people's daily life experiences and perceptions of their future prospects. 
Keywords: methods: empowerment: participation: rural youth: young people as researcher 
Addressing the ^politics of childhood' 
Geogfaphers have recently called for a greater engagement with inequalities through less hier-
archical practice in social geography (Kitchin and Hubbard 1999. Cloke 2002. Pain 2003. 2004). 
Matthews et al. (1999) have emphasised that there should not be a separation between academic 
work challenging the marginalisaiion of those who are facing exclusion fMaiiingly and 
Falconer-Al-Hindi 1995, Kesby 2000). Researchers examining young people should therefore 
take responsibility for addressing the politics of childhood (Valentine 1996). There is a need 
to listen to original young voices rather than relying on adult interpretations of iheir lives 
(Philo 1992. Morrow and Richards 1996. James and Prout 1997. Matthews ei al. I99Sb. Mat-
thews and Limb 1999. Aiiken 2001. Matthews 2001a. Haudrup Christensen 2004). In this 
context, participator)' research is seen as one way to foreground the perspectives of young 
people and to identify, and challenge, forms of social exclusion they face (Alderson 2000. 
Cahill 2004. Pain 2004). In this paper we will focus on one specific fonn of young people's par-
ticipation in the research process: their involvement as inten'iewers. 
This technique is advocated as a method that allows a less hierarchical relationship between 
the researcher and the researched to develop (Alderson 1995. 2000). It is argued that young 
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people identify relevant topics and discuss them more openly and freely than they would Nsith an 
adult researcher (see Alderson 1995. Lansdoun 2(J0I. Kellelt et al. 2(K)4). resulting in a deeper 
3 insight into young people s life-worlds. Considering thai young people and children ask differ-
enl questions, have different priorities and concerns and see ihe world through different eses' 
this methtxl can make an important contribution lo knowledge [that] can only be made by chil-
^ dren themselves' (Kelleti 2005, p. }). 
< However, we argue that the implications of involving young people as researchers have not 
yet been fully considered. Scant attention has been given to power relations that exist among 
E \oung people themselves (Matthews et al. 1998a, Holloway and Valentine 2000, Panelli ci <//. 
2002). Young people's active involvement can also have exclusionary and disempowering 
effects and care must be taken not to exclude certain groups of young people (see Boyden 
1 and Ennew 1997. Hart 1997. Matthews 2001b. Vandenbroeck and Bie 2006). 
2 This paper foregrounds these multiple power relations and examines what implications they have 
w for involving young people in participatory research and the kind of insights that these techniques 
^ can give into young people's everyday lives. In doing so. we vvam against the oversimplification 
o that young people s involvement in research ofiers a solution per se lo their marginalisalion. 
Empirical evidence will be drawn from research that involved 14-16-year-olds as interviewers 
^ and interviewees in a project that examined young people's lives in rural easiem Germany. 
Kmpouermenl through participation: the theoretical context 
•Empowerment* is characterised by engaging participants in the research process to minimise 
the power hierarchy between the researchers and researched. It allows participants to develop 
g a critical understanding of their own life-situation and leads to the development of strategies 
lo challenge inequalities (see Barr> 1996. Bowes 1996, Pini 2002. 2(KU. Mdntyre 2003). 
Emptmerment can be .seen as the end result of participative practices where each participant 
has control and or influence over issues of concern to them' (Barr> 1996. p. 2). 
Empowering young people in research has been put into practice ver> differently, ranging 
from simply listening lo children, up lo including >oung people in most or all phases of the 
research (Alderson 1995. 2(X)0. Boyden and Ennev% 1997, Lewis and Lindsay 2000. Landsdown 
2(K)2. Kellell et al. 2004). Similariy. iheir involvement spans from acting as researchers carrv ing 
out adult-designed interviews (Baker et al. 1996) to deeper involvemenl in the development of 
research questions and mterv iew schedules (see Alderson 1995, 2000, West 1999, Warren 2(KX), 
Jones 2004. Kellell et al. 2(K)4. Kellett 2(K)5). Such involvemenl recognises children as siKial 
agents, cultural prexlucers and experts of their own lives. It acknowledges that young people's 
life worlds, their experiences of spaces and places differ from those of adults and that they 
are therefore ihe best resource' for understanding youth (Corsaro 1997. p. 103. see also 
Kellell 2(K)5). Including young people as researchers offers a genuine perspective inio young 
pct>plc s li\cs .iiui sup{-H)rts the aim of minimising unequal power relations between adult 
researcher and young researched. 
However, whether empowermeni' can be achieved through the research process, and whether 
this should be a research aim at all. is debatable. Empirical work has shown that participatory 
approaches are often highlv affected by funding priorities, personal and professional interests 
(Cornwall and Jewkes 1995. Bowes 1996. Cooke and Kothari 2001 a), as well as gender-specihc 
interests (Cornwall 1998). These interests, however, may not correspond with participants* 
views or the socio-cultural context the research project is situated in (see Cornwall and 
Jewkes 1995). The researcher thus has to acknt>wledge, that he/she may not 'know what 
would be empowering for others* (Gore 1992. p. 63). 
This means that panicipatory research can constitute and create new forms of domination 
resulting in exclusion and marginalisatun (see Cleaver 2001. Cooke and Kolhari 2(K)la. 
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I Mohan 200K Cornwall 2003). Critical voices have even highlighied ihat 'tyranny is both a real 
^ and potential con.sequence of participatory development" and argue thai participation demands 
5 rethinking, if not abandonment (Cooke and Kothari 2001b, p. 3). This critique is based on the 
^ understanding that participation is an "unjustified* (see Cooke and Koihan 2001b. p. 4) e.xercise 
^ of power. In this sense it is not surprising that the aim lo 'empower' is sometimes interpreted as 
an "injection of power" (Long and Long 1992, p. 275). 
^ In line with these critiques. Harden ei af. (2000) have pointed out that young people's invol-
g vement in research does not automatically change the fact that one person is the inter\'iewer and 
D one is the interviewee. This could create new forms of power hierarchies which can, for 
w example, position the child interviewer "between adult researchers and the child researched" 
(Harden et ai 2000. p. 2.19). Further, the matching of interviewers and interviewees by 
S researchers according to pre-determined criteria may not necessarily facilitate a closer relaiion-
3 ship in the interview (see also Puwar 1997. McDowell et al. 2005). 
CO However, following Kesby (2005. 2007). we argue that acknowledging participation as a form 
^ of power should not lead to the abandonment of participator)' research. Referring to Foucault's 
o understanding of power. Kesby (2005) argues that the discourses and practices constituting 
0 empowemient and participatory research are—like all social relaiion.s—embedded in and 
w constitutive of particular material sites and spaces. Calling for a more coherent theori.sation 
ty. of spaces of participation Kesby argues that "while it [participatory space] is brought into 
being by performances that facilitate empowerment, relations constituted elsewhere may 
•g curtail empowered perfomiances within it' (Kesby 2005, p. 2056). To facilitate sustained 
g perfomiances of empowerment it is essential to identify the different power relations that 
1 characterise people's ever>'day spaces .so that they can be re-performed within and beyond 
(§ the participatory arena. 
Empowerment (hrough pardcipation: methodological considerations 
Academics who have involved young [people as researchers (Alderson 1995. 2000. Baker ei al. 
1996- West 1999. Warren 2000. Kelleti et al. 2004. Kellett 2005. hiip://childrens-research-
centre.open.ac.uk) argue that training is necessary to achieve a meaningful involvement of 
young people in the production of useful data (Warren 2000). 
We are sceptical, however, about the potential of the method to challenge ultimately young 
people's subordinate .societal position. Training young people to become professional research-
ers may. on the one hand, increase the likelihood that adults listen to them and take them more 
seriously (Pole el al. 1999. p. 51. see also Wyness et al. 2004. Hill 2006). It does, on the other, 
run the risk of becoming a token gesture (Hart 1997) that reinforces young people s marginali-
sation as adults define what is appropriate training and what is not. 
Professional training implies a clear methodological understanding of what counts as accep-
table academic knowledge. Considering that academics research young people's lives mainly in 
a 'narrow and conservative" way (see Pole et al. 1999). such a professionaiisaiion may run the 
risk of constraining young people from finding their own way of expressing their thoughts. Yet. 
'child-friendly' methods contradict the post-modem constmciion of young people as competent 
social agents and neglects to acknowledge the heterogeneity of their lives (Christensen and 
James 2000. Punch 2002). It risks reducing them to a homogenised group of "others*. Thus, it 
"is not so much the methods and techniques employed, but the degree of engagement of partici-
pants within and beyond the research encounter' (Pain and Francis 2003. p. 43) that matter. 
The way adults construct and understand childhood and youth thus has a major impact on our 
understanding of the meaning of research and participation and on how w e w ant young people to 
engage in research and political decision making. We have to be more critical about the methods 
we u.se to give young people a voice as "even methods that are defined as participatory can be 
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disempowering and excluding for respondents if used with the wrong group, in the wrong 
situation or the wrong wa>" (Bo\den and Ennew 1997. p. 83). 
This does not mean that w e are arguing against the training of young people. We \alue it as one 
w a\ lo equip \oung peopk v. iih new skills and to give them more control o\er the project by shanng 
knowledge w hich may empower them. These skills may also be valued bv polic\makers or future 
employers (see McKendnck I999>. However, lo avoid reprtxlucing existing power hierarchies it is 
< also necessary to reflect on the specific needs, interests, fears and abilities of young people as well as 
the w ider context and the power structures that characterise their everyday lives. In the following 
E section it will be discussed how these criucal considerations of young people's involvement uere 
•§ addressed in the main author's doctoral work with young people in rural east-Germany. 
Developing a participatory research design: an empirical example 
w r now draw on examples from video-taped peer-interviews conducted by young people from 
^ two out of the nine groups. As no adults were present during these inter\ iews. it was possible 
o to examine how effectively participatory research methods provide a deep insight into the mul-
tiple power relations among young people and how these power-re I at ions affect research. 
The project was developed together with 65 young people between the ages of 14-16 years in 
y i three small towns in rural east-Germany, Mecklenburg-Voqx)mmem (Schafer 2007). The 
research aimed to give a more detailed picture of the complexity of young people's daily 
"§ li\es in mral east-Germany in the context of the severe scKial. economic and demographic 
recomposition that has characterised post-stxialisi restructuring (Fischer and Kiick, 2004, Kroh-
nert et al. 2005). It aimed lo elaborate how young people percei\ e and experience forms of social 
§ disadvantage using a participator) icsc.irch approach. 
These participants were contacted \ ia different schools that represented the three levels of 
educational achiex ement of the German secondary school system. These schools were situated 
in three small tow ns in the South of Mecklenburg-Vorpommem. All of the nine groups of young 
people received interview and data analysis training at the beginning of the project and o\er half 
of the participants conducted peer-led interviews. They were also given the opportunity lo 
develop their own research projects 
I had lo be aware that the idea of involving young people reflected firstly mv academic under-
standing of participation and represented one of wv aims for the research project. Acknow ledging 
that young people's agency is not only practiced in their decision lo participate but is equallv 
reflected in their decision not to gel involved (see Hill 2(X)6). I had to lake into accouni that it 
was possible that none or only a small number of students would carry out the role of researcher. 
e\en after recei\ ing training. It meant, however, lhat it was essential to enable, but not to prede-
fine, young people's inNolsetnent. I therefore decided to offer >oung people a combination of tra-
ditional and more innovative methtxls that they could make use of, according lo their inieresis and 
needs. This meant lhat some \oung people engaged more actively in ftKus group discussions 
while others seemed to fa\our individual methods like drawings (of mental maps for 
example), writing, priniucing a collage on their daily lives. Other participants wanted lo 
become researchers ihemselses. It has to be highlighted, however, that becoming involved as 
interviewers represenied only ime method young people could ch(H>se from and participating 
111 the iraining session did not oblige ihem to lake oser actually the role of a researcher. 
Teachers frequenlK asked me if they should put a group of students together which they 
thought would be the mast appropriate lo participate (mostly referring to the best or calmer 
pupils in cla.ss). To avoid such preselection (Matthews 2(K)lb), I insisted on introducing 
myself and the project to the whole class so lhat young people could made an informed decision 
as to whether the> wanted to participate When \t>ung |X't>ple decided to participate, I asked the 
teacher if these young people represented onl> the most dominant or interested ones in the class. 
>-
O 
o 
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Teachers were often surprised about the mix of the groups, indicating that this methcxi included 
those w ho were normally ver> shy or not interested in joining in in-class discussions. 
The actual research training session was divided into two main parts. First, a brief introduction 
to qualitative and quantitative research methtxls was given so that the participants could make 
informed decisions about the kinds of research methods they wanted to use. This part also 
included issues like protecting the rights of the researched, ensuring health and safety, 
dealing with unpredictable situations, planning for things that can go wrong and so on. 
Secondly, an exercise was developed on how to design, prepare and conduct interviews about 
E young people*s daily life. Here, differences among the groups occurred that reflected on power 
relations among young people. Some participants, for example, distanced themselves strongly 
2 from specihc groups of young people and expressed that they did not want to include them in 
S their own research projects. Other groups, however, did not identifv these barriers and easily 
Q developed several strategies how to approach young people within their ItKal environment. 
CO This offered important information about the networks young people were part of and their 
^ experiences of participation and negotiation of power as limits and opportunities of participation 
o within and beyond the research were identified. 
Furthemiore, an introduction to technical equipment (laptop, digital recorder, microphone, 
video- and photo camera and tripod) was given. Participants had time for practical exercises 
^ so that they would feel confident and comfortable in using the equipment. Students got the 
(n chance to take over the role of the interviewer, the interviewee and the camera-operator to 
gain a more complex experience of the interview pri>cess and see the interv iew situation from 
different perspectives. 
While this activity was developed in line with the recommendations for training sessions 
developed by scholars like Alderson (1995. 2(XK)). Kellett (2005) and Eraser et al. (2004), I 
want to emphasise that young people s specific conununication skills had a major effect on 
the way that it was conducted. Some students from lower educational levels, for example, ident-
ified follow-up questions and reacting flexiblv to their inlerxiewees as problematic. In these 
c.iscs u c coiKcnl iatcd IIIIKII more on ihc prcp.ii.ilion ol lUc inlcrv icu I hc >.>iiiii: people .iiul 
I developed interview questions together, wrote them down as full sentences and also read 
them out several times before the actual interview. This was particularly impimant as some of 
these students had reading difticulties. Furthemiore. young people were given several chances 
to conduct interviews themselves so that they would get more comfortable doing it. It became 
clear thai students with lower educational background and younger students needed more specific 
and personal feedback than older students or those fmm a higher educational lev el who were often 
more experienced with speaking freely through, for example, giving presentations in school. 
Gender also played an important role, particularly in regard to the way young people made use 
of and familiarised themselves with the technical equipment. It was obvious that male partici-
pants often could not wait to try the video camera out themselves and enjoyed practicing and 
experimenting with the equipment. In contra.st to this, female participants tcxik a less active 
role. Some girls even expressed their fear about doing something wrong* or breaking equip-
ment. Thus, it was ver> important in the practical aspects of the training session to include everv-
body equally. It meant that participants who seemed to be unfamiliar or uncomfortable with the 
technical equipment were given more lime to familiarise themselves with it and more personal 
feedback to build up their confidence. However, it was often necessarv to prevenl male partici-
pants di»minaiing the use of technical equipment, even at later stages of the research. 
The training was not over in one session. The whole research project w as rather understixHl as 
a participator) arena* (see Kesby 2005. 2007) which offered both multiple insights into the 
u a \ s hi»u lese.ireh ean he ilciie .iiid oppniiiiiiHieN l»»i p.iilieipanis lo lis ihin-js oiil iheinseKes 
The first focus group discussion, which generallv tixik place a week after the training session, 
was seen as another wav to give voung people an example of how diseiissions can be held. 
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t After we finished this first discussion I showed participants the thematic guideline I had prepared 
^ for the session. Students were often ver> surprised that we had not only discussed all or most of 
= the tt^ pics on my list, but that this also had been done in the order of my guideline although "we 
^ were just chatting" (Marie aged 14). This insight into my preparation and way of working rep-
1 resented an important step to make the project transparent to students. It suppt>rted the aim of 
making young people more familiar with the role of the interviewer by taking me as an 
< example. It demonstrated that I did not insist in claiming a right of the role of interviewer but 
g was willing to share it with participants. 
E In the second and third focus group discussion I asked young people to ch(X)se and prepare 
their own topics of interest and encouraged them to conduct the interview without me (I 
9 would wail outside the room until I was asked lo join the group again. I did not set any lime 
2 restriction and peer-led inter\iews lasted between 5 and 45 minutes). That means that before 
Q young people started lo develop their own research projects and to interview other young 
w people (or adults) outside the group, they had the chance to familiarise themselves with the 
^ role of the inter\ iewcr. The focus group discussions thus opened up a safe space to tr> out 
o and develop personal interview skills. 
" As training was given at the beginning of the project 1 was concerned that participants would 
^ mainly copy me and my way of interviewing. However, it became obvious lhat young people 
\^ often already had a clear idea aK>ui the w a\ s inierv icw crs |-H>SC qucstii>ns. Yt>ung jvople thus inler-
viewed their peers in \er> different manner that ranged from the way teachers test their know ledge 
•g in schtx>l. to emulating the inier\ic\v st\lcs oi sports-reporter, show-hosts or T V presenters. 
^ Young people's motives to participate in the research project 
The participants expressed a ver> high interest in the research training and it represented a key 
motive to participate in the research for many participants. I want to argue. hi>we\er. that it was 
crucial to offer the research training without obliging \oung p)eople to continue their partici-
pation in the project. In other words, the success of involving young people with such different 
backgrounds, abilities and interests uas. al least partis, dependenl on the fad that participants 
were not obliged to become interviewers themselves. For example, Anna (15), decided to 
attend the training <ml\ because I had emphasised that this would not be connected w ith any obli-
gation to become an inters iewer. Howeser. nearly 2 months later, at the end of the prtiject, Anna 
did the main work for a \ ideo project on young people's everyday lives in her hometown for 
which she interviewed several adults and other peers on different topics. She had become 
much more confident during the research prcx:ess and enjoyed practising the new skills she 
developed during the 3 months of research-participation. This example demonstrates that 
some students would not have participated if they would have been obliged to become research-
ers themselves. It indicates the risk to exclude less confident and shy young people from the 
research if the level and/or kind of participation is decided on a priori. 
In addition to this it became clear that the training was appealing to students for four other 
reasons: 
1. Curiosity. The whole project was different from nomial leisure activities that were available 
to voung people in the region. Although I am (lerman. the project seemed to be verv altrac-
ii\c lo voung people because it was funded bv a British University. Young f>eople perceived it 
as a sign of serious interest that someKxlv who was living in another countrv came to their 
region and even lived in their area to talk to them. 
2. Learning how to use the equipment (video camera, photo camera, digital recorder and so on). 
y. hiterest in the topic of the research. Young people found the research project interesting 
K'cause they felt that they were rarely asked about their thoughts, wishes and fears. 
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4. Vocational preparation. The training w as also seen as a w ay to develop their communication 
^ skills and to gain more sell-ei)nfidence. Robert (16) described it as t\>llows: 1 think this is 
3 pretty good training for future job-interviews. I think we should start as early as possible 
2 to train for this, don t you think? And here we get pretty good feedback for it*. Each partici-
g pant got a certificate in English and German at the end of the project w hich the> could attach 
to future job applications. 
It became obv ious in the research prixess that gaining additional qualifications represented a major 
aspect of young people*s every day life and thus a key motivation to participate in the pmject. After 
several weeks into the project young people and I therefore decided to organise a workshop for all 
participants that included career training. It demonstrates that young people*s motivations to 
partake in research are heavily influenced bv their everyday life experiences. 
In the follow ing section 1 w ill focus on the multiple power relations among young people and 
w how it affected the research process by analysing interview-excerpts from the peer-led inter-
views conducted by young people. 
o 
^ Peer-led interviewing and the negotiation of power 
m 
In the first example 1 want to refer to interviews conducted bv students from a special needs 
m school {F(irderschule) that represents the lowest educational level in Germanv. These young 
people are often referred to as problematic as they have learning and communicating difficulties. 
After the interview-training, participants from this school expre.ssed the wish to interview other 
young people. They thus developed an interview guideline which contained both questions we 
had addressed in our discussions before (for example: What are your career aspiratitms.*). and 
verv specific questions that the pupils were eager to ask their peers (the hi>ys for example 
wanted to a.sk students about their favourite cars while the giris wanted lo know if the other stu-
dents planned to have pets). 
The following examples from these peer-led interviews show that interviewer Sebastian (15 
years) had a specific understanding how his interviewees should respond to his questions and 
that he used different techniques to guide them through the interview. However, it will 
become clear that power relations were negotiable in the interview situation. 
Sebastian conducted four interviews altogether, which lasted around five minutes each. Lars 
(15 years old) took over the role of his a.ssistant and video-taped the interviews with pennission. 
After having explained that every thing was highly confidential and that participation was com-
pletely voluntary. Sebastian started w ith the inierv iew . On the videtvtapes it was apparent that he 
was mainly leaning over the guideline printout try ing to read out the questions which often kept 
all his attention. The excerpt below shows how Sebastian formulated his questions, w hat kind of 
answers he got and how he reacted to the responses of his interviewees: 
Example I: Sebastian (15) interviewing Tim (9) and Jan (9) 
1 Sebastian What would vt>u like to do when you grow up.* 
2 Tim Tractor-driver. 
3 Jan Tractor-driver. 
4 Sebastian Do you think its fun?' 
5 Tim Yes. 
6 Jan Yes. 
7 Sebastian You shouldn t always say the same!* 
'Tliis marks udditional follow-up questions thai uere nol included in ihe original inteniev^-guideline. 
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This short extract alreadv demonstrates some key characteristics of Sebastian's interview 
style. Sebastian gets onlv verv short answers that often do not even consist of a full sentence 
but of just one word. As both interviewees furthermore give the same reply, Seba.stian includes 
a follow-up question ( Do you think its fun?') with which he intends to give the boys the oppor-
tunity to explain in more detail whv thev want to become tractor-drivers However, this question 
stimulates a yes/no response which does not motivate the interviewees to respond more fully. At 
this point Sebastian admonishes the bovs to answer more accurately. This indicates lhat Sebas-
tian has a specific understanding how his interv iewees should respond and demonstrates ht)w 
Sebastian makes use of the power of his position as interviewer. He sets out clear mles which 
his interviewees have to follow. 
The short an.swers given by his inlerv iewees can be understood as an outcome of this regu-
lation, however, as becomes apparent in the video-analysis. The video shows that Sebastian 
pt)ints a finger at the person he wants to respond (Figure I). 
As soon as one of the boys has given an answer Sebastian switches to the second interv iewee, 
meaning that the boys are not given enough time to answer more fully. Sebastian is thus ctmtrol-
ling not onlv who responds when, but also how long the response should be. Sebastian thus 
(unintentionally) restricted the responses of his interviewees. 
While it can be said that Sebastian is in the more pow erfulpo.\iti(m in this interv iew situation, 
it would be over-simplified to describe his interviewees as powerless. Tim and Jan rather find 
their own ways to counteract and thus challenge the power relatum within the interview situ-
ation. This finds its expression for example when they refuse to follow .Sebastian's order and 
remain silent or just give a verv short response even though he keeps his finger pointed at 
them. This demonstrates that the role of the interviewer can be a means of asserting power 
but participants are in the position to challenge this claim as p*)wer relations are always the 
outcome of negotiation. 
I probably do not have lo point out how proud this group of students was about their perfomi-
ances as researchers. Their teachers were impressed that their students were able to conduct this 
project and how responsible and reliable the students proved lo be. In a meeting with the head of 
schtxil and the class teacher afterwards both expressed lhat they never thought that their students 
would have been able to do this on their own. The teacher concluded that they should probably 
be more confident in the abilities of their students. But it is impnirtant to remember that teachers 
work with different constraints and to different targets than I did in this research project. 
Second example 
The second example comes from a group of Realschule students, who attend secondary schtx l^ 
leading lo a degree that is comparable lo the British G C S E . This group of young people consisted 
voung people ( 
Figure I. Sebastian interviewing two boys aged 9. 
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of eight boys and girls aged 16 and 17. After having attended the training session and the first 
focus group Christoph (aged 16) volunteered to prepare a topic for the following group discus-
sion and lo take over the role of the interv iewer. Christoph did not w ant to make use of my offer 
to meet up beforehand to help him prepare the session, w hich is why we only had a brief informal 
chat just before the actual group discussion. Having chosen the topic of music and its meaning 
for people his age. Christoph had conducted a small survey within his class, asking class-mates 
w hat type of music they were listening to. He had worked out the percentages of how many stu-
dents were listening to rtKk, pop and so on. His hypothesis was that boys and girls generallv 
listened to verv different kinds of music and he wanted to find out why this was the ca.se. In 
order to answer this question he had devised a number of sub-questions. From my point of 
view Christoph was well prepared for the interview situation and I was impressed by the 
effort he had put into the preparation of the session. 
At the fcKus group discussion (I left the room for the time that Christoph led it) Christoph pre-
sented his research results to the group as an incentive for the others to engage w ith the topic and 
to express their own thoughts about it. After Christoph finished introducing his results he 
addressed one student directly lo gel the discussion on the meaning of music for the group 
members started. The following excerpt of this peer-led interview gives an insight into the differ-
ent strategies Chrisioph used to engage his class mates in discussion: 
I Chrisioph .Xnika. wh\ are you for example listening lo—you are mainly 
: listening to riKk music, right? Do you have any specific reason for 
3 that, do you connect it with a political statement? 
4 Anika No. 
5 Chrisioph No? Nol al all? Are you listening lo any other music? 
6 Anika 1 listen to a w ide range of music. 
7 Chrisioph Wide range. But mainly rock? 
8 Anika Yes. 
9 Christoph (JK. Karl, what is your opinion on the Bohse Onkel/~ 
10 (name of a Gennan band)? 
1 1 Karl I like the music. 
i : Chrisioph Only the music? But what do you ihink about the lyrics? 
1.^  Karl Well, the lyrics tell you something about life. I would say. 
14 Thomas Which band? 
\> Chrisioph The Bosen Onkelz. Sebastian, so your favourite band is Die Arzie 
16 (name of a German punk-band)? 
P Sebastian Yes 
IS Chrisioph (Repeating) YES? Oh m> Gtxl. Do vou have anv reasons for that' 
19 Sebastian Because of the music. 
:(» Chrisioph Mhm. (silence) 
: i Nadja 1 think the reason for all of us is because we just like the lyrics. 
22 (silence) Or do you connect it with a particular meaning ' 
23 Chrisioph Well. 1 don t know. 
24 Nadja See! 
:> Robert Yeah, but he can't really say I listen to it because it is right-wing 
music, can he? 
:~ N.Klla Well, but that's the truth, isn't it? 
:s koherl Well, then I have to punch him (laughs). 
29 Chrisioph Why? That's not a big deal, is it. if he listens to right-wing music. 
30 It doesn't mean that he agrees with it. 
Mike And why are you listening to it then 
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Well, because I like the music. I mean, probably not so much the 
33 lyrics but the instmmental aspect. 
Yeah, right. 
35 Robert That is absolute nonsense. It is as if I listen to music without voices. 
^ 36 Christoph Yes, I (silent) I do not care about lyrics but (silent) but it is like 
rock music for me. 
32 
33 
Chrisioph 
34 Mike 
  
 i
38 Robert 
39 
40 Christoph 
41 Nadja 
42 Robert 
43 Christoph 
44 .Sebastian 
45 Nadja 
4(> Robert 
47 Christoph 
Yeah, and I listen to Jeanetl Biedemiann (German riKk singer) 
and I love it because I do not care about lyrics, (laughsi 
^ i (silent) 
Well, have you finished 
Come on, ask the next question. 
 Well, now I got side-tracked 
^  The tt)pic is musu 
[2   Well, are you going to ask the next question or not 
g 6 You haven't finished yet. so go on! 
g  Actually. I think I have linished. 
m 
Due to his insider knowledge about the musical ta.ste of his class-mates Chrisioph is in the 
^ jiosiiion lo address group members individually and ask them very precise questions. As Chris-
^ loph gels only a very short reply from Anika even after posing a follow -up question he changes 
- his strategy and engages somebody else (Kari) in the conversation (9). Contrary to Anika s 
1 monotonous answers Kari reacts more actively. Bui before Christoph can respond to Kari's 
(§ description of what the song texts mean lo him Thomas interrupts the conversation (see 14). 
It seems as if this interruption has an irritating effect on Christoph as he moves on lo include 
another member of the group (Sebastian) without any reference to Karl's statement. This, 
however, results once again in a very short reply (17). Chnstoph gets obviouslv frustrated at 
this point as his attempts to stimulate a discussion among his class-mates do not seem to 
prove very successful. With the first signal of giv ing up. Chrisioph even becomes silent as if 
he ran out of questions (see 18-20). A l this pcnnt it becomes obvious that Chrisioph does not 
know how to handle the situation and how to keep the conversation going. As Christoph is at 
a loss of how to continue his role as an interviewer, Nadja explains the group behaviour to 
him (21). She challenges Christoph in asking him what meaning he connects with the kind of 
music he is listening to. On the basis of his own understanding of and relationship lo music 
Chrisioph is thus given another oppt>rtunity to engage everybtxly in the discussion. However, 
realising that he has lost control over ihe inlen iew as he is now the one being asked, Chrisioph 
adopts a ralher defensive manner, replying Well, I don't kni>w' (23). From Nadja's point of 
view this reply seems to prove that Chnstoph is not even clear what he is aiming for with all 
his questions. Nadja expects Christoph. as the interviewer of the session, to have a rationale 
lor and understanding of the questions he poses. Otherwise, he does not qualify for the pi>sition 
of the interviewer. It means lhat Chrisioph's position as the interviewer w ho moderates the dis-
cussion has been put into question by one interviewee. 
this point another member of the group. Robert, gels engaged in the discussion trying lo 
explain—al least in parts—why Chrisioph gels only very short answers (25-26). Robert 
refers here to the specific kind of music Karl is listening lo which the majority of the group con-
nects with the right-wing-scene Robert argues ihal Karl can not really speak his mind in the 
group as this p^ l^iiieal direction is—al least for Ri>bert—not acceptable. Robert thus verbalises 
the underlying power-relations that characterise this group reflecting on the norms and values 
that affect the group communication. The fact that Robert sees the need to explain these 
underlying rules to Christoph demonstrates that he either does not perceive Christoph as a 
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(full) member of the group (which would explain why Christoph does nol know the rules) or that 
these mies have not been negotiated clearly enough before (which would mean that this topic has 
3 not been discussed before in the gn>up. for example). Robert therewith refers to a kind of tacit 
agreement among the members of the grexjp that hav e an impact on what is accepted and w hat is 
not. It refers to power relations that characterise the composition of the group. Nol all members 
of the group, however, seem to share this understanding of these group norms (see Nadja 27). 
5. This can either refer to the fact that the participants of the focus grt)up ni>rniallv belong to differ-
ent groups and thus have not developed their own group identitv i>r that there is—at least from 
E Nadja*s point of view—still space for negotiation of these group understandings. She questions 
Robert's authority to claim for the existence of such mIes. Htnvever. Ri>ben gives Nadja a very 
S clear respt>nse that he does nol accept a breach of the mIes arguing w iih his physical superiority I (28). 
Q Al this point. Christoph enters the discussion again and questions Ri>ben's statement on the 
w connection between listening to right-wing music and somebtxiy's own political attitude (29-
30). It becomes clear, however, why Christoph intervenes al this point. Chrisioph is defending 
himself as well, as the group knows thai he lisiens to right-w ing music. However. Robert has 
already signalled that he will nol accept any explanation, an understanding which is shared 
by Mike (31). There is no space for negotiation or reconciliation, as the group dominated by 
\^ Robert denies Chrisioph the right u> do so. 
£Q Gelling impatient w ith Chrisioph's silence, and thus his inabilitv lt)f ultil the rolei>f intcr\lewer. 
Nadja calls on Chrisioph to bring the interx iew loan end (451. But belt>re Christoph is able to lullil 
this last task. Robert lakes charge again, telling Chrisioph that he has nol finished vet. This linallv 
symbolises that Robert exposes Chrisioph as being incapable lo fulfil his role as an interviewer. 
Chrisloph's position within the group can be described as powerless as the others tell him what to 
do and how to do it. He finallv L:i\es m (47) oflieiallv resigning iroiu his role of being the inter-
viewer. Since he had prepared many more questions for the session, which he did nol even 
mention in front of the group, it becomes clear that Christoph gives in under the pressure of 
the group (al that point I was called back into the room and we continued w ith the group discussion 
after Chnsioph had given a sht>rt summarx of the topic discussed in m> absence). 
Despite this, the outcome of the interview can be described as a major achievement. After all. 
Chrisioph volunteered as ihe first of the group lo prepare a topic of his interest for a discussion 
with his class-mates. He proved to the group and me in a verv creative and enthusiastic wa> that 
he is able to prepare himself for the role of the interview er by conducting a small case-study on 
vi>ung pet>ple s tavDurite kinds of music prior to the actual interview and thus offered an inter-
esting and original incentive to engage the group into the discussion. Furihemiore. Christoph 
even managed to engage Robert, who can be described as the spokesman of the group, in the 
discussion and kept the interx iew going for a while. Since Chrisioph did not seem lo belong 
to the group-leaders in the first fivus-group. it is possible that the deveU>pment of the interv iew 
matched his expectations. After the meeting was finished that day I stayed longer to talk lo 
Christoph about his interview ex[XMience. He described hriellv that noKxlv had reall> said 
much but that it was ok*. He did not seem to be disappointed. We discussed several ways 
how to motivate participants to engage more actively in group discussions (see also Kellett 
2(X).^ ) while I emphasised that even professional interviewers had to face these problems and 
that 1 was impressed by his preparations for the interview. Chnsioph seemed to have enjoyed 
the interview experience as it was obvious that he became more activelv invt>lved in the 
following group discussions. 
The discussion on the meaning of music for young people's political orientation gives an 
insight into the power relations voung people are engaged in and the wa>s how ihe> negotiate 
them. From an academic perspective. Clinstoph initiated a highlv valuable f(x:us group discussion 
as it captured 'the inherently interactive and ct>mmunicative nature of siKial action and social 
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meanings, in ways that are inaccessible to research methtxls that lake the indiv idual as their basic 
unit of analysis* (Tonkiss 2004. p. 19S). His interview thus gives an insight into what Barbour and 
Kil/inger (1999. p. 5) have described as the most beneficial outcome of ft>cus group diM.ussioiis 
lhat they uncover *how accounts are articulated, censured, opposed and changed through scvial 
interaction and how this relates to peer communication and group norms". 
The excerpt demonstrates not only the existence of multiple pt>wer relations among young 
people but also the multiple ways through which these p)ower are (re)priHluced. negotiated, 
and challenged within the research situation. Not lo acknowledge these power relations 
E among young |">e(»ple means to he blind towards the hetert>geneily »>l young people s lives. 
Neglecting this dimension of power relations would f urthermore restrict the emp<iwenng poten-
t tial of the research as it would be unable to acknowledge and challenge ptmer inequalities and 
B forms of marginalisation. 
o 
u 
(/) 
—> 
UJ 
<rt Conclusion 
In this paper we have argued that the emphasis on unequal pt^ wer relations between adult 
researchers and young researched has led to a negation of the multiple power relations 
^ between young people. This paper has highlighted the complexity and heterogeneity of young 
m people's lives by elaborating these relations. The empirical examples thus emphasise that 
young people are not a homogenous group of others' and that they resist, challenge, acknow I-
g edge or negotiate pi>wer amongst themselves. 
It could be shown lhat such power relations affect not only young people's everyday lives but 
Q also the research situation in multiple ways. To understand fully the participatory pi)tential. as 
well as the limits and obstacles of facilitating participation and empowennent. it is necessarv lo 
take these power relations into account. Furthennore we highlighted that it is essential lo reflect 
on our understanding of participatit>ii. as n might refer to a very narrow and conservative con-
struction lhat does not correspond with young people's needs and the ct>nlexis they are growing 
up in. It must be acknowledged that participatory research is not distanced \roiu power, which 
means that it can nol only empower disadvantaged grt>ups of people but also reprtxluce tonns oi 
marginalisation and exclusion. Neither empowerment nor participation should thus be seen as 
inherent in a specific set of methods, but as the cnitcome of engagement and negotiation as 
well as knowledge-sharing and shared decision making. 
Involving young people as researchers is a highly valuable appn)ach that has the potential to 
acknowledge and highlight young people's agency and thus to challenge inequalities between 
them. However, if this melhtKl is applied independently Ironi >»>ung people's needs and interests 
and the broader context they are living in this can luni into a research practice that strticturally 
excludes groups of young people (see also Vandenhrocck and Bie 2006) and reproduces existing 
inequalities. It means lhat young people's involvement in research as researchers should not be 
discussed as a new research paradigm as it would a,ssume lhat this technique guarantees a sol-
ution to marginalisalit>n and exclusion. This runs the risk of prt)moting a r\ rann\ of the method 
(Cooke and Kothari 2(X)lb) which disconnects research approaches and melhtxls from the 
research context. 
In this context we want to refer to Horton and Kraltl's (2(K)5) recent cntical dis«.ussion of the 
emergence and use ol the term children's geographies'. Contesting the assumption that geogra-
phers place themselves and their research in the serv ice t>f children's needs and interests. Horten 
and Krafil (2(K)5. p. 139 original emphasise) raise the question are '"Children's Geographers" 
reallx so selfless and heroic?' This is an im|>ortanl question which prevents children's gei>gra-
phies becoming t(x> much of a comfort /one' (ibid. p. 139). W e want lo highlight, however, lhat 
participatory research offers one opportunity lo address critically and reflexivelv these concerns. 
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The specific implications for doing participatory research on and w ith young people is that 
access lo them is often highly regulated through adult-gatekeepers (Matthews el al. 1998b. 
3 Harden et al. 2(X)0. Balen et al. 2(K)6) w hich means that issues of inclusion and representation 
2 need to be considered (even more) carefullv. However, the need to acknow ledge participation as 
a form of power and lo work with these is not unique of the study of youth and childhood. 
Furthemiore. the call for greater political awareness and responsibility corresponds w ith wider 
5, debates in human geography on ethical aspects of conducting research and the position of the 
academic researcher (see Cloke 2002). Scholars in social geography are thus emphasising the 
J need to uncover structures of marginalisation and a stronger engagement w ith scKial inequalities 
(Kitchin and Hubbard 1999. Pain and Francis 2(X)3, Pain 2004). In this context participator) 
research can offer a valuable approach (Boyden and Ennew 1997) to research marginalised 
B others. 
Q This project was set up to give young people a voice through developing a participatory arena. 
v> It is only apt to end this paper with some of their words abtnit it: 
I 
CO 
Well. I think it is grcal \*hat we have achieved in this project. We reall> managed to talk atH>ut things that v^ e are 
interested in and we could always sa> what we did not like (Katie. 16 years old) 
I really learned a lot in this prt>ject Ahout interMewing and using the \ide»> camera. I reall> liked the w r^k with the 
video camera. (Johann. 14 years old) 
h was great that somebtKlv was actually listening to us! (Karen. 14 sears old) 
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Notes 
I Hereafter I" refers to the corresp<»nding auth*)r wht) conducted the empintal work 
2. Biih.xe Onlielz started as a German punk-band in 1^ 80 and quickh gained a cult status in the nght-wing scene. 
.Although since 1986 the band othciallv tiK>k p»>sitK»n against every kind of extremism including nght-wing 
extremism their music is still often perceived in the context of right-wing radicalism. Thiv also rinds its 
expression in this interview, as the gn>up refers to the Bosen OnUI: a.s a nght-wmg band. 
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(as an incl ividual or n;; n Rrnup) work in j ; overseas. T K W or Tena^'a Karja Wattita 
is i h f it-rin used for in icr t i iu in i ia l migra i i i women workers. 
Une i i i p l oy i nc i i i figure f rom Un i ted S t a i c s - I n d o n e s i a n Soc ie ty (2005) . 
Bryant (2005) makes th is est imate based on of f ic ia l f igures of tota l number of 
overseas m ig ran ts and recent U N P D 2 0 0 2 fer t i l i ty rates, w h i c h est imates that 
the avcraj ie w o m a n w i l l have 1.5 ch i l d ren l)y the t ime she is th i r ty years o l d . 
L o m b o k is favoured by recrui ters because it is a poo r , p redominan t l y ru ra l 
is land w i th few avenues for generat ing i ncome and because the people of 
l . o m b o k , the SaSiJk, are cons idered to be hard workers . L o n i b o k is a lso we l l -
k n o w n as ' the is land of a thousand mosques ' , and the inhab i tan ts are devout 
M u s l i m s , wh i ch is regarded as an ndcletl advantage to employers in M a l a y s i a 
am i the M i d d l e Kast. 
A l t h o u g h o f f i c i a l m igran ts to M a l a y s i a are relat ively few, due to str ict i m m i -
gra t ion and employment l aws , the business of i l legal m ig ra t i on , conduc ted 
w i thou t legal work v isas , is huge. M a n y studies have s h o w n that the number 
of i l legal Indonesian workers (who are assisted by m idd lemen {>r cah) exceeds 
the ntunber of legnl workers (hnncl i j 'ono cr a l . 199^). I l legal m i g r a i i o n is o f ten 
preferred by employers as (hey can explo i t the s i tuat ion by pay ing lower wages 
a n d o f fe r ing appa l l i ng l i v ing a n d work conc l i i ions . 
T h i s fact was repor ted by the v i l lage head, the v i l lage m i d w i f e , and the vi l lage 
health staf f , w h o a l l a t t r ibu ted the rise in d ivorce rates to the rise in overseas 
m ig ra t ions . 
A l l Indones ian soap <tperas and sinclmus ( Indonesian te levis ion d r a m a s , 
many i m p o r t e d f n i m M e x i c o and Itra/ i l ) depict w o m e n and g i r ls as weal thy, 
p o w e r f u l consumers . Sec W i d o d o (2002) for an ana lys is . 
T h e status of be ing a jamal in l . ombok is not an easy one . jamal are targets 
of male jokes anti seen as easy prey for an ex t ra -mar i ta l a f fa i r . 
In Janua ry 2()0rt Yayasan Pedu l i A n a k . a street ch i ld ren N G O based in M a t a -
r a m , L o n i b o k , conductet l a study o f 201) street ch i ld ren w h o had d r o p p e d 
out of s choo l and left home (persona l c o m m u n i c a i i o n , l-erter. 200Cna). M o s t 
of the ch i l d ren were aged f rom nine l o fifteen years o l d , were f rom l . ombok , 
and f rom b roken homes: 'many t imes the mother went to M a l a y s i a to work 
there and left their eh iUl ren w i th the father, fami ly o r just a lone ' (Fetter, 
2(I06b). A n add i t i ona l reason for leav ing home given by the ch i ld ren was 
that their mother had remar r i ed , and the ch i l d was not accepted by the step-
father a i u l was su l isequent iy re.)ectetl o r neglected. O t h e r c h i l d r e n were sent 
to the street to earn monev bv their impover ished parents (sec a lso Heazlev, 
200( la) . 
C i t a c i i a saya p ing in ke M a l a y s i a un tuk mcn jad i ku l i b a n g u n a n atati ker ja 
pe rkeb i i nan . K a l a i i snya sudah bcsar pnsii saya a k a n kc sann (translated f rom 
the Sasak language by fieldworkcr). 
Saya man keh iar , D e s a k i i a d a l a h desa l e r i i nga l d i Indonesia ( translated Irorn 
the Sasak language by fieldworker). 
These conc lus ions raise impor tan t debates a round gendered power re la-
t ions in the v i l lage as wel l as the w e l l - p u b l i c i / e d abusive cond i t i ons the gir ls 
of ten face when w o r k i n g overseas. T h u s , young w o m e n may find that hav ing 
escaped the s t i f l i ng cond i t i ons of home l i fe they are faced w i th even harsher 
and exp lo i ta t i ve cond i t i ons w i th t h e i r n e w employers . T h i s issue c lear ly po in ts 
to the necessity for fur ther research. 
Sec a lso W i l l i a m s 12005) and her analys is of how young w o m e n f rom East-
ern hu iones ia use t ransna t iona l m ig ra t ion as a means of seeking a 'new 
subject iv i ty ' . 
A s just ly no ted by one of m y rev iewers, acco rd i ng to Scot t (11^85) it is ques-
t ionable if the rura l poor have ever accepted their pover ty passively. 
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Y o u n g p e o p l e ' s p e r s p e c t i v e s 
o n t h e i r d a i l y l i f e a n d f u t u r e 
p r o s p e c t s i n r u r a l E a s t G e r m a n y 
N a dine Schiifer 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
C l i i i d r c n ai^d yo i iny people have bccw i t lcmif iet l as one of the groups 
most severely affected by dec l in ing srnndards of welfare and by the rise of 
soc io-economic inequali t ies in posr-socinl ist societies (Brake and Bi ichner 
1996; Ko l l i i io rgen 2 0 0 3 ; M c A u l e y 1995). However , there has been l i t i i i teJ 
research to date on the ways in wh ich young people negoriate their life c i r -
cumstances and develop .strategics for bu i ld ing meaningfu l and purposeful 
lives (see Cote 2 0 0 2 ; Jeffrey and M c D o w e l l 2004) . T h i s chapter begins 
to address this gap by analys ing the way rura l young people in the East 
Ge rman stare of Meck lenb i i r g -Vo rpommern negtxiate and seek to cha l -
lenge st ructura l disadvantages througb a range of everyday practices. It 
fo l lows a wider ca l l in rhe study nf ch i l dhood and yourb to acknowledge 
both srructural condi t ions that cbaractcr i ' /c young people's l ives, as wel l as 
young people's ngency (see Ho l l oway and Valent ine lOOOn; Jnmcs, j enks , 
and Prout 1998).^ 
The chapter is based on research into the dai ly life and future prospects 
of rural East G e r m a n youth , wh ich was carr ied out in 2004 and 2005 and 
adopted a qual i tat ive, part ic ipatory approach. Here , I focus on group dis-
cussions cu iu iuc ied w i th two m ixed gender groups of 15- l o 16-year-olds 
f rom rural communi t ies . Each of the groups consisted of eight part ic ipants 
who were recruited through local schools. The narratives of young people's 
dai ly lives and hopes for the future that are presented here give an insight 
into rhe diverse ways in wh ich yoin ig people experience, cope w i t h , cha l -
lenge, and resist forms of disadvantage and socia l exclusion related to their 
locat ion in rural East Germany. They also show a need for greater recog-
nit ion of the creative and resistive practices of people's everyday lives in 
post-.socialist societies (Burawoy and Verdery 1999; Morsche lmann 2 0 0 2 ; 
P i lk i i ig ton et a l . 2 0 0 2 ; P i l k ing ton 2 0 0 4 ; P i l k ing ton and Johnson 2 0 0 3 ; 
Stenning 2005) . 
Research on young people's lives in post-social ist countr ies (see 
Ht i rscbelmann and Schafer 2 0 0 5 ; Machacek 1997; P i l k ing ton et a l . 2 0 0 2 ; 
P i l k ing ton 2 0 0 4 ; P i l k ing ton and Johnson 2 0 0 3 ; R io rdan et a l . 1995; Roberts 
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far-reaching economic , po l i t i ca l , and cu l tura l consequences that have led 
to a re-def ini t ion of almost tlie entire fabric of everyday l i fe ' (Young and 
Light 2001 : 942) and caused new uncertaint ies as lives and wor lds of mean-
ings 'lost their moor ings ' (Verdery 1999). Young people in East Ge rmany 
are g row ing up in a t ime that is character ized by uncerta inty and the need 
for re-or ientat ion. 
A pr ime example of the radical changes that have affected people's 
everyday life in rura l areas is the restructur ing of the 'Landwi r t scha f t l i che 
Produkt ionsgenossenscbaf t ' ( L P G s ) ; large-scale agr icu l tura l cooperat ives 
that fu l f i l led impor tant soc ia l funct ions in add i t ion lo their economic roles 
dur ing the G D R . L P G s were the inst i tut ional outcome of the col lect iv isa-
t ion and industr ia l isat ion of social ist agr icu l ture (Wi l son and W i l s o n 2 0 0 1 ; 
W i l son and Klages 2001). These ctjoperatives were responsible for a wide 
range of socia l and adminis t rat ive funct ions in vi l lages, of fer ing ch i ldcare , 
commun i t y services such as l ibrar ies, bars, and shops, and organis ing cu l -
tura l and soc ia l events (see Rud( i lph 1997; 4.S0; van H o v e n 2001:41). In 
add i t ion , the bVeie Deutsche Jugend ( E D j ; Erce G e r m a n Youth) offered 
young petJpte a wide range of leisure facil i t ies and organized socia l act iv i -
ties. It was the only of f ic ia l youth movement in the G D R ; an instrument 
of the state that most East G e r m a n youths joined at the age of 13 or 14. In 
1988, 99.4 per cent o f el igible school pupi ls and 92 .5 percent of university 
students were members (Schefold 1995). The F D J monopo l i zed organized 
youth activit ies and ran hol iday camps, d iscos, and youth clubs for rura l as 
wel l as urban young people. 
Dif ferences between rural and urban areas in the G D R were generally 
sma l l , since state pol icies fo l lowed the ideological a im of e l im inat ing struc-
turnl inequal i t ies between agr icu l tura l and industr ia l societies (see l ieetz 
2004) . Sitice reuni f icat ion in 1990, however, soc io -economic differences 
between rura l and urban areas have re-emerged strongly in East Germany 
(Bundesamt f i i r Bauwcscn und Raumordnung 2 0 0 0 ; van Hoven 2 0 0 1 ; 
2002) . The restructur ing of cooperat ives has led to a major decl ine in agr i -
cu l tura l employment (sec van Hoven 2 0 0 1 : 42) and to the loss of socia l 
services associated w i th them. In add i t i on , the I'DJ lost nearly al l its mem-
bers and the number of youth clubs decl ined rapidly. Out of 9,620 state-run 
youth clubs that were registered in iV lV in 1988 only 312 such clubs existed 
in 1991 (Schefold 1995). 
As rhe ntmiber o f .schoolchi ldren in Meck lenbu rg -Vo rpommern has 
decl ined by 45.2 per cent since reuni f icat ion (.Statistischcs A m i M e c k l e n -
burg -Vorpommern 2006) , due to out -migrat ion and dramat ica l ly fa l l ing 
b i r th races, services and facil i t ies for young people have c losed, mak ing 
access to educat ion and t ra in ing and employment increasingly d i f f icu l t . 
Young people g row ing up in rura l East Ge rmany are facing problems associ-
ated w i th changing schools and travel l ing further to school as wel l as fewer 
t ra in ing opt ions (see Baur and B u r r m a n n 2 0 0 0 ; Brake 1996; Brake and 
Hiicbner 1996; Ko l lmorgen 2003) . Part ly in response to th is, sk i l led young 
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people often leave the region. Such trends reinforce rather t;han reduce the 
differences between East and West Germany. Compara t ive research sug-
gests that young East G e r m a n s have experienced more dramat ic changes 
than their West G e r m a n counterpar ts , and are more l ikely to perceive their 
future as bleak (Brake 1996 ; Brake and Bi ichner 1996; Werz 2001). In 
regard to this rura l young people l iv ing in East Germany are sti l l referred to 
as the l ose rs ' of reuni f icat ion (see Baur and Bur rmann 2 0 0 0 ; Brake 1996; 
Brake and Bi ichner 1996; Ko l lmorgen 2003). 
W h i l e such a character isat ion recognizes the mult iple disadvantages 
faced by East G e r m a n youth , it a lso contr ibutes to the percept ion that 
young people g row ing up in these rura l regions arc 'a " p r o b l e m " , in rela-
t ion to c r ime, drugs, po l i t ica l ex t remism' (Smith 1998: 297) . T h i s nega-
tive and one-s ided p ic ture o f East G e r m a n you th dominates pub l i c and 
academic discourses and fails to acknowledge the heterogeneity o f young 
people in East Germany. The const ruct ion of East G e r m a n youth as 'dif fer-
ent' and 'o ther ' may also have a negative influence on East G e r m a n young 
people's o w n socio-spat ia l identi fy cons t ruc t ion , thus cont r ibut ing further 
to feelings of exc lus ion. 
In order to challenge the percept ion of East G e r m a n youths as either 
deviants or v ic t ims, more attent ion needs to be paid to discourses hy rather 
than about them. In par t icu lar , it is impor tant to understand the l i festyle 
strategies adopted by young people in response fo challenges or changes 
that they v iew as af fect ing their l ives (Ho rscbe lmann and Schafcr 2005) . 
The fo l lowing sections a i m to achieve this through an analysis of qual i ta-
tive data that was produced through par t ic ipatory research. The project 
enabled young people to define their o w n pr ior i ty issues and to conduct 
much of the research themselves. 
Y O U N G P E O P L E I N R U R A L E A S T G E R M A N Y : 
C O N C E R N S A B O U T T H E F U T U R E 
Young people identif ied l imi ted job prospects and high unemployment rates 
as the main disadvantage of their rura l and East Germai t residency: 
An ja (15) :I Yeah wel l , I th ink the only disadvantage we have l iv ing in 
the count rys ide is that there are tiot e i iough jobs for us. 1 mean , this is 
not on ly the case for [the vi l lage she lives in] but for the whole region. 
It is different in West Ge rmany , though. -
Th is perception had a major impact on young people's day-to-day lives 
result ing in an often expressed fear o f becoming unemployed themselves. 
A large number of the young people w h o part ic ipated in the research were 
thus worr ied that if they fai led to achieve high or except ional results in 
•^k«:^ f ; . , « l « ^ ^ « , r . . U « . . . . , - - . . 1 . 1 1 -1 - - " ' 
*I"hi.'i concern amsc from young people's firsth.-incl experiences of unein-
p loy ineni . They often had witnessed clo.se fami ly mctnhcrs beeoniinj^ unem-
ployed iuui were avv;irc of rlic negative financial and emot ional impact of 
nnenip loymeni on rhc ind iv idua l . Th i s led to a feeling of vulnerabi l i ty that 
ihey tdo would be at risk f rom a lack of work. However , a l though young 
people draw ;i connect ion between thi^ir rur;d and Kasi G e r m a n residency 
and the risk of beinj; unemployed, they described ii as a personnl risk which 
they tried to <jverc<)nie as ind iv idua ls . 
Th i s corresponds wi th Beck's (1992; 2 0 0 0 ; Heck and Heck-Gernsheim 
2002) descript ion of the perception of social inequali t ies in today's wor ld . 
Beck b:is arj;\ ied that altlvovigh the reunif icat ion has led t*) increasing unem-
ployment rates and poverty, these socia l inequali t ies are now expla ined 
through personal failure and are reduced to personal experiences, rather 
than through broadi-r socia l structures, thus over look ing the st ructura l 
causes for social inequali t ies that st i l l exist (Beck 2002 : ^17). Th i s means 
thai .socini exclusion is 'col lectively ind iv idua l ised ' (sec Beck 2000) , wh ich 
cor iespoi ids w i th the empir ica l results of Fur long and C a r i m t T s (1997: 7) 
work on young people's life experiences in modern industr ia l ized societies 
as 'n wider range of pathways to choose f rom' , which gives young people 
the impression that their own route is 'unique*. 
The majori ty o l tlie young people interviewed felt tliat they were respon-
sible for their own future: 
Svcn (Ifi): We l l , when I come home w i i h bad mark.s, how then is niy 
nui in supposed to help me? She can't do any th ing because it is my 
future.^ 
S imi lar ly , M a r c n describe.'; how her ioh prospects main ly depend on 
l iow hard she works ai school . 
M a r e n (ir>): I mean it depends on me in the end, doesn't it? M y marks 
in school :ire not so br i l l iant at the moment, so I really need to do more 
schoolwork if I want to gel a job. I think I just need to s i i idy harder 
for it.-' 
G iven this sense o l responsibi l i ty, many young people developed their 
own strategies to avoid future unemployment. These strategies are described 
lieli jw. 
Strategy 1: Gell ing a good school-leaving certificate 
Some young people developed strategies to overcotne, for example, per-
sonal learning dif f icult ies or dif f icult ies w i th part icu lar teachers, whicf i the 
fo l lowing extracts demonstrate: 
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Tobias (16): It a l l depends on your o w n mot ivat ion, I th ink. If you 
really want to get a good job, then you have lo work harder for it. But 
there are lots of people who don' t care. A n d just being good is not good 
etiough any more. 
Nadjn ( l ( i ) : That sounds so easy, but 1 really try hard :ind sti l l get really 
bad marks in maths. I don't k n o w what to do any more. 1 just don't 
understand it. 
Tobias (16): We l l , then I wou ld repeat the class bccau.se if your final 
exam results aren't really good , nobody w i l l take you . ' 
Tobias argued that Nadja should repeat a year in .school to get better results 
wh ich , f rom his point of view, wou ld improve her chatice in the job market. 
Tobias made a s imi lar decision him.sclf since he changed .schools due to 
problems wi th two subjects. He argued that he w i l l have better chances on 
the job market w i th br i l l iant exam results taken when aged Ifi than wi th 
higher level results, and that a change in schools wou ld a l low this. Tobias 
describes that he asked his parents to let h im change school because he saw 
his future job prospects were in danger. A l though his parents wou ld have 
preferred chat their son aimed for higher academic qual i f icat ions (taken 
when aged 18) he succeeded in persuading them-to change his school . In 
doing so, Tobias accepts a much longer journey to school than before and a 
lo-ss of nearly two hours of his free l ime everyday due to bus travel. 
Th i s example shows that young people reacted to the wider soc io-eco-
nomic circumstances ihey grow up in and developed their o w n strategics to 
overcome risks of di.sadvantagc and to improve their o w n sitnatiot i . 
Strategy 2: Getting additional qualifications 
Young people argued thai it is not only essential to do well in schoo l , but 
that it is nlso important to get some addit iot ial qual i f icat ions, wh ich help 
them to develop new ski l ls and give them an insight into different jobs. 
I 'uthermorc, they felt that securing addi t ional qual i f icat ions helped them to 
bui ld networks w i th potential employers. Near ly al l young people placed 
high value on school organized work placements wh ich a l lowed them to 
work for two weeks dur ing term t ime. These job experiences were per-
ceived as very important because they offered insights into jobs avai lable 
regionally and helped them to c lar i fy in which field they wanted to work 
later on : 
M a r t i n (16): I never really knew what 1 wanted to be, so when wc 
had to do our work placement I d id not really know what to go for. 1 
worked in n garnge finally and it was really fun. N o w I am t ry ing to 
find a place to train as a mechanic. ' ' 
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In this context , pa r t i c ip j t i on in the re.se.irch project a lso became impor-
t.iiit lor the young ptopK rhe prt)|cct was designed to be part ic ipatory and 
to bi- beneficial for the par t ic ipants, so they were offered a certif icate (in 
I nglish .mil German) that .uknowledged their engagement in the project 
and described the ski l ls they learned as useful for their future l ives. 
Anna (1 ^) and T i m 116) for example , were i lomg some teamwork related 
to t ra in ing in research methods." l i m suggested that he cou ld videotape 
\nn. i s attempt lo interview so that they cou ld analyze it together after-
wards A n n a , however, d id not want to be l i lmei l and said she wou ld leel 
very uncomfor tab le and wou ld not know^ what to say when other people 
were watch ing her. W h i l e T i m d id not further insist on filming her, he 
responded: 
l im (16): Wel l O K , we don't have to, but I th ink this is pretty g(K)d 
t ra in ing for tu i i i re job interviews. We can't start t ra in ing for this eariv 
enough, don't you th ink? A n d here we get pretty good feedback as wel l . " 
S t ra tegy 3: B e i n g i n f o r m e d 
\iH)tiu ' w i\ '.o'.iii i; jMnpU' . u i i \ i l \ i r i i d to i i i i p tow th i i i i(th opj^or 
t imit ies was through consul t ing the |ob centre. W h i l e a lot of young pi'ople 
in.uK their o w n appointments and reported that they got helpful in forma-
t ion nruc they h.id d n uleil wh ich job ibey w.ou»'d to pursue, they .i lso 
dcsu ibcd how l imi ted the support was they got t rom the job centre. I hey 
touiul It prt)blemaiic to get an . ippomtment .is the job centre was open only 
a week m the next bigger town. The qual i ty of in format ion and assis 
ta iuc they received depended strongly on the consultant who was runnmg 
the off ice. I ur rhermore, young people compla ined that they were main ly 
relerred to job oppor tun i t ies in West Germany . 
Young people argued, however, that they d id nor want to rely on rhe 
|()b centre alone but se.irclu'd for f u r i l u r opt ions to find their o w n 'un ique ' 
\sa \s ot f i t t i n g iht in fo rmat ion they needed. .Susan (15), for example , 
expla ined th.it she had spent hours searching the Internet to ccmipile a list 
of hospitals that t ra in nurses. W h e n asked if she cou ld not get such a list 
f rom the job centre, she repl ied: 
Susan ( l ^ ) : W e l l , perhaps they have a l ist, but you know, there may 
he 30 people ask ing about t ra in ing oppor tun i t ies for nurses and they 
.ill gel the sanu- list so they al l seiul their appl icat ions to the same 
hosp i ta ls " 
rhe mternet was seen by a lot of young people as a way to improve their 
oppor tun i t ies to find job vacancies and to be more independent of inst i tu 
i iona l career services. In format ion was si i-n as key to improv ing |ob pros-
pects. C onsequently, some young people used par t ic ipat ion in the research 
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/ /e/</< mi Interview project on local lob opportunities conducted In s i \ sounu 
iuc»pk .»>;cd 15-16 years.'* 
project as an oppor tun i ty to investigate wh ich k ind of job t ra in ing was 
avai lable for them m their o w n town . .\ y roup of 15 and 16 year o ld girls 
thus interviewed fifteen different local employers about the k ind of qual i 
f icai ions needed to get a job and the possibi l i tx <•! bc i im given t ra in ing by 
these local firms (bigure 10.2). 
Young people fell thai this project not onK contr ibuted to iheir o w n 
future prospects, but a lso for those of the younger pupi ls in their school 
because It gave an i i ismhi m i o i h e / oca / j ob s i tuat ion. The project was exhib-
ited in the school aud i to r ium for several weeks and was thus an example 
of how young people use personal engagement to find a way of overconnng 
the disadvantages they face. 
Strategy 4: Being flexible 
The young pe«>ple w h o part ic ipated in the research highl ighted the impor-
tance of being flexible. They argued thai it was not enough to decii le wh ich 
job they l iked best, hut that if was more important to th ink of alternatives 
that might increase their chances of gett ing any iob at a l l . 
A n n a (16): I believe the worst is when you come up wi th one profession 
you want to fo l low and you do not th ink of any alternatives. Because if 
you do not get this one job, wh ich is quite l ikely, then you arc really d is-
nppoinred and you are not ali le to come up wi th any th ing new quick ly . 
If you have two or three alternatives, however, that can't happen so 
qu ick ly and you have much better chances. ' " 
A n n a iherel'ore described flexibil i ty as an essential qual i ty to improving 
oppor i imi t ies in the job market. Geographica l l lcx ib i l i ty was also i inportant; 
M a r k i i s (16): T o me it's a l l about the same. I w i l l go where there is a 
tmure lor me, where I can find a job . " 
Lena replied s imi la r ly : 
l.en;i (IS): It's al l the same where I go- I wou ld just l ike to find a job 
which enables me lo pay my rem every month and perhiips save some 
mi.mcy to go on hol iday or suchl ike. I {usr want lo be sure tl iar I earn 
enough money to pay for my own l iv ing expenses.'^ 
The major i ty of the young people being interviewed were prepared to 
leave their region in order to increase their chances of finding a secure, 
wel l-pait i job. The teenagers often emphasized that they aimed to move to 
West Germany because it offered better job opportuni t ies and salaries thnn 
the Kast. T h u s , .some young people seenjed surpr ised when it was suggested 
that they were ' fo rced ' to move to find a good job: 
Svcn (16): \X'hat docs that mean 'being forced'? N o , 1 really want to 
leave and you know, to get a good job you have to be w i l l i n g to give 
someth ing up '-^  
iVlaja (].')): W h e n you have the idea of a special job in your head, we l l , 
then it is a great chance to go to West Germany. I mean, you have to 
decide what is more impor tant : (he career or to stay here and prob-
ably just get a badly paid job or even get no work . I mean, for mc it is 
very c lear, I want a job so \\m 1 earn eiunigh to pay for my o w n l iv ing 
expenses. 
T h i s s l iows that young people perceived the possib i l i ty of leaving their 
region as a way l o improve their job oppor tun i t ies rather than someth ing 
ihat they were forced to do . It means that these teenagers d id not per-
ceive themselves as ' losers ' but rather, the prospect of mov ing was seen 
as pnrt of a se l f -empower ing strategy ihey cou ld employ to itnprove their 
prospects. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
Th i s chapter elaborates the mult iple ways in wh ich young people in rural 
r.asi Germany a im to overcome their perceived disadvantages. W h i l e these 
young people are described in the academic l i terature as the ' losers ' of 
re imi f icat ion, I argue that rural young people g row ing up in East Germany 
do not only perceive themselves as v ic t ims, but also as agents who can 
actively improve their future prospects in finding their o w n 'un ique ' way lo 
overcome disadvantages. 
In h igh l ight ing young people'.s agency, I a imed to challenge the one-
sided image of rural East G e r m a n young people who are often described 
as passive w i th regard to the post-socinl ist t ransformat ion process. Such a 
percept ion, however, neglects to acknowledge the mult iple ways in wh ich 
young people experience and respond to t ransformat ion processes. I there-
fore argue that more research needs to be done on rural yomig people's lives 
in post-socinl is i countr ies. 
W h i l e this chapter has focu.scd on young people's agency and the strate-
gies they employ, it does not argue that they can easily nnd equal ly over-
come the st ructura l disadvantages they have to face. N o r does it imply thai 
developing such strategies w i l l actual ly improve young people's job pros-
pects (sec Jeffrey and M c D o w e l l 2 0 0 4 : 131). Rather, it should be cr i t ical ly 
questioned wh ich young people are more l ikely to'develop successful strate-
gies and the extent to wh ich socia l class, gender, ethnici ty, and spat ial i ty 
impact on their decisions and their outcomes. 
M u c h more research needs to be done to uncover why some young peo-
ple are more successfid than others at overcoming disadvantages, benefit-
ing f rom oppor tun i t ies , and creat ing their own oppor tuni t ies. Speci f ical ly, 
attention should be paid to the extent to wh ich rura l residency acts as a 
restrictive factor. 
However , in accordance wi th Panel l i (2002) and O p i t z - K a r i g (2003), I 
argue that the negative image of the rural and of rural residency needs to 
be chal lenged. Rura l spaces arc not only spaces of mnrg ina l i za t ion , but 
al.so spaces of possibi l i t ies 'where landscapes of youth can be read as ter-
rnins of creativity, conf i ic t and change, f lexing over rhe broader topog-
raphy of po l i t ica l -economic processes and soc io-cu l tura l systems' (i*anelli 
2002: 121). That means, whi le .socio-spatial and economic disadvantages 
of rural residency sti l l need to be investigated in more deta i l , a more com-
plex and heterogeneous understanding of young people's lives in rural arens 
of soc ia l , po l i t i ca l , and economic transit ion needs to be elaborated. Thar is 
why i i is a l l the more impor tant to listen to young people who are l iv ing in 
these spaces and to analy.se the mult iple ways in wh ich they challenge and 
resist forms of exclusion or marg ina l i za t ion . 
W h i l e it has to be cr i t ica l ly questioned where young people g row ing up 
in a post-social ist region fir into rhe concepts of M i n o r i t y and Ma jo r i t y 
I M Nddine Schdfer 
\ s o r M s , I h. ive s t ressed that these c o t i c e p t s n e e d to t>e u n d e r s t o o d as c o n l e x -
tu.t l t r . nnes w h i c h l u Ip us to u i i d e r s i . i n d the b r o . i d e r l i te c o n d i t i o n s , p o w e r -
r c l . i l i o n s , a n d s t r u c t u r e s that mas a U e c t p e o p l e ' s l i ves nt t hese c o u n t r i e s 
o r r e g i o n s . W e h a v e t o b e a w a r e , h o w e v e r , t h a i t e r m s a r c o f t e n i m p l i c i t l y 
l o i n u c l e i l w i t h p a r t i c u l a r c o n s t r u c t i o n s o f t he ' r u r a l ' o r ' y o u t h ' t h a t n a r -
row o u r M i \ ss . i i u l u n i l e r s t a n i l m g s (see P i m c h 2 0 0 ^ ) . It m e a n s t ha t w c have 
t o l>c m o r e r c M e x i v c a b o u t the u n d e r l y i n g c o n s t r u c t i o n w h i c h these t e r m s 
r e k r t o . 
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N O I I S 
I. T h e n a n u s of the research par t i c ipan ts have been changed in o rder to m a i n -
ta in ano i iM i i i t v and conf ident ia l i t y . The pseudonyms used represent the gen-
i lcr nt t in p. ir iKip.mts. In fo r ina l i on about their age is added in parentheses. 
1. . \ n i a (I M: N.I. .dsn i th gl .uibe der c i n / i R c N a c h i e i l ist, dass ts n i ch i genup 
. \ r be i t sp la t / i fur ui is g ibt . Ich me ine , das ist )a nicht nut h icr | N a m e des 
D n r k s in dc in sic l t l n | so, sn i iden i in der g a n / e n R e g i o n . N a | a , das is l eben 
anders in W c s i - D c u t s c h l a n d . 
.L Svcn (16): A l s o , wenn ich tn i i sch le ih ten N o t e n nach Hause k o m m e , w i c 
k . imi i i i i r rneinc M u t t e r Ucnn il.i h i l t i n ? Sir k a n n J o c h gar n i t h i s t u n , ist |a 
schl iess l ich memv / . u k u n f l . 
4 M a r e n (16): Ich i i u i n , a m F i i dc l i cg te*d<Kh an m i r , cx ic rn icht? Im M o m e n t s ind 
nKi iK- Schi i lnoten nicht so to l l , . i lso muss icl i mchr fur die Schule tun , um eincn 
jtih /II h f k n m m e n . Ich di-nke KII muss cmfach mehr lernen. 
5. l ob ias (16): Ks hang i l e i / t l i c h al les von deiner M o t i v a t i o n a h , dcnke ich . 
\ \ » n i l i l i i w i r k l i c h einen gute i i J o b Ix -kommen w i l l s t , d a n n muss i d u cben 
h.irt d. i t i i r arbe i tc i i . Aber vielen isi das r i t i f . ich eg.d. I 'nd gut scin isi ehen 
I i i i tach nicht mehr gut ge iu ig . 
N a d j a (16): N a i . i , d.is k l i n g i s o e i n f a c h , aber ich tue w i r k l i c h a l lcs und hah 
immer noc l i super schlechte N o i e n in M a t h e . Ich weiss w i r l i c h n i c h i , was ich 
da i ioch tun k a n n . Ich versiehe das c in fach n i c h i . 
Inhias (16): N a | a , ich u im l i J . i i i n halt die Icfzte Kiasse nochn ia l w iederho-
len. u t 11 u c i i i i i leme . \bsch lussnoten nichr gut s i i i d , w i rd d ich keiner nehmen. 
6 . V L i r t i n i I6 ) : Ich wusste nie so r i ch t ig , was i ch werden w i l l und ha i l e kc ine 
A h n u n g , w o ich mein .Schu lpr . ik t ikum machen s«»llre. Ich hah d a n n in emer 
'/ mean, it depends on me in the end, doesn't itf 1 3 3 
Werks ta t t was h e k o m m e n und il.«s hat r icht ig Sp.tss g c n u J i t Dt-sh.dh MKIU-
ich let / t erne I chrs ie l le als M e c h a n i k e r . 
7. T h i s t r a i n i ng took place at the seccmd meet ing I had w i th this g roup At 
rhe ear ly stages of rhe research project A n n a d i d not want to be filmed or 
to in terv iew other people. H o w e v e r , at the end of the project she d id the 
m a m w o r k for a v ideo project o n their everyday l ives w i t h i n w h i c h she inter-
v iewed .<;cver.il adu l ts and other peers on d i f ferent topics It demonstrates that 
she Isecame m u c h more conf ident d u r i n g the research process a n d enjoyed 
prac t is ing the new sk i l l s she deve loped d u r i n g the three months of research 
pa r t i c i pa t i on . 
8. I im (16): Na)a gu t , mi issen w i r )a n ich t , aher ich denke das ist em v er t iammt 
gutes T r a i n i n g auch fur / u k u n f t i g e Joh- In ie rv iews . Ich denke , d a m n k a n n 
man gar n icht f r i i h genug a n f a n g c n , me ins i d u n icht? U n d hier k r iegen w i r 
auch iKKh gules Feedback. 
9. Susan (1.^): N a j a , v ic l le icht haben die ja eine I.iste, aber weisst d u , da gehen 
vu l l c i ch r I.cute h in und fragen nach Aush i l dunKsmoghcke i t en f i i r K r a n -
kenschwes ie rn und dann haben die al le d ie ^Icuhe I iste i ind sch icken ihre 
lU werbungen .die an die gle ichen Krankenh .u i sc r . 
10. A n n a (16): Ich g laube das Sch l imms te ist , wenn d u d i ch auf emen Beru f ver-
steifst u n d d i r keine A l t e rna t i ven ausdenks t . W e i l , wenn du den cinen Jnh 
nicht kr iegst , was |a / . lemhch wah rsche in l i ch i s i , d a n n bis i du to ta l ent tausch l 
und d a n n fa l l i d i r so schnel l n i ch i s Neues e in . W e n n du aber / w e i oder drei 
A l te rna t i ven hast , k a n n d i r das nicht so schnel l passieren und du hast viel 
bessere C h a n c e n . 
11. M a r k u s (16): M i r ist das w i r k l i c h / . leml ich egal . Ich w i l l d a h i n , w o es eine 
Z u k u n f l f i i r in ich g i b l , w o ich e inen job finde. . 
12. L e n a (15): Es i s te igen t l i ch ega l , w o h i n ich gehe. Ich moch ie halt nur einen J o b 
k r i cgcn dcr rs mir iTmog l i ch t meine M i e t e l a i e i i .V lonal /.u zah len und v ic l -
Icicht auch noch etwas d e l d / u sparen u m mal in UrI .nih / i i t . ihren nder sn I 
m o c h l c halt s ichcr s c i n , dass ich gcnug G e l d vcrd ienc , u m i iber die R u n d c n zu 
k o m m e n 
13. Svcn (16): W a s soi l das bedeu ien : gezwungen werden? N e e , ich w i l l |a weg 
ui id we iss l du u m einen gu ien Job ^u bekominen man muss eben auch herei l 
sein etwas au f /ugeben . 
14. M a j a (1.5): W c n n du d i r c i ncn In-st immten | o h u i den K»)pt gi s. t/t h.ist. 
d. i i i i i ist cs doch c i i ic grosse C h a n c e i i a J i Wes i D iu t sc i i l . i i u l / i i gel ien. Ich 
m c i n , man muss sich schon cn tsche idcn , was e inem wicht iger ist: der Beruf 
odcr h ic r zu b ic ibcn i ind d a n n eben v ie l le ich i nur c ine sch lcch i bc/.ahltc odcr 
viel leicht nuch uberh.uipt keine Arbei t / u b e k o m m e n . Ich m e i n , f i i r mu h IM 
gan/ . k l a r , dass ich e in rn job h.iben w i l l , bei dem u h genug veri l iene uin gut 
uber die R u n d e i i / u k o m m e n . 
15. I rans la t ion : Photographers work in j s tud io or ou tdoors to t. ike p ic tures. It is 
their job to take p ic tures for passpor ts or |ob app l i ca t i ons , as wel l as portr .nr 
p ic tures (of babies, c h i l d r e n , men . w o m e n , s ib l ings , coup les , p e l s , wedd ings , 
sc l ioo l en ro lmen t , Jugendweihe w h i c h c a n be unders tood as youth consecra-
t i o n , ann iversar ies and so on). In add i t ion to this they edit d ig i ta l p ic tures 
( re touch ing, co r rec t i ng ! and are invt)lved in cus tomer service as wel l as in 
se l l ing pho to equ ipment . T o get an apprent icesh ip one needs to have good 
m a r k s in schoo l leav ing e x a m s , preferably higher level . 
A specia l requi rement in the ph<)to-shop in ou r t o w n is that one needs 
l o do a one-year work -p lacement before s ta r t ing rhe apprent icesh ip . I i i r ther 
requir rmer. ts .ire ^OIKI marks in m a t h , ( i r r m a n , physics .ind chemis t ry . Y o u 
1 -n-ntiriu ^L-r/U/Ul 
have to be ar least !6 o r 17 years o l d a n d it is benef ic ia l i f you a l re : idy have a 
d r i v i n g l icense. 
W e were i n f o r m e d that th is s h o p o f fers an appren t i cesh ip . In a d d i t i o n 
1(1 th is we asket l the p h o t o g r a p h e r , why stie had chosen th is job. She rep l ied 
tha i be ing a pho tog raphe r was a lways her d ream and that she loves ro rake 
p ic tu res of babies and o u t d o o r - p i c t u r e s l i ke wedd ing -p i c t u res . 
Jugendliche Lebenswelten in 
Mecklenburg- Vorpommem 
Vorlaufiger Arbeitsbericht von Nadine Schafer (Universitat Plymouth UK) 
Von August 2004 bis Anfang 2005 wurde im Landkreis Muritz (MV) das 
Forschungsprojekt: ..Lebensalltag und Zukunftsperspektiven von Jugendlichen in 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern" durchgefuhrt. Das Projekt wurde an der Universitat 
Plymouth (UK, Fachbereich Kulturgeographie) entwickelt und von der Universitat 
Plymouth (UK) sowie dem Seale Hayne Etducation Trust (UK) und der Foundation of 
Urban and Regional Studies (FURS/UK) gefordert. 
Im Zentrum des Projektes steht die Frage nach der Alltagsgestaltung und den 
Zukunftsvorstellungen von landlichen Jugendlichen in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
sowie deren Wahrnehmung personlicher Entfaltungs- und beruflicher 
Entwicklungsmoglichkeiten. Mit Hilfe der Analyse, in wie weit sich Jugendliche in 
lokale. regionale und uberregionale/globale Netzwerke verorten, und wie sie sich ihre 
eigene Zukunft vorstellen. soli herausgearbeitet werden. wie gerade landliche 
Jugendliche aus einer strukturschwachen Region wie Mecklenburg-Vorpommern mit 
Problemen wie z.B. hoher Jugendarbeitslosigkeit und hohen Abwanderungsraten 
umgehen. woran sie sich orientieren und inwiefern sich lokale. regionale und globale 
Einflusse in ihren Zukunftsvorstellungen widerspiegeln. 
Die Ergebnisse dieser Studie sollen dazu beitragen, den Lebensalltag landlicher 
Jugendlicher aus Mecklenburg-Vorpommern auf europaischer Ebene, insbesondere 
mit dem Lebensalltag landlicher Jugendlichen in Sud-West England, zu vergleichen 
urn strukturelle Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten in Bezug auf den Lebensalltag 
und Zukunftsvorstellungen von landlichen Jugendlichen in Europa herausarbeiten zu 
konnen. 
Ein Forschungsprojekt nicht nur i/5ersondern m/f Jugendlichen: 
Das Forschungsprojekt wurde von mir. Nadine Schafer (Promotionsstipendiatin an 
der Universitat Plymouth/UK), durchgefuhrt und so vorbereitet. dass die Jugendlichen 
so fruh wie moglich in den Forschungsprozess einbezogen werden konnten. um die 
inhaltliche Gestaltung entsprechend ihrer Interessen und Vorstellungen ausrichten zu 
konnen. Dies sollte ermoglichen, einen tieferen Einblick in die Lebenswelten von 
Jugendlichen zu bekommen und ihnen vielfaltige Varianten anzubieten, ihre 
Sichtweisen. Sorgen und Wunsche auf fur sie adequate Weise (Interview. Photos, 
Collagen, Mental Maps) auszudrucken. 
Es ging somit darum, einen .Raum', bzw. eine .Atmosphare' zu schaffen, in der 
Jugendliche selbst zu Wort kommen und das Projekt selbst mitgestalten konnten. 
Damit ist nicht nur ein Projekt uber Jugendliche sender ein Projekt fur und mit 
Jugendlichen entstanden. 
In diesem Zusammenhang fand zu Beginn des Projektes eine Einfiihrung in 
Interviewtechniken statt. indem die Jugendlichen mit dem technischen Equipment 
(Aufnahmegerat. Mikrophon. Videokamera etc.) bekannt gemacht wurden und selbst 
ihre ersten Interviewversuche durchftjhren konnten. Im Verlauf des Projektes hatten 
1 
die Jugendlichen immer wieder die Chance, Teile der Gruppendiskussionen 
eigenstandig vorzubereiten und als Interviewerin zu ubernehmen, oder auch 
Freundlnnen/Schulkameradlnnen zu selbst ausgearbeiteten Themen zu interviewen 
(siehe eigene Projekte der Gruppen). Das Training zu Beginn des 
Forschungsprojektes motivierte die Schulerlnnen. jederzeit Fragen zu stellen und 
aktiv am Projekt teilzunehmen. Daruber hinaus verschaffte es den Jugendlichen 
einen Einblick hinter die Kulissen des Forschungsprojektes. was das 
Forschungsprojekt fur sie transperenter machte. Die neu eriernten Fahigkeiten sowie 
die Teilnahme am Forschungsprojekt wurden zum AbschlufB mit einem Zertifikat (auf 
Deutsch und Englisch) gewurdigt, das die Jugendlichen bei zukunftigen 
Bewerbungsschreiben als Zusatzqualifikation an ihren Lebenslauf anhangen konnen. 
Forschungssample und Interviewaufbau: 
Der Kontakt zu den Jugendlichen wurde uber funf verschiedene Schulen (jeweils 
eine 8. und eine 10. Klasse) im Landkreis Muritz hergestellt. Uberraschend positiv 
war die extrem hohe Teilnahmebereitschaft sowie die konstante und engagierte 
Mitarbeit der Kinder und Jugendlichen uber den gesamten Zeitraum des 
Forschungsprojektes hinweg, obwohl alle Treffen au3erhalb der Schulzeit und auf 
absolut freiwilliger Basis stattfanden. Im Zeitraum von August bis Dezember 2004 
wurden insgesamt mit 9 Jugendgruppen a ca. 4-12 Jugendlichen (insgesamt 65 
Jugendliche) jeweils zwischen 3 und 5 Interviews zu folgenden 
Themenschwerpunkten gefuhrt: 
1) Hobbies. Freizeitgestaltung und Mediennutzung 
2) Bedeutung von Musik und Mode 
3) Freundeskreis 
4) Bezug zum Wohnort (Nutzung, Wahrnehmung) 
5) Bewertung der Integration als Jugendliche/r in lokale Netzwerke 
6) Lebensalltag 
7) Zukunfts-ZBerufsvorsteilungen 
Die Gruppeninterviews wurden dabei teilweise, wie bereits angedeutet, von den 
Schulerlnnen selbst vorbereitet und durchgefuhrt. Die Schulerinnen leiteten dann fur 
das von ihnen ausgesuchte Thema das Gruppeninterview, so dass ich den Raum 
verliess, damit sie das Interview selbstandig - und unter sich - nach ihren 
Vorstellungen durchfuhren konnten. Diese selbstgefuhrten Gruppeninterviews 
dauerten zwischen 5 und 45 Minuten. Danach wurde ich wieder in den Raum geholt 
und mir wurde eine Zusammenfassung des Gespraches gegeben, damit ich das 
Gesprach daran anknupfend weiterfuhren konnte. 
Beobachtungen aus den selbstgeleiteten Gruppengesprachen der 
Jugendlichen: 
In jeder Gruppe nutzten 1-2 Jugendliche die Chance des selbst Interviewens, um 
Themen anzusprechen, die sie besonders interessieren. Dabei war ich immer wieder 
uberrascht. wie engagiert die Jugendlichen ihre Gesprache vorbereiteten. Die 
meisten hatten sich einen Fragenkatalog zurecht gelegt, so dass sie Anschlu3fragen 
stellen konnten, sobald das Gesprach verebbte. Einige hatten daruber hinaus kleine 
Umfragen um Vorfeld durchgefuhrt wie zum Beispiel die gesamte Klasse nach dem 
Musikgeschmack und Unterschieden zwischen Jungs und Madchen gefragt. um in 
der Gruppe zu diskutieren, welchen Stellenwert Musik fur Jugendliche hat. Wieder 
andere hatten sich z.B. Broschuren zur Berufsvorbereitung besorgt und berieten ihre 
Mitschulerlnnen. auf welche Weise sie sich auf ihren Traumberuf vorbereiten 
konnten. 
Dabei war immer wieder uberraschend, mit welcher Offenheit und Direktheit die 
Jugendlichen auch sehr personliche Themen ansprachen. So wurden unter anderem 
Fragen zu folgenden Themen gestellt: 
Fragen nach Konflikten zwischen Erwachsenen und Jugendlichen 
- Erfahrungen mit Trennungssituationen von Eltern und wie man sich dabei fuhit 
- Angste. von Zuhause auszuziehen 
- Wie realistisch die personlichen Chancen auf dem Arbeitsmarkt sind und was 
man fur einen Job aufgeben wurde 
- Was .wirkliche Freunde' sind und welchen Stellenwert sie fur einen einehmen 
und vieles mehr. 
Diese Themen machen deutlich, dass Jugendliche sich sehr intensiv mit ihrer 
Situation und ihren Zukunftsperspektiven auseinandersetzen und auch den 
Austausch mit anderen Jugendlichen suchen. Die Jugendlichen deuteten dabei in 
den Gesprachen an, dass sie selten die Gelegenheit hatten, sich uber ganz 
alltagliche Angste, Wunsche und Einschatzungen auszutauschen und schienen 
uberrascht, dass dies in irgendeiner Form fur mich - und damit generell fur 
Erwachsene - interessant sein konnte. 
Diese VenA/underung des Interesses an ihren Alltagserfahrungen und 
Zukunftsvorstellungen zeigte sich in alien Gruppen, wenn auch in unterschiedlichem 
Ausma3. Es weist fur mich darauf hin, dass die Jugendlichen haufig das Gefuhl 
haben. von Erwachsenen nicht ernst, oder nicht ernst genug genommen zu werden. 
Dies scheint auf einen fehlenden, produktiven Austausch zwischen Erwachsenen 
und Jugendlichen hinzuweisen. 
Das Gefuhl. innerhalb des Forschungsprojektes respektiert und ernst genommen zu 
werden sowie ein Mitbestimmungsrecht in Bezug auf die gesamte Gestaltung des 
Projektes zu haben. wurde meines Erachtens von den Jugendlichen sehr positiv 
bewertet und mit einer Offenheit und Direktheit. sowie einem starken Engagement fur 
das Projekt belohnt. Hierdurch eriaubten die Jugendlichen mir als Forscherin einen 
tiefen. faszinierenden Einblick in ihre Lebenswelten. 
Selbst erarbeitete Gruppenprojekte der Jugendlichen: 
Im AnschluB an die Gruppengesprache hatten die Jugendlichen die Moglichkeit, ein 
eigenes Projekt zu einem fur sie relevanten Thema durchzufuhren. Ihnen wurden 
dazu verschiedene Hilfsmittel zur Verfugung gestellt: Aufnahmegerat. Videokamera. 
Photokamera (Filme) etc. Das Spektrum der von den Jugendlichen selbst gewahlten 
und bearbeiteten Themen ist sehr breit ausgefallen. wie Sie in der folgenden 
Aufstellung der Projekttitel und Inhalte sehen konnen: 
Selbsterarbeltete und eigens durchgefuhrte Gruppenprojekte der Jugendlichen 
Schule, Klasse Projekt Inhalt 
R e g i o n a l s c h u l e / 
R o b e l 
10. K l a s s e Interviewprojekt 
S c h u l e r i n n e n s i nd in B e t r i e b e / G e s c h a f t e vor Ort 
g e g a n g e n u n d h a b e n n a c h 
A u s b i l d u n g s m o g l i c h k e i t e n u n d - v o r a u s s e t z u n g e n 
ge f rag t u n d P h o t o s von d e n Be t r i eben G e s c h a f t e n 
g e m a c h t . 
R e g i o n a l s c h u l e / 
R o b e l 
8. K l a s s e 
U n s e r R o b e l : d ie b e s t e n 
O f l e und 
F re i ze i tmog l i chke i ten fur 
J u g e n d l i c h e . 
E i n Photopro jek t 
S c h u l e r l n n e n h a b e n Or te in R o b e l photograph ier t 
u n d kommen t i e r t , d i e ihnen w ich t ig s i n d . 
A l l g e m e i n e 
F o r d e r s c h u l e / R o b e l 
8. K l a s s e 
D a s will ich m a l w e r d e n ' 
E i n Photopro jekt 
S c h u l e r l n n e n h a b e n s i c h pho tograph ie r t u n d z e i g e n , 
w e l c h e n Beru f s i e e i n m a l a u s u b e n m o c h t e n . 
G y m n a s i u m / R o b e l 
10. K l a s s e 
B r a n d e n b u r g 2 0 0 4 . 
E i n e 
In format ionsbrosch i j re 
uber d ie W a h l sow ie 
R e a k t i o n e n a u s M V 
In d i e s e r B r o s c h u r e w e r d e n a n h a n d v o n 
Z e i t u n g s a r t i k e l n die E r g e b n i s s e der L a n d t a g s w a h l e n 
in S a c h s e n und B r a n d e n b u r g 2 0 0 4 
z u s a m m e n g e f a s s t ( W a h l k a m p f , W a h l e r g e b n i s s e ) . 
a n s c h l i e B e n d w u r d e n Interv iews mit J u g e n d l i c h e n 
u b e r d e n Z u w a c h s d e r rech ten Pa r t e i en gefuhrt ( + 
K o m m e n t a r v o m Mob i l en B e r a t u n g s t e a m / R A A u n d 
C a m i n o g G m b H ) . 
G y m n a s i u m / R o b e l 
8. K l a s s e 
E i n Einbl ick in unse re 
E m Photopro jek t 
S c h u l e r i n n e n s te l l en ihre Dor fer vor u n d w a s m a n 
dort a l s J u g e n d l i c h e r m a c h e n k a n n . 
R e g i o n a l s c h u l e / 
R e c h l i n 
10. K l a s s e 
J u g e n d l i c h e in R e c h l m -
E i n V ideopro jek t 
In e i n e m V i d e o s te l l en d i e S c h u l e r l n n e n ihren 
W o h n o r t , ih re S c h u l e und H o b b i e s vor und e r z a h l e n . 
w i e s i e s i c h ihre Zukunf t vo rs te l l en . 
R e g i o n a l s c h u l e / 
R e c h l i n 
10. K l a s s e 
R e c h t s r a d i k a l i s m u s bei 
os tdeu ts i 
E m Interview; 
D i e S c h u l e r l n n e n h a b e n J u g e n d l i c h e in ih rem Al ter 
z u m T h e m a R e c h t s r a d i k a l i s m u s interviev\/t. 
R e g i o n a l s c h u l e / P e n z 
lin 
8 . K l a s s e (Co l lagen) 
S c h u l e r l n n e n s te l l en ihren L e b e n s a l l t a g u b e r e ine 
C o l l a g e vo r : w a s ist mir w ich t ig . wo bin ich g e r n e e tc . 
Die zwei Interviewprojekte zum Thema .Rechtradikalismus und Jugend' wurden 
nach der Fertigstellung mit freundlicher Unterstutzung der Camino gGmbH zu einer 
Broschure zusammengefaf3t. die mit einem kommentierenden Anhang des Mobilen 
Beratungsteams Neubrandenburg sowie einem Serviceteil der Camino gGmbH 
Berlin als Lehrmaterial an alle beteiligten Schulen verteilt wurde. Die Broschure kann 
hoffentlich als Diskussionsanreiz fur den Schulunterricht dienen, insbesondere da 
die Interviews von Schulerlnnen aus der Schule bzw. aus der Region durchgefuhrt 
wurden. und damit das Gesagte viel greifbarer fur die Schulerlnnen wird. sie die 
Antworten vielleicht besser nachvollziehen konnen und daher leichter daran 
anknupfen konnen als an normale Standarttexte zum Thema .Rechtsradikalismus 
und Jugend'. 
Um die Projekte einer breiteren Offentlichkeit zuganglich zu machen. wurden sie zu 
einer Ausstellung zusammengefa3t und Mitte Februar 2005 fur einen Monat im 
Landratsamt Waren ausgestellt. Daruber hinaus wurden Ausschnitte der Ausstellung 
auf der Caminante Starterkonferenz in Magdeburg (Februar 2005) sowie der von 
Camino gGmbH organisierten Infoveranstaltung in Waren (April 2005) gezeigt. 
Eine weitere Ausstellung in der Jugendbegegnungsstatte der Alten Synagoge in 
Robel. gefuhrt vom Verein Land und Leute e.V. ist fur September 2005 geplant. 
Workshop zu .Jugendliche Lebenswelten in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern': 
Im Verlauf des Forschungsprojektes kristallisierten sich immer starker einige zentrale 
Themen heraus. die fur die Jugendlichen wichtig waren. die wir allerdings entweder 
aus Zeitgrundend nicht entsprechend ausfuhrlich behandein konnten oder aber die 
mit Beratungstatigkeiten verbunden waren, die uber meine Position als Interviewerin 
und auch teilweise uber mein Wissen hinausgingen. 
Daher entstand nach einigen Wochen der Zusammenarbeit mit den Jugendlichen die 
Idee, einen Workshop fur die Jugendlichen vorzubereiten, in dem diese Themen mit 
der Unterstutzung von Experten aus dem jeweiligen Gebiet diskutiert werden 
konnten. Insbesondere in Zusammenarbeit mit den Schulsozialarbeiterinnen wurden 
die einzelnen Themen fur den Workshop vorbereitete und weitere Experten 
kontaktiert. Auch hier war die Unterstutzung des Workshops von Seiten der Schulen. 
Sozialarbeiter etc. enorm. Ohne einen gro(3en Kostenaufwand konnte so innerhalb 
eines Monats ein Programm aufgestellt werden, das gro3e Resonanz bei den 
Jugendlichen fand. 
Der Workshop fand am 29.11.2004 im Anschluf3 an den Schulunterricht in der Zeit 
von 15.00 bis 18.00 Uhr in der Regionalschule in Robel statt und wurde von einem 
Grossteil der Jugendlichen mit vorbereitet. Obwohl die Teilnahme am Workshop fur 
einige Schulerlnnen mit hohem organisatiorischen Aufwand (Busverbindungen etc.) 
verbunden war. nahmen 45 von insgesamt 65 am Projekt beteiligten Jugendlichen an 
diesem Workshop teil. 
Nach einer kurzen Begru3ung stellten sich alle eingeladenen Experten mit ihren 
Workshops vor. so dass die Jugendlichen die Chance hatten, sich in einen von vier 
Workshops fur den Nachmittag einzutragen. Die vier Workshops mbchte ich im 
folgenden kurz beschreiben: 
Workshop 1: Berufsorientierung 
Die Jugendlichen wurden hier von einer Berufsberaterin der AOK sowie einer 
Schulsozialarbeiterin. die Berufsfruhorientierung unterrichtet, auf anstehende 
Bewerbungsgesprach vorbereitet und bekamen direkte Informationen zu ihren 
konkreten Berufsvorstellungen. 
Workshop 2 : Rechtsradikalismus 
Mitarbeiterinnen des Mobilen Beratungsteams Neubrandenburg (MBT) erarbeiteten 
gemeinsam mit den Jugendlichen die verschiedenen Staatsformen. von Monarchie. 
Diktatur und Demokratie. mit ihren jeweiligen Grundideen und Besonderheiten und 
diskutierten. was eine Demokratie gefahrdet/ gefahrden konnte. Dabei wurde 
problematisiert. welchen Anspruch Parteien wie die NPD und die DVU fur sich 
erheben und wie sie gegen den bestehenden Staat argumentieren. In diesem 
Workshop sollte fijr die Jugendlichen verstandlich werden. was die verschiedenen 
Staatsformen fur eine Auswirkung auf ihr individuelles Leben haben konnen. Ein 
weiterer Schwerpunkt war die Frage nach der Verantwortung, die Jugendliche fur die 
Gesellschaft ubernehmen mussen und konnen. Die Jugendlichen sollten sich damit 
auseinander setzen. dass sie selbst mitentscheiden konnen, wie ihre Zukunft sein 
wird. 
Workshop 3: Sexualitat 
Da die Anzahl der jungen Mutter in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern relativ hoch ist. 
bereitete eine Schulsozialpadagogin einen Workshop zum Thema Sexualitat und 
Verhutung vor. Mittels eines von Jugendlichen in ihrer Schule entwickelten Spiels 
wurden Themen verschiedene Fragen diskutiert wie zum Beispiel: wie mit dem 
Thema Sexualitat und Verhutung in der Partnerschaft umgegangen werden sollte. 
wie Jugendliche aufgeklart werden und wie sie ihrer Meinung nach aufgeklart werden 
sollten. welche Angste und Fragen sie mit dem Thema Sexualitat verbinden. Es fand 
ein sehr reges und offenes Gesprach zwischen den Jugendlichen statt, indem einige 
offene Fragen beantwortet werden konnten. 
Workshop 4 : (T)Raumwerkstatt 
Gemeinsam mit den 
Jugendlichen wurde eine Liste 
erstellt, welche 
Freizeitmoglichkeiten 
Jugendliche in ihren Wohnorten 
haben, welche Dinge sie 
personlich nutzen und was sie 
am meisten vermissen. Im 
Anschluss daran wurde mit zwei 
Burgermeisterinnen einerseits 
daruber diskutiert. welche 
Mdglichkeiten Jugendliche 
haben. um Einfluss auf die Gestaltung ihres Wohnraumes zu nehmen und 
andererseits daruber gesprochen. welche (finanziellen) Moglichkeiten den 
Burgermeisterinnen zur Verfugung stehen. um solche Projekte zu unterstutzen. Es 
wurde deutlich, dass die Burgermeisterinnen sehr an einem Austausch mit den 
Jugendlichen interessiert waren und die Jugendlichen auch durchaus bereit waren, 
Verantwortung fur die Gestaltung eigener Raume etc. zu ubernehmen. Ein solcher 
Austausch zwischen Erwachsenen und Jugendlichen scheint allerdings im normalen 
Lebensalltag kaum zustande zu kommen. 
W o r k s h o p 4 : (T )Raumwerks ta t t : 
J u g e n d l i c h e im G e s p r a c h mit B u r g e r m e i s t e r i n n e n 
Im Anschluss an die einzelnen Workshops kamen alle Jugendlichen und Experten 
noch einmal zusammen, um die Themen und Ergebnisse ihres jeweiligen Workshops 
vorzustellen. 
A b s c h l i e s s e n d e V o r s t e l l u n g de r e i n z e l n e n G r u p p e n p r o j e k t e und W o r k s h o p e r g e b n i s s e du rch die 
J u g e n d l i c h e n , N o v e m b e r 2004 
Momentaner Standpunkt des Forschungsprojektes und erste Einschatzungen: 
Momentan (April 2005) befinde ich mich in der Phase des Verschriftlichens der 
Interviews. Die Analyse des umfangreichen Datenmaterials wird noch einige Zeit in 
Anspruch nehmen. so dass ich noch keine konkreten Forschungsergebnisse 
veroffentlichen kann. 
Allerdings zeichnen sich einige Trends ab. die ich hier stichpunktartig 
zusammenfassen mochte: 
Lebensalltag im Wohnort: 
1) Die alltagliche Mobilitat der Jugendlichen ist arg eingeschrankt. da sich das 
Angebot der offentlichen Verkehrsmittel haufig auf den Schulbus 
beschrankt und die Jugendlichen somit nach Beendigung des 
Schulunterrichtes (um ca. 13 Uhr) wieder in ihre Dorfer/Stadt gefahren 
werden. Schulalltag und Dorfalltag bzw. Alltag im Wohnort haben daher 
haufig nur sehr wenig miteinander gemein. 
2) Da die Jugendlichen haufig weite Anfahrtswege zu den Schulen haben, ist 
es schwer. Schule als sozialen Raum fur Jugendliche auch ausserhalb der 
Schulzeit zu gestalten. Die Jugendlichen verbringen ihre Freizeit in den 
seltensten Fallen in der Schule. 
3) Aufgrund des Ruckgangs der Schulerzahlen werden immer mehr Schulen 
geschlossen. fast jede Schule steht daher unter Profilierungszwang. Die 
damit verbundene Unsicherheit und der Druck. unter dem die Lehrerlnnen 
stehen. ubertragt sich auf die Schulerlnnen und bietet fur sie einen 
weiteren Unsicherheitsfaktor. 
4) In Bezug auf die Freizeitgestaltung sind die Jugendlichen haufig abhangig 
von der Unterstutzung ihrer Eltern oder anderweitiger privater 
Mitfahrgelegenheiten. 
5) Das Freizeitangebot fur Jugendliche ist relativ beschrankt (ausser in Bezug 
auf den Bereich der Wassersportarten), so dass die Jugendlichen weite 
Entfernungen auf sich nehmen mussen. um spezielle Interessen 
verwirklichen zu konnen. Dies ist haufig mit dem Problem der 
Erreichbarkeit sowie mit finanziellem Aufwand verbunden. den sich nicht 
alle Jugendlichen leisten konnen. 
6) Es gibt kaum offentliche Orte in den Dorfern/Kleinstadten. die fur und von 
Jugendlichen konzipiert sind. Allerdings suchen Jugendliche oftmals nach 
solchen Orten im offentlichen Raum, um sich mit anderen Jugendlichen 
treffen zu konnen. Sie werden dann jedoch haufig von den Erwachsenen 
als storend und/oder als Bedrohung empfunden. Dies fuhrt zu Spannungen 
zwischen Erwachsenen und Jugendlichen. was auf eine fehlende 
Kommunikation zwischen Jugendlichen und EnA/achsenen verweist. 
7) Die Gestaltung der Freizeit scheint bildungsabhangig zu sein. Je hoher das 
Bildungsniveau umso mehr steht der Aspekt des Nutzens der 
Freizeitaktivitat fur den eigenen beruflichen Werdegang im Vordergrund. 
8) Die Jugendlichen zeigten sich uber das ganze Projekt hin durchaus 
politisch interessiert. was sich auch in den selbstgewahlten Projektthemen 
wiederspiegelt. 
Zukunftsvorstellungen: 
9) Die Jugendlichen formulieren ganz klar, dass sich aus ihrer Sicht ihre 
beruflichen Chancen erhohen. wenn sie die Region verlassen. Das 
Weggehen ist damit fester Bestandteil ihrer Zukunftsplanung und wird von 
ihnen sehr pragmatisch bewertet: Wer gezielte Berufsvorstellungen hat und 
diese auch verwirklichen will, muss damit rechnen. wegzugehen. In der 
Region zu bleiben heisst: vielleicht einen Ausbildungsplatz vor Ort zu 
bekommen, aber garantiert nicht den, den die Jugendlichen sich erhoffen. 
10) Die wahrgenommene Notwendigkeit des .Weggehen-Mussens' scheint 
allerdings seiten hinterfragt zu werden und lauft damit Gefahr, zu einem 
Selbstlaufer zu werden. Das Wissen der Jugendlichen uber 
regionenspezifische Ausbildungsmoglichkeiten war haufig sehr gering, was 
die Jugendlichen selbst damit begrundeten. dass die Berufsberatungen. 
die sie erhalten. meist nicht regionspezifisch ausgerichtet sei. 
11) Die Jugendlichen bewerten ihre Einflussmbglichkeiten auf ihren beruflichen 
Werdegang positiv. So beschreiben sie, dass sie ihre Zukunft zu grossen 
Teilen selbst in der Hand haben. indem sie sich uber gute Zensuren und 
ein gutes Abschlusszeugnis bessere Chancen auf dem Arbeitsmarkt 
erarbeiten konnen. 
12) Grundsatzlich fuhlen sich die Jugendlichen von der formellen Seite 
(Bewerbungen schreiben, Vorstellungsgesprache fuhren etc.) gut auf 
Bewerbungsgesprache vorbereitet. da sie mit den Schulsozialarbeiterinnen 
in der Schule auch haufig eine vertrauensvolle Ansprechpartnerin/einen 
vertrauensvollen Ansprechpartner fur diese Belange haben. Von Seiten der 
EnA/achsenen (Schulleiterlnnen. Lehrerlnnen. Schulsozialpadagoglnnen) 
wird diese Vorbereitung auch als professionell und ausreichend 
beschrieben. Die Jugendlichen ausserten allerdings mehrfach den 
Wunsch. gezielter lokal und regional ausgerichtete Berufsberatung zu 
bekommen. 
13) Die Jugendlichen zeigten eine hohe Bereitschaft. sich aktiv auf ihre 
berufliche Laufbahn vorzubereiten (Suche im Internet, eigene 
Terminvereinbarungen beim Arbeitsamt etc.). 
14) Die meisten Jugendlichen beschreiben eine starke Bindung an die Region. 
Eine spatere Ruckkehr nach Mecklenburg-Vorpommern schlieBen sie 
keinesfalls aus. allerdings spielen fur die Ruckkehr die Familie. der 
Freundeskreis sowie die Beschaftigungssituation eine grosse Rolle. Eine 
starkere Einbindung der Jugendlichen in lokale und regionale Netzwerke 
konnte die Ruckkehrbereitschaft wesentlich erhohen. 
Ich mochte noch einmal betonen. dass dies erste, vorlaufige Beobachtungen sind 
und endgultige Ergebnisse der Studie voraussichtlich erst Ende 2005/2006 
erscheinen. Bei Interesse wenden Sie sich bitte an: 
University of Plymouth 
Department of Geography 
Nadine Schafer 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth (Devon) 
PI4 8AA 
United Kingdom 
Telefon:0044 1752 233077 
Nadine.schafer(g)plvmouth.ac.uk 
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